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CHAPTER IIntrodution
This hapter gives an overview of the researh work presented in this disserta-tion and desribes the sienti and tehnologial bakground in whih this researhwork is pursued. The motivation, objetives, and aomplishments of the researhare desribed. The apabilities, the novel ontributions, and the distinguishing har-ateristis of the new omputational method developed in this researh are desribed,and they are highlighted by omparing them with those of alternative approahes.This hapter also presents an overview of the ontents, sope, and organization ofthis dissertation.1.1 General Context, and Overview of the Contribution ofthe Work Presented in this DissertationThe researh work presented in this dissertation is most appropriately lassiedas falling within the disipline or eld of Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD).CFD an be desribed as the siene and the tehniques of prediting or simulatingthe behavior or properties of uid, thermal, or other ows by solving numerially theanalyti equations that govern these ows. CFD an be regarded as a sub-disiplineof Computational Physis.As an be dedued from its dening desription, CFD is appliable within most1
2branhes of traditional engineering; namely, the Aerospae, Mehanial, Marine,Chemial, Eletrial, Environmental, and Civil branhes, and throughout siene.CFD is used to model and study ows and other related physial and transportproesses, ranging from those that our in man-made miro-devies, to those thatour in living organisms, to those that our in large-sale atmospheri or oeani,or even galati or osmi proesses or events.The purposes of modeling or studying with CFD may range from gaining a betterunderstanding of the fundamental physial phenomena involved (as in fundamentalstudies of the physis of turbulene, for example), to helping in the reation of betteror more eÆient designs for manufatured produts (as in the optimization of thedesigns of airraft or the shapes of mixing vessels, for example).CFD an be used to study all ow and proess \regimes", from the stable, smooth,steady-state ow of heat in a manufatured omponent with homogeneous isotropiondutivity and xed boundary temperatures, to the unstable, high-speed, om-pressible, disontinuous, transient, multi-phase, reating, eletrially-onduting, ra-diating material ows found in violently exploding stars.More generally, CFD an be useful in almost any irumstane that involvesthe phenomena of onvetion or propagation or diusion, and in any irumstanein whih the physial behavior an be modeled in terms of a transport or ow orpropagation or diusion proess. This is beause of the power and generality of themethods of CFD for solving general integro-dierential governing equations. Forexample, CFD methods are being inreasingly used to solve the Maxwell Equationsof Eletro-Magnetis, and to study of the eletrial behavior of transistors in ele-tri iruits. Suh developments extend the appliability of CFD within its parentdisipline, Computational Physis.
3In the tehniques, tools, and thinking proesses involved in it, traditional CFDis most usefully viewed as a multi-disiplinary endeavor that draws most heavily onthree traditional \pure" disiplines: (i) Fluid Mehanis, as a branh of Engineeringand Physis; (ii) Numerial Methods, as a branh of Applied Mathematis; and (iii)Software Engineering and Computer Siene. This dissertation reets this onsti-tution, with some of its parts fousing almost exlusively on Fluid Dynamis, othersfousing almost exlusively on numerial-solution methods, and others fousing al-most exlusively on algorithms, proedures, and software development.The researh work presented in this dissertation is onerned with devising, de-veloping, and studying a new omputational tehnique for simulating (or numeriallyprediting) ows involving boundaries that are in relative motion. The new tehniqueis applied to only a spei type of ow: that of an invisid, ompressible uid. Thenew tehnique is developed and demonstrated only for two-dimensional problems,but it is apable of handling boundaries of arbitrarily-omplex geometries, and a-pable of handling arbitrarily-omplex motions or deformations of these boundaries.The new tehnique is also applied and demonstrated within only a spei rangeof elds: primarily Aerospae and Mehanial Engineering. A typial problem inthose elds and ow regimes to whih the tehnique is very suitable is the prob-lem of predition of the ight path and the dynami behavior of an axisymmetri,roket-powered, rigid projetile traveling through the atmosphere.Even though the work presented in this dissertation is onned largely withinthe ontext of the ow regime and elds of appliation desribed in the preedingparagraph, the new method is designed and developed to be appliable as widelyand generally as possible. This appliability of the new method to other elds hasalready been demonstrated in two other works that have used variants of it. In
4the rst variant, a methodology was developed to study the motion and adhesionof biologial ells [8℄, where the ow regime is that of inompressible, visous owwith Low Reynolds Number and miro-sopi length-sales. In the seond variant, amethodology was developed to help in the design of waverider airframes [196℄, wherethe ow regime involved is that of supersoni three-dimensional steady ow whihan be mapped to a mathematially-orresponding two-dimensional unsteady ow.Even though there are already several omputational tehniques for omputingows with moving boundaries, as shown in the next setion, all of them have short-omings that inhibit their appliability to the generi moving-boundary problem.The new tehnique developed here aims to overome many of these limitations usinga new approah that relies heavily on several relatively-reent developments in theeld of CFD, espeially Cartesian-grid methods and solution-adaptive methods.Most of this dissertation is onerned with explaining or desribing the newmethod developed here, or with demonstrating or proving its properties.1.2 Denition, Charaterization, and Importane of Moving-Boundary ProblemsThroughout Fluid Dynamis, Galilean Transformations are employed to hangethe inertial frame to one in whih relevant boundaries whih were originally non-stationary are brought to rest. This is done merely for onveniene in the formulationand the solution of problems with originally non-stationary boundaries. However, ifthere are rotating boundaries, or if there is relative motion between dierent bound-aries or dierent parts of an individual boundary, the veloity at all points in allthe boundaries in the problem annot be simultaneously eliminated with a GalileanTransformation, and the problem is then lassied as a moving-boundary problem.
5A moving-boundary problem is speially dened as a problem in whihthere is relative motion between the bounding surfaes of a oweld or a phaseeld,or a problem in whih the shape of any interfae (that separates dierent sub-regionsof the entire region of interest) is not xed in time. An immediate onsequene ofthis denition is that all moving-boundary problems are transient ones.Moving-Boundary problems our throughout siene and engineering. Instanesof these problems arise in all free-surfae ows, in the motion of human heart valvesin a pulsatile bloodstream, in the deposition of lms of solids by the ondensationof a vapor in several manufaturing proesses, and in the in-ight separation froman airraft of an external fuel tank after the tank is released. Only in the simplestof problems with moving boundaries is the motion of the boundary deoupled fromthe solution of the oweld. Usually, the trajetory of the boundary (or body) andthe solution of the oweld aet eah other, as is the ase in all four examples justgiven.The degree of oupling between the shape and the trajetory of the interfaeon the one hand, and the oweld solution on the other hand, an be extremelystrong and highly nonlinear in moving-boundary problems. For example, in surfae-tension-indued ows, the shape of the boundary, whih is typially either a liquid-gas or liquid-liquid interfae, is what determines the magnitude and the loation ofthe fores that drive the motion of the oweld. Another example of suh strongoupling is that between the ow and the heat-transfer patterns on the one hand,and the shape and evolution of the solid-liquid interfae on the other hand, duringa solidiation proess, suh as during the formation of frost from liquid water.Another example of suh strong oupling is that between the ow, heat-transfer,and speies-onentration elds on the one hand, and the shape and the evolution
6of the liquid-gas interfae on the other hand, during an interfae-reation problem,suh as during the ombustion of liquid lms and spray droplets in a roket engine.In all three of these examples, the shape of the interfae and its evolution stronglyinuene the behavior of the ow or heat transfer patterns and strongly inuenethe shape and the evolution of the interfae at later times.As an be seen from some of the examples given in the preeding paragraph,moving-boundary problems are often haraterized by interfaes that have geomet-rially omplex and highly-intriate shapes, and that undergo large hanges in theirharateristi length sales and their topology during their evolution. Another har-ateristi that an be dedued from the above examples is that the shape and theevolution of the interfaes in a moving-boundary problem an often be determinedonly as part of the solution of suh a problem.Other, pratial, harateristis of moving-boundary problems that an be de-dued from the above examples is the physial omplexity involved in them, thediÆulty or impossibility of solving them analytially, and the value and usefulnessof omputational tehniques for solving them.From the preeding two paragraphs, it an be dedued that a general omputa-tional methodology that is aurate, eÆient, and appliable to the solution of thegeneri moving-boundary problem would have an important impat on the under-standing and solution of a wide range of diÆult problems that are important fromthe sienti, tehnologi, and eonomi viewpoints.1.3 Computational Methods for Moving-Boundary ProblemsThis setion presents a brief review and omparison of the alternative tehniquesthat have been devised for omputational solution of generi moving-boundary prob-
7lems, partly in preparation for a desription of the dening and distinguishing har-ateristis of the method developed in this work. Relevant, but not omprehen-sive, reviews of the most general and most popular omputational methods used formoving-boundary problems an be found in, for example, [331℄, [427℄, and [269, 323℄.Many of the terms used in this setion, suh as \grid", \strutured grid", \un-strutured grid", and \Computational Region" are laried and expliitly denedin Chapter IV, but the exat denitions are not essential for the purposes of thissetion. The terms \boundary" and \interfae" have their obvious meanings, andare also often used synonymously in this setion, with the former term being usuallypreferred in relation to the separation between a solid and a uid phase, and thelatter term being usually preferred in relation to the separation between dierentuid phases.1.3.1 Classiation and Charaterization of Computational Methods forMoving-Boundary ProblemsPerhaps the most useful lassiation basis for omputational methods that havebeen developed for moving-boundary problems is aording to whether the methodresolves the interfae shape and loation using an Eulerian or a Lagrangian formu-lation.The Eulerian formulation is haraterized by solving throughout the Computa-tional Region one or more transport equations whih represent the evolution of prop-erties that are separated by the interfae, suh as the phase distributions. Moreover,these transport equations must be solved in a stationary inertial frame, and on astationary grid. The moving interfaes are not expliitly traked or solved for in anEulerian formulation. If the shapes or any other geometri properties of interfaesare required, they must be indiretly inferred from the evolution solutions for the
8properties that vary aross the interfae. The Lagrangian approah is haraterizedby traking the moving interfae itself as it evolves, usually using loal refereneframes or grid nodes that are anhored in the moving interfae. These lassiationsare laried and illustrated by the examples given below of spei omputationaltehniques for moving-boundary problems.The lassiation basis desribed in the preeding paragraph is also used in thedierent, but related, ontext of the way in whih the nodes of the grid or the om-putational ells of the grid are used in solving the eld equations. In this dierentontext, the Eulerian and the Lagrangian lassiations take on a slightly dier-ent meaning, and there is also an additional (third) lassiation: the Lagrangian-Eulerian, or the \Mixed" lassiation. The new, dierent meanings of these lassi-ations are as follows: (i) Eulerian Methods use a grid that remains xed, no matterhow the eld solution evolves on that grid; (ii) Lagrangian Methods use a grid inwhih the grid ells or grid nodes move with the uid parels in suh a way that nouid rosses a ell boundary or separates from a grid node; and (iii) Mixed Meth-ods, whih are also alled Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Methods, use a grid whihmoves, but (unlike the ase for the pure Lagrangian Methods) not neessarily withthe exat loal trajetory of the uid parels that the ells or grid nodes originallyenlose or represent [172, 110, 111℄.The next few sub-sub-setions desribe and disuss the most important methodsthat have been developed for omputational simulation of moving-boundary prob-lems. Only those methods that are general-purpose, that are aeptably robust anduseful, that are physially and omputationally well-founded, that have promisingprospets, that are appliable in three-dimensional spae, and that are appliableto the typial nonlinear problems enountered in CFD are onsidered. Speially
9exluded from this desription are methods that are highly speialized or highlyrestrited in their appliation. Examples of methods that are exluded from thedesription given below are the Boundary-Integral Methods [59, 175℄ and the Phase-Transformation Methods [398℄.1.3.1.1 Volume-Traking MethodsIn these methods, the geometry and the dynamis of the interfaes or boundariesseparating the dierent materials or phases in the oweld are not expliitly updatedor traked. Instead, only the frational volumes oupied by the dierent phases aretraked and updated. If the loations of interfaes are required (for example, toalulate the uxes of the dierent phases with higher auray, or to ompute theurvature of the interfae to alulate the assoiated surfae-tension fores), then theinterfae geometries must be \reonstruted" from the volume-fration data.In Volume-Traking Methods, the oweld is evolved by solving the Equations ofConservation of Mass, Momentum, and Energy, using any appropriate omputationalsheme. In addition to these equations, the transport and evolution of the phasedistributions (and hene impliitly of the interfae shape and dynamis) are obtainedby solving for the evolution of salar eld variables fi = ViPNi=1 Vi , where 0  fi  1is the volume fration of phase i, Vi is the loal volume (for example, within aomputational ell) oupied by phase i, and N is the number of phases. The speitransport equation solved for eah fi, in dierential form, is given byfit + r  (fi~v) = 0; (1.1)where t is the time, and ~v is the oweld veloity vetor. In pratie, it is onlyneessary to solve for the transport of N   1 phases, sine the distribution of theremaining phase an be dedued from the distributions of all the others.
10It should be emphasized that in Volume-Traking Methods, only a single set ofMass, Momentum, and Energy Conservation Equations is solved, regardless of thenumber or the distribution of the dierent phases present. In addition, in solv-ing these onservation equations, all the uid, thermal, and transport properties ineah omputational ell are assumed homogeneously distributed, and these proper-ties are typially omputed by volume-averaging using relations of the generi form~ = PNi=1 fii, where ~ is the required volume-averaged property assigned to a om-putational ell, i is the loal property value for phase i, and all other terms are asdened above. An important impliation of this homogenization is that no dier-enes are allowed in, for example, the veloities of the dierent phases that may bepresent in a ell.The eets of the distributions of the variables fi are ommuniated into theMass, Momentum, and Energy Conservation Equations through only two means: (i)the evaluation of average uid, thermal, and transport properties (suh as density,ondutivity, and visosity) that are used in the standard onservation equations,as desribed in the preeding paragraph; and (ii) through the evaluation of uxeswhih must take into aount the time-averaged and area-averaged values of fi in anydisrete ux ontribution. These two means are the manner in whih the apparent\passivity" of the transport phenomenon represented in Equation 1.1 is onvertedinto the physially-orret \non-passive" transport.The oupling between the standard onservation equations and Equation 1.1 anbe done either by iteratively solving the latter Equation with the standard onser-vation equations, or by solving all the equations together in a oupled form. Solvingthe equations in a oupled form is usually ompliated by the fat that Equation 1.1should be expliitly integrated to minimize the eets of numerial diusion on the
11sharpness of the interfae representations.The formulation desribed above an also be ast as the onservation of mass,momentum, and energy for eah of the speies or phases involved, and this equiva-lene is what atually provides the basis for the widely-used formulation desribedabove (in terms of the transport of the eld variables fi).Dierent variants of Volume-Traking Methods dier in the manner in whihEquation 1.1 is solved. One variant, as desribed, for example, in [69℄, [40℄, and[351℄, solves Equation 1.1 using standard MUSCL, TVD, or other suh shemes(whih are desribed, for example, in Chapter III). The most ommon variant,however, is the \VOF" Method, as desribed in, for example, [173℄ and [265℄, andthe subsequent improvements of the VOF Method, suh as the Pieewise-LinearInterfae Constrution (PLIC) sheme, as desribed in, for example, [203℄, [204℄,[301℄, and [302℄.The VOF Method and its variants are geometrial approahes that solve Equa-tion 1.1 using a sequene of operations whih is eetively equivalent to the following:(i) reonstrution of the individual volume oupied by eah of the individual phasesin eah omputational ell, in the form of a polyhedron (that lies within that om-putational ell); (ii) translation of this polyhedron by a distane ~vt (where ~v is anappropriate average veloity for the polyhedron over the urrent time-step, and tis that time-step); and (iii) omputation of the geometrial overlap of the translatedpolyhedron with the surrounding omputational ells to determine the volumes ofthe individual phases that are transported to these surrounding ells by the veloityeld. The dierent variants of the VOF Method dier mainly by the auray andsophistiation of the geometri-reonstrution, volume-advetion, and intersetion-evaluation steps, as desribed further in [203℄, [204℄, [301℄, and [302℄.
12The main advantages of Volume-Traking Methods are as follows: (i) their ro-bustness; (ii) their potential for strit adherene to onservation; and (iii) their abilityto readily handle arbitrary topologi transformations in interfaes for any numberof phases. The main disadvantages of Volume-Traking Methods are as follows: (i)their smearing of the interfae, to at least the width of a few omputational ellsin the general ase, and even more so with the non-geometrial approah to solvingEquation 1.1; (ii) the ad ho and heuristi basis of their interfae-reonstrution pro-edures; and, for the geometrial variant only, (iii) their ell-by-ell reonstrutionof the interfae, whih leads to disontinuities in the interfae aross ell edges orfaes, whih in turn leads to redued onsistene and auray for some types ofalulations.While Volume-Traking Methods are very eetive for ertain appliations (suhas modeling omplex mold-lling proesses, or modeling the impat of liquid dropletswith solid or liquid bodies and the subsequent fragmentation of these droplet), thesemethods an be said to be totally unsatisfatory for modeling the motion of solidobjets in uids. This is beause these methods do not preserve the exat geometryof a rigid interfae, and beause they do not, in their standard form, aount fordierenes in the veloities between the dierent phases in the same omputationalell.1.3.1.2 Level-Set MethodsIn these methods, the geometry and the motion of interfaes is traked andevolved indiretly, by embedding the interfae, whih is dened in an n-dimensionalComputational Region, as the zero-level-set of a level-set funtion whih is denedin an (n+ 1)-dimensional spae [269, 323, 324℄. In the generi main variant of these
13methods, the general funtional form of the level-set funtion is given by  (~x; t),where ~x is the loation in the Computational Region, and t is the time, and thisfuntion takes the value of the signed normal distane from the interfae. As impliedin its form, the level-set funtion is dened at all points in the Computational Re-gion. With these denitions, the motion and evolution of the interfae an then beshown to be desribed using a \speed funtion", F , dened in onjuntion with thelevel-set funtion, aording to the equationt + F jrj = 0; (1.2)with given initial onditions at, say, t = 0, that is, with a given (~x; t = 0).The physial dependene of the interfae evolution must be wholly expressed inthe speed funtion F , and this an inlude dependene on the loal and the globalproperties of the interfae, as well as on the solution to the oweld, and even onexternal parameters or state variables. For example, in surfae-tension-driven ows,F depends on the urvature of the interfae.If the funtion F depends only on position and r, then Equation 1.2 reduesto a speial ase of the Hamilton-Jaobi Equation. If the funtion F depends onlyon position, then Equation 1.2 redues to the Eikonal Equation. If the funtionF depends only on the oweld solution in the form F = ~v  ~n, where ~v is the owveloity, and ~n is the interfae normal, then Equation 1.2 represents passive transportof the zero level-set and is equivalent to Equation 1.1.Whatever the form or dependene of F , Equation 1.2 an be solved using any ap-propriate standard omputational sheme for solving Partial-Dierential Equations,inluding higher-order shemes that satisfy, for example, (see Chapter III for the rel-evant denitions) the TVD property and the neessary entropy-onditions. It should
14be noted that while the interfae still represents a disontinuity in the Computa-tional Region, the level-set funtion  in whih it is embedded is a smooth funtionthat an be evolved aurately using well-understood and standard omputationaltehniques. This is the major aomplishment and benet of the formulation of theLevel-Set Method.The main advantages of Level-Set Methods are as follows: (i) their robustness; (ii)their ability to handle arbitrary topologi transformations in interfaes for any num-ber of phases; and (iii) their elimination of the entire range of lassial, well-knownproblems assoiated with adveting disontinuous funtions (suh as the problemsenountered with the advetion of the fi funtions in the Volume-Traking Methods).Another important advantage of the Level-Set formulation that follows diretly fromthe smoothness of the Level-Set funtion , is that this funtion an be readily andaurately dierentiated to obtain gradients of  and, for example, urvatures of theinterfae. For ertain appliations, this provides a deisive advantage over Volume-Traking Methods. The main disadvantage of the Level-Set Methods is that theydo not onserve mass, momentum, or energy beause the integration of , even bya onservative method, will not neessarily onserve any of the Conserved Variables.Several attempts are urrently underway to eliminate this shortoming, for exam-ple, by ombining Level-Set Methods with Volume-Traking Methods to retain theadvantages of both [56℄.While Level-Set Methods are ideal for a wide range of moving-boundary problems,and for a wide range of problems that are only remotely related to moving-boundaryproblems [323℄, they an be onsidered totally unsatisfatory options for modelingthe motion of solid objets in uids. This is beause Level-Set Methods in theirstandard form do not aount for dierenes in the veloities of the dierent phases
15in the same omputational ell, beause they do not preserve the exat shapes ofrigid boundaries, and beause they do not even preserve the volumes enlosed bysuh boundaries.1.3.1.3 Moving-Grid and Deforming-Grid MethodsIn these methods, whih are losely related to R-Adaptation Methods (see Chap-ter IV for more on this), the boundary nodes of the grid overing the ComputationalRegion remain attahed to the boundaries of the Computational Region. If theboundaries of the Computational Region move or deform, the boundary nodes ofthe grid move with these boundaries, and this motion is transmitted to the interiornodes of the grid, ausing the interior grid to move and deform as a result. Themotion and deformation of the interior grid may be eeted by any of a variety ofsemi-analytial or numerial tehniques, suh as the appliation of Transnite Inter-polation to update the positions of the interior nodes from those of the boundarynodes. An important requirement for suh tehniques is that they must attempt tomaintain the \quality" (as dened, for example, in Chapter IV) of the deforminggrid.Moving-Grid and Deforming-Grid Methods may utilize strutured grids, as in[365, 250, 331℄ for example, or unstrutured grids, as in [31, 33℄, [227, 225, 35℄, [218℄,[263℄, or [283℄, for example.Moving-Grid and Deforming-GridMethods are highly eetive when the deforma-tions or displaements of boundaries are small relative to the length-sales separatingthe boundaries or those along the boundaries, as in typial aeroelasti problems, forexample. Beause of this, the use of these methods in aerodynami and aeroelastiomputations is well established. For problems where the deformation length-sales
16are relatively large (and a typial example of this is when the boundaries or inter-faes are those that separate dierent uids in arbitrary motion), the distortion ofthe grid beomes too severe to maintain auray or onvergene of the solution, andthe omputation eventually fails.The restrition on the extent of the allowed motion or deformation in boundariestends to be more severe with strutured grids than with unstrutured grids. For bothgrid types, however, more exibility an be gained by allowing the boundary nodesof the grid to slide and to have their positions re-adjusted along the boundaries ofthe Computational Region to relieve exessive loal distortions.An eetive way to avoid atastrophi failure from exessive grid deformationis to stop the omputation when the grid quality beomes too poor, and to thenregenerate the grid for the updated geometry. The solution is then projeted or in-terpolated from the original grid to the regenerated grid, and the alulation proe-dure is ontinued. This grid regeneration proedure (whih is also alled re-meshing)an be automated, at least for relatively simple geometries. A major detration ofre-meshing is the loss of onservation and solution onvergene as a result of thegrid-to-grid solution-interpolation step.Remeshing may be applied on either a loal basis to eliminate loalized degra-dations in the quality of the grid, or on a global basis to generate a ompletely newgrid. Remeshing is easier to implement with unstrutured grids than with struturedgrids, largely beause unstrutured grids are by their onstrution more adaptable,and beause they an be generated in a more automated manner than struturedgrids. These ideas are disussed in more detail in Chapter IV, and the most ommonloal and global re-meshing tehniques are desribed and disussed in the referenesited above for Moving-Grid Methods that utilize unstrutured grids. Re-meshing
17may also be used to extend the appliability of Moving-Grid and Deforming-GridMethods to situations in whih the boundaries undergo topologi transformations,suh as merging or tearing, but only at a high ost in terms of omputational eÆ-ieny, loss of onservation, and loss of solution onvergene.Unlike all the other methods desribed in this sub-setion, Moving- and Deforming-Grid Methods have an intrinsi advantage over most other methods for modelingboundaries separating rigid or solid phases from uid phases. The reason for this isthat the grid-lines in these methods by design oinide with the boundaries or inter-faes in the problem, exatly resolving any disontinuities (in any ow or materialproperty) at these boundaries.A sub-ategory of Moving-Grid Methods inludes the Non-Deforming-Grid Meth-ods, whih inlude the \Overset" or \Chimera" family of methods, and the \Sliding-Grid" Methods. All these methods are very suitable for modeling the motion of rigidobjets in uids.In the Chimera family of methods, a dierent, \single-blok" grid is generated foreah boundary or body in the problem or for eah seleted part of the ComputationalRegion. Eah individual grid is generated independently of the other grids, but eahgrid is designed and onstruted so that it overlaps other grids aross a suÆiently-deep layer of omputational ells along all its \ow" boundaries [342, 43, 240℄. Theassembly of the individual overlapping grids in the system must over the entireComputational Region. The individual grids an remain stationary, for steady-statealulations and for time-dependent alulations with stationary boundaries. Formoving-boundary problems, the individual grids move rigidly with the boundariesto whih they are attahed. The solutions on the dierent grids in the ChimeraMethodology are oupled by interpolating the solution data in the boundary ells of
18eah grid from solution data of the interior ells of the other grids that it overlaps.For moving-boundary problems, typially, there is also one large bakground gridthat overs the entire Computational Region and that overlaps all the other gridsto ensure that the solutions in the dierent grids an remain oupled for arbitrarymotions of the individual grids.Sine no grid deformation is involved in them, the Chimera Methods eliminate theneed for re-meshing. The main disadvantage of the Overset or Chimera Methods isthe loss of onservation and onvergene rate due to the interpolation used to transfersolution data from one grid to another aross the overlap or interpolation fringes.A major limitation of the Chimera Methods (whih is shared with the standardMoving-Grid Methods) is their inability to handle topologial hanges in boundariesin a satisfatory manner.1.3.1.4 Front-Traking MethodsThese methods inlude the generi Marker-and-Cell Method [152, 153, 151, 133℄,and the Immersed-Boundary Method [279℄, as well as several other variants, suh asthat of [370℄. These methods solve for the eld variables using a xed grid, but trakthe interfae by traking the motion of markers that are plaed in spei sequenesalong eah interfae at the start of the omputation. Markers an be added andremoved within eah sequene (or string), and the markers of dierent interfaesan be re-onneted to represent topologi transformations. In these methods, theinterfaes are given a thikness in the form of a distribution funtion whih is usedto interpolate properties to and from the stationary grid on whih the eld solutionis omputed.The main advantage of Front-Traking Methods is their robustness, provided any
19topologial hanges in interfaes are of limited omplexity. One of the disadvantagesof these methods is that the interfae is smeared, espeially if it moves or if it isrequired to be stationary in a non-stationary uid, but the thikness of an interfaeremains onstant, sine it is an added, algorithmi artifat, and not aused by nu-merial diusion. Another disadvantage is the loss of onservation, espeially duringtopologi transformations. Another disadvantage is that the marker partiles an-not be easily immobilized to represent a stationary front in a non-stationary uid,making these methods unsuitable for modeling the motion of solid objets in uids.1.3.1.5 Partile-Based MethodsIn these methods (the most notable variant of whih is the Method of SmoothPartile Hydrodynamis (SPH)), the uid is modeled through a olletion of repre-sentative partiles that travel with the uid, interating with eah other, and arryingwith them the representative properties of the uid, suh as its mass, momentum, andenergy. Sine the partiles travel with the uid parels they represent, the method isa pure Lagrangian one. Extensive reviews of the main variants of the SPH Methodare given, for example, in [251℄ and [45℄.Suh methods are ideally suited for modeling the merging or interation of dif-ferent uid masses, espeially if there are large relative dierenes in the lengthsales involved, as in stellar ollisions, for example. The main advantages of theSPH Method are as follows: (i) the sharpness of interfaes does not derease withthe propagation distane or the propagation time, and this is beause the partilestravel with the uid; (ii) arbitrary length-sale dierenes between bodies or arossinterfaes an be treated, with no adverse eets on the omputational aurayor eÆieny; and (iii) no grid is required, exept in some variants of the SPH, of
20whih the Partile-in-Cell (PIC) Method [150℄ is the most notable one. In the PICMethod, the partile properties are averaged in omputational ells to obtain eldvalues. The main disadvantage of Partile-Based Methods is their requirement forrelatively exessive memory and omputational eort. Other than for the onstraintsof this disadvantage, these methods an, in priniple, be eetively used for modelingthe motion of solid objets in uids.1.3.2 Comparison of the Eulerian and the Lagrangian Methods for Moving-Boundary ProblemsIn respet of the manner in whih the interfae is evolved and resolved by themethods desribed above, the Volume-Traking Methods and the Level-Set Meth-ods are Eulerian Methods, while the Front-Traking Methods, the Partile-BasedMethods, and the Moving- and Deforming-Grid Methods are Lagrangian Methods.The main advantage of the Lagrangian approah is that it resolves a boundaryor an interfae as an exat disontinuity. If a partiular Lagrangian method requiresa grid or nodal markers in the interfae, then the main weakness of that method willbe that the grid or the markers will be required to deform or move with the inter-fae. This in turn restrits the omplexity of the geometri or topologi interfaialtransformations that be handled by the method, and makes the method less robustthan an Eulerian approah, espeially in three-dimensional spae.The main advantage of the Eulerian approah is its robustness, and its abilityto handle arbitrary geometri transformations in boundaries, suh as those thatour in large-sale elongations and shearing deformations, and arbitrary topologitransformations in boundaries, suh as those that our during merging, oalesene,tearing, or void reation. The main weakness of the Eulerian approah is its reduedresolution and redued auray in the predition of the interfae evolution and
21shape, aused by its imposition of diusive eets on the shape and the motionof interfaes. A seond important weakness of the Eulerian approah is its needfor additional proedures to reonstrut the loation, shape, or any other geometriproperty of the interfae.The ideal appliation for an Eulerian approah is one that involves high om-plexity in terms of the topologi and geometri transformations in the interfae, andthat also exhibits a weak dependene of the nal solution on the exat interfae ge-ometry and evolution. The ideal appliation for a Lagrangian approah is one thatinvolves low omplexity in terms of the topologi and geometri transformations inthe interfae, and that also exhibits a strong dependene of the nal solution on theexat interfae geometry and evolution, and possibly on the treatment of the inter-fae as an exat disontinuity. Examples of appliations that are ideal for eah ofthe Eulerian and the Lagrangian approahes were given in the preeding sub-setion,along with the desriptions of the individual methods for omputational solution ofmoving-boundary problems.1.4 A Brief Desription of the New MethodThe preeding setion disussed the apabilities and the strengths and weaknessesof eah of the major, general-purpose methods that have been developed for ompu-tational simulation of moving-boundary problems. In partiular, the apabilities ofeah of these methods for physially-orret and aurate modeling of the motion ofsolid objets in uids was also speially assessed. These assessments an be sum-marized as follows: none of the available Eulerian Methods is suitable for auratemodeling of the motion of solid objets in uids, and only those Lagrangian Meth-ods whih treat the boundary as an impermeable disontinuity at whih boundary
22onditions an be applied are suitable for this purpose.The aim of the researh work presented in this dissertation is to develop a general-purpose method whih ombines the strengths of both the Lagrangian and the Eu-lerian approahes, without introduing all the disadvantages of both, and whih isapable of physially-orret and aurate modeling of the motion of solid objets inuids.The objetive desribed in the preeding paragraph is realized by adopting aLagrangian sheme to represent the geometry and the motion of boundaries as exatdisontinuities, and an Eulerian sheme to evolve the ow variables and any othereld variables. Instead of using a moving grid that remains attahed to boundaries, aswith traditional Lagrangian approahes, suh as the Moving-Grid approah, a singlestationary grid is used as with traditional Eulerian approahes, but boundaries arestill traked separately on this stationary grid using a Lagrangian approah. Thoseomputational ells whih are interseted by boundaries are split into two (and inpriniple, possibly more than two) sub-ells, eah of whih may have properties andstates that are independent of those of the other sub-ell(s). This splitting of ells iswhat enables boundaries to be treated as exat disontinuities on the Eulerian grid.The adoption of a Lagrangian formulation for boundary motion in ombination withan Eulerian stationary grid requires boundaries to freely move aross stationarygrid-lines, without introduing new or unaeptable types of numerial errors (suhas onservation violations). A major aomplishment of this work is to demonstratethat this an be done, by use of a ell-merging proedure that ombines ells inthe viinity of boundaries into omposite ells that undergo a hange in volume butremain interseted along the same edges during a motion step of the boundaries.This ell-merging proedure is the means by whih the diÆulties assoiated with
23grid-line rossing are eliminated in this work.In more detail, the new method developed in the work presented in this disser-tation is onstruted from ve main omponents, eah of whih ontributes to oneof the major distinguishing harateristis of the method. These omponents are asfollows:1. An adaptive, Quadtree-based algorithm for generating stationary Cartesiangrids whih are used to obtain disrete solutions to the governing equations.This grid generation algorithm forms omputational ells by rst dividing theCartesian Square whih denes the Computational Region into square ells,and then lipping or splitting eah ell that straddles a boundary to form twoarbitrary polygonal ells on the two sides of that boundary.The grid-generation algorithm is apable of handling boundaries of arbitrarily-omplex geometry, and is apable of handling arbitrarily-omplex motions ofthese boundaries. The grid-generation algorithm imposes no intrinsi restri-tions on hanges in the grid topology, neither between nor along boundaries, inommon with the traditional Eulerian approahes. The independent trakingof the motions of boundaries is also used by the grid-generation algorithm toontinually adapt the grid to the loations and the geometri features of all theboundaries in a omputation.2. A representation of boundaries as exat, innitesimally-thin disontinuities sep-arating two arbitrarily-dierent states or properties, and the adoption of ex-pliit traking of moving boundaries. The expliit traking of boundaries, andtheir representation as exat disontinuities is what provides the Lagrangianharater of the new method as far as the modeling of the geometry and the
24motion of boundaries is onerned.The exatness of the boundary representation, and its preservation with nodiusive or dispersive eets while boundaries travel aross the grid-lines andthe ells of the Cartesian grid that remains stationary is the main distinguishingharateristi of the new tehnique developed in this work.The use of exible data-strutures for representing boundaries allows large-salegeometri and topologi transformations to be handled, and allows preise on-trol over the behavior of boundaries during topologi transformations, oeringample opportunity to model the atual physial mehanisms involved.3. A proedure for dynamially ombining seleted agglomerations of omputa-tional ells from the Cartesian grid into individual omposite omputationalells whih do not hange the topology of their intersetion with the boundariesduring a single motion step of the boundaries.The main purpose of this dynami \re-assembly" or merging of the ells inthe viinity of boundaries is to irumvent all the theoretial and pratialompliations assoiated with the rossing of grid lines by moving boundaries.By reating omposite ells whih do not hange their intersetion topology,the ell-merging proedure eetively transforms the grid-line rossing probleminto a regular problem of deforming ells.Cell merging thus provides the means of extending the appliability of station-ary Cartesian grids to moving-boundary problems. Cell merging is also usedto ensure that the initial and nal volumes of interseted omposite ells areappropriately bounded, and that the ratios of initial to nal volumes in theseells are also appropriately bounded. Bounding these quantities ensures that
25the timestep size remains suÆiently large, and eliminates the \Small-Cell-Problem" (whih is disussed in more detail in Appendix A.1) that arises fromthe non-boundary-onformality of Cartesian grids.4. A Finite-Volume, harateristi-based, high-resolution ow-solver whih is ide-ally suited for problems involving high-speed, invisid, ompressible ows. Thesolution sheme ahieves seond-order auray in spae by pieewise-linear re-onstrution of the primitive variables, and seond-order auray in time by apreditor-orretor expliit time-stepping sheme. The disretization of bound-aries and their motion on one hand, and of the ux quadratures on the other,are appropriately mathed to ensure that the seond-order-aurate disretiza-tion also satises The Geometri Conservation Laws.Although the Cartesian grid on whih the governing equations are solved isstationary, beause boundary motion in this work is eetively treated as lo-alized ell deformation (as desribed above), the governing equations mustbe solved using an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation instead of anEulerian formulation.5. An algorithm for adapting the Cartesian grid to the solution. This algorithmenables the resolution of ow features with large gradients (suh as dison-tinuities) in ows with dierent length-sales, and it also enables automatitraking of these ow features as they move aross the Computational Region.The solution adaptation algorithm greatly inreases the omputational eÆ-ieny of the new method, enabling problems with high boundary resolutionsto be attempted with relatively modest omputing resoures ompared to theresoures required by the orresponding non-adaptive omputations.
26Eah of the ve omponents listed above is desribed in detail in one of thehapters of this dissertation.Aording to the lassiation denitions given in the preeding setion, thesheme developed in this work is lassied as follows: in regard to the solutionof the oweld and the governing equations, it is an Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerianmethod; in regard to the modeling and representation of the boundary geometry anddynamis, it is a Lagrangian method.In some of its features, the new method developed in this work bears strong resem-blanes to what an adaptive version of the Marker-and-Cell Method desribed in thepreeding setion would be. A key dierene, however, is that the lines onnetingthe objets that orrespond in the new method to the \markers" of the Marker-and-Cell Method are eetively represented and treated as grid lines that split anyomputational ells they divide into two parts, allowing these dierent parts to havedierent states and properties, and allowing the appropriate boundary onditions tobe imposed on these onneting lines. Beause of this, the new method ombinesthe Lagrangian harater of \exat separation" exhibited by the Moving-Grid andDeforming-Grid Methods with the Eulerian harater of the exibility and robust-ness of using a stationary grid in the Marker-and-Cell Method. Also beause of thisell splitting and exat separation, the new method does not require the impositionof a thikness on the interfae for property interpolation as in most variants of theMarker-and-Cell Method. Also beause of this ell splitting and exat separation,and beause the motion of those geometrial objets in the new method whih or-respond to the \markers" in the Marker-and-Cell Method is not derived from theveloity of the oweld, the new method overomes the fundamental inability of theMarker-and-Cell Method to aurately model the motion of solid objets in uids
27(that is, to aurately model the impermeability ondition).From the inherent harateristis and properties outlined or implied above ofthe tehniques adopted or devised for the new omputational method developed inthis work, the following an be predited: unlike it is with any of the methods pre-sented in the preeding setion, the new method developed in this work will be idealfor simulating the large-sale motion or deformation of solids in uids. It an alsobe predited, however, that the new method will share one of the weaknesses ofthe Marker-and-Cell Method for moving-boundary problems with topologi trans-formations; namely, the violation of onservation during topologi transformations.Another weakness of the new method developed in this work is a onsequene of theseletion of a Cartesian-grid methodology for the grid generation: beause of the spa-tial isotropy of the ells produed by this grid-generation method, the new methodwithout any further renements will have a relatively low omputational eÆienyfor the solution of any system of governing equations whih has highly anisotropilength sales. An important example of suh a system is the Navier-Stokes Systemof Equations for ows with high Reynolds Number.Other than for the weaknesses outlined in the preeding paragraph, the methoddeveloped in this work is expeted to be appliable eetively to the entire range ofproblems requiring aurate resolution of moving and deforming boundaries, fromproblems involving wing utter, to problems involving projetile ight, to problemsinvolving surfae-tension-indued ows.1.5 Objetives, Sope, and Limitations of the WorkThe preeding setion desribed the new omputational method that was devel-oped through the researh work presented in this dissertation, and it emphasized
28the apabilities, the distinguishing harateristis, and the algorithmi priniples ofthe new method. The purpose of this setion is to state the spei requirementsand objetives of the work presented in this dissertation, to desribe the speihief ontributions of this work, and to desribe the sope and the limitations of thiswork, larifying the extents to whih the development and the exploration of the newmethod have been pursued in the work.The spei objetives of the researh work presented in this dissertation are asfollows:1. The development of a new, general-purpose method for omputational solutionof moving-boundary problems. The new method is to be apable of handlingboundaries having omplex geometri shapes, and is to be apable of handlingomplex motions of boundaries, as well as topologi transformations in bound-aries. The new method is to overome the major weaknesses of existing meth-ods for the omputational solution of moving-boundary problems, espeiallyfor aurate and physially-orret modeling of the motion of solid objets inuids.The new method is to be apable of solving steady-ow problems, and unsteady-ow problems with stationary boundaries. Both of these types of problemshould be solved as speial ases of the general, moving-boundary problem.Development of the new method inludes development of eah of its ve mainomponents, whih were individually desribed in the preeding setion;2. The investigation of the apabilities, limitations, and relevant omputationalproperties of the new method in general, and for the hosen uid-dynamimodel, The System of Euler Equations, in partiular; and,
293. The extension of the apabilities and the appliability of unstrutured Cartesian-Grid Methods to the lass of moving-boundary problems.The intrinsi limitations and weaknesses of the new method developed in the workpresented in this dissertation were outlined in the preeding setion. The extent towhih the researh, development, and investigation is arried forward in this work,and the most important limitations of or restritions on the sope of the work arriedout are as follows:1. The development, demonstration, and investigation of the new method and itsrelated tehniques are onned to problems in two-dimensional spae;2. The type of grid used in the new method is onned to the unstrutured Carte-sian type;3. The governing equations studied and evaluated with the new method are on-ned to The System of Euler Equations (whih models the ow of invisid,ompressible, ideal gases).Even though the work presented in this dissertation is onned to two-dimensionalspae, every eort is made to ensure that the onepts and tehniques adopted ordeveloped in this work are appliable in three-dimensional spae. Similarly, eventhough the governing equations are onned to The System of Euler Equations,every eort is made to ensure that the solution methodology an be applied to otherategories of governing equations whih are frequently enountered in ComputationalPhysis. No restritions are plaed on the types or geometries of boundaries, nor onthe types of motion that may be exeuted by boundaries.
30The objetives of the researh arried out in this work, within the sope andlimitations outlined above, are all ahieved, as desribed further in the appropriatehapters of this dissertation, and as summarized in Chapter IX.The most important new ontributions whih result from ahieving the objetivesof the work presented in this dissertation, in order of dereasing likely long-termimpat, and with regard to spei aspets of omputational methods, are as follows:1. With regard to moving-boundary problems: the development of a new, viable,and eÆient Lagrangian-Eulerian Method that exhibits the most desirable ad-vantages or features of both the Lagrangian and the Eulerian approahes formoving-boundary problems. These advantages or features are as follows: (i)retaining the interfae representation as an exat disontinuity, with a preisely-dened loation, separating arbitrarily-dierent states (the advantages or fea-tures of the Lagrangian approah); and (ii) solving the eld variables usinga non-boundary-onformal, stationary grid, and allowing omplex geometries,and large-sale motions, deformations, and topologi transformations in bound-aries (the advantages or features of the Eulerian approah).2. With regard to Cartesian-Grid Methods: the development of the tehniqueof \ell merging" whih extends and establishes the appliability of Cartesian-Grid Methods to moving-boundary problems, whih re-aÆrms the appliabilityof these methods for unsteady-ow problems, and whih provides a means ofoveroming the diÆulties that arise from the non-boundary-onformality ofthese methods.3. With regard to solution-adaptive methods for The System of Euler Equations:the demonstration of the viability of a spei sheme for renement and oars-
31ening of ells for solution-adaptive omputations for The System of Euler Equa-tions with moving boundaries.A more detailed review of the most signiant ontributions and ndings of thework presented in this dissertation is given in Chapter IX. Chapter IX also dis-usses the extension of the new method developed in this work beyond the sope andlimitations outlined above.1.6 Organization and Sope of the Dissertation1.6.1 Readership and Writing ConventionsThe ontents and writing of this dissertation are aimed primarily for researhers,for siene or engineering pratitioners, and for students. The main interest of thereader is assumed to be in understanding the basis or implementation details ofpart or all of the new omputational method presented in this dissertation, or inextending, applying, or evaluating the appliation of this new method to problemsthat are similar or related to the ones onsidered in this work. The ontents andwriting are aimed most speially for graduate student researhers starting a newresearh program. Thus, every part of this dissertation was written in suh a waythat it an be understood by a student who has ompleted the rst round (or rstyear) of graduate-level lasses that are usually taken before starting the researhphase of a Masters or Dotoral Program in Aerospae or Mehanial Engineering, inApplied Mathematis, or in other related elds.In terms of spei subjets, everything in this dissertation should be understoodby anyone who has taken the introdutory graduate ourses in the following top-is: the Theory of Fluid Dynamis, espeially for ompressible ows; Analysis andthe Theory of Multi-Variate Calulus; Disrete Mathematis; the Theory of Vetor
32Spaes and Linear Operators; the Theory of Partial Dierential Equations, inlud-ing the Theory of Charateristis for Hyperboli Partial Dierential Equations; andNumerial Analysis and Numerial Methods.Inevitably, a onit arises in attempting to satisfy the entire range of potentialreaders falling between the following two extremes: (i) those readers who prefera diret, very brief, and ondensed review of the main methods and ontributionsof the work, and possibly brief guidelines for re-implementation of ertain featuresof the new method; and (ii) those readers who prefer a detailed desription of thework done and the methods used, as well as a omprehensive review of the relevantbakground of the numerial methods and physial-modeling priniples involved. Theattempt to resolve this onit here was made by inluding muh review material,while learly indiating the setions devoted to suh a purpose. In some parts ofthe dissertation, most notably in Chapter III, these divisions between the reviewmaterial and the diretly-relevant material our down to the sub-setion level andlower. Those hapters or setions that ontain a signiant review portion maybe skipped altogether by readers who are interested only in the new developmentsexplored in this work. To enable this skipping to be readily done, the titles of thosehapters or setions have been hosen to learly reet their review harater.As desribed in the preeding setion, the work presented in this dissertation isonned to two-dimensional spae. However, in view of the importane of extendingthis work to three-dimensional spae, signiant eort was devoted to extendingthe ideas and the formulation to three-dimensional spae. For this reason, mostof the development for The System of Euler Equations, for the formulation of theGeometri Conservation Laws, and for the formulation of the boundary geometryand the boundary dynamis was arried out for the more general ases of either n-
33dimensional or three-dimensional physial spae. Whenever onrete examples aregiven, however, they are stritly in two-dimensional spae.The onjuntions and disjuntions \and" and \or" are used most ommonly in thestrit inlusive sense, whether they separate pairs of items, or whether they appearin lists. Thus, \or" is used in the non-exlusive sense, that is, \a or b" is equivalent to\only a, only b, or both", while \a and b" means both are required. Any deviationsfrom this onvention are made identiable from the ontext in whih they our.1.6.2 Organization and ContentsThe ontents of this dissertation are organized as follows:1. Chapter I: This hapter introdues and motivates the researh work whihis presented in this dissertation and desribes the resulting new omputationalmethod for moving-boundary problems. This hapter also ompares the apa-bilities and features of the new method with those of other, existing alterna-tives. The sope of the work and its ontribution to the eld are desribed.This hapter also outlines the ontents and the organization of the dissertation.2. Chapter II: This hapter reviews the derivation, and the physial and math-ematial harateristis and properties represented by The System of EulerEquations. It also disusses the pratial uses and pratial limitations of thissystem of equations.3. Chapter III: This hapter reviews the alternative methodologies that areavailable for the disretization, and for the disrete solution of The Systemof Euler Equations, and presents the spei methods adopted and developedin this work to disretize the governing equations and to obtain disrete solu-tions to these disretized equations, espeially as required for moving-boundary
34problems. This hapter disusses several onsiderations that are entral to theontribution of this work, espeially the enforement of The Geometri Conser-vation Laws and the treatment of boundary onditions for moving-boundaryproblems.4. Chapter IV: This hapter reviews the alternative methods available for gen-erating grids (to disretize the regions of the spae-time ontinuum in whihthe governing equations will be solved, and to form the onnetivities betweenthese disrete elements). Speial emphasis is plaed on those methods thatare most relevant to moving-boundary problems. This hapter also reviews thealternative methods that are available for adapting grids (to the omputationalsolution, or to the geometry of the boundaries involved).5. Chapter V: This hapter presents the spei methods adopted and devel-oped in this work for dening and representing the geometry of boundaries.The hapter also presents the methods adopted in this work for modeling themotion of (rigid and deformable) boundaries, overing in detail the treatmentused for pre-speied boundary trajetories, and for boundary trajetories thatare determined by oupling of the boundary dynamis with the oweld solu-tion.6. Chapter VI: This hapter reviews the Quadtree data-struture and its prop-erties. This hapter also presents the spei methods, whih are based on theQuadtree data-struture and the unstrutured Cartesian-grid approah, thatwere adopted for generation and adaptation of grids, emphasizing the featuresand properties of these methods that are relevant for omputational solution ofThe System of Euler Equations with moving boundaries. The tehniques used
35in this work to adapt the Quadtree-based grids (wholly by ell-renement andell-oarsening operations) to the geometry and the motion of boundaries, andto the oweld solution are desribed in detail, with emphasis on the speialrequirements for adaptation with moving ow-features and moving-boundaries.7. Chapter VII: This hapter presents the new tehnique of \ell merging",emphasizing the ruial role that it plays in enabling the use of a Lagrangianrepresentation of the geometry and motion of boundaries, and an Eulerian (sta-tionary, Cartesian) grid for solution of the eld variables. This hapter alsopresents the algorithms used to perform the merging operation, together withexamples that larify how these algorithms work in pratie. This hapteralso presents a theorem whih establishes a relation between the loal geo-metri properties of a boundary and the minimum loal spatial resolution ofthe Cartesian grid required to ensure suess of the merging algorithm. Thishapter also disusses the shortomings and the omputational osts of ellmerging.8. Chapter VIII: This hapter presents the veriation, validation, and demon-stration results that establish the viability, auray, and omputational ef-ieny of the new method developed in this work. This hapter presentsomparisons of omputational results obtained with the new method with theorresponding analyti solutions, and, for a few time-dependent and moving-boundary test-ases, with the orresponding experimental results. This hap-ter also ompares the performane of the new method with other alternativemethods for relevant standard test ases. This hapter also presents severalomputations that demonstrate the most important apabilities and limita-
36tions of the new method. For onveniene, the omputations presented in thishapter are partitioned into ategories.9. Chapter IX: This hapter summarizes the work done to develop the newomputational method, summarizes the key ndings and the main onlusionsand ontributions of the work, and presents the most promising diretions forextension of the work to more general problems and settings, and in diretionsthat appear to be the most promising and useful. This hapter also providessuggestions for improvement of the method as implemented in this work.The rst and last hapters of this dissertation are written in the simplest form,with the aim of providing a omprehensive overview of the work done and its ontri-butions and signiane.The appendies are learly marked, and inlude topis and onepts that arerepeatedly referened or invoked in dierent parts of the dissertation.The division of the material among Chapters II, III, IV, V, and VI in this disser-tation reets the idealized systemati proedure used to obtain a numerial solutionin Computational Physis, whih an be summarized as follows:1. Formulation, Disretization, and Establishment of a Disrete Solu-tion Sheme for the Dependent Variables: The governing equations ofthe problem are formulated, and they and the physial properties that theyare to represent are understood and haraterized. Then, the appropriate nu-merial methods whih will be used to solve them disretely are seleted, in away that ensures that those numerial methods will faithfully reprodue thekey features of the physial behavior being modeled.Chapters II and III are devoted to these tasks, with Chapter II devoted to
37reviewing the derivation, and to reviewing the physial and mathematial fea-tures of The System of Euler Equations, and with Chapter III devoted tothe seletion and the implementation of the omputational-solution methodsadopted in this work, and to reviewing the feasible alternative methods.2. Speiation and Disretization of the Independent Variables: Theindependent variables (that is, the variables ~x and t that desribe the regionof the spae-time ontinuum in whih the disrete solution is sought) are dis-retized, generating a set of disrete spatial elements or sub-regions, with eahof whih a disrete solution vetor is eventually assoiated. The onnetiv-ity between those spatial elements is also established simultaneously with thisdisretization proess. This proess also learly involves the geometry of theboundaries of the region in whih the disrete solution is sought, and musttherefore also generate a disrete representation of those boundaries.Chapters IV, V, and VI are devoted to these tasks, with Chapter IV reviewingthe relevant options that are available for grid generation and adaptation, withChapter V presenting the tehniques adopted for desritizing and modelingof the boundary geometry and motion, and with Chapter VI desribing thespei methods hosen in this work to generate and adapt grids.The hosen partitioning of the material among Chapters V and VI reets theindependene of the representation and modeling of the geometry and motionof boundaries from the representation of the grids and the operations in gridgeneration and adaptation. The partitioning also reets the very lose as-soiation for Quadtree-based grids between the grid generation and the gridadaptation proesses.
38The independene of the representation of the boundary geometry and the rep-resentation of the grid is extensively explained in Chapters V and VI, where itis shown that the two representations are maintained and modied ompletelyindependently of eah other, through separate data-strutures and operators,and that the only mehanism through whih the boundary geometry and theboundary motion inuenes the grid is through the geometri adaptation ofthe grid.
CHAPTER IIReview of the Formulation and Charaterizationof the Governing Equations
The uid model adopted in this work is that of invisid, ompressible, adiabatiow, as desribed by The System of Euler Equations. This hapter gives a onise de-sription of this system of equations, partly to serve as a referene for other hapters.The System of Euler Equations is derived in various forms from axiomati physialpriniples, and the relations and distintions between these forms are desribed. Theexistene and uniqueness of analyti solutions of The System of Euler Equations, andthe tehniques for obtaining suh solutions in speial ases are briey disussed. Thefundamental and haraterizing mathematial and physial properties of The Systemof Euler Equations over its entire range of validity are presented, and the extent toand manner in whih these properties allow this system to model pratially usefulows are desribed.A general development of the governing equations is followed throughout, leadingto formulations and results that are appropriate for the moving- and deforming-griddisretizations presented in the next hapter. For generality, the physial spae(in whih the governing equations apply) is assumed to be three-dimensional, butspeializations to two- and one-dimensional spaes are also indiated where useful.39
402.1 Derivation of The System of Euler Equations2.1.1 Ontologial Origin of The System of Euler EquationsThe Mathematial Theory of Non-Relativisti Continuum Hydrodynamis is for-mulated by taking the priniples of onservation of mass, momentum, and energyas axioms. The main aspets of this theory are presented, for example, in [30℄, [92℄,or [335℄ (from a more mathematial point of view), and in [211℄, [325, 326℄, or [431℄(from a more physial point of view). The System of Euler Equations is a speialase of this theory, derived by exluding the eets of shear and dilatation stressesand of heat ondution from the interations allowed in a uid. The resulting sys-tem is the most general ontinuum desription of steady and unsteady, ompressible,ideal (invisid, non-onduting, non-reating) ow. The physial onsequenes andlimitations of this idealization are disussed in Setions 2.2 and 2.4.The Theory of Continuum Hydrodynamis is itself a limiting speial ase of themore general Kineti Theory of Hydrodynamis [395℄. Indeed, The Euler Equationsin a dierential form an be be derived from the Boltzmann Equation,F (t; ~r; ~v)t + viF (t; ~r; ~v)ri + aiF (t; ~r; ~v)vi = C(t; ~r; ~v);where F (t; ~r; ~v) is the Phase-Spae Distribution Funtion, where ri, vi, and ai respe-tively refer to the moleular loation, veloity, and aeleration in the ith oordinatediretion, where t refers to time, and where C(t; ~r; ~v) is the rate of hange of theDistribution Funtion, F (t; ~r; ~v), due to moleular ollisions. The derivation is a-omplished by taking the equilibrium (or ontinuum) limit of the ollision term, towit, C(t; ~v; ~r) = 0, and then taking moments of the redued equation aording tothe moment vetor ~m = 1; v1; v2; v3; e+ 12q2, where v1, v2, and v3 are as denedabove, e is a funtion of the moleular internal energy, and q2 = v21 + v22 + v23. With
41the given ordering of the elements of vetor ~m, these moments respetively produethe onservation equations for mass, for momentum in the o-ordinate diretions 1,2, and 3, and for energy.The Euler Equations may also be derived from the Navier-Stokes Equations byimposing the invisid and non-heat-onduting assumptions.2.1.2 Derivation of the Integral FormFollowing an approah based on the Continuum Hypothesis, the equations thatpresribe uid behavior may be derived in an integral form by analyzing the inter-ation of a uid ontained in a ontrol volume, 
, of arbitrary geometry, with itssurroundings, subjet to the onstraints imposed by the onservation axioms. For anideal uid, these interations may only our through the ontrol surfae, 
, andonly by means of pressure on that surfae or by means of the onvetive transportof quantities by ow through that surfae.In the lassial Eulerian Formulation, the ontrol surfae is assumed stationary.However, the most general formulation is obtained by plaing no restritions onthe motion of the ontrol surfae, leading to the so-alled Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) Formulation. The only additional analyti ompliation that thisgeneralization introdues is that the ux of a quantity at any point in 
 is obtainedin terms of the uid veloity relative to the point instead of the uid absolute veloity.For a general, volume-spei quantity, q, of arbitrary tensorial order, the net owrate out of 
 then beomesZ
 q (~v   ~vs)  ~n instead of Z
 q ~v  ~n;where ~n is the (outward-pointing) unit-surfae-normal vetor at a generi point in theontrol surfae (that is, ~n = (nx; ny; nz)T , where n is the omponent of the vetor
42along the Cartesian oordinate diretion ), ~vs is the veloity vetor of the ontrolsurfae at that point, and ~v is the absolute veloity vetor of the uid at that samepoint. The veloity vetors are expressed in terms of a Cartesian frame of referene;for example, ~v = (u; v; w)T , where u, v, and w are the three onventionally-orderedCartesian omponents of the veloity vetor.If mass is to be onserved, then the rate of hange of mass within the ontrolvolume, t R
 , where  is the density, must be equal and opposite to the net rate atwhih mass leaves the ontrol surfae, R
  (~v  ~vs) ~n. Here, the onveted volume-spei quantity q is the salar . After rearrangement, this leads to Equation 2.1.If linear momentum is to be onserved, assuming no body fores, the net (pres-sure) fore applied to the ontrol surfae, R
 p~n, where p is the pressure, must beequal to the net rate of momentum ow out of the ontrol surfae, R
 ~v (~v  ~vs) ~n,together with the rate of hange of momentum of the ontents of the ontrol volume,t R
 ~v. Here, the onveted volume-spei quantity q is the vetor ~v. After rear-rangement, this leads to Equation 2.2, whih may be viewed as n salar equations,where n 2 f1; 2; 3g is the dimension of the vetor spae of the vetor ~v or, equiva-lently, n is the dimension of the physial spae being onsidered. A similar equationfor onservation of angular momentum may be obtained by taking the ross-produtof Equation 2.2 with the position vetor relative to the point about whih the angularmomentum is to be evaluated.The inlusion of body fores would introdue an additional term given by R
 ~f ,where ~f is the mass-spei body-fore vetor, on the right-hand side of Equation 2.2.Body fores are here exluded from the outset beause they lutter the momentumand energy onservation equations without leading to any deeper understanding ofthe fundamental properties of The Euler System. This is the only simpliation that
43will be made here relative to the full Euler System. Body fores are also usuallynegligible in aerodynami appliations and in ompressible industrial gas ows.If energy is to be onserved, assuming no body fores, then the rate of pressure-work at the ontrol surfae, R
 p ~v ~n (and not R
 p (~v  ~vs) ~n), must equal thenet rate of energy ow out of the ontrol surfae, R
 E (~v   ~vs)  ~n, together withthe rate at whih energy hanges within the ontrol volume, t R
 E. Energy in thissituation an be stored and onveted in two possible forms: (i) internal energy; and,(ii) kineti energy. Therefore, the volume-spei onveted quantity here, q, is thesalar E, where E is the mass-spei stagnation (or total) energy, E = e+ 12(~v ~v),where e is the mass-spei internal energy, and the dot produt term represents themass-spei kineti energy. This leads to Equation 2.3.t Z
  + Z
  (~v   ~vs)  ~n = 0: (2.1)t Z
 ~v + Z
 ~v (~v   ~vs)  ~n = Z
 p~n: (2.2)t Z
 E + Z
 E (~v   ~vs)  ~n = Z
 p ~v  ~n: (2.3)Equations 2.1 to 2.3 are olletively often alled the The Integral Form of TheSystem of Euler Equations (in honor of Leonhard Euler), although originally thename \Euler Equations" designated the Dierential Form of this system, given inthe next subsetion.A pre-requisite for the validity of Equations 2.1 to 2.3 is that the indiated surfaeand volume integrals and time derivatives exist. This is satised if any disontinuitiesin the dependent variables our only in sets of measure zero within the ontrol vol-ume and on the ontrol surfae. The restrition on the existene of time-derivativesarises beause the equations were derived starting from the \rate" expression ofthe onservation axioms, following ommon pratie. Starting from the \dierene"
44expression of the axioms would have led to a more general, but analytially lessonvenient, form in whih no time-derivatives appear, namely:Z
t2   Z
t1 + Z t2t1 Z
  (~v   ~vs)  ~n = 0; (2.4)Z
t2~v   Z
t1~v + Z t2t1 Z
 ~v (~v   ~vs)  ~n = Z t2t1 Z
 p~n; and (2.5)Z
t2E   Z
t1E + Z t2t1 Z
 E (~v   ~vs)  ~n = Z t2t1 Z
 p ~v  ~n; (2.6)where t1 and t2 represent the initial and nal endpoints of the time interval overwhih the interation aross the ontrol surfae ours, respetively, and 
t1 and 
t2represent the ontrol volume at those two endpoints, respetively.Regardless of the dimension of the physial spae, n, the number of salar equa-tions still falls short of the number of unknowns. However, the Two-Property Rulefor pure substanes (whih inlude homogeneous ideal gases) [386℄ asserts that onlytwo thermodynami properties may be independently speied for any thermody-nami state. This enables the a-priori seletion of two independent state variablesand the introdution of one or more algebrai \losing" equations of state to elimi-nate all other state variables in terms of the two seleted ones. For The System ofEuler Equations,  and e are frequently hosen as the independent state variables,with E eliminated using its dening equation (given above), and p eliminated viathe state equation p = (   1) e.After augmenting equations 2.1 to 2.3 with the neessary equations of state,a system of 2 + n equations that are assumed independent is obtained in 2 + nsalar variables (namely, two independent thermodynami state variables and the nomponents of the veloity vetor). Note that the 2 + n salar variables ompletelyspeify a oweld for an ideal uid.Alternative presentations of the derivation of the Integral Form may be found in
45[431℄ and [169, 170℄. Perhaps the most noteworthy aspet of the derivation is that itwas aomplished by quantifying only the eets of the interation of the uid withits surroundings through the veloity and the thermodynami state variables at theontrol surfae. However, beause, as demonstrated above, several assumptions andrules were used impliitly or expliitly in addition to the onservation priniples, themost rigorous version of the mathematial theory for ideal, ompressible ow startswith Equations 2.1 to 2.3 and the hosen equations of state as its axioms.2.1.3 Derivation of Alternative FormsEquations 2.1 to 2.3 may be written in the more ompat formt Z
 ~U + Z
 ~~Fr  ~n = Z




1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; ~~Fr =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
ur vr wruru vru wruurv vrv wrvurw vrw wrwurE vrE wrE
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; and ~~S =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
0 0 0 p 0 00  p 00 0  p pu  pv  pw
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;where ur, vr, and wr are the Cartesian veloity omponents relative to the ontrolsurfae (that is, ur = u   us, vr = v   vs, and wr = w   ws), and where all othersymbols are as dened above. Note that the R
 ~~S  ~n term in the right-hand sidemay also be written in the form R
 (0; p~n; p ~v  ~n)T , where the seond elementin the vetor integrand is itself an n-dimensional vetor. Equation 2.7 is said tobe in Standard Conservation-Law Form, but learly this label should also beappliable to the set of Equations 2.1 to 2.3.
46The redution of Equation 2.7 to 2-D spaes may be syntatially aomplishedby elimination of, say, the fourth rows in ~U , ~~Fr, and ~~S, and the third olumns in~~Fr and ~~S, eetively eliminating the momentum equation in the z diretion and allother eets of the veloity omponent in the z diretion. The veloity omponent inthe z diretion must also be eliminated from all independent variables that inludeit. A similar redution may again be applied to obtain the orresponding equationin 1-D spaes.Referring to the terms dened for Equation 2.7, the ith omponent of ~U an beinterpreted as the volume-spei intensity of the ith onserved variable, assumingthat these variables are arranged in order of mass, the n momenta, and energy. Thevetor ~U is, however, traditionally, though misleadingly, often alled theConserved-Variable Vetor. The (i; j)th omponent of ~~Fr an be interpreted as the ux of theith onserved variable in the jth Cartesian oordinate diretion. The ith olumn of~~Fr may therefore be regarded as the ux vetor of the onserved variables in the ithCartesian oordinate diretion, and the ux tensor ~~Fr may therefore be expressed inthe onvenient form ~~Fr =  ~Fr ; ~Gr ; ~Hr  ; (2.8)where the olumn vetors ~Fr, ~Gr, and ~Hr refer to the ux vetors in the x, y, andz Cartesian oordinate diretions, respetively. The spei form of ~~Fr given forEquation 2.7 may orretly be alled the Flux Tensor.The term t R
 ~U in Equation 2.7 represents the rate at whih the onservedquantities are hanging within the ontrol volume. The term R
 ~~Fr  ~n representsthe rate at whih the onserved variables are being removed from the ontrol vol-ume by onvetive transport through the ontrol surfae. The elements of the termt R
 ~U are therefore oasionally referred to as the aumulation terms, while the
47elements of the term R
 ~~Fr  ~n are often referred to as the onvetive terms. Theterm R
 ~~S  ~n represents the rate at whih momenta and energy are being inreasedby the ations on the ontrol surfae of the pressure fore and the pressure work, re-spetively. In this ontext, the pressure-fore and the pressure-work terms are mostappropriately viewed as soure terms for the momentum and energy onservationequations, respetively. There is no soure term for the mass onservation equation.Equation 2.7 is valid for ontrol volumes of arbitrary geometry and motion, andwill be the starting point for the disretization proedure desribed in the nexthapter.By Liebnitz's Rule t Z
 ~U = Z
 t ~U + Z
(~U Æ ~vsT )  ~n;where the operator Æ represents the dyadi produt. Note that the partial dieren-tiation in the left-hand term is equivalent to total dierentiation with respet to t,sine variation of the dierentiated integral in the present ontext is only possible intime.Let ~~F be dened from ~~Fr by replaing every relative veloity omponent with theorresponding absolute veloity omponent. In 3-D, ~~F would then be given by
~~F =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
u v wu2 vu wuuv v2 wvuw vw w2uE vE wE
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :By inspetion, Z
 ~~F  ~n  Z
 ~~Fr  ~n = Z
(~U Æ ~vsT )  ~n:
48Therefore, Equation 2.7 may be re-written in another onservation-law form:Z
 t ~U + Z
 ~~F  ~n = Z
 ~~S  ~n: (2.9)By omparison of Equation 2.9 with Equation 2.7 from whih it was derived, it isevident that the hange in the mass, the momentum, and the energy within a ontrolvolume due to motion of the ontrol surfae is exatly ounterbalaned by the hangein the mass, momentum, and energy uxes at the ontrol surfae that is aused onlyby this motion. This result holds regardless of the geometry of the ontrol surfae orits motion, as an be onrmed by observing that~~Fr = ~U Æ ~vrT and ~~F = ~U Æ ~vT :In analogy with the form in Equation 2.8, the tensor ~~F may be expressed in the form~~F =  ~F ; ~G ; ~H  ; (2.10)where the vetors ~F , ~G, and ~H respetively have analogous interpretations to thevetors ~Fr, ~Gr, and ~Hr in Equation 2.8.The alternative to the Integral Formulation pursued so far is the DierentialFormulation whih may be derived by expressing the onservation onstraints foran elemental uid parel (that is, a parel of innitesimal extent) instead of for aontrol volume (that is, a volume of possibly nite extent). However, the two formsare not equivalent unless ertain onditions on the smoothness in spae and time ofthe dependent variables are satised.From the physial point of view, whenever the Dierential and Integral Formula-tions are not equivalent, the Integral Formulation an be viewed as the more orretone beause it reets more losely the observational basis of the onservation prini-ples being expressed. From the mathematial point of view, the Integral Form is the
49more general one at least beause it admits non-smooth solutions. The distintionbetween the Integral and Dierential Forms is partiularly important for The Sys-tem of Euler Equations and this distintion is propagated to the disretization anddisrete solution stages, as disussed in the next hapter. In order to show learlyhow the loss of generality arises, the Dierential Form will next be derived from theIntegral Form.If ~~F and p are everywhere dierentiable, the Gauss-Ostrogradskii DivergeneTheorem may be invoked to assert thatZ
 ~~F  ~n = Z
r  ~~F ; (2.11)Z
 p~n = Z
 rp, and (2.12)Z
 p ~v  ~n = Z
 r  (p~v): (2.13)Substituting these results in Equation 2.9 givesZ
  t ~U +r  ~~F! = Z
r  ~~S; (2.14)where r  ~~S = (0; rp;r  (p~v))T , where rp represents an n-dimensional vetor ingeneral.Sine Equation 2.14 must be valid for arbitrary ontrol volumes, it an only besatised if the integrands of the left- and right-hand sides are identially equal atevery point in spae. Therefore, the integrals in Equation 2.14 may be disarded,giving one of the standard Dierential Forms:~Ut +r  ~~F = r  ~~S: (2.15)Beause of the appearane in it of derivatives, Equation 2.15 is valid only if ~~Fand ~~S are dierentiable. Presumably beause of this requirement, the dierential
50form of the mass onservation equation was initially alled the ontinuity equation,although the usage has now spread even to the integral form of that equation. De-spite the dierentiability requirement, disontinuous solutions of Equation 2.15 anbe onsidered to exist in the sense of distributions. This is the basis of the idea ofthe Weak Formulation, whih is obtained by multiplying the Dierential Formby an innitely dierentiable test funtion,  2 C10 (Rn), where C10 is the spae ofontinuously-dierentiable funtions of ompat support, and then performing inte-gration by parts to remove any partial derivatives of possibly disontinuous variables.The resulting equations an be expressed in the formt Z
 ~U + Z
  ~~Fr  ~n  Z
r  ~~Fr = Z
 ~~S  ~n  Z
r  ~~S: (2.16)It an be shown [335℄ that the Weak Formulation, whih is learly an integralformulation, is equivalent to the Integral Formulation of Equation 2.9 in regions werethe solution is smooth. In regions where the solution is disontinuous, however, theWeak Formulation gives solutions that satisfy the algebrai jump onditions arossdisontinuities [335℄, as desribed further in Setion 2.2. Thus, the Weak Formulationenables the validity of a dierential form to be extended to solutions that ontaindisontinuities on a set of measure zero in the physial spae being onsidered in amanner that irumvents the need to derive the governing equations in integral form.The Dierential Form of Equation 2.15 an be re-written in the form~Ut + ~~Fx + ~~Gy +  ~~Hz = ~0; (2.17)




1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; ~~G =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
vvuv2 + pvwvH
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; and ~~H =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
wwuwvw2 + pwH
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;and H is the mass-spei stagnation enthalpy, dened by H = E+ p = h+ 12 (~v  ~v).This form may be onveniently obtained by substituting Equation 2.10 into Equation2.15, followed by absorption of the soure terms in Equation 2.15 into the ux vetors.Despite inlusion of the soure terms into the vetors ~~F , ~~G, and ~~H, they are stillusually alled ux vetors in the ontext of the form of Equation 2.7.Equation 2.17 may now be re-written in the Quasi-Linear Form:~Ut + ~~Aons~Ux + ~~Bons~Uy + ~~Cons~Uz = ~0; (2.18)where the tensors ~~Aons, ~~Bons, and ~~Cons are respetively the Jaobians with respetto vetor ~U of the vetors ~~F , ~~G, and ~~H:~~Aons = ~~F~U ; ~~Bons = ~~G~U ; and ~~Cons =  ~~H~U :Although the temporal and spatial dierentiations in Equation 2.18 are applied to~U , the ux vetors are linearized with respet to the elements of ~U as the independentvariables.2.2 Properties of The System of Euler EquationsThis setion disusses the mathematial properties of The System of Euler Equa-tions, and the physial phenomena that these properties are apable of portraying.
52This approah to understanding The Euler System is the onsistent and naturalviewpoint following the axiomati onstrution of the preeding setion. The EulerSystem is most onveniently studied in three parts: (i) general mathematial andphysial properties; (ii) mathematial and physial properties in dierentiable re-gions; and, (iii) mathematial and physial properties aross disontinuities. Thedisussion in this setion is divided aordingly.2.2.1 General PropertiesSeveral general observations an be made about the Dierential Form of The Sys-tem of Euler Equations derived in setion 2.1: (i) there are only rst-order derivatives(both in spae and in time); (ii) the equations are nonlinear; and, (iii) the equationsare oupled. The presene of rst-order derivatives and the absene of seond-orderones imply that the equations desribe phenomena that are dominated by onvetionrather than by diusion. The nonlinearity enountered is not only of the \materialnonlinearity" type introdued through the equations of state, but also of the \ge-ometri nonlinearity" type introdued through the produts of veloities. It is thelatter nonlinearity, partiularly in the onvetive terms, whih usually auses themost diÆulty in obtaining both analytial and numerial solutions of The Systemof Euler Equations.The remainder of this setion is devoted to the disussion of six spei, funda-mental, harateristi properties of The Euler System.1. The Isenthalpi PropertyThe energy onservation equation may be extrated from Equation 2.15 in theform Et + uHx + vHy + wHz = 0: (2.19)
53Equation 2.19 an be re-written in the formHt + uHx + vHy + wHz = pt (2.20)by replaing E by H   p in the temporal term. Subtrating from Equation 2.20 themass onservation equation from the System 2.15 multiplied by H givesHt + uHx + vHy + wHz = DHDt = 1 pt : (2.21)Equation 2.21 shows that the material derivative of the total enthalpy, DHDt , de-pends only on the density and the time derivative of pressure, and that for steadyow, the material derivative vanishes, that is,DHDt = 0; (2.22)implying that the total enthalpy remains onstant along streamlines. By its deriva-tion, this result is only valid in dierentiable regions. The total enthalpy may jumpaross shear and ontat waves, but sine the relative veloity omponent normal tothe disontinuity is zero for these waves, the ondition DHDt = 0 is trivially satisedin steady ow, regardless of the jump in total enthalpy. Shok waves, on the otherhand, have a non-vanishing normal veloity omponent but [431℄ have a vanishingtotal enthalpy jump. Therefore, the result of Equation 2.22 is valid for all steady so-lutions of The Euler Equations, with or without disontinuities. That is, every validsteady solution of The Euler System must exhibit the isenthalpi property. Theshok, shear, and ontat wave disontinuities mentioned above and the hanges inproperties aross them are explained and disussed in the third sub-setion of thisSetion.The equation rH  ~v = 0 (2.23)
54is also universally satised for steady ows whereverrH is dened. For homenthalpiows, the equation is trivially satised. Sine any non-vanishing gradients in the totalenthalpy eld must be perpendiular to the streamlines by Equation 2.22, Equation2.23 must also be satised for non-homenthalpi ows.2. The Isentropi PropertySubtrating from the x-momentum equation in the System 2.15 the mass onser-vation equation from the same system multiplied by u givesut + uux + vuy + wuz = DuDt =  1 px : (2.24)Analogous results apply for the other two momentum onservation equations, and thethree equations may be reombined into one vetor equation (rst derived by Euler,and known as Euler's Equation or The Invisid Momentum Equation), givenby D~vDt =  1rp: (2.25)Subtrating the energy onservation equation (Equation 2.19) from the massonservation equation multiplied by E givesDEDt =  1r  p~v: (2.26)Sine E = e+ 12~v ~v, sine D 12~v~vDt = ~v  D~vDt , and sine ~v  D~vDt =  ~v rp by Equation2.25, Equation 2.26 an be redued toDeDt =  1r  (p~v) + ~vrp =  pr  ~v: (2.27)Sine r  ~v =  1 DDt from the mass onservation equation, Equation 2.27 an bere-written as DeDt = p2 DDt : (2.28)
55Taking the total derivative of the equation of state p = ( 1)e gives the equationDeDt = 1   1  1 DpDt   p2 DDt! : (2.29)Elimination of the term DeDt from Equations 2.29 and 2.28 givesDpDt =  p ! DDt : (2.30)From the equality s = v ln  p + s0, the material derivative of the entropy maybe expressed by DsDt = vp  DpDt   p DDt! : (2.31)Inserting Equation 2.30 into Equation 2.31 gives the nal resultDsDt = 0; (2.32)proving that the entropy along any streamline in a smooth region of the ow isonstant. Dierentiability is suÆient but not neessary for the isentropi ondition(as illustrated by the example of expansion fans, whih are everywhere ontinuousbut not everywhere dierentiable).By parallel reasoning to that given for Equation 2.23, the isentropi propertyimplies that the relation rs  ~v = 0 (2.33)is valid for all (that is, homentropi as well as non-homentropi) smooth ows.3. The Vortiity Preservation PropertyFrom Kelvin's Cirulation Theorem, it an be dedued that in isentropi ow,The Euler System an neither reate nor destroy vortiity, even in the presene ofsolid boundaries. However, The Euler System also orretly transports throughoutthe solution domain any vortiity initially present in the oweld or supplied at
56boundaries. The key elements of the modeling of vortiity in The Euler System anbe dedued most readily from analyzing the ompressible, invisid vortiity equation,namely D~!Dt = ~!t + ~v  r~! = ~!  r~v   ~!r  ~v +rpr 1! ; (2.34)where ~! = r ~v is the vortiity, and all the remaining symbols have the meaningsdened for them above. The termrpr 1 in Equation 2.34 vanishes for barotropionditions (inluding inompressible or homentropi ows), reduing the equation toD~!Dt = ~!  r~v + ~! DDt (2.35)after substituting 1 DDt for r  ~v (from the mass onservation equation). Equation2.35 may be re-written in the formD ~!Dt =  ~!!  r~v; (2.36)whih shows that if vortiity is initially absent in the oweld, then its rate of hangewill remain zero for all time. This result is known as Helmholtz's First Law.Sine a material line, ~l, also obeys an evolution equation of the formD ~lDt = ~l  r~v; (2.37)it an be onluded that if a material line and a vortex oinide in loation at sometime, that is, if ~l = k ~!!at t = t0, then they will remain oinident for all time t  t0. This implies that vortexlines are onveted with the uid veloity. This result is known as Helmholtz's SeondLaw.
57For any two-dimensional or any non-swirling, axisymmetri ow, Equation 2.36redues to a salar advetion equation for ~! , namelyD ~! Dt = 0; (2.38)implying that ~! is onveted unhanged along streamlines. If, in addition, the owis inompressible, then 2.36 redues to a salar advetion equation for ~!, namelyD~!Dt = 0; (2.39)implying that ~! is onveted unhanged (that is, as a onserved variable) alongstreamlines.Croo's Theorem for steady ow, namely~v  ~! = rH   Trs; (2.40)identies more preisely the mehanisms by whih the vortiity eld may be hangedin The Euler System. In partiular, other than for ows in whih the vortiityand veloity vetors are everywhere aligned (Beltrami Flows), vortiity annot beintrodued in any nontrivial ow that is homenthalpi and homentropi. In 2-Dows, the vortiity and veloity vetors annot be aligned in any non-trivial ow,and therefore, every steady, 2-D, homenthalpi, homentropi solution to The EulerSystem must be irrotational. For general non-homenthalpi or non-homentropields, vortiity must be present unless the non-uniformities preisely anel eahother everywhere in the oweld.In non-smooth regions, the entropy may hange, for example, aross shok waves,and therefore be aompanied by the prodution of vortiity. Indeed, shok surfaesalong whih the shok-strength varies (suh as urved shoks) are typially soures
58of vortiity. This is the ase for both two- and three-dimensional ows, but fortwo-dimensional ows, suh shok surfaes are the only possible soures of vortiity.4. The Flux-Homogeneity PropertyAll omponents of the Flux Tensor, ~~F , for The Euler System are homogeneousfuntions of degree one in the variables of the Conserved-Variable Vetor, to wit:~~F ~U = ~~F ~U ; (2.41)where  is an arbitrary real number. This property is valuable for proving otherproperties, and is an important foundation for a ertain family of numerial shemes,as desribed in the next hapter.Dierentiating Equation 2.41 with respet to  and then assigning the value of to 1 gives the result ~~F ~U = ~~F~U ~U; (2.42)implying that the ux Jaobian may freely be \moved" inside the divergene operatorin Quasi-Linear Forms, suh as that of Equation 2.18.5. Form Invariane to Coordinate TransformationsThe Euler Equations in Conservation-Law Form, for example, as in Equation 2.9,remain in Conservation-Law Form under any non-singular oordinate transformation.This result may be expressed in the formZ
 t ~U+Z
 ~~F ~n = Z




!~n = Z ~
  ~~~SJ
!~n;(2.43)where the symbol ~(:) denotes the dependent variables in the transformed spae, andwhere J
 and J
 (whih must be everywhere nonvanishing) are respetively thevolume and surfae Jaobians of the transformation.
59A ompat proof of this property, whih is partiularly useful for establishingFinite-Dierene-Based disrete solution shemes on urvilinear strutured grids, isgiven in [212℄, and the result an also be generalized to the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian form of Equation 2.7.6. Rotational Invariane of the Flux TensorIf the ux tensor at a point is assumed to depend only on the state vetor at thatpoint, that is, ~~F = ~~F (~U), then the rotational invariane property an be expressedby the equation ~~F (~U) = ~~R 1 ~~~F (~~R~U); (2.44)where the tensor ~~~F refers to the ux tensor in the rotated oordinate system, and ~~Ris the rotation matrix that expresses the oordinate transformation.For more general ases, inluding ows with disontinuities, the ux at a pointin a surfae may be assumed to depend only on the state vetors on eah of the twosides of the surfae, that is, ~~F = ~~F (~UL; ~UR), where the subsripts L and R refer tothe \left" and \right" loations relative to the surfae. In suh ases, the rotationalinvariane property an be expressed by the equation~~F (~UL; ~UR) = ~~R 1 ~~~F (~~R~UL; ~~R~UR); (2.45)where all terms are as dened above. In appliations of this property, the rotation ismost often restrited to ases in whih the retangular oordinate axes are re-alignedso that one of them falls onto the loal normal of the surfae, ~n.The above results an be veried by diret omputation for arbitrary ~~R (whih isalways invertible, sine all rotations are invertible), for example, by rst re-writingthe ux vetors ~F , ~G, and ~H in Equation 2.7 in terms of the salar variables ~U(1)to ~U(5).
60In 2-D, the rotation matrix is always given by
~~R = 0BBBBBBBBBBB
1 0 0 00 os  sin  00   sin  os  00 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCA ;where  is the rotation angle about the z axis. The matrix an also be expressed interms of nx and ny, sine nx = os , and ny = sin .In 3-D, the rotation matrix must be dened from a omposition of nite rotationsabout eah of the three oordinate axes. Thus, in the most general ase, ~~R =~~Rx~~Ry~~Rz, where the individual rotation matries are given by
~~Rx =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB









1 0 0 0 00 os   sin 0 00 sin os 0 00 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;where , , and  are respetively the rotation angles about the x, y, and z axes.The order of the individual rotations in the omposite rotation is non-unique, andin some ases ould be arbitrary.Examination of the expression for ~~R for the 2-D ase and for any omposition ofthe 3-D matries, ~~Rx, ~~Ry, and ~~Rz shows that the inverse transformation, ~~R 1, foreah of Equations 2.44 and 2.45 is always dened.The rotational invariane property is of ruial importane in developing disretesolution shemes based on one-dimensional ux funtions for multi-dimensional om-putations, as will be shown in the next hapter.2.2.2 Properties in Dierentiable RegionsAs would be expeted, the \ontinuous" regime is most onveniently studied usingthe Quasi-Linear and Dierential Forms of the governing equations. The Quasi-Linear Form is partiularly valuable for analytial purposes beause it allows muhof the mathematial and physial properties of The Euler System to be revealedthrough analysis of the eigenstruture of the equations in that form, that is, byenabling the analysis of a nonlinear system in a (linear) vetor spae, as will beshown below. For brevity and generality, only the 3-dimensional ase is onsidered.The redutions to 2- and 1-dimensional physial spaes are indiated towards theend of this subsetion.
62Diret evaluation of the \ux" Jaobians ~~Aons, ~~Bons, and ~~Cons in the Quasi-Linear Form of Equation 2.18 gives
~~Aons =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB








0 0 0 1 0 uw w 0 u 0 vw 0 w v 0( 12 )q2   w2 (1  )u (1  )v (3  )w (   1)( 12 )wq2   wH (1  )uw (1  )vw H   (   1)w2 w
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;where q2 is the magnitude of the veloity vetor, that is, q2 = u2 + v2 + w2, and allother symbols are as dened above.Equation 2.17 may also be expressed in terms of another Quasi-Linear Form inwhih the onservative-variable vetor, ~U is replaed by a \primitive"-variable vetor,~P , dened by ~P = (; u; v; w; p)T , and so named beause its elements are regardedthe most \elementary" desriptors of state. This an be aomplished by inserting
63the transformation T dened by ~~T =  ~U ~P into Equation 2.18 to give~~T  ~Pt + ~~Aons~~T  ~Px + ~~Bons~~T  ~Py + ~~Cons~~T  ~Pz = ~0: (2.46)By diret evaluation, T is found to be
~~T =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
1 0 0 0 0u  0 0 0v 0  0 0w 0 0  0q22 u v w 1 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :The inverse transformation tensor for ~~T (whih an be shown to always existssine det(~~T ) = 3=(   1) > 0 in any region where The Euler System has meaning)is given by
~~T 1 =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
1 0 0 0 0 u 1 0 0 0 v 0 1 0 0 w 0 0 1 0(   1) q22 (1  )u (1  )v (1  )w (   1)
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :Applying the inverse transformation ~~T 1 to Equation 2.46 yields The Euler Equationsin the Primitive Quasi-Linear Form, namely ~Pt + ~~Aprim ~Px + ~~Bprim ~Py + ~~Cprim ~Pz = ~0; (2.47)where the Primitive Flux Jaobians are related to their onservative ounterparts bythe relations~~Aprim = ~~T 1~~Aons~~T ; ~~Bprim = ~~T 1~~Bons~~T ; and ~~Cprim = ~~T 1~~Cons~~T ;
64and are given by
~~Aprim =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB








w 0 0  00 w 0 0 00 0 w 0 00 0 0 w 10 0 0 2 w
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;where 2 is the square of the linearized sound-speed, dened from 2 = pps, where sis the entropy. For an ideal gas, this dening relation an be shown to be equivalentto the relation  = pRT , where R is the Universal Gas Constant,  is the ratioof spei heat apaities ( = pv , where p is the spei heat apaity at onstantpressure, and v the spei heat apaity at onstant volume), and T is the absolutetemperature. The latter relation is the one usually employed to evaluate .Although the Flux Jaobians of the Primitive Quasi-Linear Form are simplerthan the Jaobians of the Conservative Quasi-Linear Form, the eigenvalues of the
65two forms must be idential sine the Jaobians of the two forms are derivable fromeah other by a similarity transformation. The Primitive Quasi-Linear Form mayalso be onsidered the more general of the two beause its diret derivation doesnot require the use of an equation of state, unlike the situation for the ConservativeQuasi-Linear Form. The primary analytial use of the Primitive Quasi-Linear Form isto enable more onvenient derivation of the Charateristi Quasi-Linear Form than ispossible from the Conservative Quasi-Linear Form. The Charateristi Quasi-LinearForm will be shown over the ourse of the remainder of this hapter to reveal manyimportant aspets of the mathematial struture of The System of Euler Equations.The Charateristi Quasi-Linear Form is most onveniently derived from thePrimitive-Variable Form by seleting an arbitrary vetor in spae, ~n = (nx; ny; nz)T ,along whih to onstrain the spatial dierentiation of the Primitive Quasi-LinearForm. The ux Jaobian matrix along that vetor, ~~D an then be obtained simplyby ombining the three ux Jaobians in the Cartesian diretions aording to thisonstraint, that is, ~~Dhar = nx~~Aprim + ny~~Bprim + nz~~Cprim: (2.48)Evaluation of the above expression gives
~~Dhar =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
u? nx ny nz 00 u? 0 0 nx=0 0 u? 0 ny=0 0 0 u? nz=0 2nx 2ny 2nz u?
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;where u? is the projetion of the uid veloity vetor along the arbitrary vetor ~n.
66The matrix ~~D an be shown to have a omplete set of real eigenvalues, given by~ = (u?   ; u?; u?; u?; u? + )T ; (2.49)where all symbols are as dened above. For what follows below, it is also onvenientto dene the eigenvalue matrix, ~~, given by
~~ =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
u?    0 0 0 00 u? 0 0 00 0 u? 0 00 0 0 u? 00 0 0 0 u? + 
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA (2.50)The matrix ~~D also possesses a omplete set of linearly independent eigenvetors.Of ourse, these eigenvetors are not unique, beause of the 3-fold multipliity ofthe u? eigenvalue, and the partiular hoie of eigenvetors that will be made herediers from the traditional one, given, for example, in [170℄. For the hoies madehere, the matrix of left Eigenvetors evaluates to
~~L =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
0  nx  ny  nz 11 0 0 0  120 0  nzn2y+n2z nyn2y+n2z 00  1 nxnyn2y+n2z nxnzn2y+n2z 00 nx ny nz 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; (2.51)
67while the matrix of right Eigenvetors evaluates to
~~R =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
2 1 0 0 2 nx2 0 0  (n2y + n2z) nx2 ny2 0  nz nxny ny2 nz2 0 ny nxnz nz22 0 0 0 2 :
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA : (2.52)The set of eigenvetors given above an be shown by diret veriation to be lin-early independent. Indeed, for all non-trivial hoies of the eigenvetors, the eigen-vetor set an be shown to be linearly independent, and to satisfy by onstrutionthe following two relations between ~~D, ~~L, ~~R, and ~~:~~L~~D~~R = ~~; (2.53)and ~~L~~R = ~~I = ~~R~~L; (2.54)where ~~I is the identity transformation matrix.Sine there exists a hoie for whih the eigenvalues are all real and the set ofeigenvetors is linearly independent, the system of equations is purely hyperboli intime. Furthermore, sine the wave-speeds (given by the eigenvalues) are all niteand below the speed of light for the usual pratial appliations, the system is guar-anteed to satisfy the Priniple of Causality despite the fat that the priniple wasnot expliitly introdued as an axiom. This fortuitous situation eliminates manyof the mathematial and numerial diÆulties enountered in other physial models(suh as those involving paraboli equations) whih do not satisfy the Priniple ofCausality [205℄.
68The most appealing property of the above hoie of eigenvetors is that the har-ateristi variables an then be expressed in the form
~C =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
u?   p  p2uk1uk2u? + p :
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; (2.55)where uk1 and uk2 refer to the veloity omponents in the two diretions perpendiularto the arbitrary vetor ~n = (nx; ny; nz)T in an orthogonal oordinate system that arerespetively given by ~r1 = 0;  nzn2y+n2z ; nyn2y+n2zT , and ~r2 = 1;  nxnyn2y+n2z ;  nxnzn2y+n2zT , andwhere all the remaining symbols have the same meanings dened for them above.In this form, the physial meaning of the harateristi variables as onveying anaousti wave (the element u?   p of the vetor ~C), an entropy wave (the element  p2 of the vetor ~C), two shear waves (the elements uk1 and uk2 of the vetor ~C),and a seond aousti wave (the element u?+ p of the vetor ~C) is learly revealed.This revealing deomposition will be shown to also have a great signiane in theanalysis of the Riemann Problem, given in the next hapter.Given that the inverse of the transformation matrix ~~L an be shown to existeverywhere exept in vaua, that is, in every physial situation in whih The EulerSystem applies, the Charateristi Quasi-Linear Form may readily be derived fromthe Primitive Quasi-Linear Form. This an be aomplished by dierentiating Equa-tion 2.47 with respet to ~C, substituting ~~L 1 for  ~C ~P , and then pre-multiplying by ~~L.This yields the equation ~Ct + ~~L~~Aprim~~L 1 ~Cx + ~~L~~Bprim~~L 1 ~Cy + ~~L~~Cprim~~L 1 ~Cz = ~0: (2.56)
69Unfortunately, exept in the one-dimensional-spae ase, the Jaobians ~~Aprim,~~Bprim, and ~~Cprim are not simultaneously diagonalizable. This is equivalent to statingthat the Primitive Jaobians do not have the same eigenvetors. The impliationof this situation is that there exists no oordinate diretion in whih the system ofequations an be deoupled. From the pratial point of view, this implies that anysolution sheme for The Euler System of Equations must be suitable for oupledsystems, that is, it must orretly aount for the oupling.The simpliation of the above derivations to two- and one-dimensional ases isobvious in most ases. For most of the transformation matries given above, thetwo-dimensional speialization an be obtained by elimination of one row and oneolumn and elimination of the w veloity omponent wherever it appears. The one-dimensional speialization may usually be obtained by elimination of two rows andtwo olumns and the elimination of the w and v veloity omponents wherever theyappear. The multipliity of the eigenvalues for the shear and entropy waves, togetherwith the physial meaning of the waves represented by the orresponding eigenvetors(as briey outlined above, and as explained further in [170℄, for example), lead to thefollowing onlusion: speialization of the system of equations to the two-dimensionalase must eliminate one of the shear eigenvalues, while speialization of the system ofequations to the one-dimensional ase must eliminate the seond shear eigenvalue aswell, thereby eliminating the multipliity. The only qualitative hange that ours inthe struture of the equations when speializing to lower-dimensional spaes is thatthe question of simultaneous diagonalizability of the ux Jaobians vanishes in theone-dimensional ase.More detailed derivations of the Quasi-Linear Forms, espeially in one- and two-dimensional spaes, as well as a dierent hoie for the eigenvetor set for the Chara-
70teristi Quasi-Linear Form are given in [170℄. Referenes [170℄ and [426℄ also disussthe relation between the Charateristi Variables and the Riemann Invariants, andrelate the onepts to the Theory of Charateristis.It was established above in this setion that The Euler Equations are purely hy-perboli in time. In spae, The Euler Equations may assume three dierent types,depending on the loal ow speed. If the ow is loally subsoni, then the type ispartially ellipti (with omplex eigenvalues for the aousti waves, and real eigenval-ues for the entropy and shear waves). If the ow is loally soni, then the type ispartially paraboli. If the ow is loally supersoni, then the type is fully hyperboli.Dierent types may exist in dierent parts of the same ow domain. Sine dierenttypes of PDE require dierent boundary onditions for well-posedness and requiredierent numerial solution tehniques, developing analyti solutions and numerialsolution shemes for The Euler Equations has been quite hallenging.2.2.3 Properties Aross DisontinuitiesAn important property of The Euler Equations is that they allow the evolutionand propagation of solution disontinuities. The laws governing the propagation ofthese disontinuities an most rigorously be derived from the integral formulation.Consider a surfae disontinuity having a loal normal ~nd and traveling at veloity~vd(t), where both ~nd and ~vd(t) are funtions of loation in the surfae. Considera ontrol volume, 
, enlosing a segment of that surfae disontinuity and witha thikness (normal to the disontinuity) that is innitesimal ompared to the twodimensions of the ontrol volume along the disontinuity surfae. The jump relationsmay be derived by diretly applying the ompat form of Equation 2.7 to the ontrolvolume just desribed.
71The rst left-hand term of Equation 2.7, t R
 ~U , is seen to vanish, beause itinvolves a volume integral over an innitesimal volume. On the other hand, beauseof the innitesimal thikness of the ontrol volume, the seond left-hand side term ofEquation 2.7, the ux integral R
 ~~Fr ~n, an be re-expressed by RS j[ ~~Fr℄j~nd, where j[:℄jrepresents the jump in quantity (:) aross the disontinuity surfae, j[:℄j = (:)i   (:)f ,where (:)i is the value of the quantity infront of the disontinuity, and (:)f is thevalue behind the disontinuity, and where S is the disontinuity surfae segmentenlosed within the ontrol volume 
. Similarly, the right-hand term redues toRS j[~~S℄j  ~nd, where ~~S is as dened above and where j[:℄j has the same meaning asexplained above. Note that in the ontext of the above, the integral Rs  for quantity refers to integration of  on the surfae of the disontinuity, and does not representan integral over a losed surfae.Combining the redued terms yields the general onservation equation arosstraveling disontinuities: ZS j[ ~~Fr   ~~S℄j  ~nd = ~0: (2.57)Sine ~~Fr = ~~F   ~U Æ ~vTd , Equation 2.57 may be re-written in the formZS j[~~F   ~~S   ~U Æ ~vTd ℄j  ~nd = ~0: (2.58)This last form ould also have been obtained diretly by starting from Equation2.9, as would be expeted.As the above derivation shows, and as would be expeted for ow features with in-nitesimal geometri dimensions, the jump equations have no \aumulation" termsand must be satised instantaneously: they depend only on the instantaneous velo-ity of the disontinuity, and are independent of its aeleration. The jump relationsin a referene frame attahed to the moving disontinuity are obtained simply by
72setting the disontinuity speed ~vd to zero.Sine Equations 2.57 and 2.58 must be valid for arbitrary ontrol volumes sur-rounding a disontinuity, the integrals in these equation may be disarded, respe-tively leaving j[ ~~Fr   ~~S℄j  ~nd = ~0; (2.59)and j[~~F   ~~S℄j  ~nd   j[~U Æ ~vTd ℄j  ~nd = ~0: (2.60)Equations 2.59 and 2.60 may also be re-written in an expanded form; for example,for Equation 2.59, this would be given byj[(~v   ~vd)  ~nd℄j = 0; (2.61)j[~v(~v   ~vd)  ~nd + p ~nd℄j = 0; and (2.62)j[E(~v   ~vd)  ~nd + p~v  ~nd℄j = 0: (2.63)Note that the seond of these equations is an n-dimensional vetor equation.This set of 2 + n salar equations are alled the jump relations, but they are oftenexpressed in dierent forms using the fat that if any two quantities, a and b, havedened jumps, then j[a+ b℄j = j[a℄j+ j[b℄j.If all veloities are expressed relative to the disontinuity, the Equations 2.61 to2.63 simplify to j[vn℄j = 0; (2.64)j[~vvn + p~nd℄j = 0; and (2.65)j[Evn + pvn℄j = 0; (2.66)where vn is the omponent of relative veloity direted along the disontinuity normal~nd. This ondition is trivially established for a disontinuity that is stationary in the
73observation referene frame. The above jump relations are sometimes loosely alledthe Rankine-Hugoniot Relations, but this label should be distinguished from theoriginal thermodynami denition of the Rankine-Hugoniot Equation as given, forexample, in [431℄.The jump relations may also be derived from the Weak Formulation of the on-servation laws, as expeted from the denition of that formulation. Perhaps thetwo most noteworthy aspets of the jump-ondition derivations are that: (i) thetime dependene was eliminated beause the volume of the ontrol volume ould bemade arbitrarily small; and, (ii) the jump relations are expressible purely in algebraiterms. From the physial point of view, the most signiant result is that the jumprelations establish that all disontinuities of The Euler System possess a hyperboliharater in time and have nite propagation speeds.Three types of \elemental" disontinuities may exist in The Euler System. If themass ux through a disontinuity is non-zero (and this implies that the normal velo-ity omponents on both sides of the disontinuity are non-zero too), the disontinuityis alled a shok wave. For both a normal shok wave and an oblique shokwave, the jump in the tangential veloity, j[vt℄j, along the (shok) disontinuity iszero. If the mass ux is zero, then, by Equations 2.61 to 2.63, the only possibility isthat the pressure jump is also zero, leaving the possibility of nonzero jumps in onlythe density and tangential veloity. If the only jump is in the tangential veloity,the disontinuity is alled a shear wave or a vortex sheet. If the only jump is inthe density (and hene also in the temperature, sine the pressure is invariant), thedisontinuity is alled a ontat wave or ontat surfae.Elemental disontinuities of dierent types may oinide in loation to give om-pound disontinuities. There are important dierenes in the mathematial proper-
74ties of these disontinuities. For example, while shok waves an evolve from smoothsolutions and propagate in a stable manner, vortex sheets are neutrally stable onlyin the (trivial) limit of vanishing jump in tangential veloity. Otherwise, they are un-stable (even linearly so), and their evolution is alled a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.Contat disontinuities are neutrally stable.All the types of disontinuities desribed above and their harateristi analyti-al properties are exhibited in ows of real, ompressible, homogeneous gases wherevisosity, reation, or other eets have little inuene. Also, all three elementaldisontinuities mentioned above play an important role in aerodynami and om-pressible ows of pratial interest.An important point with regard to the shok waves admitted by The Euler Sys-tem is that they allow the ow aross the shok to our in both the diretion ofthe pressure inrement (giving a ompression shok, with an inrease in entropy),and against it (giving an expansion shok, with a derease in entropy). However,expansion shoks are never observed in pratie. Although they would satisfy themass, momentum, and energy onservation laws disussed above, expansion shokswould violate the Seond Law of Thermodynamis [386℄ whih was not made partof the lassial theory on whih The Euler System is founded, as explained above inthis setion.Entropy-violating solutions are removed in analytial work either by inspetionof the solution set and disarding any non-physial shoks or, preferably, by refor-mulating The Euler Equations to redue to the invisid limit of the Navier-StokesEquations. The seond approah relies on applying an Entropy Condition, whihis theoretially equivalent to adding the Seond Law of Thermodynamis as anotherequation in The System of Euler Equations. In partiular, the Isentropi Property
75expressed in Equation 2.32 is eetively replaed by the Seond Law of Thermody-namis, whih in the above ontext is most onveniently expressed byDsDt = v  0; (2.67)where v is the visous dissipation term in the Navier-Stokes Equations, taken to thevanishing limit.It is quite remarkable that many omputational shemes for The Euler Equationshave the tendeny to generate expansion shoks in their numerial solutions. Suhentropy-violating solutions are eliminated from omputational shemes by applyingan Entropy Condition at the numerial level, rather than in the system of equations,as desribed for some shemes in Setion 3.2.The entropy jump aross pure shear waves must always be zero, sine the Two-Property Rule and the denition of a shear wave imply that the two states separatedby suh waves are thermodynamially idential. The entropy jump aross ontatwaves may be arbitrary.Extensive disussions of Riemann Invariants, the jump relations, and the proper-ties of the disontinuities supported by The System of Euler Equations may be foundin [91, 170, 426℄.2.3 Analytial Solutions of The System of Euler EquationsWhile muh is preisely known about the loal properties and behavior of smoothregions and isolated disontinuities in solutions of the full Euler System (see above),no general proedure is urrently available for obtaining losed-form whole solutionsfor that system, and no general existene proofs are urrently known, even for smoothinitial data [207℄. Furthermore, no general results addressing the uniqueness of so-
76lutions have yet been derived for The Euler System; rather, reent omputationalstudies [182℄ appear to indiate the possibility of a fundamental non-uniqueness.Several analytial solutions have been derived for speial ases of The Euler Sys-tem, but almost always with simple geometries, or for ows that are essentiallytwo-dimensional. For example, for irrotational and isentropi (that is, smooth) ows,The Euler Equations an be redued to the ompressible, veloity-potential equation,namely: 1  u22 !xx 2uv2 xy+ 1  v22!yy 2vw2 yz+ 1  w22 !zz 2wu2 zx = 0;(2.68)where  is the speed of sound, as dened above, and u, v, and w are respetively theveloity omponents in the x, y, and z diretions, and are related to  byu = x; v = y; and w = z:For ows that have a Mah number well below one everywhere, or for ows thatare purely supersoni, or for ows that approah the inompressible limit, Equa-tion 2.68 an either be approximated by a linear equation or an be linearized by asimilarity transformation, suh as the Prandtl-Glauert Transformation [431℄. Wheneither of these approximations is feasible, a wide range of tehniques beomes avail-able to enable the derivation of analytial solutions, provided the geometry is simpleenough. If the oweld inludes both supersoni and subsoni regions, the full nonlin-ear potential equation annot be approximated by a linear equation, and no analytisolution will generally be possible. One exeption is the Hodograph Transformation[142℄ whih allows the nonlinear potential equation to be linearized by expressing itin terms of the veloities as the independent variables, but at the expense of leavingthe geometry to be determined as part of the solution rather than a-priori, as done
77in Ringleb's Flow solution [75℄.For disontinuous ows, a wide range of lassial solutions has been derived forinteration of simple shoks, expansion fans, shear waves, and ontat surfaes withsharp orners or blunt surfaes having simple geometry [75, 325, 326, 431℄, and forows in speially-shaped nozzles or duts [325, 326℄.A major thrust in reent analytial eorts is aimed at promoting the uniquenessof The Euler Equations by the seemingly trivial tehnique of adding an entropyonstraint [155, 213, 352℄. Another thrust [393, 392℄ is based on using asymptotianalysis tehniques to obtain two-dimensional steady-state solutions for ows thatinlude shoks and strong vortiity eets. Otherwise, there has been little progressover the past deade or two in developing analytial tehniques for solving The EulerEquations or in nding new solutions for general ases.2.4 Pratial Relevane of The System of Euler EquationsThe majority of uid-dynami problems studied in urrent industrial and om-merial pratie either omprise inompressible ows, or ows that are strongly de-pendent on the eets of visosity, heat ondutivity, mixing of speies, or reation.Sine it does not model these physial phenomena, the fundamental System of EulerEquations as desribed in this hapter is not appropriate for studying suh ows.By its assumptions and its onstrution, The System of Euler Equations is onnedto aurate modeling of onvetion-dominated, adiabati, ompressible ows of real,thermodynamially homogeneous gases, inluding ideal gases as a speial ase.Depending on the appliation, onvetive eets are typially onsidered to dom-inate the eets of visous diusion when the Reynolds Number exeeds 1:0e+06. Inthis regime, visous boundary layers are typially thin ompared to the \free-ow"
78ross-setions. It is also possible to improve on the invisid preditions by attempt-ing to inorporate the displaement eets of the visous boundary layer, either bydisplaing the original solid boundaries, or by applying a \transpiration" oweldnormal to these boundaries [412℄. Depending on the appliation, ompressibility ef-fets are typially onsidered to beome important when the Mah Number exeeds0:3. The Euler Equations are partiularly appropriate for transoni and supersoniows, sine the orret modeling of the eets of onvetion and ompressibility inthis regime translate into orret preditions of the strengths, speeds, and loationsof the shok, shear, or ontat disontinuities whih are invariably present and im-portant.As would be expeted from their orret modeling of the oupled eets of on-vetion and ompressibility, the most appropriate appliation areas for The EulerEquations involve turbomahinery, blast and detonation waves, and external aero-dynamis. Aerodynami appliations also rely heavily on the apaity of The EulerEquations to aurately model a third physial phenomenon: vortiity.As desribed in Setion 2.2, The Euler Equations orretly onvet any vortiitythat is initially present in the oweld or applied at the boundaries. Furthermore,sine The Euler Equations an support disontinuities in the veloity (that is, vortexsheets), they an in priniple have unique and orret solutions for pratial problemsinvolving irulation, lift, or propulsion, suh as jet ows, or ows over airfoils orpropellers, given appropriate boundary and initial onditions. On the other hand, asalso explained in Setion 2.2, there is no physial mehanism in The Euler System togenerate vortiity in homenthalpi, homentropi ows. In priniple, this would implythat a omputational solution that is started with homentropi, homenthalpi initialonditions ould not be made to onverge to the orret oweld as the innite-time
79limit of a transient solution for any problem involving irulation, separation, or lift.In pratie, despite the analytial inability to generate vortiity and irulation insmooth ows, The Euler System is usually found to give aurate omputational pre-ditions of ow separations (inluding the loations and strengths of vortex sheets),provided the separation behavior is dominated by the geometry, rather than by pre-ise visous eets [325, 326℄ (that is, provided the separation is of the so-alled\invisid separation" type). This allows orret predition of the irulation andinvisid lift on objets with sharp geometri features. This unexpeted behaviorapparently ours beause the artiial visosity introdued in almost all numerialshemes appears to at in the same manner as physial visosity and to be normallyof suÆient strength to automatially impose the Kutta Condition or another similaranalytial devie.A pratial ontributing fator to the widespread use of The Euler Equationsduring the past deade or two for aerodynami appliations is probably due to a fa-vorable ost-benet situation in relation to the relative delities and omputationalrequirements of the level of dynami approximation immediately above and thatimmediately below The Euler Equations in the hierarhy of models for uid dynam-is. Solutions of The Euler Equations are far more eonomial than those of theCompressible Navier-Stokes Equations. On the other hand, solutions of The EulerEquations are far more reliable and useful than those of the Compressible PotentialFlow Model, whih is inapable of modeling vortiity, or any phenomena assoiatedwith it. As omputing power ontinues to inrease, the popularity of omputationalsolutions for the Navier-Stokes Equations will probably ontinue to inrease, and therole of The Euler Equations will probably beome inreasingly restrited to prelimi-nary design and parametri studies.
80From the aademi viewpoint, The Euler Equations remain important as a modelsystem beause the treatment of the nonlinear onvetive terms (whih are identialto the orresponding ones in the Navier-Stokes equations) poses the greatest diÆultyin obtaining aurate numerial solutions, espeially in the omputational solutionof disontinuities [169, 170℄. The Euler Equations also remain important beauseall satisfatory disretization and solution tehniques (inluding, for example, on-vergene aeleration methods) for the Navier-Stokes Equations are expeted to beable to aurately predit the invisid limit, and must therefore be founded fromtehniques that satisfatorily resolve The Euler System.
CHAPTER IIIDisretization and Disrete Solution of theGoverning Equations
This hapter presents the disretization formulations and the disrete solutionshemes adopted or developed in this work to obtain numerial solutions to The Sys-tem of Euler Equations, and it disusses the hief properties of these formulationsand solution shemes. Alternative feasible hoies are also reviewed to provide abakground for the work. The way in whih the ruial and haraterizing physi-al phenomena aptured in The Euler Equations are inorporated into the disreteformulation and preserved in the disrete solution is desribed. The appliation ofsound boundary and initial onditions in the disrete sheme is also disussed. Themanner in whih the disrete solution algorithm is inorporated with the other ma-jor algorithms to reate the overall algorithm for the methodology developed in thiswork is also outlined.A general development for arbitrarily moving and deforming grids is adoptedthroughout this hapter, leading diretly to the speial onsiderations and solutionproedures required for deforming ells, and in the viinity of moving boundaries.SuÆient detail is provided in the overage to enable omplete reprodution of allthe solution shemes and methods used in this work.81
823.1 Seletion of the Disretization and Disrete-Solution Method-ologiesThe purpose of a disretization proedure is to establish a valid \projetion" ofthe ontinuous governing equations over a ontinuous spae (here, a losed subset ofthe (~x; t) spae) onto a set of disrete equations over a set of disrete spatio-temporalentities (here, the set of spatial subregions in the grid at dierent time levels).The purpose of a disrete solution sheme is to numerially solve the set of dis-rete equations on the set of disrete spatio-temporal subregions derived from thedisretization proedure. As would be expeted, dierent disrete solution shemesare often better suited for dierent disretization proedures.There is urrently a wide variety of general-purpose methods, eah with its ownstrengths and weaknesses, for disretization of The System of Euler Equations (whihis the system adopted in this work). Seleting the most appropriate method dependson the type of the grid to be used, on the preferred sheme for disrete solutionof the disretized equations, as well as on various other requirements, suh as theauray and omputational eort targets. A brief review of these methods is givenin Appendix B.A Finite-Volume disretization proedure is hosen in this work in prefereneto all the other feasible alternatives (whih are outlined in Appendix B) for thefollowing reasons: (i) its suitability for the Cartesian-Quadtree type of grid usedin this work; (ii) its widespread use and advaned state of development; (iii) itsallowane of easier implementation of expliit time-integration shemes, and easierand more robust formulation and solution of problems with disontinuities by diretapturing of the disontinuities; and, (iv) its allowane of easier imposition of theappropriate boundary onditions, espeially for moving boundaries.
83Although the Vertex-Centered family of disretizations is urrently the most pop-ular among the three main families of the Finite-Volume Method (whih are listedin Appendix B), a Cell-Centered disretization was hosen in this work. Vertex-Centered disretizations are the most popular beause for tetrahedral and triangularells, the ratio of ells to verties asymptotially lies typially between 5 and 6, andbetween 2 and 3, respetively, resulting in greater storage-spae requirements forCell-Centered disretizations. In this work, however, the predominant ell shape isthe quadrilateral, and for quadrilaterals and hexahedra, the ell-to-vertex ratio isasymptotially lose to 1. Another reason for generally favoring Vertex-Centereddisretizations is that the numerial interdependene between vertex values is higherthan that between the orresponding ell values (by about a fator of 3 - 4 for tetra-hedra, and by about a fator of 2 for triangles). Again, the orresponding fator forquadrilaterals and hexahedra is lose to 1.Despite the above apparent advantages of Vertex-Centered shemes for trian-gles and tetrahedra, no disernible improvement in the auray of Vertex-Centeredshemes for invisid ows has so far been demonstrated relative to the inreases inmemory or omputational eort requirements. Indeed, the opposite seems to be moretrue. Perhaps the only veriable advantage of Vertex-Centered shemes is that forvisous ows, they allow easier disretization of the seond derivatives, typially byentral dierening. Sine a Vertex-Centered sheme has no advantage for the typeof element or ell hosen in this work, the deiding riterion of geometri simpliityfavors the hoie of a Cell-Centered disretization.Independently of whether a Finite-Dierene, Finite-Element, or Finite-Volumemethod is hosen for the disretization, another major hoie in seleting the dis-retization proedure is whether to separate or to ombine the spatial and temporal
84disretizations. Separation is relatively the more ommon of the two approahes andtypially results in larger stenils in \spae", requires multi-step time-integrationshemes for higher-order auray, but removes any dependene of a steady-statesolution on the time-step in a pseudo-marhing alulation. In this work, the spatialand temporal disretizations are developed separately, mostly to ensure the highestdegree of exibility in dealing with arbitrary ell geometries, and to simplify theoverall solution algorithm.Sine the tehnique being developed in this work is appliable to moving-boundaryproblems, where the geometry of subregions hanges with time, a ruial onsider-ation for the hosen disretization sheme is that it must allow satisfation of theGeometri Conservation Laws. The denitions, impliations, and signiane ofthese \laws" are disussed in detail in Setion 3.4 below.One the disretization proedure has been speied or hosen, the next step isto speify the disrete solution sheme. The major hoies to be made are whetherthe sheme will be impliit or expliit, and the exat proedure that will be followedto solve the disrete equations. The details of the sheme hosen in this work aredesribed below in this hapter. Beause the interest in this work is mostly diretedtoward time-aurate simulations, an expliit time-stepping sheme is hosen in thedisrete solution sheme, failitating further the separation between the spatial andtemporal disretizations, as explained in detail below.3.2 Spatial Disretization: Alternatives and Spei Imple-mentationThe disretization proedure hosen in this work, the Cell-Centered Finite-Volume Methodology, requires the Computational Region (see Setion 4.3 for the
85denition) to be divided into a set of non-overlapping subregions (or omputationalells) that satisfy all the fundamental requirements disussed in Setion 4.3. Withsuh a set of non-overlapping subregions (or omputational ells), the volume andsurfae integrals appearing in the integral formulation of the governing equations areindividually approximated for eah ell and eah ell fae respetively, using appro-priate quadratures. The integral formulation for The System of Euler Equations isgiven and disussed in Chapter II generally, and in Setion 2.1 partiularly. Thesolution values at ell enters are taken as the primary unknowns, and as being thevolume averages over the orresponding omputational ells, while the solution val-ues at ell faes are typially obtained by interpolation of ell-entered values of thesolution, as will be shown in detail in the remainder of this setion.Consider an arbitrary individual omputational ell in the subregion set. The ellmay be moving and deforming. A polyhedral example of suh a ell (with ve faes)is shown in Figure 3.1. Sine the ell satises the denition of a ontrol volume,Equation 2.7 may be applied to it. Integrating the equation in time from t = ti tot = tf yields Z
f ~U   Z
i ~U = Z tfti Z
(  ~~Fr + ~~S)  ~n; (3.1)where 
i and 
f are the losures of the interior of the ell at times ti and tf ,respetively, and all other symbols are as dened in Chapter II.The terms in the surfae integral of Equation 3.1 may be re-written in the form
~~Fr  ~n =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
vr?uvr?vvr?wvr?Evr?
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; and ~~S  ~n =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB






Figure 3.1: A generi three-dimensional polyhedral ell (with ve planar polygonalfaes).where vr? is the omponent of the veloity vetor that is aligned with the loaloutward-pointing normal of the surfae of the ell being onsidered, (that is, vr? =urnx + vrny +wrnz), and where all the other symbols are as dened above. Now, let~H? be dened by ( ~~Fr   ~~S)  ~n. Then, it follows that
~H? =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
vr?uvr? + pnxvvr? + pnywvr? + pnzEvr? + pv?
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA : (3.3)The vetor ~~Fr  ~n above may be replaed by ~Fr? = vr? ~U and the vetor ~~S  ~nabove may be replaed by ~S?, where the symbol ? denotes the same \surfae-perpendiularity" intent desribed above. Note again that the soure term vetor~S? is independent of the motion of the surfae of the ontrol volume. Note that thefth element of the vetor ~H? may be not be written as Hvr?, nor as Hv?, where,
87as in Setion 2.2, H = E+ p is the mass-spei stagnation enthalpy. The vetor ~H?is usually alled the normal-ux vetor, although, as shown above, it inorporatesthe soure terms for the momentum and energy equations.Dening ~U to be the volume-averaged value of the solution vetor, to wit,~U = 1V Z
 ~U; (3.4)where V is the volume of the ell, and using the new variable ~H?, Equation 3.1 maybe re-written in the form ~UfVf   ~UiVi = Z tfti Z
  ~H?; (3.5)where the subsripts i and f have the meanings desribed above. By its derivation,Equation 3.5 is valid regardless of the motion or deformation of the ontrol surfae.Considering only polyhedral ells whose number of faes does not hange duringthe integration interval (that is, topologially-invariant polyhedra), Equation 3.5 anbe speialized to the form~UfVf   ~UiVi = Z tfti nFaesXf=1 ZSf   ~H?; (3.6)where f is the fae number, where Sf represents the surfae of the general ell faeover whih the area integration is arried out, and where nFaes is the number offaes of the polyhedral ell. The speialization to topologially-invariant polyhedra ispartiularly relevant here sine, as desribed in Chapter VII, the spatial disretizationof the Computational Region is designed to generate only ells that satisfy thisrequirement, regardless of the motion of boundaries.Sine the faes of a polyhedron are all planar polygons, Equation 3.6 may bere-written in the form ~UfVf   ~UiVi = Z tfti nFaesXf=1   ~H?fSf ; (3.7)
88where Sf is the area of the general fae, and where ~H?f = ~H(t)?f is the instantaneousarea-averaged value of the normal-ux-vetor integral in Equation 3.6, to wit,~H?f = 1Sf ZSf ~H?Equation 3.7 is said to be in \semi-disrete" form, sine it embodies a ompletedisretization insofar as the spatial dependene of the unknowns is onerned, butis still in the \ontinuum" form as far as the temporal dependene is onerned.As briey mentioned above and as explained in more detail below, in this work,the temporal disretization is separated ompletely from the spatial disretization(rather than mixed with it), following the most ommon urrent pratie.It should be noted that no approximations have yet been ommitted in the dis-retization proess. Indeed, for topologially-invariant polyhedral ells, Equation 3.7is equivalent to the generalized integral form of Equation 2.7. Furthermore, sinethe disrete unknowns in a Cell-Centered disretization are the volume-averagedstate-vetors in the ells, and sine these averages are updated diretly in the Finite-Volume Method, no approximations are required for the volume integrals of theaverage state vetors. This may be regarded as one of the most appealing featuresof the Cell-Centered disretization methodology.In order to ontinue the spatial disretization beyond Equation 3.7, it is nowneessary to express ~H? or ~H?f in an approximate form that depends solely on thedisrete solution. It is only in this operation that numerial approximations in thespatial disretization will be ommitted, and these approximations an therefore beviewed as being onned to estimating the surfae-averaged values of the uxes. Themost ommon alternatives to approximating or omputing these uxes are disussedin the next sub-setion.
89Regardless of the approximation tehnique hosen to ompute the uxes, one ofthe harateristis of the Finite-VolumeMethod is that the evaluation of the ux ve-tor assoiated with eah ell fae, namely, ~H?, should be unique to that fae. Thatis, the same ux is applied to both of the two ells that share that fae. This require-ment alone guarantees the onservation property, sine the uxes on all ell faes thatdo not belong to the boundary of the Computational Region ould then only ausere-distribution of onserved quantities among the ells in the Computational Region,but annot ontribute to the reation or destrution of onserved quantities. This isthe so-alled \numerial telesoping" property (that is, the simultaneous satisfationof the onservation property aross arbitrary agglomerations of ontiguous ells atthe numerial level). The signiane of the onservation property for omputationof ows with disontinuities is that it an be proved [215℄ that if a numerial solutiononverges and is stable, then it will onverge to the weak solution of the system, im-plying that the numerial solution is guaranteed to onverge to a solution in whihthe jump onditions and disontinuity speeds are orretly predited.The onservation property an also be enfored in Finite-Dierene and Finite-Element Methods, but in ontrast to the situation with the Finite-Volume Method,doing so usually involves additional speial treatments in the design of the disretiza-tion sheme.3.2.1 Computation of the FluxThe preeding sub-setion derived the semi-disrete equation for the generi Cell-Centered Finite-Volume formulation, namely, Equation 3.7, and explained how thenumerial approximation in the spatial disretization an be viewed as wholly on-ned in the disrete evaluation of the area-averaged ux on eah ell fae, ~H?f in
90that equation. This sub-setion presents and disusses the dierent methods of ap-proximating and omputing the area-averaged ux vetor that were adopted andused in this work, and also briey disusses other alternatives.There are urrently two main families of approahes to omputing uxes foradvetion-dominated ows: (i) that assoiated with the segregated-solution approah(or the so-alled \pressure-based" approah); and, (ii) that assoiated with theoupled-solution approah (or so-alled \density-based" approah). These two ap-proahes, their relative strengths and weaknesses, and their impliations as far asomputing the uxes are briey outlined in Appendix C. Sine this work is onernedprimarily with ompressible and strongly-ompressible ows, a oupled-solution ap-proah was adopted. However, it should be noted that the advantages of the oupled-solution approah here are limited, and a segregated-solution approah would alsohave been a feasible alternative. Indeed, a segregated-solution approah has beenused in a related work [8℄ in whih the ow is inompressible.Within the ategory of oupled-solution approahes (or so-alled \density-based"approahes), there are two main approahes to evaluating the uxes: (i) those basedon Centered Approximations (or Centered Disretizations); and (ii) those based onUpwind Approximations (or Upwind Disretizations). There are also several otherless-ommonly-used approahes, and a great deal of freedom exists in seleting ap-proximations, resulting in signiant variations in the robustness, the auray, andthe omputational eort-requirements of the overall sheme. A brief review of Cen-tered Disretizations is given in Appendix D, while Upwind Disretizations are dis-ussed in more detail below, and in appendies ited there. Appendix D also inludesa brief omparison between Centered and Upwind Disretizations, whih may be bet-ter read after the next sub-sub-setion.
91Although a Centered Disretization would have been a perfetly valid hoie forthis work, suh a disretization was not adopted, and mostly beause of a subjetivepreferene for the alternative approah of Upwind Disretization, whih, as shown be-low, has a learer and more intuitive onnetion with the wave-propagation behaviorembodied in hyperboli systems of equations.3.2.1.1 Upwind Flux FuntionsUpwind disretizations are based on diretional biasing of the dierening, de-pending on the diretion of propagation of physial (and hene numerial) signals.These disretizations are also often alled harateristi-based disretizations. Theupwind-biasing idea appears to have been systematially introdued rst in [90℄ inan attempt to extend the Method of Charateristis to xed, regular Cartesian grids.Although suessful, the approah was based on a non-onservative Finite-DiereneMethod and was therefore inapable of satisfying the weak-solution requirements.This meant that it ould not orretly \apture" the jumps aross disontinuities.Disontinuity-apturing shemes are dened as shemes that automatially satisfythe jump onditions aross disontinuities, inluding predition of the orret dis-ontinuity speeds, on arbitrary xed grids, and without invoking tehniques thatattempt to expliitly loate the disontinuities. The modern, shok-apturing ver-sion of Upwind-Dierening was introdued by Godunov in a Finite-Volume frame-work [170℄, and then developed further by Van Leer [374, 375, 376, 377, 378℄, Roe[308, 308, 309, 310℄, and others.For a system of equations, inluding The System of Euler Equations, the basiidea of these Upwind Disretizations is to deompose the total ux into the ontri-butions to it from individual propagating waves and then to perform diretionally-
92biased dierening for eah of these waves depending on its diretion of propagation.For The Euler System, the waves are inherent in the hyperboliity of the system,as explained in Chapter II. Apart from the ability of these shemes to apture dis-ontinuities, one of the main reasons for their widespread appeal is the rm physialfoundation on whih they are based; namely, the Charateristi Theory for hyperbolisystems of Partial Dierential Equations. Invariably, the ux in these disretizations,~H? is evaluated using formulae of the general form~H? = ~H( ~UL; ~UR) = 12  ~H( ~UL) + ~H( ~UR)  ~H( ~UL   ~UR) ; (3.8)where ~UL and ~UR are respetively the left and right states aross the interfae onwhih the ux ~H? is being evaluated, and where the ondition~H(~0) = ~0must always be satised for a onsistent disretization.Most Upwind Disretization shemes are based on one of three tehniques, de-pending on the manner in whih the interfae ux is omputed, and more spei-ally, on the manner in whih ~H( ~UL   ~UR) is evaluated. These three tehniques areas follows: (i) Flux-Vetor Splitting; (ii) Exat Riemann Solution; and, (iii) Flux-Dierene Splitting. These three tehniques are briey desribed in the remainder ofthis setion or in appropriate appendies ited there. Throughout the presentation, ageneral formulation is maintained that is valid for arbitrarily moving and deformingells.3.2.1.2 Flux-Vetor SplittingAlthough Flux-Vetor Splitting (FVS) tehniques of omputing the interfae uxtypially lead to very robust shemes, these tehniques were not used in this work,
93primarily beause of their exessive diusivity for shear waves ompared to the otheralternatives disussed below [385℄. The FVS tehniques are reviewed in Appendix E.3.2.1.3 Exat Riemann SolversThe Riemann Problem (desribed in detail, for example, in [91℄ and [336℄) isthe name given to a one-dimensional Initial Value wave-propagation problem thatarises when an imaginary membrane separating two possibly dierent states of idealgas vanishes instantaneously, allowing the two states to interat. The term is alsosometimes used when the gases are non-ideal. In order to remove any time-relatedrestritions on the evolution of the solution, the two states of gas are assumed to beof innite extent. If no restritions are plaed on the two initial states, the problemis sometimes alled an Arbitrary Riemann Problem.The Riemann Problem has an analyti self-similar solution expressible in termsof a deomposition into distint propagating waves separating uniform, equilibriumstates. Exept in one senario, there will be three waves separating four uniformstates. The exeption ours when the left and right states are moving apart witha suÆiently high veloity dierene. In that ase, four waves will be reated, andthey will separate ve dierent states one of whih one will be the omplete-vauumstate. This exeption is of little pratial interest sine most omputational shemeswould not allow the appearane of a vauum.Beause of the assumed innite extent of the two initial states, the outer statesremain unhanged for all time. The two (or three) inner states must be determinedas part of the solution. The two outer waves must always be either an expansionfan and a shok wave, or two shok waves, or two expansion fans. If there are onlythree waves in the solution, the inner wave will be a ontat. If there are four waves
94(that is, if a vauum state is reated), then both of the inner waves will be ontats.In all ases, the ontat wave may also oinide with a shear wave, and in 3-D, theshear wave may itself be a ompound shear wave. The strength of the shear wave isalways zero in a one-dimensional problem, and all inner disontinuities are thereforeguaranteed to be pure ontat waves. The expansion fan always has a nite thiknessand ontinuous variation of properties within it, while the shok, ontat, and shearwaves are innitesimally thik and always have disontinuous property variationsaross them exept in the trivial, zero-strength ase. The property variations orjumps that arise aross eah of these types of disontinuity are disussed in detail inSetion 2.2 above.Use of the solutions of Riemann Problems to obtain the exat ux ~H? in terms ofpropagating wave eets was rst proposed by Godunov [135℄, and later rened andimproved by others. In all suh uses, the Riemann interfae desribed above is alwayssupposed to oinide with the ell fae that separates the two Finite-Volume ellsbetween whih the ux is to be omputed. Inevitably, this introdues a non-physial,grid-dependent alignment of wave propagation eets. Beause of the exatness ofthe ux estimate with an Exat Riemann Solver, the quality of solution obtainablewith this method is very high. Sine the sheme is based on a physial analysis whihtakes into aount the Third Law of Thermodynamis, suh a ux omputation isguaranteed to preserve the jump onditions at the interfae, and also to require nospeial treatment to enfore the Entropy Condition, whih was desribed in ChapterII. Exat Riemann Solvers are often reommended for problems where high aurayis required, or in situations with strong jumps aross disontinuities. They are es-peially useful in situations where vaua or very low pressures or densities are likely
95to arise, as in the modeling of strong explosions, or where the property of \PositiveConservation" (whih is dened and desribed below) is required. In this work, anExat Riemann solver was frequently used, as desribed in Chapter VIII.The Riemann Problem may be redued to an impliit algebrai equation andomputationally solved using any suitable iterative algorithm as desribed below, or,for example, in [91℄, [335℄, [82℄, or [139℄. The four uniform states of the Riemannproblem mentioned above will be denoted by the expressions ~PLouter , ~PLinner , ~PRinner ,and ~PRouter , where ~P is the primitive-variable vetor, given by ~P = (; u; v; w; p)T ,and where the subsripts L and R refer to the Left and Right states, respetively.In order to avoid luttering the equations in the remainder of this sub-sub-setion,it will be assumed without loss of generality that the oordinate axes are hosen sothat the u omponent of the veloity is perpendiular to the interfae between thetwo initial gas states, and hene that the v and w omponents are parallel to theinterfae. The ase in whih a vauum is reated will be disussed separately at theend of this sub-sub-setion.Let _mL and _mR be respetively the mass uxes \into" the two outer waves (thatis, through the shok or expansion fan). For the shok-wave ase (whih is identiedby the ondition pinnerpL=Router  1), the mass ux is given by_m = outeraoutervuut1 +   + 12 ! pinnerpouter   1!:For the expansion-wave ase (whih is identied by the ondition pinnerpL=Router < 1), themass ux is given by_m = outeraouter     12 ! 1  pinner=pouter1  (pinner=pouter)( 1)=(2)! :Sine the inner states may only be separated by ontat or shear waves, it follows,
96as desribed in Setion 2.2, thatpLinner = pinner = pRinner ; anduLinner = uinner = uRinner :The above two equations may be onsidered as the dening relations for pinner anduinner (in terms of pLinner , pRinner , uLinner , and uRinner). Note that it is not neessaryfor vLinner and vRinner to be equal, nor is it neessary for wLinner and wRinner to beequal. There is no onstraint relating the two tangential omponents, so the shearwave oiniding with the ontat wave may be arbitrary.Projetion of the onservation of momentum vetor equation along a diretionperpendiular to the Riemann interfae givespinner   pLouter =   _mL (uinner   uLouter) ; andpinner   pRouter = _mR (uinner   uRouter) :Elimination of uinner from these last two equations givespinner = _mLpRouter + _mRpLouter   _mL _mR (uRouter   uLouter)_mL + _mR ; (3.9)while elimination of pinner from these equations givesuinner = _mLuLouter + _mRuRouter   (pRouter   pLouter)_mL + _mR : (3.10)The overall solution algorithm for the Riemann Problem is built around iterativesolution of either of Equations 3.9 or 3.10 (with, for example, _mL and _mR expressedin terms of pinner and pouter, as given above), until onvergene to a pre-speiedtolerane. In order to guarantee onvergene and to minimize the operation ount,appropriate lower and upper bounds for pinner or uinner must be hosen. The solution
97proedure used in this work is based on iteration of the pressure equation (Equation3.9), using a Newton iteration algorithm. For the pressure equation, a onvenientlower bound is learly provided bypinner = outeraouter;while an appropriate upper bound is provided bypinner = 0B 12  (uL   uR) + (aL + aR)aL=p( 12 )Louter + aR=p( 12 )Router 1CA( 2 1) :The partiular upper bound given above is obtained as the solution to the inter-setion of the two isentropes passing through the left and right states. As pointedout in [381℄, this upper bound may be used beause the isentropes are always steeperthan the Hugoniot urves.One pinner has been obtained, _mL and _mR an be omputed (indeed, they areobtained as part of the solution proedure for pinner) and uinner an then be obtainedusing Equation 3.10. The densities Linner and Rinner may then be determined oneit beomes known whether the inner state is separated from the orresponding outerone by a shok wave or an expansion fan. Aross the shok (whih is identied, asabove, by pinnerpL=R  1), the \inner" density is given byinner = outer 01 + +1 1 pinnerpouter +1 1 + pinnerpouter 1A :Aross any expansion present (whih is identied, as above, by pinnerpL=R < 1), the\inner" density is given by _m = outer  pinnerpouter !1= ;and the omplete solution within the expansion fan an be obtained using the fatthat u and a vary linearly through its thikness, leaving , and p to be determined
98from isentropi ow relations; namely:21 = 21(2=( 1));and p2p1 = 21(2=( 1)):Any dierenes in the tangential veloity omponents between the two statesremain unaeted and are onveted unhanged through any shoks or expansionsthat are present, introduing a jump in the tangential omponents only at the ontatdisontinuity. Thus, the solution for the tangential veloity omponents is givensimply by vLinner = vLouter ; vRinner = vRouter ;and wLinner = wLouter ; wRinner = wRouter :For two- and one-dimensional speializations of the Exat Riemann Solver, theonly simpliation introdued is that the orresponding tangential veloity ompo-nent is eliminated from the solution.Sine the Exat Riemann solver gives the state at any plane in the (~x; t) spae,inluding the original interfae between the two states, the ux vetor, ~H? andiretly be omputed from the solution to ~P on the interfae, that is, through~H? = ~H? ~P :Although the solution algorithm for an Exat Riemann solver may seem expen-sive, in pratie, it is found that rarely will more than 5 or 6 iterations be required foronvergene of pinner by about 6 orders of magnitude in regions of smooth ow. Thesituation is only slightly worse near disontinuities. For ases where the omponent
99of veloity normal to the interfae for both the left and right states is supersoniand of the same sign, the ux an be omputed diretly from the upwind-state ux,without the need to solve the Riemann Problem. A disussion of the relative perfor-mane of several Exat Riemann solvers, and of the optimizations that an be doneto eliminate and redue the omputational eort based on the relation between theinput states is given in [139℄.The iteration proedure for an Exat Riemann solver must also inlude heks toensure that the solution remains \above" the vauum state for all possible inputs.The vauum ase is handled in this work by ombining the two ontats that adjointhe vauum into one, thereby eliminating the vauum state from the omputationaltogether, and eliminating the need to handle the possibility of four waves in thesolution. This ation is neessary sine, exept perhaps for some speialized appli-ations, the additional omputational and algorithmi overhead required to enableproper handling of a state of omplete vauum annot reasonably be justied interms of the gains.The solution quality and the omputational ost for the Exat Riemann solverare ompared with those of other solution tehniques below.3.2.1.4 Flux-Dierene SplittingIn ux-dierene splitting (FDS) , the approah taken is to onsider an approx-imate linearized problem that eliminates the need for the iteration proedure de-sribed above for the solution of the Exat Riemann problem. This linearizationwas originally motivated by the need to redue the omputational eort required tosolve the Exat Riemann Problem and the reognition that the additional aurayobtained with suh a preise solution was largely unneessary for a sheme that was
100originally only rst-order-aurate in spae [308℄.In the Osher FDS sheme, [270℄, the iterative proedure required to solve the Rie-mann problem exatly was replaed by an approximate solution in whih the shokwave is replaed by an \overturned rarefation", resulting in expliit relations for theintermediate state variables separated by eah wave. The Osher sheme intrinsiallysatises the entropy ondition, and resolves steady-state shok waves exatly. Theappliation of this sheme to multi-dimensional omputations is desribed in detailin [67℄.In the Approximate Riemann solver of Roe [308℄, the linearization is based on thedenition of a unique average state at the interfae that enables the term ~H( ~UL  ~UR)in Equation 3.8 to be expressed in the form~H( ~UL   ~UR) = D̂  ~UL   ~UR : (3.11)The Flux Funtion in Roe's sheme an be expressed in the form~H?  ~UL; ~UR = 12  ~H?( ~UL) + ~H?( ~UR)  12 5Xk=1 ̂k ~RkV k;where the ux vetors ~H?( ~UL) and ~H?( ~UR) are as dened above, where ̂k is the kthentry of the vetor of eigenvalues, ~, of the linearized ux Jaobian, whih is givenby ~ = (û?   ̂; û?; û?; û?; û? + ̂)T ;where eah vetor ~Rk is taken as a olumn from the tensor ~~R of the right eigenvetors
101of the linearized ux Jaobian, whih is given by
~~R =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
1 1 0 0 1û  ̂nx û 0 (n2y + n2z) û+ ̂nxv̂   ̂ny v̂  nz  nxny v̂ + ̂nyŵ   ̂nz ŵ  ny  nxnz ŵ + ̂nzH   ̂û? 12 q̂2 (wny   vnz) (u  u?nx) H + ̂û?
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;and where the salars V k are the elements of the wave-strength vetor, whih isgiven by
~V =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
Æp̂2̂2   ̂2̂Æû?Æ  Æp2Æûk1Æûk2Æp̂2̂2 + ̂2̂Æû?
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :and whih is obtained by projeting the dierene  ~UL   ~UR onto the right eigen-vetors, ~Rk.In the above expressions for k, ~Rk, and V k, the properties whih are giventhe \hat" supersript are averages whih must be evaluated in aordane speiformulae. For ̂, û, v̂, ŵ, and Ĥ, the formulae are respetively as follows:̂ = pLR; (3.12)û = uRpR + uLpLpR +pL ; (3.13)v̂ = vRpR + vLpLpR +pL ; (3.14)ŵ = wRpR + wLpLpR +pL ; (3.15)Ĥ = HRpR +HLpLpR +pL : (3.16)
102The \hatted" averages of eah of the thermodynami or ow properties that are notamong the ve listed above may not may be obtained by a similar averaging proess,but must instead be omputed diretly (as dependent variables) from the above vequantities. For example, ̂ is obtained through̂ = s(   1) Ĥ   12 q̂2;where the perpendiular and parallel omponents of the veloity vetor relative tothe interfae are also obtained by deomposing the new \hatted" veloity vetorevaluated as given above. The important feature of the averaging proedure justdesribed is that it is the unique one that ensures satisfation of the \Property U",whih is disussed below.Eah of the waves expressed in V k and ~Rk has a physial interpretation thatagrees losely with the orresponding eigenvetor of the Charateristi Quasi-LinearForm derived in Setion 2.2. For example, the rst wave introdues a perturbationof the form Æp̂2̂2   ̂2̂Æû? and is therefore an aousti wave that propagates at thespeed of aousti disturbanes. The seond wave introdues a perturbation of theform Æ   Æp2 , and is an entropy wave that propagates with the onvetion veloity.The third and fourth waves introdue perturbations of the form Æûk1 and Æûk2 , re-spetively, and are shear waves in the two Cartesian diretions perpendiular to theinterfae normal. The fth wave introdues a perturbation of the form Æp̂2̂2 + ̂2̂Æû?,and is also an aousti disturbane that also propagates at the speed of aoustiwaves. The impliation of this orrespondene is that the Roe linearization retainsthe fundamental nonlinear, disontinuity-supporting, and hyperboli properties ofthe wave system of the full Euler Equations. This is largely ahieved beause thelinearization and the solution proedure an be interpreted to derive from the Theory
103of Charateristis (that is, the Charateristi Linearization of The Euler System).This property is also shared by most other Flux-Dierene shemes in ommon use.The matrix D̂ in Equation 3.11 an easily be veried to satisfy the followingproperties:1. It has a omplete set of eigenvetors with real eigenvalues;2. 8( ~UL; ~UR); ~UL = ~U = ~UR  ! D̂  ~UL; ~UR = D̂(~U); and3. ~H?( ~UL)  ~H?( ~UR) = D̂  ~UL; ~UR ~UL   ~UR.The rst property is a natural outome of the onstrution priniples of Upwind-Dierening shemes. The seond property an be interpreted as a onsisteny re-quirement, and one that leads expliitly to the preservation of the free-stream state.In order to understand the onsequenes of the third property, onsider any steadystate solution for whih the left and right states, ~UL and ~UR respetively straddleany of the three disontinuities possible in The Euler System. Sine the dierenebetween the left and right states must oinide with one of the eigenvetors of theRoe Matrix, then ~H? ~UL  ~H? ~UR =  ~UL   ~UR ;where  is the unique eigenvalue of that eigenvetor. As derived in Setion 2.2,this ondition is preisely the so-alled Rankine-Hugoniot relation for a disontinuityseparating the two states ~UL and ~UR and propagating with speed . Sine thedisontinuity is stationary, that is, sine  = 0, the ux redues to~H?  ~UL; ~UR = 12  ~H?( ~UL) + ~H?( ~UR) = ~H?( ~UR) = ~H?( ~UL);implying that any steady state disontinuity will remain unhanged and also that itan be resolved in one interior state. If the disontinuity oinides with the interfae
104between the two states ~UL and ~UR, then it will be resolved in a layer of innitesimalthikness in priniple. As proved in [317℄ the Roe averages given above are the uniqueones that will satisfy this property.The three properties given above have olletively been alled \Property U" 1.As evident from the formulation desribed above, the Roe linearization treats anyexpansion fans present in the solution as having innitesimal thikness; it does notattempt to resolve their thikness or the variation of properties aross them.Sine the eigenvalues of the aousti waves, namely  = û   ̂ and  = û + ̂vanish at soni points, destroying any dissipation assoiated with that wave, andsine the Roe Linearization does not inorporate the Seond Law of Thermodynamisin its formulation, the Roe ux funtion often exhibits a tendeny to introdueentropy-ondition-violating numerial solutions. In extreme ases, this may manifestitself in the appearane of expansion shoks, but more often, it manifests itself inthe form of redued onvergene rates for steady-state omputations. In order tosuppress this tendeny, a so-alled \entropy-x" may be introdued into the uxfuntion simply by preventing the vanishing of the dissipation with the vanishing ofthe aousti eigenvalues. This an be aomplished most readily by modifying theaousti eigenvalues to \smooth" their variation near the origin [154℄. In partiular,the two aousti wave-speeds, k, for (k = 1; 5) are replaed by smoothed values, k,given by ̂k = 8>><>>: ̂k ̂k  12Æk(̂k)2Æk + 14Æk ̂k  12Ækwhere Æk = max (4k; 0) ; (3.17)1The \U" symbol was hosen beause the Riemann Solver is Uniformly valid for both \strong"and \weak" waves [316℄.
105k = k;R   k;L : (3.18)This and other methods of introduing an entropy-x into Roe's Sheme are disussedin more detail in [314, 422℄. More generally, in [268℄ the analyti riteria that mustbe met by a sheme to satisfy an entropy ondition have been derived, and shemesthat do satisfy this requirement were alled E-Shemes.From the theoretial point of view, perhaps the most serious deieny of theRoe Linearization (and any other linearization) is that it is invalid for some ombi-nations of input states. In [115℄, a Positively-Conservative Sheme is denedas one that is guaranteed to reate only Physially-Admissible states (that is, statesfor whih   0; and e  0) given Physially-Admissible inputs, and the ondi-tions under whih any linearization of the Riemann Problem (inluding Roe's) willgenerate negative energy or density from physially-admissible inputs are derived.The work also proves that in some situations, the failure of the Roe linearizationan be traed bak to its underestimation of the orret wave-speeds in the ExatRiemann Problem. Although these results are obtained for rst-order-aurate, one-dimensional shemes, they are expeted to be equally valid for multi-dimensionaland higher-order shemes.Other shortomings of the Roe linearization as well as most other ommonly-used ux funtions are ataloged and disussed in [293℄. Note that the restritionof Physial Admissibility applies only to the initial and nal states during any uxomputation; there are no restrition on intermediate states evaluated as part ofa omputational determination sheme. Indeed, the Osher Sheme, for example,employs non-physial intermediate states as part of the solution algorithm.The two-dimensional speialization of the Roe Flux-Dierene Splitting formu-lation an be derived in a similar manner to the three-dimensional formulation. As
106expeted, it an also be obtained by elimination of the eigenvetors and eigenvaluesthat are assoiated with the spatial multipliity. The Roe averages are omputedusing the same formulae, exept that the veloity omponent in the eliminated di-mension is removed wherever it appears. The matrix of right eigenvetors is thengiven by ~~R = 0BBBBBBBBBBB
1 1 0 1û  ̂nx û  ny û+ ̂nxv̂   ̂ny v̂ nx v̂ + ̂nyH   ̂û? q̂22 ûk H + ̂û?
1CCCCCCCCCCCA ;the wave-strength vetor is then given by
~V = 0BBBBBBBBBBB
Æp̂2̂2   ̂2̂Æû?Æ  Æp2̂ÆûkÆp̂2̂2 + ̂2̂Æû?
1CCCCCCCCCCCA ;and the vetor of eigenvalues is then given by~ = (û?   ̂; û?; û?; û? + ̂)T :The one-dimensional speialization an be derived similarly to the two-dimensionalone; it an also be obtained by elimination of the appropriate rows and olumns inthe 2-D speialization.3.2.1.5 The HLL Flux FuntionThe HLL Flux Funtion (that is, the Harten-Lax-Van-Leer ux funtion) [159℄,and derivatives from it, suh as Einfeldt's variant, theHLLE Flux Funtion (that isthe Harten-Lax-Leer-Einfeldt ux funtion) [114℄, and the HLLEM Sheme [115℄,simplify the linearization of the Riemann Problem by assuming that the solution an
107be approximated by two traveling waves (and hene by only three uniform states).As would be expeted, this sheme strongly diuses shear and ontat waves sineit does not attempt to resolve the internal struture between the extreme left andright waves, whih are assumed to be innitesimal in thikness.In this work, only the HLLE sheme is used from among this family. The HLLEux funtion is more dissipative but more robust that the Roe Flux Funtion andwas used in this work in regions of strong shoks or expansions, or in situations wherethe Roe or Exat Riemann solvers were found to be prone to instability or failure,suh as odd-even deoupling during the propagation of strong shoks aligned withthe grid lines. The partiular formulation used in this work is given by~H?(~UL; ~UR) = + ~H?(~UL)    ~H?(~UR)+     + + +     ~UR   ~UL ; (3.19)where + and   are the speeds of the fastest forward- and bakward-moving wavesalong the interfae normal, namely:+ = max (max; 0) ;and   = min (min; 0) ;and where all other symbols are as dened above.Considerable hoie is allowed [159℄ in seleting the values for max and min.However, if these values are respetively hosen to be the maximum and minimumeigenvalues of the Roe Linearization orresponding to the same input states (~UL and~UL), to wit: max = max (̂; û? + ̂) ; (3.20)and min = min (̂; û?   ̂) ; (3.21)
108it an be shown [115℄ that the resulting sheme will be positively onservative.The relation between the dissipation addition in this sheme relative to the ExatRiemann solution and the magnitude of the eigenvalues is analyzed in [114, 115℄, andit is shown there that inreasing the wave-speeds generally inreases the dissipation.Although the proofs are for rst-order shemes, the results appear to arry overto multi-dimensional omputations. In pratie, it is not neessary to inrease thedissipation to the level given in Equations 3.20 and 3.21. For the ows studied in thiswork, experiene indiates that it is best to sale the spread between the wave-speedswith the strength of the disontinuity, up to the maximum allowed in Equations3.20 and 3.21, that is, to use a \strength-adaptive" form of the HLLE. Otherwise,exessive damping fored by the presene of a strong shok may destroy the resolutionof important ontats and shears, as often observed with shok-wedge interations,suh as those presented in Chapter VIII. More disussions on appropriate hoiesfor the parameters of HLLE ux funtions are given in Chapter VIII.3.2.1.6 Other Upwind MethodsIn addition to the methods used in this work and desribed in detail above orin an appendix, a wide variety of upwind methods exist that have been used eitheronly for speialized appliations, or that have not ome into widespread use for onereason or another. A brief review is given in Appendix F of three of the most popularof these methods.3.2.2 Higher-Order AurayAs explained above, the disretization methodology adopted in this work pur-posely separates the spatial and temporal disretizations, in order to inrease theexibility in the development of the omputational sheme and to eliminate the de-
109pendene of steady-state solutions on the time-step. This separation is naturallyagain maintained in the higher-order spatial disretization.3.2.2.1 Formulation PriniplesThe general priniple underlying the development of all higher-order spatial dis-retizations from lower-order ones is based on inreasing the spatial order of aurayof the disrete ux integral. Regardless of the form in whih it is derived, the ux onany ell fae or between any two disrete states, say, ~UL and ~UR, may be expressedin the generi form ~H? = nPointsXp=1 !p ~H?(~rp); (3.22)where p denotes a quadrature point in spae (typially, in the ell fae on whih theux is being evaluated), nPoints is the total number of quadrature points, !p is theweight assigned to point p, and the term ~H?(~rp) refers to the point-value of the uxassoiated with quadrature point p. Thus, the spatial order of auray of the uxintegral on a xed subregion set may be inreased by inreasing the spatial orderof auray of the ux omputation at the quadrature points and by inreasing theorder of auray of the quadrature omputation.The order of auray of the quadrature omputation may be inreased by in-reasing the number of quadrature points and by evaluating the loations or theweights assigned to these points more aurately. The most aurate quadratureformula, the Gauss Quadrature Rule, yields an order of auray of 2n with nquadrature points. This is the quadrature rule used in this work. Sine only aseond-order-aurate sheme is sought and used in this work, only one quadraturepoint is required along eah edge to ompute the ux integral, and this point mustbe loated at the mid-point of the edge. Clearly, omputational ells in the viin-
110ity of a moving boundary must have their full geometri denition, inluding theirquadrature points, re-evaluated or re-omputed after every motion step. The mannerin whih this is done is explained in Chapters V and VI. If a third-order-auratesheme were to be used in this work (instead of a seond-order-aurate sheme), atleast two quadrature points along eah edge would be required (instead of the singlequadrature point used urrently).The spatial order of auray attained in omputing the point uxes, ~H?(~rp),may be inreased either diretly, by adopting a higher-order ux disretization, or,indiretly, by inreasing the spatial order of auray of the disretized funtionalrepresentation, whih is typially a polynomial representation, of the disrete un-knowns in omputational ells. A seond-order ux disretization may be expressedin the form ~H?(~r; t) = ~H?(~r; t) +r ~H?(~r; t)  (~r   ~r); (3.23)where ~r is the loation of the point about whih the higher-order expansion isomputed, and ~r is the loation of the point at whih the higher-order evaluationof ~H? is required. Similarly, a seond-order-aurate funtional representation of adisrete salar unknown  in a ell may be expressed in the form (~r; t) =  (~r; t) +r (~r; t)  (~r   ~r); (3.24)where the meanings of the symbols ~r and ~r are as given above.Within the framework of an upwind-based, Finite-Volume formulation followinga Godunov sheme, inreasing the order of auray of the funtional representationof the disrete variables within eah ell is reeted in the ux omputation only inthe evaluation of the Left and Right states, ~UL and ~UR, for the Riemann Problemthat is solved at eah quadrature point on the faes of the omputational ells. The
111numerial ux funtions or Riemann solvers desribed above in this hapter applyquite generally, regardless of the manner in whih the Left and Right state inputs aredetermined, and therefore do not generally require any modiation for higher-ordershemes if this (indiret) approah to higher-order auray is taken. The indiretapproah to higher-order auray just desribed (as opposed to the diret approahof using higher-order-aurate ux omputations) is urrently the more popular one,and is the one followed in this work.The inrease in the order of auray of the representation funtion of the disretevariable in a omputational ell is ahieved by inreasing the degree of the polynomialfuntion onto whih the solution average in eah omputational ell is projeted.Typially, this projetion step is performed separately, usually based only on thedata in the target ell and its surrounding neighbors, after the average value in theell has been updated. In that ase, the proess is alled \reonstrution". Themain onstraint in a onservative disretization is that the reonstrution may nothange the average value of any onserved variable. The reonstrution approah toinreasing the order of auray as an improvement on Godunov's original sheme(whih was rst-order aurate) was pioneered for strutured-grids in [378℄, whereit was alled the MUSCL approah 2, and later in dierent forms in [84℄ and [157℄.More reently, the reonstrution approah as a basis for higher-order auray wasextended in a general manner to unstrutured grids in [29℄, and then in [28, 27℄ andseveral related works.A uniform or onstant funtional representation within eah omputational ellin a uniform grid implies a rst-order-aurate spatial representation sine a onstantfuntion over the solution domain an be represented exatly, while the trunation2MUSCL is an aronym for Monotone Upstream-Centered Shemes for Conservation Laws.
112error will be linear in the loal ell dimension for arbitrary smooth funtions. Sim-ilarly, a linear or bilinear funtional representation within eah omputational ellon a uniform grid implies a seond-order-aurate representation sine a linear orbilinear funtion over the solution domain an be represented exatly (hene thename \1-exat" [27℄), while the trunation error will be quadrati in the loal elldimension for arbitrary smooth funtions. More generally, a reonstrution that usespolynomial projetion funtions of degree k is alled a k-exat reonstrution [27℄.For a uniform grid, it an readily be shown that a k-exat reonstrution leads to asheme that has a spatial order of auray of k + 1.The immediate diÆulty with inreasing the polynomial degree of the projetionfuntion beyond 0 is the reation of spurious osillations in the solution. This is trueeven for salar equations, inluding linear equations, as well as linear systems. In-deed, Godunov's Theorem onludes that no linear dierene sheme with onstantoeÆients ould be monotone if it has a spatial order-of-auray higher than 1.This diÆulty is irumvented by making the omputational sheme nonlinear [378℄.More speially, the most ommon way of introduing this nonlinearity with thereonstrution approah is based on limiting the slope of whatever variables are re-onstruted in individual ells to prevent the reonstrution values from overshootingor undershooting the \support" values, and hene to prevent spurious osillations inthe solution. With limiting, the general formulation for the generi variable  withat any loation ~r within a omputational ell with a seond-order sheme beomes (~r; t) =  (~r; t) +  r (~r; t)  (~r   ~r); (3.25)where  (~r; t) is the entroidal value of  (or, equivalently, the volume-averaged valueof  over the entire ell), where ~r is the loation of the ell ontroid, where r (~r; t)
113is the unlimited gradient of  at ~r, and where  is the limiter value assoiated withthat ell. Note that the values of the gradient and limiter are assumed onstant overthe entire ell in the above expression (although they need not be always so), andthat the value of  must satisfy the ondition0    1:The use of limiters whose value varies from ell to ell depending on the loalonditions is the basis for onstrution of so-alled High-Resolution shemes [170℄.Typially, these shemes allow the value of the limiter to revert as lose to 1 aspossible in smooth regions, while near disontinuities and extrema, the value of thelimiter beomes muh smaller, and even zero. The need for non-uniform limitingarises beause the reonstrution overshoots (and hene the assoiated non-physialosillations) in the unlimited solution typially both have greater amplitudes nearhigh gradients of the solution, and espeially around disontinuities. The introdu-tion of variable limiting therefore allows seond-order auray to be ahieved insmooth regions, while foring a return to a monotone rst-order sheme near dison-tinuities and extrema.The remainder of this setion desribes, in more detail than given in the aboveintrodution, two of the three main ingredients that onstitute a High-Resolutionsheme in general, and the one used in this work in partiular: (i) the reonstru-tion; and, (ii) the limiting. The third ingredient; namely, the evolution operator,is desribed in Setion 3.3. Of partiular onern is maintaining the monotoniityand the onvergene to weak solutions that is exhibited by rst-order shemes as theorder of auray is inreased to 2.
1143.2.2.2 Reonstrution ProeduresThe meaning of \reonstrution" and the motives for reonstruting the solutionvariables in omputational ells were disussed in the preeding sub-sub-setion. Thissub-sub-setion mostly desribes the spei proedures used in this work to performthe reonstrution.There are two popular approahes to seond-order or 1-exat reonstrution onunstrutured grids with arbitrary ell geometries: (i) the Green-Gauss reonstrution[29, 27℄; and (ii) the Least-Squares reonstrution [26℄. Both have been implementedand tested in this work, as desribed below.The Green-Gauss approah is founded on the Gauss-Ostrogradski Theorem, whihfor a salar  an be expressed in the equationZ
r = Z
  ~n; (3.26)where all symbols are as dened above. Dening a volume-averaged mean value forr over 
 by r = R
r R
 ;Equation 3.26 may be re-written in the formr = 1V Z
  ~n; (3.27)where V = R
 1 is the volume of the region 
. Sine the gradient in eah om-putational ell is assumed onstant, the expression given in Equation 3.27 is exat,provided the surfae integral enloses the ell whose gradient it is desired to estimate.The disrete form of Equation 3.27 is given byr = 1V nFaesXf=1  f ~Sf ; (3.28)
115where  f is an appropriate average on fae f , and nFaes is the number of faes of thepolyhedral omputational ell. In the three-dimensional ase,  f is best determinedfrom the Gauss points of the fae, or by a suitably-weighted linear ombination of thevalues at the verties of the fae, or any other suitable quadrature formula. In thetwo-dimensional situation, the value of  f may be onveniently determined throughthe seond-order-aurate formula f =  v1 +  v22 ;where  v1 and  v2 are the values of the unknown at the verties v1 and v2 of theedge. For a third-order-aurate sheme, at least a third point is required to evaluatethe average to give a suÆiently-aurate disrete ontour integral. No matter howaurate it is, the approximation used to evaluate the disrete fae average  f willlearly ompromise the exatness of the orresponding ontinuous equation, namely,Equation 3.27.It is also possible to determine an approximation to r by performing a ontourintegration along a ontour that passes not through the verties of the target ell,but through the entroids of a set of seleted support ells surrounding the targetell. This approah was also implemented and tested in this work.The seond reonstrution tehnique implemented and used in this work is theLeast-Squares reonstrution, with a formulation losely following that desribed in[26, 27℄. In this formulation, r is omputed as the solution to the equation0BBBBBBB w14xn1 w14yn1 w14zn1... ... ...wN4xnN wN4ynN wN4znN
1CCCCCCCA0BBBBBBB  x y z
1CCCCCCCA = 0BBBBBBB w14 1...wN4 N
1CCCCCCCA (3.29)
116where 4xni = xni   x4yni = yni   y4zni = yni   z4 ni =  ni    ; (3.30)where the subsript  denotes assoiation with the target ell and the subsript nidenotes assoiation with the ith neighbor of ell . For a problem with no movingboundaries, the elements of the weighted-distane matrix on the left-hand-side ofEquation 3.29 may be omputed just one, at the initialization stage of a alulation.For problems with moving boundaries, the elements of that matrix require updatingonly if the geometry of a omputational ell or any of its neighbors hanges during aalulation. The redution of Equation 3.29 to the two-dimensional ase is obvious.The weights in Equation 3.29 may be hosen to be 1, or may be hosen to dependon the ow solution or the stenil geometry. In partiular, it was found advantageousin this work to use the relation wi / Ar ;where r is the distane between the entroid of the target ell and that of its ithneighbor, and A is the area of that neighbor. The introdution of A into the eval-uation appeared to redue the eet of biasing of the gradient by the values in theseveral small ells that may be present on one side of a target ell near renementboundaries. Other ombinations, with a proportionality to only 1r or to only A havealso been popularly used, but were not examined in this work.From the above, it an be seen that the Green-Gauss and the Least-Squaresformulations for estimation of the gradient are similar in struture and properties,
117sine both an be written as a weighted linear average of the values in the supportells. Indeed, the gradient evaluation produed by both methods is idential forany linear funtion. Although the Least-Squares approah is in general the moreaurate one [2, 3℄, espeially for strethed or skewed ells, both approahes result informally seond-order aurate spatial reonstrution, and several published workson tests with basi ows indiate minimal dierenes [101, 86℄ in the overall resultsobtained with the two tehniques. From the pratial point of view, the Least-Squares approah is easier to implement, espeially for three-dimensional spaes,and this is largely beause, unlike the the ase for the Green-Gauss formulation, theLeast-Squares formulation does not require the support ells to be ordered in anypartiular manner.The stenil of neighbors used in the gradient omputation of Equation 3.28, thatis, following the Green-Gauss approah, should in priniple inlude all the immedi-ate neighbors of the target ell, that is, all the fae-, edge-, and vertex-neighbors ofthat ell. This is beause the surfae or ontour on whih the disrete integration isperformed must be losed, and must fully surround the ell for whih the gradient isbeing evaluated. This implies that all the fae-, edge-, and vertex-neighbors for thetarget ell must be used to onstrut a \super-ell" whose verties are dened fromthe entroids of these support ells. In pratie, however, this requirement is pur-posely relaxed, by using a ontour integral whih inludes only the fae-neighbors,or only the fae- and edge-neighbors, espeially when there are suÆient ells sur-rounding the target ell, sometimes even if the surfae or ontour on whih theintegration is performed does not ompletely enlose the target ell. Using a stenilwith fewer members not only redues the operation ount for the gradient evalua-tion, but also usually inreases the auray, even if the order of auray remains
118unhanged. Clearly, the above disussion is irrelevant if the ontour is onstrutedfrom the verties of the target ell rather than from the entroid of the neighboringsupport ells.The stenil of neighbors used in the gradient omputation of Equation 3.29, thatis, following the Least-Squares approah, expliitly need not inlude all the imme-diate neighbors of the target ell. Indeed, the Least-Squares approah is most oftenimplemented with a stenil that inludes only the fae neighbors.In this work, however, none of the neighbor groups were exluded in the gra-dient evaluations, neither when using the Green-Gauss approah, nor when usingthe Least-Squares approah. The remain reason for doing so was to implement themost extensive form of the approahes, so that any experimentation with dierent,redued, stenils an readily be done later.Near boundaries, the support-ell stenil must be redued as neessary, with theattendant redution in auray, but without loss in 1-exatness. As mentionedabove, in the ase of the Green-Gauss formulation, the theoretial basis of the for-mulation is eroded if the surfae or ontour on whih the integral is evaluated passesthrough the interior of the target ell. The support ells may be redued to only afew in onvex regions or near boundaries, but the surfae or ontour integral maynot ollapse or beome degenerate. In the ase of the Least-Squares formulation, theell entroids used for the Least-Squares reonstrution may not beome ollinearor degenerate. Near boundaries, with the Green-Gauss formulation, the surfae orontour integral may be fored to pass through the entroid of the target ell, ausingthe entroidal value of the target ell to ontribute to the gradient evaluation of thatell.In this work, whihever of the two reonstrution proedures desribed above is
119hosen for a omputation, that proedure is applied independently to eah of theprimitive variables , u, v, and p, resulting in an independent gradient vetor foreah of these primitive variables. Exatly the same proedure is used for all of theprimitive variables. Thus, the generi salar  in the above equations an be takento represent any of these four primitive variables. Suh a unied treatment is inaordane with established ommon pratie.As explained above, in this work, the reonstrution is applied to the primitivevariables, although it would also have been feasible to hoose either the onserved orthe harateristi variables for this purpose. The appeal of hoosing the onservedvariables is that the mean value in a ell is automatially preserved (although viola-tion of this mean in the reonstrution would not be reeted in the solution in anymanner). In the one-dimensional ase, reonstruting the harateristi variables anbe shown to be a theoretially more sound option. From a pratial point of view,applying the reonstrution to one of the three sets of variables mentioned aboveinstead of another appears to have little eet on the nal result or the quality ofthe solution in multi-dimensional omputations. Some additional guidane on theseletion of the \ategory" of variables for reonstrution is given in [378℄.Several reonstrution proedures based on other than the pure Least-Squaresor Green-Gauss approahes have also appeared in the literature. Most of thesetehniques, however, are either equivalent to ombinations of the Least-Squares andGreen-Gauss approahes, or do not take into aount the values in all the neighboringells (by, for example, restriting the set of support ells to only the fae-neighbors),or ompute extrapolated values on a fae by diret interpolation aross the ellssharing that ell fae, or are restrited to spei ell geometries, for example, as in[223℄.
1203.2.2.3 Limiting ProeduresThe rst sub-sub-setion of this sub-setion explained the meaning of \limiting",and the need for it in higher-order shemes. More speially, that sub-sub-setionexplained how reonstrution of the solution variables within the omputational ellsin a Finite-Volume method (by use of the gradient-estimate in those ells, for ex-ample) may reate new loal extrema in those variables, whih in turn result inhigh-frequeny osillations or \wiggles" in the solution. These loal extrema andthe resulting osillations are numerial (that is, non-physial) artifats whih notonly pollute the loal solution, but ould also aet the global solution, espeiallyfor highly-nonlinear problems, suh as those involving reating ow. That sub-sub-setion also explained that in order to ounter these spurious numerial eets, thesolution gradients in omputational ells as originally omputed by the reonstrutionproedure are limited (or redued) to levels that would largely eliminate osillationsin the solution. That sub-sub-setion also mentioned that the notion of limiting thereonstrution gradients to eliminate spurious osillations was originally developedin [377, 378℄, and alled the MUSCL approah.This sub-sub-setion mostly presents the spei limiting proedures that areused in this work, and disusses their formulation priniples and main properties.While many limiters have been developed for the \strutured" ategory of grids(whih is dened in Chapter IV) [350℄, only two limiters seem to have attainedwidespread use for the \unstrutured" ategory of grids (whih is also dened inChapter IV), espeially grids that ontain arbitrary polygonal ells, like the gridsused in this work. These two limiters are the Barth Limiter, and the VenkatakrishnanLimiter. Both of these limiters were implemented and used in this work.The Barth Limiter and the Venkatakrishnan Limiter both ompute the value of
121the limiter in omputational ell i, (i), using a formula of the form(i) = minj f~(i; j)g (3.31)where the index j traverses all the \support" ells used in the limiting proedure,and ~(i; j) is omputed dierently for the Barth and Venkatakrishnan limiters, asdesribed below. In this work, as in most other implementations, the set of supportells used to ompute the limiter funtion (that is, the set of ells over whih theindex j traverses in Equation 3.31) is idential to the set of support ells used toompute the gradient. As explained above, in this work, this set of ells was hosento inlude all the fae-, edge-, and vertex-neighbors of the target ell, i.Sine, as explained in the preeding sub-sub-setion, the reonstrution in thiswork is performed on the primitive variables, the limiting must also be performed on(the slopes of) the primitive variables. Thus, while the reonstrution independentlyomputes the slopes of eah of the variables , u, v, and p, the limiting independentlyomputes the limiter value for eah of those four slopes. Thus, throughout this sub-sub-setion, the limiter variable (i) for ell i refers to the generi limiter variablefor that ell, of whih 4 spei instanes are omputed and used, one for eahprimitive variable. Just as for the reonstrution proedures, the limiting proedureused for all four of the primitive variables is idential, allowing for a ompletelyuniform treatment.The value of ~(i; j) for the Barth Limiter [29℄ is omputed in aordane withthe following formula:~(i; j) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: u
maxiur : ur > umaxiuminiur : ur < umini1 : umini  ur  umaxi (3.32)
122where the subsripts i and j respetively denote assoiation with omputational elli and its neighbor ell j, where u is the variable being limited, where the symbol symbolizes the generi dierene between the variable values assoiated with thetwo ells being onsidered, for example, u = uj   ui, where the supersripts maxand min respetively refer to the largest and smallest dierenes in the value of thevariable u between the target ell and all its other support ells, namely,umaxi = maxj f(uj   ui)g; (3.33)and umini = minj f(uj   ui)g; (3.34)where ur refers to the reonstruted value of the variable u in the ell i, and whereur refers to the dierene between the reonstruted value and the orrespondingell-entroidal value; namely, ur = rui  (~rfij   ~ri);where rui is the (unlimited) gradient of u in ell i, ~rfij is the loation of the pointat whih the reonstruted value is being sought (whih is typially a point in a ellfae shared by ells i and j), and ~ri is the loation of the entroid of ell i.As evident from Equations 3.32 and 3.25, no reonstruted value with the BarthLimiter is allowed to exeed the maximum value in the support ells or to fall belowthe minimum value in the support ells. Therefore, the Barth Limiter enfores stritmonotoniity in the reonstruted values (whih are used in the ux evaluations,or any other solution-related evaluations). As would be expeted, relative to theorresponding unlimited sheme, appliation of the Barth Limiter leads to morerobust solutions, but also to slightly lower orders of spatial auray, even in smoothregions.
123In pratie, in the alulation of steady-state problems, the Barth Limiter stronglyinhibits onvergene, to the extent of preventing the residuals from dropping morethan typially 2 or 3 orders of magnitude. This is largely beause in regions ofuniform or nearly-uniform ow, the highly-nonlinear form of the limiter, whih isintrodued through the \min" and \max" funtions used in that limiter, ause it totrigger the loal limiting on and o (or, equivalently, ause the loal limiter valueto vary seemingly randomly between 0 and 1) during the iteration yle [389℄. Thistriggering ours even when there is little ativity in the loal solution, and even inresponse to arithmeti trunation errors [389℄. This deieny of the Barth Limiterdoes not seem to aet the global solution, and there is no known test ase in whihit leads to an inorret overall solution. Sine most of the omputations performedin this work were for unsteady problems, this deieny was largely inonsequential;rather, the strit enforement of monotoniity in the Barth Limiter helped to avoidfailures in the Approximate Riemann solvers for many of the test ases that involvedstrong shoks or low pressures or densities.Despite the limited eets on the overall solution of the deieny desribed inthe preeding paragraph of the Barth Limiter, the eets of that deieny on theonvergene behavior remain highly undesirable. This was the major motivation forthe development of the Venkatakrishnan Limiter [389℄, as desribed in more detailbelow.The value of ~(i; j) for the Venkatakrishnan Limiter [389℄ is given by:~(i; j) = 1ur " ((um)2 + 2)ur + 2um(ur)2(um)2 + 2(ur)2 +urum + 2 # (3.35)where um = 8>><>>: umaxi : ur  0umini : ur < 0 (3.36)
124where umaxi , umini , and ur are all as dened above, and where  is a free param-eter whose value is hosen to introdue a given level of \looseness" in the limiting.One suitable hoie for  is given by the formula = v umax  umin (3.37)where v is a \user-speied" parameter, typially hosen in the range 0:01  v 0:20, and where umax = maxi fumaxi gand umin = mini fumini grepresent the global maximum and minimum dierenes in the variable values (withinall the stenils used for limiting).Another suitable hoie for  [389℄ is given by the formula2 = Kd3;where d is the loal ell dimension, and K is a user-speied parameter, falling inthe typial range 0:05  K  0:5. In this formula, K serves as an expliit thresholdthat determines the overshoot level that is allowed before the limiter is invoked.Regarding the hoie of d, it should be noted that even though this has been done insome implementations, using a global ell dimension instead of a loal ell dimension(for d) is learly not advisable.As an be seen by examination of Equations 3.31 and 3.35, the VenkatakrishnanLimiter does not stritly enfore monotoniity in the reonstruted values. Instead,as mentioned above, the parameter  introdues a \looseness" or \slak" in limitingthe gradient. More speially, setting  to zero fully reovers the Barth Limiter,
125as explained in [389℄, while setting  to a large number eetively eliminates anylimiting of the slope, by ausing ~(i; j) to be one, or nearly so, regardless of thesolution variable values. It is also lear from the forms of Equations 3.32 and 3.35that the Venkatakrishnan Limiter is more dierentiable than the Barth Limiter, andhene is inherently less likely to produe \noisy" or seemingly random utuationsin the limiter value.Choosing an appropriate formulation for  and an appropriate setting for v orK is ase-spei and typially requires some trial and error. In general, however,alulations with strong shoks or rapid aelerations of boundaries require lower val-ues of v or K, while alulations involving only smooth solutions are best performedwith large values of v or K.With an appropriate hoie for , the Venkatakrishnan Limiter is found to elim-inate the eets of the noise-indued triggering of the Barth Limiter, espeially inregions of uniform ow, and to eliminate the invoation of limiting in smooth non-uniform regions, leading to better onvergene rates and slightly higher orders ofauray for omputations of steady-state problems. The higher auray order isattained even though the Venkatakrishnan Limiter is formally more diusive thatthe Barth Limiter. On the other hand, sine the monotoniity of the reonstrutionis lost with the Venkatakrishnan Limiter, the overall robustness of alulations withthat limiter is also redued.3.3 Temporal Disretization and Time-Integration: Alter-natives and Spei ImplementationAs explained in Setion 3.1 above, and for the reasons given there, the spatialand temporal disretizations in this work are intentionally separated. The spatial
126disretization adopted in this work is desribed in Setion 3.2, while the temporaldisretization adopted in this work is desribed mainly in this setion and (with agreater emphasis on the relevant moving-boundary onsiderations) in Setion 3.4.3.3.1 Choie of Temporal Disretization and Time-Integration ShemeAs explained in Setion 3.2 above, with the separation of the spatial and temporaldisretizations adopted in this work, an appropriate starting point for the temporaldisretization is the semi-disrete Equation 3.7, or equivalently, the derivative in timeof that equation, namely: ~UVt = ~f(~U); (3.38)where ~f(~U), whih an be viewed as a lumped \spatial operator", here denotesPnFaesf=1   ~H?fSf in Equation 3.7.In the given form, Equation 3.38 an be regarded as an Ordinary DierentialEquation in time, whih an be disretized (in time), and numerially integratedusing any tehnique from a wide range of suitable ones for equations in this ate-gory. The tehniques of temporal disretization that are most ommonly used forequations in this ategory (and speially for the semi-disrete form of The Systemof Euler Equations) are based either on: (i) The family of Linear Multi-Step Meth-ods [37℄; or, (ii) the family of Runge-Kutta Methods [185℄. The spei disretiza-tion adopted determines the order of auray in time of the overall omputationalsheme. Obviously, the options just desribed for the time-integration sheme areidential whether the starting point is taken to be Equation 3.38 or its analytiallymore general variant, Equation 3.7.Perhaps the most onsequential feature of a time-integration sheme is whether itis impliit or expliit. For the work presented here, only expliit shemes are appro-
127priate and attrative hoies. The following are the (two) main fators ontributingto this situation:1. As explained in Chapter I, in its most general mode of operation, the solutionalgorithm in this work must be appliable to problems with moving boundaries.As outlined below in this setion, and as desribed in more detail in ChapterVII, a fundamental onstraint of the overall ell-merging algorithm developedin this work (to enable boundaries to move aross the stationary grid) is thata boundary may ross no more one omputational ell during a time-step.2. As explained in Chapter I, the solution algorithm in this work utilizes adapta-tion of the grid to the solution. This implies that ow features must be trakedand retained within ells having a given level of spatial resolution, even asthese features move aross the grid. This in turn implies that a ow featuremay move aross no more than one omputational ell during a time-step.The two onsiderations in the above list imply that the integration time-stepmust be small enough for any displaements of the boundary or any waves in thesolution to propagate no more than one omputational ell during a single time-step.These onstraints are similar to the time-step limits imposed by the stability on-straints of an expliit time-integration sheme. Therefore, the main pratial advan-tage of an impliit time-integration sheme relative to an expliit time-integrationsheme, namely, the use of larger time-steps in the time-integration of the semi-disrete equation, annot be realized in the solution algorithm adopted and devel-oped in this work. Therefore, the additional omplexity, omputational eort, andstorage-spae requirements of an impliit time-integration sheme relative to an ex-pliit time-integration sheme annot be justied for the uniform solution algorithm
128developed and adopted in this work, and an expliit time-integration sheme is themore appropriate hoie here.3.3.2 Formulation and Properties of the Chosen Temporal Disretizationand Time-Integration ShemeClosely assoiated with time-integration shemes and proedures is the oneptof residual. Regardless of the motion or deformation of a omputational ell, theresidual vetor, Res(~UV (t)), in that ell is dened as the instantaneous rate of hangeof the onserved variables in that ell, that is,Res(~UV (t)) = t Z
 ~U; (3.39)where V is the volume of the omputational ell, and all other symbols are as denedin Setion 3.2 above. In exat disrete form, the residual may be expressed byRes(~UV (t)) = nFaesXf=1   ~H?f(t)Sf (t); (3.40)where all symbols have the same meanings given to them above and in Setion 3.2,and where the time-dependene in the left-hand side applies to both ~U and V .One of the simplest temporal disretizations possible is obtained by approximat-ing the time-derivative in a semi-disrete equation, suh as Equation 3.38, by theorresponding rst-order nite-dierene in time. Applied to the left-hand sides of,say, Equation 3.38 or 3.40, this approximation an be expressed by~UVt = Res(~UV (t))  ~UfVf   ~UiVit (3.41)where t = tf   ti is the integration time-step (or the integration interval), wherethe subsript f denotes assoiation with the ending or nal time, and the subsript idenotes assoiation with the starting or initial time, and all other symbols have the
129meanings dened for them above. As implied above, this approximation is rst-orderaurate in time (or in t).One of the simplest time-integration shemes possible an be formulated from therst-order-aurate approximation of Equation 3.41. The time-integration sheme isobtained by evaluating the residual or the right-hand side of the semi-disrete equa-tion under onsideration at the starting time, ti, of the time-step, and re-arrangingthe equation to obtain the unknowns at the ending time, tf , of the time-step, in fullyexpliit form. This sheme is alled the Forward-Euler Sheme, and for Equation3.38, for example, it an be expressed in the form~UfVf = ~UiVi +tRes(~UV (ti)); (3.42)where all symbols are as dened above, and where the residual is typially evalu-ated in aordane with Equation 3.40. The impliit variant of this expliit time-integration sheme, the Bakward-Euler Sheme, is obtained by evaluating the resid-ual or the right-hand side of the semi-disrete equation under onsideration at theending time, tf , of the time-step, instead of at the starting time of the time-step.As indiated in Equation 3.42, the uxes and geometries for all the terms onthe right-hand side of that equation are evaluated at the initial time, ti. As men-tioned above, this sheme is only rst-order aurate in time, and for moving anddeforming ells, it does not generally satisfy the Geometri Conservation Law re-quirements, whih are desribed in Setion 3.4 below. As explained in Setion 3.4,this implies that the sheme annot generally preserve the free-stream state for aproblem with moving boundaries. This sheme is also unstable for any spatial dis-retization sheme that has an order of auray higher than 1. Therefore, otherthan for ode veriation alulations with stationary boundaries, this sheme was
130not used in this work.The atual \workhorse" sheme used in this work is based on a Preditor-Corretorformulation whih is both seond-order aurate, and also satises the GeometriConservation Law requirements, whih are explained in Setion 3.4. The sheme isgiven by: (~UV )(0) = (~UV )n;(~UV )(1) = (~UV )(0) +t hRes(~UV )(0)i ;(~UV )(2) = (~UV )(0) + t2 hRes(~UV )(0) +Res(~UV )(1)i(~UV )(n+1) = (~UV )(2); (3.43)where the \starred" residuals have the following meanings:Res(~UV )(0) = Res(V (a) ~U (0)) = nFaesXj=1   ~H?j(~U (0))Sj(ta);and Res(~UV )(1) = Res(V (a) ~U (1)) = nFaesXj=1   ~H?j(~U (1))Sj(ta);where V (a), whih denotes the time-averaged ell-geometry, is given byV (a) = V (0) + V (1)2 ;where V (0) denotes the volume (and the geometry for alulating the uxes) of theomputational ell at the starting time, t = ti of the urrent time-step, where V (1)denotes the volume (and the geometry for alulating the uxes) of the omputationalell at the ending time, t = tf , of the urrent time-step, and where ta denotes themid-interval time, ta = ti+tf2 . It should be noted here that in this work, any motionsof boundaries are alulated expliitly and a-priori for any given time-step (fromeither presribed funtions, or by integrating the fores and moments applied to
131the boundary at the preeding time-step), and are not adjusted in aordane withthe Preditor-Corretor formulation. As a result of this, the relation V (1) = V (2) isalways satised. The manner in whih boundary loations are updated is desribedin more detail in Chapter V.In words, what the above Preditor-Corretor sheme means is that while thestate-vetor values may hange from the Preditor to the Corretor steps, the uxesare evaluated for the same time-averaged geometry for both the Preditor and theCorretor steps. More emphatially, this means that all the edge lengths, Gauss-point loations, and ell areas used in omputing the uxes or residuals (in both ofthe steps of the Preditor-Corretor sheme) are taken to be the time-averages of theorresponding quantities aross the entire time-step.For stationary boundaries, the time-integration sheme of Equation 3.43 reduesto Heun's Method, and an also be onsidered as a two-stage Runge-Kutta sheme.The seond-order auray ited above for this time-integration sheme an beestablished by diret Taylor Series Expansion of the third Equation of the EquationSystem 3.43, and using the relation~f(~U) ~f (~U)~U = ~Ut  ~f (~U)~U =  ~f(~U)t = 2~Ut2where ~f(~U) denotes the same meaning assigned to it for Equation 3.38, or equiv-alently, ~f(~U) denotes the residual Res(~UV ), or equivalently, it denotes the termPnFaesf=1   ~H?fSf in the semi-disrete form of Equation 3.7, and where all other sym-bols are as dened above. The seond-order auray in time of the sheme ofEquation 3.43 an also be established indiretly [169℄.The manner in whih the use of the time-averaged geometry in Equation 3.43for omputing uxes ensures that the Geometri Conservation Law requirements are
132satised is explained in detail in Setion 3.4.As evident from the formulation given above, all the disrete unknowns or vari-ables in every disrete equation in the time-integration sheme are simultaneouslydrawn from the same time-level. This greatly simplies the implementation of thetime-integration sheme. Shemes whih require the ombination of variables fromdierent time-levels in individual disrete equations are only used in pratie whenthere are strong reasons for doing so, as is the ase for some turbomahinery appli-ations, for example [130℄.As also evident from the formulation given above, the disrete unknowns (orvariables) in the sheme adopted in this work need be simultaneously stored at onlytwo time levels. This is typial of seond-order-aurate time-integration shemes.Similarly, all geometri data used in omputing the solution update, suh as edgelengths and ell areas, need be simultaneously stored or omputed in the adoptedsheme at only two time-levels. This simplies the implementation of the overallsheme. It also redues the storage requirements of the sheme. It also reduesthe number of global body-grid intersetion evaluations that must be arried out,as explained in Chapter V, to one evaluation for eah new time-step, keeping theoverall omputational ost to the minimum possible.Despite the adoption of a time-integration sheme whih operates using data fromonly two time-levels simultaneously, the overall software framework developed in thiswork allows for an arbitrary number of time-levels to be introdued (both in thetime-integration sheme, and the geometri intersetion ongurations). Indeed, asheme independently implemented within this software framework (for omputationof inompressible ows with moving boundaries [8, 9℄) used three time-levels (in boththe time-integration sheme and the geometry denition).
133A key requirement for proper use of any time-integration sheme is the hara-terization of its stability limits. For the Heun Method adopted in this work, thisrequirement, in terms of the loal (that is, using a ell-by-ell evaluation method)CFL Number, as shown in [169℄, is given by the equationCFL = (pu2 + v2 + )tx  1:0 (3.44)where x denotes the dimension of the omputational ell, and where all other termsare as dened above.An important additional feature of the Heun Preditor-Corretor time-integrationsheme adopted in this work when used in onjuntion with the MUSCL type ofseond-order spatial disretization also adopted in this work, is that the overall nu-merial sheme satises the Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) property, whihis dened and disussed in detail in [170℄. The latter referene also desribes anddisusses the manner in whih the TVD property is satised by a numerial shemelike the one adopted in this work.As outlined above in this setion, for a problem with moving boundaries, thereis a onstraint on the time-step that is assoiated with the extent of displaementof boundary points aross the grid. This onstraint an be viewed as being im-posed by the ell-merging algorithm, or even by fundamental geometri-onsistenyrequirements, and is independent of the fundamental stability onstraint of Equa-tion 3.44, even though the two onstraints roughly have the same limiting eet onthe time-step. In partiular, the geometri onstraint imposes the requirement thatomputational ells do not \interset" themselves or form degenerate geometries. Aneessary but not suÆient onstraint to satisfy this requirement is that the ell vol-ume remains positive, that is, that the sum of the swept volumes on all the faes does
134not beome suÆiently negative to make Vtf non-positive in Equation 3.54 below.For the speial ase of a moving boundary on a stationary grid (whih is the onlyase appliable in this work), this onstraint redues tomax(jxbj; jybj) < hell; (3.45)where jxbj and jybj are respetively the greatest loal absolute displaements inthe x  and y diretions of a point in the boundary, and hell is the dimension ofthe omposite ell 3 in whih the boundary moves.3.4 Satisfation of The Geometri Conservation LawsThis setion presents and disusses the quantitative relations between interde-pendent geometri entities (suh as the oordinates of ell verties, the volumes orareas of ells, and the speeds of ell verties and ell faes) that should be preservedwithin the formulation of a omputational sheme, and in the disretization of ellgeometries and motions.Preservation of the relations between the relevant geometri variables of a sub-region set at the disrete level will be shown to eliminate a variety of fundamentalell-geometry-related and ell-motion-related soures of error in the solution. Whilethe latter errors apply only if there is ell motion or deformation, the former onesapply whether ells are stationary or moving. As well as ensuring onservation formoving or deforming ells, it will also be shown that an important and desirableonsequene of eliminating these fundamental soures of error is that an arbitraryuniform state an be preserved to within the arithmeti preision of the omputa-tion for arbitrary grid motions and deformations. Moreover, for a moving-boundary3The denition and role of omposite ells is outlined in Chapter I, and desribed in detail inChapter VII.
135problem with a stationary grid and a uniform, arbitrary free-stream, eliminatingthese fundamental soures of error will ensure that the free-stream is preserved if allboundaries move with the same uniform veloity as that of the free-stream.3.4.1 Continuous Form of the Geometri Conservation LawsThe generi ontrol volume, 
, universally used to derive the integral forms ofonservation laws in the Theory of Continuum Hydrodynamis (see Chapter II forthe instane of The System of Euler Equations) by onstrution intrinsially satisesthe equations Z
 ~n = ~0; (3.46)and t Z
 1 = Z
 ~vs  ~n; (3.47)where all symbols are as dened in Chapter II. Equation 3.46 expresses the require-ment for \losure upon itself" of the ontrol surfae, while Equation 3.47 expressesthe requirement for any variation in the volume of 
 to remain arithmetially on-sistent with the inreases or dereases in volume aused by any motion of the ontrolsurfae. These two elementary geometri identities are together known as [355, 356℄The Geometri Conservation Laws, and more briey alled, as done hereinbe-low, \The GCLs".A few important onsequenes of Equations 3.46 and 3.47 on the properties ofonservation laws an be distintively revealed by analyzing Equation 2.7.Using the result ~~Fr = ~U Æ~vTr = ~U Æ (~v ~vs)T (shown in Chapter II), Equation 2.7may be re-written in the formt Z
 ~U + Z
 ~U Æ (~v   ~vs)T  ~n = Z
 ~~S  ~n; (3.48)
136where all symbols are as dened in Chapter II. For an arbitrary spatially-uniforminitial state ~U (and hene a uniform veloity, ~v, and a uniform soure tensor, ~~S),Equation 3.48 may be re-written in the formt Z
 ~U + ~U Æ ~vT  Z
 ~n   ~U Z
 ~vs  ~n = ~~S  Z
 ~n: (3.49)Two independent onsequenes of Equation 3.46 are learly apparent in Equation3.49: (i) the vanishing of the onvetive term ~U Æ ~vT  R
 ~n (and hene of itsontribution to the hange in onserved quantities R
 ~U); and, (ii) the vanishing ofthe soure term ~~S  R
 ~n (and hene of its ontribution to the hange in onservedquantities R
 ~U). These results hold for arbitrary motions of the ontrol surfae,inluding the stationary ase. Substitution of Equation 3.46 into Equation 3.49therefore gives t Z
 ~U   ~U Z
 ~vs  ~n = ~0; (3.50)whih, sine ~U is initially uniform in spae, an be re-written in the form~Ut Z
 1 + ~U t Z
 1   ~U Z
 ~vs  ~n = ~0: (3.51)Substitution of Equation 3.47 into Equation 3.51 (and division by R
 1) gives theresult ~Ut = ~0: (3.52)Therefore, the impliation of Equation 3.47 in Equation 3.51 (whih already inorpo-rates Equation 3.46) is that an arbitrary spatially-uniform initial state is preservedfor all time throughout a ontrol volume for arbitrary motions of the ontrol surfae.The results established above are obvious from the physial point of view: thepurpose of the derivation is more to identify the mathematial mehanism through
137whih The GCLs eet these results, as well as the expeted outomes of failing tosatisfy The GCLs in a omputational sheme 4.Although the derivation presented above was applied only to The System of EulerEquations, the results an be seen to apply to any system of equations whih an bewritten in the general form of Equation 2.7, inluding the Navier-Stokes Equations,as well as a wide range of equations throughout the Continuum Theory of matter.The vanishing of the eet of any diusive terms that are present is guaranteedsolely by satisfation of Equation 3.46, sine, unlike the ase for onvetive terms,the instantaneous dierential loal ontribution of any diusive terms is inuenedonly by the geometry, and not the motion of the ontrol surfae.3.4.2 Disrete Form of the Geometri Conservation LawsThe disrete analogs of Equations 3.46 and 3.47 for any topologially-invariantomputational ell with polyhedral geometry, are respetively given bynFaesXf=1 ~Sf = ~0; (3.53)and Vtf   Vti = nFaesXf=1 Vf ; (3.54)where nFaes is the number of faes of the omputational ell, where ~Sf is thesurfae-area vetor of fae f of the omputational ell, where Vtf and Vti respetivelydenote the volume of the omputational ell at times tf and ti, whereVf = Z tfti Zf ~vs  ~n;4This is why it was hosen to start the derivation with Equation 2.7 instead of Equation 2.9:the latter leads to the nal result of Equation 3.52 more diretly, but beause Equation 2.9 alreadyinorporates Leibnitz's Rule, the derivation would not have illustrated the sought impliations ofEquations 3.46 and 3.47.










Figure 3.2: Deformation of a two-dimensional omputational ell, showing the orig-inal and nal geometries of the ell, and showing the displaement ofeah vertex. The initial loations of the verties are indiated by regularletters, and the orresponding nal loations are indiated by the orre-sponding \primed" letters. The gure learly indiates the net volume(or area) swept by eah fae (or edge) of the ell during the deformation.additional eort only if there is ell motion or deformation, satisfation of Equation3.53 is a onern whether or not there is ell motion or deformation.The DGCLs must be satised individually by eah omputational ell in thesubregion set whenever a Finite-Volume, a Finite-Element, or a Finite-Diereneformulation is applied. In the Finite-Dierene ase, The GCLs must be satisedindiretly [396℄ sine there are no surfaes, volumes, or ells: The GCLs must be in-orporated into the omputations of the Jaobians, oordinate-transformation met-ris, and vertex veloities. The required derivations have been arried out for thestandard Finite-Dierene formulation [396, 429℄ as well as for a ombined, spae-
140time-ontinuum formulation [354℄.Although, just like their ontinuous analogs, The DGCLs are intuitively obviousfrom both a physial and a mathematial point of view, what is not so obvious aretwo harateristi features of their appliation: (i) they must be satised exatly,at the disrete level (for example, like the uniqueness of the ux omputation in aonservative disretization); and, (ii) they must be satised impliitly [429℄ as partof the formulation of the alulations of volumes and surfae areas, and as part of thetime-integration sheme, rather than solved diretly as two additional equations. Forthis reason, The DGCLs have also been alled The Impliit Geometri ConservationLaws [429℄ in the ontext of their inorporation or implementation in omputationalshemes.The DGCLs an be readily satised in any omputational sheme that ommitsno inonsistenies in the alulation and use of values of geometri quantities relatedto volumes and surfae areas (whih are the quantities in whih The GCLs are ex-pressed). General desiderata and guidelines often ited in the literature (for example,in [297℄, [33, 34℄, [123, 218℄, [263℄, [225℄, [108℄, and, for the speial ase of known gridveloity [109℄) inlude the following: Consisteny at the disrete level between all geometri omputations, inludingthose of primary and derived quantities, and onsisteny in the use of the valuesof geometri entities between the geometri algorithms and the \ow solver"; Consisteny of the surfae area and swept volume omputations between neigh-boring ells that share a fae. This often implies that the area and volumeomputations should be independent of the traversal order along the vertiesof a fae. In the two-dimensional ase, it is easy to ensure this uniqueness.
141The three-dimensional ase, however, requires speial handling; for example,the arithmeti average of all the possible alternatives an be shown to give aonsistent and unique value [429℄; Computation of the uxes (or residuals) at the same set of time levels, in orderto ensure that the surfae-area vetors for eah omputational ell sum to zero;and, For eah ell, onsisteny between the surfae areas, the veloities, and theswept-volumes of the individual moving faes of the ell on the one hand, andthe hange in the volume of the ell on the other hand.A useful result related to the last item in the above list, is that the volume sweptby a fae may be omputed exatly (at the disrete level) by assuming that eahvertex of a fae has a onstant veloity throughout a time-step, and by assumingthat the \mean" fae geometry orresponds to the geometry at the mid-point of thetime-step. Thus, the formula for the volume swept by a two-dimensional moving ellfae may be omputed fromVf =  t ~vv1 + ~vv22 !~lt(1=2)!  ~k; (3.55)where ~vv1 and ~vv2 are the time-averaged (or onstant) veloities of the two verties,v1, and v2, of the fae f , ~lt(1=2) is the edge vetor at the mid-point of the time-stepassuming uniform vertex veloities, and ~k is the unit vetor along the z-axis. Thetime-averaged veloities of the verties an most readily be omputed by dividing thenet displaement vetors of the verties over the time-step by the magnitude of thetime-step. Using the time-averages of the veloities ensures that the result expressedin Equation 3.55 remains exatly satised, regardless of the atual trajetory of the









Figure 3.3: Computing the volume (or area) swept by a moving fae: the sweptvolume (or area), here represented by the quadrilateral    0   d0   d,an be obtained from the ross produt of the vetor representing thefae area (or edge length, here indiated by l(t=2)) at the mid-point ofthe time-interval, with the vetor representing the average displaementof the verties of the fae (or edge) aross the time-interval.3.4.3 Requirements for Boundaries that Move on a Stationary GridIn the omputational tehnique developed and studied in this work, the originalells of the Cartesian-Quadtree grid always remain stationary, even if there are mov-ing boundaries. Any of these ells that is interseted by a boundary is divided intotwo or more disonneted sub-ells: one that falls \inside" the boundary, and onethat falls \outside" the boundary. The faes that separate eah of these sub-ells aretherefore naturally dened from the geometry of the boundary, and are handled asfull-edged ell faes for eah of the two sub-ells that they bound. If any part of aboundary moves, it must travel aross the stationary ells through whih that part
144passes, moving the faes that divide these stationary ells in the proess. Thus, theonly ell faes that may move are ones assoiated with boundaries.The ase where boundaries move on a stationary grid, as desribed in the pre-eding paragraph, and as arises in the tehnique developed in this work, is learlya speial ase of the generalized moving- and deforming-grid ase. This sub-setionpresents the speial onsiderations related to The GCLs and The DGCLs for thisspeial ase, and presents the spei treatments used in this work to satisfy TheGCLs and The DGCLs for this speial ase.As outlined in Setion 1.4 and as explained in detail in Chapter VII, the ell-merging proedure used in this work ombines and reongures the original \geo-metri" ells of the Cartesian-Quadtree grid in the viinity of boundaries into \om-putational" omposite ells omprising one or more of the original ells. The ells areombined so that every \internal" boundary is wholly ontained within ompositeells, and so that every moving boundary remains inside the same set of ompositeells over any time-step. Furthermore, the merging proedure ensures that only twogeneral patterns of boundary-motion our in omposite ells: (i) a pattern in whihthe initial and nal boundary intersetions our on the same two opposite faes ofa omposite ell, as simplifyingly depited in Figure 3.4; and, (ii) a pattern in whihthe initial and nal boundary intersetions our on the same two adjaent faes ofa omposite ell, as simplifyingly depited in Figure 3.5.Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show only typial onvex omposite ells, only planar bound-aries, and only the \retration" diretion of boundary motion. However, the motionpatterns are similar for non-onvex omposite ells, for boundaries of arbitrary shape,and for both diretions of boundary motion, as desribed in detail in Chapter VII.Sine, as explained in Chapter VII, the ow solver operates only on omposite ells,
145the two ongurations simplifyingly depited in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 are the only onesthat need to be speially onsidered in this work in regard to satisfying The GCLsfor moving or deforming ells.














































Figure 3.7: Representation of the uniform motion of a urved boundary in a om-posite ell (omprised of two Cartesian ells), showing a degenerate asein whih the disrete representation of the boundary appears to be sta-tionary. Motion of ell faes that are assoiated with boundaries; Elongation or ontration of the interseted faes of interseted omposite ells(along the original, xed orientations of these faes); and, Change in the trunated geometry of a boundary due to a hange in the ori-entation or loation of the boundary within a omposite ell.Despite the restritions implied in the rst two items in the above list that areimposed in this work on the motion or deformation patterns of ells, no redution inthe generality of the formulation or the implementation of The GCLs as desribedin the preeding two sub-setions is possible. This is beause the moving faes may
149be either permeable or impermeable and thus must be treated in the most generalway, and beause, as desribed below (see Figure 3.8, for example), eah ompositeell may have an arbitrary nonnegative number of moving faes.The need to additionally aount for variations in the trunation of boundarygeometries that arise in the tehnique developed in this work in a manner thatensures satisfation of The GCLs is an unusual requirement or ompliation: thisneed does not arise in \traditional" moving-mesh tehniques (for example those of[297℄, [123, 218℄, [225℄, [263℄, [33, 34℄, and [108℄). Another major dierene betweenthe tehnique developed in this work and the \traditional" moving-mesh methods isthe following: the ells that are subjet to a hange in geometry in the tehniquedeveloped in this work all lie immediately around any \internal" moving boundaries,reduing the \dimensionality" of the number of ells that require speial treatmentfor satisfation of The GCLs (relative to the orresponding number for \traditional"moving-mesh methods) by one.The remainder of this setion is onerned with the manner in whih the spae-integration and time-integration formulations used in this work are oordinated toensure satisfation of The GCLs, inluding proper treatment of the hange in trun-ation geometry due to boundary motion. The issues that are espeially relevant fora situation in whih a boundary moves on a stationary grid are the following: Computing all residuals at the same set of time levels to ensure satisfation ofEquation 3.53; Seletion of the time levels at whih to ompute the residuals (or, equivalently,seletion of the time-integration sheme for omputing the uxes on faes whoseareas are hanging with time) so that the overall sheme satises the required
150order of auray in time; and, Computing ell volumes and fae veloities for moving faes in a manner thatensures satisfation of Equation 3.54, regardless of the hange in trunatedgeometry of a boundary segment.As explained in its derivation, Equation 3.6 is an exat, semi-disrete expressionfor the generi onservation law for topologially-invariant polyhedral ells of other-wise arbitrary geometry. For any passively-transported, volume-spei, onservedsalar,  =  (~x; t), Equation 3.6 may be speialized and re-written in the form fVf    iVi = Z tfti nFaesXf=1 ZSf   v?r + Z tfti nFaesXf=1 ZSf s ; (3.56)where the overbar denotes volume-averaging, where s is the soure term of  that isapplied only through the ontrol surfae, and where all other symbols are as denedabove in this hapter.Whether in its rst-order-aurate or seond-order-aurate spatial disretizationmodes, the omputational sheme used in this work approximates the ux term (thatis, the right-hand-side term) in Equation 3.56 by the expressionF =   (tf   ti) nFaesXf=1 h( v?rSf)t=ti + ( v?rSf)t=tf i =2+ (tf   ti) nFaesXf=1 h(s Sf)t=ti + (s Sf)t=tf i =2: (3.57)The main reasons for seleting this approximation are as follows:1. It involves geometri entities at only the beginning and end of a time-step (ormotion step);2. It allows formulation of omputational shemes that are up to seond-orderaurate in time; and,
1513. It enables The DGCLs to be automatially satised for pieewise-planar bound-ary representations 5.The advantage of ompliane with the rst item in the above list is the elimina-tion of any geometri omputations beyond the minimum neessary to speify theboundary geometry as a funtion of time and to perform the grid generation requiredto onstrut and maintain a valid grid at all time-levels.The seond-order auray in time of the approximation expressed in Equation3.57 an be established from the fat that the time-integrated area of every fae isomputed exatly for any planar boundary moving at a onstant veloity, that is,Z tfti Sf = (tf   ti) Sff + Sfi2 ! ;where all symbols are as dened above. As explained below, this result or onlusionan also be extended to any boundary represented with pieewise planar segments.In order to establish the third laim in the above list, it is neessary and suÆientto prove the laim for eah of the two boundary-motion patterns represented inFigures 3.4 and 3.5. The suÆieny stipulation arises beause, as explained at thebeginning of this sub-setion, the boundary-motion patterns represented in Figures3.4 and 3.5 (and the orresponding ones with oppositely-direted motions) are theonly two possible patterns for the motion of boundaries in omposite ells.For any allowed motion pattern of a planar boundary (as desribed in Figures3.4 and 3.5), the approximation in Equation 3.57 an be re-written in the formF =   (tf   ti) nFaesXf=1 h( v?trSf)t=ti + ( v?trSf)t=tf i =25As explained in Chapter V, any \internal" boundary in this work is represented by a string ofonneted planar faets that are independent of the intersetion of the boundary with the grid, notplanar faets that result from onneting the intersetion points of an arbitrary boundary shapewith the Cartesian grid.
152  (tf   ti) nFaesXf=1 h( v?nrSf)t=ti + ( v?nrSf)t=tf i =2+ (tf   ti) nFaesXf=1 h(s Sf)t=ti + (s Sf )t=tf i =2; (3.58)where v?tr and v?nr refer to the veloity omponents normal to ell fae f that arerespetively due to the veloity omponent of the oweld that is tangential to themoving boundary (or the moving ell fae), and to the veloity omponent of theoweld that is normal to the moving boundary (or the moving ell fae).For a uniform initial state and with a boundary veloity that is everywhere equalto that of the free-stream, the ux of  through the moving boundary will be zero(regardless of the permeability or type of the boundary), and the onditionsnFaesXf=1 ( v?trSf )t=ti = 0; (3.59)nFaesXf=1 ( v?trSf)t=tf = 0; (3.60)nFaesXf=1 (s Sf)t=ti = 0; (3.61)and nFaesXf=1 (s Sf)t=tf = 0; (3.62)will be independently satised as a result of \losure" of the boundary of the om-posite ell at eah of the times ti and tf , as explained at the beginning of this setion.For the motion pattern desribed in Figure 3.4, substituting the uniform oweldonditions, that is, Equations 3.59, 3.60, 3.61, and 3.62 redues Equation 3.58 toF =  (tf   ti) iv "  bi + bf2 ! sin  + ai + af2  sin    i + f2  os #= (tf   ti) iv zi + zf2 =  i (Vf   Vi) ; (3.63)
153where  is angle between the x axis and the projetion of the oweld veloity vetoronto the fae-normal of the moving boundary (or, equivalently here, between themoving boundary and the x axis), where v is the magnitude (onstant over the time-step) of this projetion, and where a, b, , and z refer to the fae areas indiated inFigure 3.4, while the subsripts i and f refer to the values at the beginning and endof a time-step. Note that the equalities i =  f ;zi = zf ;bi sin  + i os    ai sin  = zi;and bf sin  + f os    af sin  = zf ;whih were used to redue Equation 3.63 to its third equality, always hold for themotion pattern of Figure 3.4.Substituting Equation 3.63 into Equation 3.56 gives the result f =  i =  i; (3.64)proving that the initial uniform free-stream state is preserved for the ux integrationsheme expressed in Equation 3.57 for the motion pattern of Figure 3.4.For the boundary motion pattern of Figure 3.5, substituting Equations 3.59, 3.60,3.61, and 3.62 into Equation 3.58 yieldsF =  (tf   ti) iv " ai + af   di   df2 ! sin  +  bi + bf   i   f2 ! os #= (tf   ti) iv zi + zf2 =  i(Vf   Vi): (3.65)
154where all symbols are as dened above or as indiated in Figure 3.5.Substituting Equation 3.65 into Equation 3.56 again gives the result of Equa-tion 3.64, proving that the initial uniform free-stream state is preserved by the uxintegration sheme of Equation 3.57 also for the motion pattern of Figure 3.5.Note that the use of the variable  in the above proofs is useful but not neessary,sine the invariane of an initially-uniform, passively-transported  is an immediateonsequene of the result Z tfti Xfaes v?rSf = Vf   Vi (3.66)whih is simpler to prove. Also note that the invariane of the state vetor ~U in TheSystem of Euler Equations easily follows from the invariane of the generi  usedin the above proofs, and therefore the satisfation of The DGLCs proved above alsoapplies to the governing equations used in this work.While the ux integration sheme given by Equation 3.57 is adequate for the twoexlusive boundary motion patterns admissible with ell-merging provided bound-aries remain planar, it would not suÆe for arbitrarily-urved boundaries moving inarbitrary diretions, as desribed above and shown for the two examples of Figures3.6 and 3.7. Indeed, these two examples and others like them imply that it is impossi-ble to satisfy The GCLs with a onservative omputational sheme unless the disretequadratures used to ompute or estimate the disrete ell volumes and the disretetime-averages of ell-fae areas evaluate to the exat volumes or time-averaged areas.Thus, for urved boundaries, the integration sheme must be seleted to math thefuntional representation of the loal boundary geometry. Suh integration shemesan easily be found for both fae areas and ell volumes for any polynomial or sinu-soidal representation of a boundary, but with a omputational eort that inreases
155with the polynomial degree or number of terms in the interpolant.For omputational shemes that have orders of auray less than or equal to2, as is the ase in this work, there is little inentive to use a boundary represen-tation of higher degree than a pieewise-planar one 6. The major attration of thepieewise-planar representation is that it minimizes the omputational eort (re-quired to ompute geometri quantities and their time averages). Indeed, beauseit requires geometri data only at the beginning and end of a time-step to suÆ-iently satisfy all the auray and onsisteny requirements of a numerial sheme(inluding The DGCLs), the pieewise-planar representation allows the number ofglobal, whole-grid boundary-ell intersetion alulations to be redued to the ab-solute minimum of one global alulation per time-step for all time-steps after therst. It also allows the number of intersetion onguration sets that require storageto be redued to the absolute minimum of two sets (for eah time-step).Another onsequene of the important onlusion reahed in the paragraph im-mediate before the preeding one is that if a boundary is represented by pieewise-planar segments (that are independent of the intersetion of the boundary with thegrid, in the sense desribed above), then the global time-step must be subdividedloally for eah omposite ell, so as to enable a separate time-averaging alulationto be performed for eah pieewise-planar segment that travels aross the \Carte-sian" faes of the omposite ell. This is neessary beause the quadrature formulaefor time-averaging the fae areas depend on the oeÆients of the equation of theboundary segment moving through the omposite ell. Of ourse, it is possible that6As mentioned above in this hapter, the pieewise-planar boundary representation is here takento mean that the boundary is represented by a string of planar segments that are independent ofthe intersetion of the boundary with the Cartesian grid, not the planar segments that result fromonneting the intersetion points of an arbitrarily-shaped boundary with the Cartesian grid. Thespei implementation of the pieewise-planar representation adopted in this work is desribed inChapter V.










Figure 3.8: Enforement of The GCLs for a boundary omprised of straight-edge(pieewise-linear) segments, using a sub-stepping proedure.The formula of Equation 3.67 gives the exat time-averages of the areas of inter-seted faes of omposite ells for pieewise-planar boundaries that are moving at aonstant speed. For satisfation of The GCLs, as explained above, the ell volumesfor a pieewise-planar boundary representation must also be omputed exatly usingthe given pieewise-planar representation of the boundary. As explained further inChapter VI, this volume (or area) alulation is aomplished in this work by subdi-viding eah omposite ell into triangles. The formula in Equation 3.67 is thereforeappropriate for omputational shemes that are up to seond-order aurate in timeand spae for boundaries that are moving with non-onstant veloities, and givesexat results for boundaries moving with onstant veloity.For a boundary that onsists of any number of pieewise-linear segments, the
158motion pattern during eah sub-step is still either of the type shown in Figure 3.4,or of the type shown in Figure 3.5. Therefore, satisfation of The GCLs for eahsub-step an readily be established for suh a boundary in the same manner as thatdemonstrated above for a single planar boundary. The only additional ompliationin establishing this result for a multi-segment boundary geometry (ompared to thease for a single-segment boundary geometry) is that the normal and tangential eldomponents, v?nr and v?tr need not be the same on the two \Cartesian" faes of theomposite ell that are interseted by the boundary segments (beause of dierenesin the boundary angle at the two intersetion points, as shown, for example, in Figure3.8). Sine eah sub-step satises The GCLs, the overall motion step must also satisfyThe GCLs. Results verifying and validating the preservation of the free-stream withpieewise-planar boundary representations are shown in Chapter VIII.It should be emphasized that the sub-stepping proedure and the time-averagingalulations are arried out on a purely loal basis (that is, omposite-ell by omposite-ell), and that the time-averages of fae areas will be idential from both sides of afae (that is, for both of the two ells that share a fae). The sub-stepping tehniquealso allows the automati handling of hanges in the total number of \internal" or\non-Cartesian" faes of a omposite ell 7.The pieewise-planar boundary representation is used in the overwhelming ma-jority of urrent grid-generation implementations. However, the major dierene inthe use of the representation adopted in this work with Cartesian-Quadtree gridsis that the geometri sales of the omposite ells are not required to math thegeometri sales of the boundary segments that interset them as they do in almostall other grid-generation tehniques. Indeed, as mentioned above, and as explained7These are the faes of a omposite ell that are formed exlusively from the boundary geometry\ut" by the omposite ell.
159further in Chapter V, the pieewise planar segments used to represent a boundaryare independent of the intersetions of that boundary with the grid.In the three-dimensional analog of the tehnique desribed above, the boundarieswould be represented by polygonal faets that are, again, independent of the inter-setion of the boundary with the omputational ells. The polygonal faets shouldpreferably be triangles, so that the faets are guaranteed to remain planar withoutany additional onstraints on the motions of the verties of the faets. These faetswill move in omposite ells formed from the ubi ells of the Cartesian-Otree grid,and again only two motion patterns are possible. The GCLs will again be satisedbeause the ell volumes and time-averages of fae areas will again be omputedexatly from the vertex loations of the faets for boundaries moving with onstantveloity. For boundaries moving with arbitrary veloity, the omputation will againbeome seond-order aurate. A loal sub-stepping proedure must again be usedin eah omposite ell whenever a vertex or edge of a boundary faet enters or leavesa omposite ell.3.5 Boundary Conditions and Proedures3.5.1 The Role of Boundary Conditions and TreatmentsThe Finite-Dierene, Finite-Volume, and Finite-Element Methods all requirethe Computational Region to be of nite extent and to be enlosed within nite,speied boundary surfaes. Obtaining a solution to The System of Euler Equationsin nite domains is analytially and omputationally always formulated either asa Boundary-Value Problem or as an Initial-Boundary-Value Problem, as explainedfurther in Setion 3.6. The need for speial, disretized treatments of boundaryonditions in omputational shemes for solution of The System of Euler Equations
160therefore arises naturally in all three disretization methods, in the same way that theneed for analyti boundary onditions arises for the orresponding analyti solutionsof Boundary-Value and Initial-Boundary-Value Problems in bounded domains.In general, the required boundary onditions for The System of Euler Equa-tions are imposed either: (i) to simulate the eets on the Computational Region ofbounding surfaes that partially or ompletely obstrut the ow; or, (ii) to enablethe transmittal of a-priori-known disturbanes or variations in the oweld to theinterior of the Computational Region. The seond ase inludes boundary onditionsthat are imposed to approximate analyti far-eld onditions onto the nite Com-putational Region. In both ases, the boundary-ondition eets are transmitted tothe omputational sheme operated within the Computational Region.Assuming the existene and uniqueness of analytial solutions for The System ofEuler Equations, the importane of orret treatment of analyti boundary onditionsan be appreiated by observing that the only dierenes between one solution andanother on a given domain an arise from dierenes in the initial and boundaryonditions. An analogous situation holds for disrete solutions and disrete boundaryonditions.The spei treatment of boundary onditions for a given appliation is importantbeause it is a major determinant of the behavior of the numerial solution. Cor-ret treatment of boundary onditions is neessary to maintain the well-posedness,auray, and stability of the solution, while orret treatment of boundary ondi-tions together with mathing of this treatment to the interior sheme is neessaryto extend the auray, stability, and onvergene rate of the interior sheme to theoverall omputational sheme.
1613.5.2 The Mathematial Bases of Boundary Condition TreatmentsAs explained in Appendix G, the orret treatment of the boundary onditionsfor The System of Euler Equations is strongly based on the Theory of Charateris-tis. More speially, the Theory of Charateristis provides a omplete and rig-orous mathematial basis for the linearized treatment of these boundary onditions.As explained in Appendix G, the Theory of Charateristis not only speies thenumber of disretized Physial Boundary Conditions and the number of disretizedNumerial Boundary Conditions 8 that are required at eah point in the boundary(or orrespondingly, at eah boundary fae in a Finite-Volume Method), but it alsoidenties the formulation of the variables in the boundary treatment (namely, theRiemann Invariants) that must be speied or extrated from the interior solution.As shown in Appendix G, this knowledge allows the identiation of the speiboundary onditions and the appropriate treatments for any possible ow state orondition at a boundary.As explained below and in Appendix G, the spei implementation of the Bound-ary Condition treatments adopted in this work aords with the fundamental relevantrequirements of the Theory of Charateristis.3.5.3 Tehniques of Boundary Condition TreatmentsWhile the Theory of Charateristis provides the theoretial bases and onstraintsfor orret treatment of the Boundary Conditions for The System of Euler Equa-tions, there is onsiderable exibility in hoosing a spei numerial tehnique toimplement the treatment, and in hoosing the variables in whih to formulate theBoundary Conditions. The main possible alternatives for these hoies are disussed8Appendix G explains and denes the terms Physial Boundary Conditions and NumerialBoundary Conditions.
162in Appendix H.3.5.4 Implementation DetailsThe implementation tehnique seleted in this work falls in the ategory of Vari-able Extrapolation Boundary Condition Tehniques or Treatments, whih are de-sribed in Appendix H. The hoie was also made to implement the treatment ofinow, outow, and symmetry-plane boundaries using a ghost-ell approah, but toimplement the treatment of impermeable boundaries using a diret ux-evaluationapproah. As evident in the preeding sub-setions of this setion and the Appen-dies referened there, it is ommon pratie to use boundary onditions of only theDirihlet type for The Euler Equations, and this ommon pratie was also followedin this work.Sine the grid used in this work is of the stationary Cartesian-Quadtree type(whih is dened and desribed in Chapters IV and VI), the outer boundaries ofthe Computational Region are always stationary. In this work, eah of these outerboundaries is allowed to have the inow, outow, impermeable, symmetry, or yliondition type. Boundaries that lie within the Quadtree Region (that is, boundariesrepresenting the surfaes of obstales or bodies) may be stationary or moving, andeah of them may have the inow, outow, impermeable, or symmetry ondition type.The implementation details for these boundary-ondition types are given below inthe form used for moving boundaries; they speialize trivially to the form used forstationary boundaries.The spei ombination of required Numerial and Physial Boundary Condi-tions and the spei values of these boundary onditions are determined or evaluatedindependently for eah boundary fae or boundary ell of eah boundary in the Com-
163putational Region. This independent evaluation ensures that any variations in theow onditions along a boundary, whih may be due, for example, to variations aris-ing in the interior solution, are aounted for orretly, and in aordane with therequirements of the type of that boundary. Even more importantly, this indepen-dent evaluation ensures that even if the type of boundary ondition hanges loally,for example, from the inow to the outow type, that the hange will be orretlyreeted in the boundary-ondition treatment.3.5.4.1 Treatment of Inow and Outow BoundariesFollowing the standard ghost-ell approah for the inow and outow boundaryondition types, eah omputational ell that is attahed to a boundary of the inowor outow type is assigned its own \ghost" state vetor. The \ghost" state vetorfor eah suh boundary ell is determined by applying the Variable ExtrapolationTehnique desribed in Appendix H for eah required Numerial Boundary Condi-tion, and by applying diret value-speiation for eah required Physial BoundaryCondition, in aordane with the spei requirements of the partiular simulationbeing omputed, as desribed in more detail below. One the state in a ghost-ell isdetermined, the interior sheme is applied in the usual manner to ompute the uxbetween the \ghost" state and the opposing \interior" state, that is, to ompute theux aross the orresponding boundary ell-fae. This ux omputation is all thatis required to impose the orresponding boundary ondition.For implementations in whih the grid does not hange during a omputation,the proedure desribed in the preeding paragraph is most eÆiently implementedby requiring all the ghost-ell states to be stored in arrays and to be treated in anidential manner to the interior-ell states, exept that the ghost states are omputed
164using boundary proedures rather than being updated by the interior sheme. Inthis work, a \virtual" ghost ell is used that allows only one ghost state vetor tobe omputed and stored at a time while the boundary ux for a boundary ell isbeing evaluated. Thus, no global storage is used for simultaneous storage of all theboundary ghost-ell states. This approah is more suitable in this work sine theboundary ells may hange arbitrarily during a omputation (in number, and inshape) due to adaptation of the grid.The proedure followed for inow and outow boundaries is to determine the ap-pliable value of the Primitive-Variable vetor in the ghost-ell, and then to omputethe orresponding state vetor from that, that is, by using the relation ~U = ~U(~P ).One the state vetor is available, the boundary ux is obtained by using the sameux funtion that is applied for interior ell-faes.The Primitive-Variable vetor of a ghost ell for the inow or outow boundarytypes is omputed as desribed below, where the subsript s refers to a speiedvalue (orresponding to a Physial Boundary Condition), and where the subsript erefers to an extrapolated value (orresponding to a Numerial Boundary Condition).Speied boundary-ondition values are provided as part of the input whih formsthe problem speiation, while extrapolated values are omputed using the formula:e =  + (r)  (~re   ~r); (3.68)where  and e are respetively the values of the variable  at the entroid of theboundary ell, and at the extrapolation point in the boundary (taken as the entroidof the boundary fae being treated), where ~r and ~re are respetively the positionvetors of the entroid of the boundary ell and of the extrapolation point, andwhere (r) is the gradient assoiated with the urrent boundary ell of the variable
165. For omputations whih are rst-order-aurate in spae, (r) is set to zerofor all variables. As indiated in Equation 3.68, no gradient limiting is applied inthe boundary-value extrapolation for omputations that are seond-order-auratein spae.With all ow speeds taken relative to the boundary, the spei formulationsused for the various possible inow and outow boundary onditions are as follows:1. Supersoni Inow Boundary Condition: Whether stationary or moving, theve required physial boundary onditions are speied by fully speifying theprimitive variable vetor: ~P = s; u?s; uks; psT :2. Supersoni Outow Boundary Condition: Whether stationary or moving, theve required numerial boundary onditions are omputed by fully extrapo-lating the primitive variable vetor from the interior of the ComputationalRegion: ~P = e; u?e; uke; peT :3. Subsoni Outow Boundary Condition: The pressure is speied as the re-quired (given) Physial Boundary Condition, and the remaining three primitivevariables are omputed by extrapolation from the interior of the ComputationalRegion: ~P = e; u?e; uke; psT :4. Subsoni Inow Boundary Condition: The two omponents of the veloityvetor and the density are speied as the Physial Boundary Conditions, while
166the pressure is extrapolated from the interior of the Computational Region:~P = s; u?s; uks; peT :The three-dimensional analogs of the above formulae are respetively given bythe following formulae:1. Supersoni Inow Boundary Condition:~P = s; u?s; uk1s; uk2s; psT :2. Supersoni Outow Boundary Condition:~P = e; u?e; uk1e; uk2e; peT :3. Subsoni Outow Boundary Condition:~P = e; u?e; uk1e; uk2e; psT :4. Subsoni Inow Boundary Condition:~P = s; u?s; uk1s; uk2s; peT :where the subsripts 1 and 2 that are applied to the omponents of the veloitythat are parallel to the loal boundary fae have the obvious meanings, and all othersymbols are as dened above.3.5.4.2 Treatment of Impermeable BoundariesA ghost-ell approah is not used at impermeable boundaries. Instead, the pres-sure is extrapolated from the interior of the Computational Region, and the ux is
167evaluated expliitly and diretly from the formula
~~H = 0BBBBBBBBBBB
0penxpenype(ub + vb)
1CCCCCCCCCCCA ; (3.69)whih has the three-dimensional analog
~~H =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
0penxpenypenzpe(ub + vb + wb)
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; (3.70)where ub, vb, and wb are the standard Cartesian omponents of the loal absolute ve-loity of the impermeable boundary, and all other symbols are as dened above. Thepressure is extrapolated following either the regular rst-order-aurate evaluation(given by pe = p, where p is the pressure in the boundary ell), or the seond-orderaurate evaluation of Equation 3.68, although many improvements upon the latter(for example, as in [94℄) an be readily implemented.The loal veloity of the boundary must be omputed exatly from the displae-ment of the boundary over the given time-step in order to ensure that The Geo-metri Conservation Laws (see Setion 3.4 above) are satised. The ux formulaegiven above are appliable even if the boundary is deformable; the only dierenein the latter ase is that the motion and trajetory of the boundary are aetedby the pressure distribution around the boundary, and should stritly be omputedimpliitly, although this is not done in this work. This issue and others related to itare disussed further in Chapter V.
168The ux formulae of Equations 3.69 and 3.70 reet the fat that an impermeableboundary provides a soure term for the Momentum Conservation Equation thatdoes not depend on the speed of the boundary. These formulae also reet the fatthat an impermeable boundary provides a soure term for the Energy ConservationEquation only if there is boundary motion, that is, only if the impermeable boundarydoes pressure work. Whether a solid boundary is stationary or moving, it does notprovide any soure term for the Mass Conservation Equation, sine by denition,no mass may ross an impermeable boundary; otherwise, the boundary beomes aninow boundary and the pressure work is automatially provided by the absoluteveloity of the in-owing uid. In aord with the explanations given in AppendixG, the appliation of the ondition ~v?r = ~0 at an impermeable boundary may beregarded as the Physial Boundary Condition that is imposed in assoiation withthe single negative harateristi eigenvalue at an impermeable boundary fae.The hoie of treatment of impermeable boundaries made above has the appealof fousing the assoiated errors into the predition of the value of the pressure atsuh boundaries. Other than for errors or approximations in this predition, theux is omputed diretly using an evaluation that is preisely orret at the disretelevel from both the mathematial and physial points of view. The predition ofboundary pressure may be improved by solving the disretization of the projetionof the Momentum Conservation Equation in a diretion perpendiular to the wall[305℄ in aordane with the equation~vk  ~vkRb = 1 pn;where ~vk is the veloity vetor tangential to the boundary, Rb is the loal radiusof urvature of the boundary, n is the oordinate position along the loal normal
169to the boundary, ~n, and all other symbols are as dened above. One importantappeal of this orretion to the predition of the pressure value at a boundary is thatthe resulting disretization orresponds losely to a one-sided disretization of theompatibility relation at the boundary [170℄.Sine the symmetry-plane boundary ondition for invisid ow is idential tothe impermeable boundary ondition for invisid ow, the former is treated in anidential manner to the latter in this work. This is in aord with ommon onventionfor shemes for The System of Euler Equations.Periodi or Cyli Boundary Conditions do not require boundary ondition treat-ments in the sense desribed above: they are implemented by data-strutural opera-tions that link eah ell at one edge of the Quadtree Region with the \ylially-orresponding" ell on the opposing edge of the Quadtree Region. No analytirequirements apply to this treatment tehnique. No Periodi or Cyli BoundaryConditions are implemented for boundaries that lie within the Quadtree Region. Inorder to ensure preise implementation of the Cyli Boundary Condition, the gridgeneration and adaptation proedures are onstrained to link all ell renementsand oarsenings on any yli boundary with idential operations on the opposingboundary.The imposition of speial boundary onditions, suh as the Kutta Condition,as needed with, for example, the Potential Equations, in onnetion with problemsinvolving lift or separation is usually unneessary for The System of Euler Equations,as explained in Chapter II.
1703.5.4.3 Order of AuraySine the boundary proedures in this work are perfetly mathed with the inte-rior sheme, and sine the extrapolations used in them have the same order of a-uray as the interior sheme, the boundary ondition treatments in this work havethe same order of auray as the interior sheme for planar boundaries. Spei-ally, for rst-order-aurate omputations, the boundary ondition treatments arerst-order-aurate in spae and time; for seond-order-aurate omputations, theboundary ondition treatments for planar boundaries are seond-order-aurate inspae and time.3.5.4.4 Plaement and Identiation of Boundary ConditionsAn important implementation detail is how the boundary-ondition types aredetermined during a omputation. The most ommon pratie is to assume thatthroughout a omputation, eah boundary retains the same boundary-ondition typeoriginally assigned to it in the problem denition. However, this may result in aninorret boundary ondition treatment if the oweld hanges in the viinity of aboundary suÆiently to alter the boundary type. The likelihood of this event isgreater with unsteady omputations in general. As briey outlined above, in thiswork the type of boundary treatment is allowed to vary arbitrarily along eah bound-ary of the Computational Region, and to vary with the evolution of the solution. Thisis ahieved by using the ow state in eah boundary ell to determine the boundarytreatment applied to the boundary fae(s) of that ell on a purely loal basis. For ex-ample, if the ow state in a boundary ell hanges from supersoni inow to subsoniinow, the treatment of the boundary fae(s) of that ell will hange aordingly.Another important implementation detail is the relative loation of boundaries on
171whih far-eld onditions are applied, in order to ensure the orretness and aurayof suh boundary onditions. For lifting airfoils, the typial pratie is to loateboundaries at least ten hords away from the airfoil, although a irulation ondition[144℄, usually derived from perturbation theory, is usually imposed in addition, intothe outermost layer or ring of ells as a fareld boundary-ondition orretion toimprove the analyti approximation. Semi-analyti formulations [391℄ have also beenused with remarkable results. With a Quadtree-Adaptive grid, the additional numberof ells that would be required to reloate the boundary from about ten hords awayfrom the airfoil to several hundred hords or so away from the airfoil is relativelysmall, and this approah is adopted for some of the test ases shown in Chapter VIII,although it is reognized that the eetiveness of lling the inreased distane withells that are omparatively large is probably far smaller than the eetiveness ofusing a far-eld orretion tehnique.It is often the ase with omputations of transient problems, espeially thoseinvolving moving boundaries, that the size of the Computational Region that will besuitable for the entire period of time over whih the solution is required annot bedetermined a-priori. In order to allow the Computational Region to expand duringa omputation, an option is implemented in this work to re-root the Quadtree gridas an immediate subnode of a newly reated root node, thus making the originalQuadtree one of the four immediate subnodes of a new root, and expanding theComputational Region by a fator of four. This proedure is desribed further inChapter VI, whih also desribes the Quadtree-based grid-generation proedure indetail. This expansion may be triggered by a user signal (namely, the insertionof a string in a le that is read at the end of every time-step of the alulation),or by detetion of the approah of a renement zone that would normally ontain a
172disontinuous ow feature (suh as a shok wave) toward a boundary of the QuadtreeRegion.3.6 Speiation of Initial Conditions3.6.1 Analytial RequirementsSolutions of the steady-state Euler Equations fall in the lass of Boundary-ValueProblems, and therefore do not analytially require Initial Conditions. Numerialsolution algorithms for suh problems, however, may require Numerial Initial Con-ditions to start the solution algorithm. In suh ases, the restritions on the InitialConditions that may be speied are motivated solely by numerial and pratialonsiderations.Solutions of the full (or time-dependent) Euler Equations lassify either as Initial-Value Problems or as Initial-Boundary-Value Problems, depending on whether thesolution domain is respetively unbounded or bounded. For both ases, Initial Con-ditions are analytially required, but no omprehensive theory exists on the allowablevalues. Instead, a few universal intrinsi analytial onstraints are known, and usedfor general guidane.One of these fundamental onstraints is that Initial Conditions may not be spe-ied along Charateristi Surfaes or Curves. If Initial Conditions are given alongCharateristi Surfaes or Curves, then they must satisfy the orresponding ordinarydierential equations along those surfaes or urves. Otherwise, no solution existswith those Initial Conditions. If the Initial Conditions satisfy the orresponding or-dinary dierential equations along those surfaes or urves, then the solution will beunique on those surfaes or urves but nowhere else, making the problem ill-posed.This onstraint is of little pratial impat for numerial solution shemes beause
173Initial Conditions are usually speied by giving the spatial distribution over theentire spatial domain or Computational Region at a single value of time.Another fundamental general analytial requirement is that the Initial Condi-tions must not onit with the governing equations nor with any expliit or impliitonstitutive relations. For example, disontinuous initial data may not be spei-ed for analyti solutions if the dierential formulation of the governing equationsis being used; for analyti solutions with an integral formulation, the dierentiabil-ity onstraint may be replaed by the integrability onstraint whih only requiresthe measure of disontinuity points to be zero in the spae of the solution domain.A onit with the governing equations an also arise even if all the smoothnessrequirements are satised. For example, for time-dependent inompressible ows,a veloity eld whih does not everywhere satisfy the inompressible form of theMass Conservation Equation, r  ~v = 0, annot be speied as part of a valid InitialCondition.For Boundary-Value Problems that are solved as the innite-time-limit of Initial-Value or Initial-Boundary-Value Problems, the restritions on the allowable InitialConditions may be relaxed all the way to the restritions for Boundary-Value Prob-lems.3.6.2 Physial RequirementsIn addition to the analytial restritions desribed above for Initial-Value andInitial-Boundary-Value Problems, the physial meaning of the variables in the speiproblem being studied usually imposes some additional restritions on the InitialConditions that may be validly seleted or speied. The usual physial restritionis that all Initial Conditions must be \physially realizable". For The System of
174Euler Equations, physial realizability requires the Initial Conditions to be PhysiallyAdmissible (as dened in Setion 3.2) at every point in the solution domain. InitialConditions in whih, for example, membranes separating dierent states of uid\instantaneously" vanish and in whih the Initial Conditions are not ompatible withthe Boundary Conditions are still onsidered physially realizable. For numerialsolution shemes of The Euler Equations, the disrete analog of the restritionsdesribed above is what must be respeted; namely, that every disrete state vetormust be Physially Admissible.Physial Admissibility inludes the \internal" onsisteny of the initial data (thatis, that all the appliable thermodynami relations governing the values of interde-pendent thermodynami properties must be simultaneously satised). For solutionsof the steady-state Euler Equations or for solutions of the time-dependent EulerEquations that are omputed as the innite-time-limit of a transient solution, theinternal-onsisteny requirement an in pratie be relaxed somewhat provided thesolution algorithm onverges.The introdution of inonsistene as desribed in the preeding paragraph is oftena onvenient or neessary means of avoiding arithmeti overow or underow. Anexample where suh a situation ours is with omputations of ows whose MahNumber approahes innity. With all symbols as dened above, the density ratioaross a shok, given by fi = (+1)M2( 1)M2+2 , remains bounded from above by (+1)( 1)as the Mah Number inreases, while the pressure ratio aross the shok, given bypfpi = 1 + 2(+1)(M2   1) is unbounded, but is in pratie set or limited to a highvalue, suh as 1.0e+15, in order to enable the omputation to be exeuted, eventhough this leads to inonsistene with the density ratio. Suh bounding of valueswas indeed used in this work to handle ows with very high Mah Number or ows
175that generate vaua, mostly for validating and testing the various Riemann solversused in this work. It is not lear whether the solution from suh a omputation anbe onsidered valid, but it appears that provided suh internal inonsistenies arequantied, isolated, and treated in a areful manner that avoids the reation of non-physial states, their overall eet on the solution is mostly loalized and aeptable,and good results an be obtained for ows that would otherwise be impossible tonumerially ompute.3.7 Numerial Properties of the Disretization and DisreteSolution ShemeA omputational sheme annot be onsidered well-understood, nor an it be usedondently or reliably without an adequate quantitative haraterization of its funda-mental properties of onsisteny, stability, onvergene, and well-posedeness.A general review of the denitions, meanings, and impliations of these propertiesin relation to disretizations and numerial-solution shemes, and of the importantinter-relations between them is beyond the sope of this dissertation. Suh reviewsare abundantly available in many texts on numerial methods in general, for example[148℄, [333℄, or [300℄, and in many texts on numerial methods for ComputationalFluid Dynamis in partiular, for example [12℄, [222℄, [169℄, [170℄, or [134℄.Most of the texts just ited, espeially [169℄, and others like them also explainhow the order of auray of a omputational sheme (and hene its onsisteny)an be determined, and desribe in detail the alternative tehniques of omputation-ally or analytially establishing some of the stability properties of suh a sheme.These texts also explain how the stability analysis for a nonlinear sheme is typiallyonned to the linearized version of the sheme, and how most theorems onneting
176the dierent basi properties of a omputational sheme (suh as its stability, on-sisteny, and onvergene), suh as the Lax Equivalene Theorem [300℄, are stritlyvalid only for linear shemes, or for the linearized versions of nonlinear shemes.As far as the onsisteny (or equivalently, the spatial and temporal orders ofauray), stability, onvergene, and well-posedness of the spei disretizationformulation and the spei disrete solution sheme adopted and developed in thiswork, the most relevant onsiderations are mentioned or disussed above in thishapter, mainly in Setions 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, and 3.6. The basi numerial propertiesof the spei omputational sheme developed and adopted in this work followdiretly from its lassiation into the family of High-Resolution TVD Shemes forThe System of Euler Equations. A review of the properties of suh shemes is alsobeyond the sope of this dissertation, but an be found, for example, in [222℄, [169℄,and [170℄, espeially the latter referene, whih ontains one of the most extensiveand up-to-date treatments of the numerial properties of High-Resolution Shemes,espeially in the ontext of the Finite-Volume Method.The referenes just ited also dene the monotoniity property, and the Total-Variation Diminishing (TVD) property (mentioned in the preeding paragraphand in Setion 3.3), and disuss their role in the onstrution of \satisfatory" om-putational shemes for The Euler and Navier-Stokes Equations. They also disussthe main methods of aelerating the onvergene of steady-state solutions, inlud-ing the pre-onditioning approah and the multi-grid method, that are diretlyappliable to the sheme developed and adopted in this work.
1773.8 Inorporation of the Disrete Solution Algorithm intothe Overall AlgorithmAs outlined in Chapter I, the overall methodology developed in this work employsve dierent and largely separate algorithms or modules, namely: (i) a geometri-denition and boundary-dynamis algorithm; (ii) a grid-generation algorithm; (iii)a disrete-solution algorithm; (iv) a solution-adaptation algorithm; and, (v) a ell-merging algorithm.The main funtions of eah of these ve algorithms were outlined in Chapter I.In addition, eah of these algorithms is desribed in detail in one of the haptersof this dissertation: the geometri-denition and boundary-dynamis algorithm isdesribed in Chapter V; the grid-generation algorithm and the solution-adaptationalgorithm are both desribed in Chapter VI; the ell-merging algorithm is desribedin Chapter VII; and, the disrete-solution algorithm is desribed in this hapter.In partiular, preeding setions of this hapter desribe the individual omponentsof the disrete solution sheme adopted or developed in this work, as well as themost important properties of this sheme, while this setion provides an algorithmioverview of this sheme. As explained above in this hapter, espeially in Setions3.1 and 3.3, beause the spatial and temporal disretizations are here separated, andbeause the time-integration sheme is here hosen to be of the expliit type, thedisrete solution algorithm in itself is partiularly simple in this work.The spei purposes of this setion are as follows: (i) to identify and desribethe main steps of the overall solution algorithm developed in this work, inluding themain steps of the disrete-solution algorithm, and in doing so to further larify therole of eah of the ve algorithms of the methodology developed in this work; and,(ii) to identify how the disrete-solution algorithm interats and integrates with the
178four other algorithms.The overall solution algorithm followed for the most general appliation of themethodology developed in this work (namely, a problem with arbitrarily moving anddeforming boundaries), with the steps of the disrete solution sheme marked withthe symbol ?, is as follows:1. Initialize all algorithm parameters. This inludes initializing all globalvariables; all variables related to timing of proess durations and to monitoringand traking of omputing resoures; all disrete-solution-sheme parameters;all geometry-related and grid-generation-related toleranes and variables; allsolution-adaptation variables and parameters; all geometri-adaptation vari-ables and parameters; all ell-merging parameters; and all parameters andvariables that are spei to the test ase being simulated. Also inluded inthis step is the appropriate setting and initialization of all input and outputdevies and les;2. Input the initial boundary geometries, and transform them into theinternal representations adopted in this work. The data-strutures usedfor storing the internal representation of every \internal" boundary in the testase being simulated are alloated as part of this proedure or step. Chapter Vdesribes the details of this internal representation, and of the data-struturesused in relation to it. This step also inludes input of the motion model forevery boundary present, and alloation of the data-strutures that are used toretain and manipulate these motion models;3. Generate a preliminary, uniformly-rened Cartesian grid. This gridovers the Computational Region, and its intersetions with the the initial
179geometries of all boundaries present in the simulation is omputed as part ofthis generation proess. As outlined in Chapter I, and as explained in detail inChapter VI, this Cartesian grid is of the Quadtree type. Chapter VI desribesin detail how this grid is generated and disusses all its important properties,while Chapter V desribes how the intersetion of the grid with the boundarygeometries is omputed;4. Adapt the grid generated in the preeding step to the initial geome-try of all boundaries that are present in the simulation. This is done asdesribed in Chapter VI, and results in a grid that has a renement that variesaround boundaries in suh a manner as to resolve all the geometri features ofthose boundaries to a speied auray;5. ? Initialize the solution variables or the State Vetors. As explainedabove in this hapter, these here are hosen to be the Conserved VariableVetors, and they are initialized to the presribed initial onditions in all theomputational ells (of the Cartesian Quadtree grid);6. Repeat the following set of steps, one for eah time step (or for eahsolution-update yle), until an appropriate termination riterion issatised 9:(a) Determine the omplete geometri denition of all boundariesin the Computational Region at the beginning and end of theurrent time-step. The geometri denition at the beginning of theurrent time-step is either that at the end of the preeding time-step, or9The termination riterion here may either be the attainment of a pre-determined total integra-tion time, or the advanement by a pre-determined number of time steps, or the attainment of apre-determined onvergene riterion for a steady-state omputation.
180that given by the initial boundary geometry. The geometri denition atthe end of the urrent time-step is determined from the motion duringthe urrent time-step. The motion of any boundary or boundary segmentduring the urrent time-step is determined in aordane with the speiedmotion model for that boundary or boundary segment, as desribed inChapter V. Depending on the motion model, determining the motion mayrequire omputation of the fores and moments applied to the boundariesor boundary segments involved, solution of the equations of motion forany exible- or rigid-body dynamis problems involved, and omputationof the trajetories of those boundaries or boundary segments. The mannerin whih this is done is desribed in detail in Chapter V;(b) Adapt the Cartesian Quadtree grid to the updated boundarygeometry. This is done so that the resulting grid satises the grid-renement requirements of the boundary geometries at both the begin-ning and end of the urrent time-step. This adaptation is performed asdesribed in detail in Chapter VI;() Determine the omplete geometri denition of all the CartesianQuadtree ells at the beginning and end of the urrent time-step.If no boundary motion ours during the time-step, then the initial andnal geometries will be idential for all these ells. The manner in whihthe ell geometries are determined from the boundary loations (that is,the manner in whih the grid-boundary intersetion problem is omputed)is desribed in detail in Chapters V and VI;(d) Conditionally invoke the solution-adaptation algorithm to visitall Cartesian Quadtree ells, and to either rene, oarsen, or
181leave eah of these ells unhanged. This proedure is desribed indetail in Chapter VI. For steady-state omputations, this step is invokedonly with a pre-determined frequeny of solution-update yles (and maytherefore be skipped for some of the solution-update yles);(e) Invoke the ell-merging algorithm to form an appropriate set ofomposite ells from the Cartesian Quadtree ells. As outlined inChapter I, and as explained in detail in Chapter VII, the omposite ellsare reated by ombining one or more of the Cartesian Quadtree ells insuh a manner that none of the omposite ells hanges its topologi typeas a moving boundary travels aross it, and eah of the omposite ellsan therefore be treated as either a regular deforming ell, or as a regular,xed-geometry ell. As explained in Chapter VII, the omposite ells alsoeliminate any small ells formed from the intersetion of boundaries withCartesian ells, and as also explained in that hapter, this is an essentialfuntion for a grid that is not of the boundary-onformal type. All uid-dynami alulations and solution updates are atually performed on theomposite ells. The omposite ells over the entire Computational Re-gion, so that every Cartesian Quadtree ell is inorporated into a uniqueomposite ell;(f) ? Projet the solution variables from eah Cartesian Quadtreeell to the omposite ell into whih the Cartesian ell has beeninorporated. This is done to transfer the solution values at the timeorresponding to the beginning of the urrent time-step from the CartesianQuadtree ells to the newly-reated omposite ells;(g) ? Perform any required solution reonstrution and gradient lim-
182iting in the omposite ells, and ompute all ux quadratureson all faes of the omposite ells. This is done in aordane withthe hosen spatial disretization sheme, with either rst-order or seond-order spatial auray;(h) ? Apply the speied boundary onditions. These boundary on-ditions are applied to the appropriate faes (or edges) of the ompositeells;(i) ? Sum the ux quadratures on the faes (or edges) of the om-posite ells and time-integrate these sums. The integration in timeis performed with either rst-order or seond-order temporal auray, toobtain the updated (or evolved) solution variables in the omposite ells.If there are moving boundaries, only the seond-order-aurate updateproedure is used, taking into aount the hange in geometry of any de-forming omposite ells, and in a manner that ensures satisfation of TheDGCLs, as explained in detail in Setions 3.3 and 3.4;(j) ? Repeat the preeding three steps if seond-order temporal a-uray is being used. In this ase, the rst appliation of these threesteps orresponds to the Preditor Step, and the seond appliation ofthese three steps orresponds to the Corretor Step of the time-integrationsheme adopted in this work, as explained in detail in Setion 3.3;(k) ? Prolong the updated solution variables (or State Vetors) fromeah omposite ell onto the Cartesian Quadtree ells from whihthe omposite ell is omposed. This is done with either rst-orderor seond-order spatial auray, in aordane with the hosen spatial
183disretization sheme;(l) Eliminate the omposite ells formed for the just-ompletedsolution-update yle. As part of this step, all assoiated data-struturesare removed, and their memory \freed";(m) Conditionally output all required data. The typial data outputhere is related to the solution variables, to the onvergene parameters(for steady-state alulations), to the omputational-ell-ounts, and tothe CPU and memory-usage. The output of eah ategory of variables orparameters listed here is invoked with an independently-pre-determinedfrequeny of the solution-update-yle.7. Output all required global parameters and data related to the run,and to the spei test ase for whih the omputation was per-formed.As repeatedly mentioned above in this setion, additional details of the operationsperformed in eah of the steps of the overall solution algorithm an be found in anappropriate hapter of this dissertation.The algorithm as atually implemented in software form diers slightly fromthe form given above. The main suh dierenes are as follows: (i) in the atualimplementation, the solution- and geometry-adaptation steps are eah separatedinto a renement sweep, and a separate oarsening sweep (rather than having therenement and oarsening ations ombined together and performed during the samesingle sweep of the ells); (ii) in the atual implementation, the data output steps aredistributed over several points in the main loop, rather than being bundled in onlytwo loations as shown in the above form; (iii) in the atual implementation, some
184of the steps that are given separately in the above form are ombined together forgreater eÆieny; (iv) in the atual implementation, there are additional steps andslight variations from the spei sequene given in the above form, mainly to providedierent \running modes" of the solution algorithm, suh as the \restart mode" (inwhih a omputation is started from the results of a dierent omputation), and suhas the \grid-expansion mode" (in whih the Computational Region is expanded toenable ontinuation of the solution as ow features or moving boundaries approahthe outer boundaries of the original Computational Region 10); and, (v) in the atualimplementation, there are additional, minor steps that are not inluded in the formgiven above. Despite these dierenes and other, less important ones, the overallalgorithm as given above provides an aurate piture of the orresponding atualsoftware implementation.As mentioned above, the overall solution algorithm as given above is for the mostgeneral type of problem that an be simulated with the methodology developed inthis work. The individual steps that an be omitted or bypassed for the speial asesof unsteady problems with stationary boundaries, or problems requiring only steady-state omputations are self evident. In the atual implementation, either onditionalexeution or onditional ompilation are used for all the steps that an be omittedor bypassed for speial ases, in order to keep the run-time for any simulation as lowas possible.
10The \grid-expansion" algorithm, and its purposes and implementation are explained in moredetail in Chapter VI.
CHAPTER IVReview of Grid Generation and Adaptation:Denitions, Nomenlature, Classiation, andMethods
4.1 OverviewThis hapter is onerned with grids, and their generation and adaptation. Adenition is given of what onstitutes a grid, the roles of grid generation and gridadaptation in obtaining a omputational solution are identied, and the proessesof grid generation and adaptation are desribed. Alternative methods of generationand adaptation are reviewed, lassied, and ompared. Speial emphasis in the om-parison is plaed on omputational eÆieny, on the apaity to disretize omplexgeometries, and on the \quality" of the resulting disretizations.4.2 Hardware and Software Inuenes: an ExampleThe purpose of this setion is to present some relevant properties of software andomputer hardware and to desribe their inuene on the implementation of numer-ial models. This should set the sene for a disussion of grids and grid generation,and motivate the formulation of the denitions to follow in subsequent setions.Consider a one-dimensional, inompressible, gravity-driven ow in a straight,185
186open hannel of uniform retangular ross-setion. Suppose that the only variablesof interest are the height and the veloity of uid. Suppose that the length of thehannel has been disretized into intervals (or ells) of possibly diering length, andsuppose that the geometry of the ells is to be represented in terms of the oordinatesof their right endpoints along the hannel.Figure 4.1 and gure 4.2 show what are by far the two most ommon paradigmsof storing the data for omputational modeling of suh a problem. For ompatness,the gures show only a small number of ells and only a segment of the availableomputer memory. In the rst storage model, the oordinates of the endpoints of theells are stored at onseutive loations in memory in order of inreasing distanefrom the left end of the hannel. The loation of only the rst oordinate in thissequene is stored expliitly and, therefore, available diretly. A similar arrangementis adopted for the height and veloity data, here assumed uniform in eah ell. Noalgorithmi requirements are plaed on the starting loation of eah of the threesequenes of variables relative to eah other. In the seond model, the geometriand solution data for eah ell are grouped together in a presribed manner, but thedata groups (also alled strutures or reords) for dierent ells are not neessarilystored in any partiular order. The storage loation of the struture for any partiularell is stored only in the struture of the previous ell in the list. The only exeptionto this is the rst ell: its loation is stored separately, and is diretly available.The rst model is based on the array data-struture while the seond is basedon the link-list data-struture. In the doubly-linked-list variant of the seondmodel, eah struture exept that of the rst ell also retains the loation of theprevious ell in the list, thereby allowing two-way instead of one-way traversal.These two storage models are not the only ones possible but they illustrate the most



















Figure 4.1: Array-based data-storage model.
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Figure 4.2: Link-list-based data-storage model.In order to view or modify a datum stored in the memory of a omputer, its stor-age loation (identied by an absolute address) must rst be determined. Suppose,for example, that the address for the datum representing the height in the ith ell
188along the hannel is required. In the rst storage model, the address is determinedby adding an oset (or relative address) to the known starting address (or baseaddress) of the height sequene of data. The oset is omputed using the fat thatheights are stored in onseutive order and the fat that eah datum takes up aknown storage spae. In the seond storage model, the situation is somewhat re-versed: the oset of eah omponent or eld (suh as height) relative to the baseaddress of a struture is uniform and known beforehand. However, the base addressfor the struture of the ith ell must be determined. In the worst ase, this must bedone by traversing over the rst (i  1) links in the list, hopping from ell to ell. Ineah storage model, the same memory aess proedure is followed for eah of thethree main data sets (that is, for x , h, and v).In both storage models desribed above, entities suh as \ell", \oordinate", or\height" may exist at the oneptual and software levels but are not represented inthe hardware. The data stored in hardware mostly onsists of memory addresses,and integer and oating point numbers. Also, no stored datum arries with it anyindiation of the variable it represents or quanties; the indies in the gures areonly symboli. Both examples show, though, that by arranging for the storage andaess of data to our in aordane with a presribed sheme, it is possible toreate an assoiation between eah variable enoded in the software and the numberthat quanties it in the hardware. This assoiation is alled the storage map.More preisely, the storage map is a funtion mapping eah variable to its storageloation in memory. The arhiteture of the storage map is speied in the software.The software instrutions involving memory aess must be designed around thisarhiteture, but the detailed onstrution of the storage map ours during theompilation and linking of the software.
189In a omputational model, the number of individual quantities that must bestored and manipulated is almost always so large that it would be quite infeasible togive eah quantity a spei name in the software. Even if this were feasible, suhan arrangement would require the software to be modied whenever the number ofvariables hanged. Instead, a generi name is used for eah group of variables andrepetition-loops are used to perform similar operations on all members of a groupusing that generi name. Repetition loops with generi variable names also exeutemore eÆiently in hardware. In the rst storage model a generi variable-name wouldbe supplied for eah of the three major data sets. To identify a spei variable inany of these sets, an indexing subsript speifying the order of the variable in thesequene is attahed to the orresponding generi name, as shown in gure 4.1. Inthe seond model, only one generi name is required for the basi data-struture andfor eah of its omponents. In both models, instead of using expliit names, variablesare most often retrieved and manipulated on the basis of some relation they haveto other variables. The most frequently used relations are based on onepts suhas \adjoining" (between ells) and \solution in" (between solution vetors and theirassoiated ells). Both onepts would be used, for example, if it is desired to aessthe height and veloity of the two ells adjoining the one urrently being proessed.Referening variables in the indiret manner desribed above requires a meh-anism to identify the storage loation of variables using only the storage loationof given variables and a spei relation between the sought and given variables.Suh a mehanism is alled a onnetivity map. More preisely, let R be a re-lation from the set of variables X to the set of variables Y . Let L(X) and L(Y )be the set of storage loations of the sets X and Y , respetively. The onnetivitymap of relation R is an isomorphi relation, ~R, from the set L(X) to the set L(Y )
190suh that hl(x); l(y)i 2 ~R () hx; yi 2 R, where x 2 X; y 2 Y; l(x) 2 L(X), andl(y) 2 L(Y ). Although dened in terms of storage loations, onnetivity maps arenormally implemented on the basis of variable names instead.Connetivity maps are based on repetitive patterns in the storage arrangement. Ifthe required patterns are non-existent or diÆult to speify, onnetivity maps mustbe expliitly stored in the hardware. If the required patterns are simple and highlyregular, onnetivity maps may be used impliitly, without ever being stored. Forexample, suppose that the relation for a onnetivity map is based on \uid heightin the right neighbor". In the rst storage model, an index is always available thatreferenes the ell urrently being proessed. The storage loation of the height inthe right neighbor of the urrent ell would be obtained by inrementing this indexby one to obtain the oset of the sought loation from the base address of the heightarray. Little more than manipulation of an index is required and the task an beaomplished ompletely \in" the software. In the seond storage model, the requiredloation would be obtained by adding the oset of the height omponent from thebase address of the struture for the right neighbor of the urrent ell. The baseaddress is in turn given by the \address-of-next-ell-in-the-list" eld of the urrentell. In this ase, part of the onnetivity map, the link, had to be expliitly storedto enable loation of the struture of the right neighbor.This setion attempted to show how the quest for general-purpose, eÆiently-produed software inuenes the types of data used and the memory aess methodshosen. In partiular, generality and salability require the use of generi variablenames and repetition loops whih in turn require most variables to be referenedindiretly using their relation to other variables instead of their expliit names. Theimportant funtion performed by onnetivity maps in allowing this indiret aess,
191and the lose dependene of these maps on the storage map were desribed. The nextfew setions disuss in more detail the prominent roles of storage and onnetivitymaps in grid generation.4.3 Denitions and Fundamental Conepts4.3.1 Denition of the Computational RegionA disrete solution may be sought in subsets of physial spae only if they satisfyertain onditions. In this hapter, grids and grid generation for only subsets thatallow use of a ow-solver based on the Finite-Volume, Finite-Element, or Finite-Dierene methods are onsidered. For simpliation, the denitions are based ona speial lass of these subsets: that onsisting of all nite single line segmentsin R, all nite single planar regions in R2, and all nite single spatial regions inR3. All other admissible subsets of spae may be obtained by bounded ontinuoustransformations of members of this lass. A member of this lass will hereafter bealled a omputational region, and the preise requirements are as follows:Denition: Set S is a omputational region i for some given n 2 f1; 2; 3g:1. S is a ompat (that is, by the Heine-Borel Theorem, a bounded, losed) subsetof Rn;2. ls(int(S)) = S, where ~S = int(S) is the interior of S in Rn, that is, the unionof all open sets in Rn that are subsets of S; and ls( ~S) is the losure of ~S inRn, that is, the omplement of the exterior of ~S in Rn, where the exterior of~S in Rn is the union of all open sets in Rn that are disjoint from ~S;3. S is onneted in Rn; and
1924. bdr(S) is orientable in Rn, where bdr(S) is the omplement of the union of theinterior in Rn and the exterior in Rn of S.The Rn in the above denition will hereafter also be alled the spae of theomputational region. The Finite-Volume, the Finite-Element, and the Finite-Dierene methods, unlike the Boundary-Integral method, all require the bounded-ness in ondition 1.The seond ondition exludes sets having any \part" that diers in \dimension-ality" from Rn. Unaeptable sets inlude, for example, a subset of R2 onsisting ofa nite planar region with line segments extending from it, or, for example, two ubesin R3 onneted by a line or a surfae, or, for example, a urved surfae segment inR3, or, for example, a urved line segment in R2. As the last two examples demon-strate, one onsequene of this ondition is that a omputational region is requiredto have nonzero measure in its spae, that is, to have nite n-volume in Rn.The third ondition is useful but not mandatory; without it, the omputationaltask would amount to the simultaneous solution of two or more problems that areeither independent or at least not fully oupled from the uid-dynami point of view.An example of the latter situation is a problem with one or more solid bodies whihare allowed to move but whih ompletely isolate dierent uid masses. Here, eahisolated region may be regarded as a single omputational region, and the overallomputation may be dened to onsist of a number of omputations on dierentomputational regions whih are oupled together through the motion of the solidbodies. Eetively, the solid bodies provide the oupling between the boundaryonditions of the dierent omputational regions.The fourth ondition ensures that the theorems of alulus on manifolds, forexample, Gauss's and Stokes's Theorems, apply to omputational regions. The def-
193inition fores a omputational region to have an \interior", an \exterior", and a\boundary", and so allows identiation of the loations at whih boundary ondi-tions should be applied. The interior of any solid body that lies \within" the outerboundary of a omputational region is exterior to the omputational region and theboundary of suh a body is also a boundary (oppositely oriented) of the omputa-tional region. From the above denitions, it may be onluded that a omputationalregion may be fully dened by denition of its boundaries.4.3.2 Denition of a GridDenition: E is a subregion of a omputational region, CR, i:1. E is a losed, simply-onneted, subset of CR;2. E = ls(int(E)), where \interior" and \losure" are dened in terms of subsetsof the spae of CR; and3. bdr(E) is orientable.Conditions on E have similar onsequenes and interpretations to the orrespond-ing ones for a omputational region; simple-onnetedness is additionally imposed tosimplify the implementation of ow-solvers and boundary onditions. Boundednessof E follows from ondition 1 and the denition of omputational region. Condition 2implies that any CR has a nite number of subregions. For pratial omputations,several onditions, usually speifying minimum and maximum bounds on volumeand various dimensions, are additionally imposed on E. Although E is generallya subset of Rn, n 2 f1; 2; 3g, it is usually more onveniently speied in terms ofanother set. If, for example, E is a region in R3 bounded by planar polygonal faes,or, for example, a polygon in R2, it may be fully speied in terms of the set of
194oordinate vetors of its verties. Subregions are alled nite volumes in the Finite-Volume method, and nite elements in the Finite-Element method. Convexity of asubregion is almost always desirable, espeially with higher-order methods.Denition: E is a subregion set of some omputational region, CR, i for somen 2 N :1. E = fE1; :::; Eng, where 8i 2 f1; :::; ng Ei is a subregion of CR;2. Sni=1Ei = CR; and3. (8i; j 2 f1; :::; ng)[(i 6= j) =) (Ei \ Ej has measure zero in the spae of CR)℄.The last ondition, neessary for orret implementation of Finite-Volume andFinite-Element methods, speies that subregions an overlap at no other than pointsin R; points and edges in R2; and points, edges, and surfaes in R3. The seondondition ensures that the subregions fully over CR and nothing else. E is sometimesalled a partition of CR, but a partition requires strit disjointness of its members.The denition given for E is fully suÆient for proper implementation of a Finite-Volume or Finite-Element solution algorithm.Two subregions of a subregion set of a omputational region CR are adjoiningi their intersetion in the spae of CR is nonempty. Adjoining subregions willhereafter also be alled neighbors.Denition: Let E be a subregion set of some omputational region. Let Ei 2 Ehave m neighbors. NC is a neighborhood onnetivity tuple for subregion Eii it is of the form hi; j1; :::; jmi, where 8n 2 f1; :::; mgEjn 2 E is the nth neighbor ofEi, with the ordering of neighbors given by some onvention.The number of neighbors, m, may vary from subregion to another. One pos-sibility of dealing with this situation is to hoose m equal to the largest possible
195number of neighbors, and for elements laking a partiular neighbor in the ordering,the orresponding index in the neighborhood onnetivity tuple is set to some speialreferene value. Conventions for ordering neighbors are always simple in R and R2but ould be elaborate in R3. In pratie, orderings may not always be required.Multiple neighborhood onnetivity tuples may also be used instead of one; for ex-ample, in R3 a separate tuple may be used for eah type of neighborhood: vertex,edge, and fae.In priniple, a neighborhood onnetivity map an always be reovered by searh-ing through the geometri attributes of subregions and an therefore be viewed as aredundant entity. In pratie, though, suh an approah is subjet to nite-arithmetierrors and in most ases is not omputationally aordable. Therefore, suh maps areprodued, modied, and used separately from geometri data.Denition: NC is the neighborhood onnetivity set of subregion set E =fE1; :::; Eng i it is of the form fNC1; :::; NCng, where 8i 2 f1; :::; ng NCi is theneighborhood onnetivity tuple for Ei.Eah subregion may have only a unique solution vetor.Denition: Let E be a subregion set of some omputational region. The setf~U1; :::; ~Ung of the solution vetors for eah subregion in E is the solution vetorset of E .A solution vetor set is hereafter assumed to exist whenever a subregion set exists.Denition: Let E be a subregion set of some omputational region and let SVbe its solution vetor set. Let ~Uj 2 SV be the solution vetor for subregion Ei 2 E .The tuple SC = hi; ji is the solution onnetivity tuple for subregion Ei.Denition: Let E = fE1; :::; Eng be a subregion set of some omputationalregion. SC is the solution onnetivity set for E i it is of the form fSC1; :::; SCng
196suh that 8i 2 f1; :::; ng SCi is the solution onnetivity tuple for subregion Ei.Denition: G is a grid for omputational regionCR i G is of the form hE ;NC;SCi,where E is a subregion set of CR, NC is the neighborhood onnetivity set for E ,and SC is the solution onnetivity set for E .In the above denitions, indies were used in onnetivity tuples to identify mem-bers of sets; for representation in a omputer, the indies are replaed through thestorage map by memory addresses that identify loations in memory. After thisreplaement, onnetivity sets by denition beome relations mapping memory lo-ations in their domains into memory loations in their ranges, as desribed in theprevious setion.The denition of grid given above failitates avoidane of the epidemi onfusionbetween \grid" and \spatial disretization", that is, between G and E , respetively.4.3.3 Denition and Role of Grid GenerationA Grid was dened purely in terms of the geometry of subregions and in terms ofonnetivity maps. Grid generation may be dened without the introdution of anyadditional major onept. For example, \generation" of a grid ould be dened as itsspeiation and its storage in the memory of a omputer. However, suh a denitionwould not reet the oneption most ommonly expressed in the literature; to doso, at least the proess of spatial disretization of the omputational region must beadditionally inluded.Grid generation is onveniently dened by desribing the three main tasks thatit performs in omputational modeling:1. Spatial subdivision of the omputational region and storage of thesubregion set: One it has been speied, the region of physial spae in
197whih a solution is to be omputed must be appropriately divided into subre-gions. This subdivision is performed by following an algorithm that determinesthe geometri variables dening all the resulting subregions using only the de-nition of the omputational region and possibly some set of ontrol parameters.The geometri variables must then be stored in memory. The subdivision al-gorithm partly denes the generation proess but the implementation detailsare not relevant.2. Creation and storage of the neighborhood onnetivity maps: Neigh-borhood onnetivity maps establish in omputer memory the assoiation be-tween eah subregion and all its neighboring subregions. In pratie, subregionsare stored as groups of their intrinsi properties whih inlude at least the ge-ometri denition.3. Creation and storage of the solution onnetivity maps: Solution on-netivity maps establish the assoiation in omputer memory between eahsubregion and its extrinsi data whih at least inludes a solution vetor.All solution algorithms require eah subregion to allow aess on a routine basisto its own intrinsi and extrinsi attributes as well as to those of all its neighbors.The tasks desribed in items 2 and 3 above fully enable this aess. As we saw in thearray-based storage sheme in setion 4.2, however, it is possible for the onnetivitymap to be stored impliitly within the instrution set of the omputational algorithm,rather than in the form of expliit data.
1984.4 Review and Classiation of Grids and their GenerationMethodsThis setion establishes, desribes, and ompares the main ategories of gridsand grid generation methods. Criteria for the assessment of the suitability andperformane of grids and generation algorithms are presented, and the manner inwhih the harateristi features of eah of the above ategories result in varyingextents of satisfation of these riteria is desribed.4.4.1 Evaluation CriteriaThe admissibility onstraints for disretizations of a omputational region and foronnetivity maps that were outlined in setion 4.3 are neessary but not suÆientfor onverged numerial solutions. Beyond those onstraints, there are no knowngeneral suÆieny onditions or governing fundamental laws. Instead, there haveevolved three main ategories of loosely dened, and often ompeting desideratathat may be satised to varying extents. These are as follows: generality, reliability, robustness, and automatability; grid quality; and omputational eÆieny.The desiderata of the rst ategory relate to the ability of an algorithm to suess-fully produe satisfatory spatial disretizations for arbitrary omputational-regiongeometries (whih inlude the surfaes of bodies immersed in the ow-eld), and withlittle human intervention (whih inludes tuning of parameters, whether a-priori orby trial and error).
199The desiderata of the seond ategory relate to the extent to whih the geomet-ri features of the subregion set promote aurate, reliable, and stable and rapidlyonvergent omputation for the given system of equations [22℄. This depends onsuh fators as aurate resolution of boundaries and interfaes; absene of featuresassoiated with inreased numerial errors, suh as exessive skewedness, or poororthogonality of grid lines; smoothness of variation of subregion n-volumes; appro-priate alignment of the edges or faes of subregions with the loal ow diretion;proper diretional saling of the dimensions of subregions with the diretional lengthsales in the ow; and a density distribution for subregions that is ompatible withthe desired resolution distribution. This ategory, unlike the other two whih aremotivated primarily by pratial onsiderations, onsiders the eets of subregiongeometries on the solution quality, and it is therefore related to the development ofthe laking suÆieny onditions mentioned above.The third ategory expresses the desire for optimally low ombinations of require-ments of proessing apaity and memory.For many lasses of problems, a fourth desideratum, adaptability, dened in se-tion 4.5, is also introdued.4.4.2 The Proliferation of Grid Types and Generation MethodsComputational Fluid Dynamis is used in a wide range of situations. The maintypes of dierene between individual problems are: the governing system(s) of equa-tions, and the physial phenomena they model; the ow regimes enountered; thepresene or absene of time dependene; and the omplexity of boundary geometriesand boundary onditions. The system(s) of equations being modeled and the owregimes enountered range from 1-D salar advetion ows, to 3-D, ompressible,
200turbulent, reating, eletrially-onduting ows. For some ows, the subregion setmay be required to satisfy (albeit rather loosely) ertain geometri features to pre-lude loss of solution auray, resolution, or onvergene, and in the extreme, toavoid grossly inorret results or failure of the ow-solver. In suh ases, the priorityof the seond ategory of desiderata is given an inreased weight. The geometry ofthe omputational region may range from simple 2-D shapes to omplex 3-D shapesthat an only be onveniently represented by thousands or millions of individualurved surfae pathes. The more omplex the geometry, the greater the relativeweight that is given to the robustness, reliability, and automatability of the spatialdisretization algorithm, that is, to the desiderata in the rst ategory.In addition to physial dierenes between problems, exogenous dierenes arealso possible. These are mainly: the hosen method(s) of solution, and the spe-i numerial algorithm(s); the osts and availability of memory and proessingapaity; the purposes of the omputation; and, for tasks requiring parametri orsensitivity studies, the number of required repetitions of a omputation. The hosenmethod(s) of solution primarily aet the relative requirements of memory and pro-essing eort and introdue tradeos between auray and omputational resourerequirements. The purposes of a omputation may range from detailed, highly re-solved, investigative studies, where the emphasis is on auray and reliability, tooptimization tasks, where the emphasis is on auray and omputational eÆieny,to preliminary estimates, where the emphasis is on speed and on redued preparationeort.The above lists and examples illustrate how dierent problems and situationsdemand dierent weights to be plaed on the various desiderata listed in the previoussetion. This, together with the absene of strit rules for admissible disretizations,
201explains and justies the development and proliferation of a large number of gridtypes and generation methods. Eah method has strengths and weaknesses, andseveral of them are highly optimized for a spei type of problem and situation.4.4.3 The Comparison of Grid Types and Generation MethodsThe previous setion leads to two main onlusions; namely: (i) the performaneof a grid generation method must be dened in terms of how well and how eÆiently itperforms eah of the three tasks desribed in setion 4.3 for the given problem, for thegiven purposes, and under the given irumstanes; and (ii) evaluating the superiorityof a type of grid or generation method over another is only meaningful when theappliation and irumstanes are speied. The general basis of omparison shouldtherefore be \tness for purpose".4.4.4 Classiation BasesGrids were dened partly in terms that are independent of the implementation,that is, in terms of E , and partly in terms whose origins lie in the peuliar require-ments of omputer hardware and software, that is, in terms of NC and SC. Thisanomalous formulation may be disonerting sine the oneptual and implementa-tion viewpoints should ideally remain separate. The justiation for this situation isthat in omputational methods grids are usually regarded as a means, and their def-inition should be based on aspets having the greatest bearing on the funtions theyperform. The two aspets whih are by far the most important are the geometry ofthe subregions, and the type of onnetivity maps. The geometry of the subregionsis important beause it largely determines the resolution, auray, and reliabilityof the solution. The neighborhood onnetivity map and, to a far lesser extent, thesolution onnetivity map, and their harateristi features largely determine the
202omputational eÆieny, the ability to modify the grid to better suit the solution,the parallelizability and vetorizability of the solution algorithm, and the ease andexibility with whih automated spatial disretization of the omputational regionan be performed.In aordane with the above, there are two dominant lassiation riteria: bytype of neighborhood onnetivity map; and by method of spatial subdivision of theomputational region. The method of spatial subdivision was purposely exludedfrom the denition of a grid sine two grids should be idential if they have identi-al onnetivity maps and subregion sets, even if two dierent methods were usedto derive the subregion sets. The method of spatial subdivision was reintrodued,however, in the denition of grid generation for the reason given therewith whih isjustied beause dierent methods of generation impart spei geometri hara-teristis and beause eah method has its own peuliarities, diÆulties, limitations,and omputational osts.The two major bases of lassiation are not ompletely independent sine somegeneration methods are tied to a spei type of neighborhood onnetivity map.Further ompliations are introdued by hybrid methods whih may use several typesof onnetivity map and generation method. Nevertheless, lassiation is useful forthe same reason it is in other branhes of siene; namely, it fouses attention andunderstanding on underlying harateristi features and allows quik determinationand predition of the properties of lassied entities.4.4.5 Classiation by Form of Neighborhood Connetivity MapsLet CR be a omputational region. A subregion of CR is an interior subregioni it is disjoint from the boundary of CR. A subregion of CR is a boundary
203subregion i it is a subregion of CR whih is not an interior subregion (that is, iit is a subregion of CR whose intersetion with the boundary of CR is nonempty).The following denition adopts the onvention desribed in setion 4.3 for subre-gion sets having subregions with diering numbers of neighbors.Denition: Let G = hE ;NC;SCi be a grid. Let m be the greatest number ofneighbors possessed by any subregion of E . G is a strutured grid i:1. Eah interior subregion has exatly m neighbors; and2. For some onstants 1; :::; m, whih are all elements of Z = f:::; 2; 1; 0; 1; 2; :::g,all neighborhood onnetivity tuples in NC are of the form hi; i+ 1; :::; i+ mi.The rst ondition implies that only boundary subregions may have missingneighbors (that is, less than m neighbors). The seond ondition denes a partialordering on the subregion set. Sine every partial ordering on a nite set admitsa linearization, then there exists a linear ordering on E . In partiular, if theelements of the subregion set are ordered in memory aording to their indies, thenafter replaing the indies in the neighborhood onnetivity tuples by memory loa-tions, the nth neighbor of every subregion having suh a neighbor will have the sameaddress relative to its referene subregion. Under this ordering, if the neighborhoodonnetivity tuples are expressed in relative-address form, they will be idential forall interior subregions. The far-reahing impliation of this is that the onnetivitytuple for any interior subregion may be used to reonstrut the onnetivity tuplefor any other subregion as well as the entire onnetivity map for the subregion set.A typial two-dimensional strutured grid is represented in gure 4.3. The om-putational domain and all its subregions are retangular (although other subregiongeometries, suh as triangular and hexagonal ones, also permit the denition of stru-
204tured grids). The indies indiate the ordering of the subregions in memory. Thegure shows how the relative indies of orresponding neighbors are idential for allinterior subregions. Grid lines and boundaries need not be straight as in the example,and the main ideas illustrated extend readily to 3-D.
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Figure 4.3: A two-dimensional strutured grid.The array-based storage model desribed in setion 4.2 is ideal for struturedgrids beause of the shared requirement for sequential ordering.The denition given above for strutured grids is slightly more general than theone ommonly used in the literature but is more orret in regard to stating theonditions neessary to onfer the dening harateristis and omputational advan-tages.Denition: A grid is unstrutured i it is not strutured.A typial unstrutured grid is shown in gure 4.4. There is no apparent ordering ofthe subregions in memory that leads to a uniform neighborhood onnetivity tuple forinterior subregions. Although not suÆient to prelude suh an ordering (assumingthe adoption of the onvention for missing neighbors desribed in setion 4.3), thedisruptive eet of non-uniform neighborhood patterns around interior subregions is





























Figure 4.4: A two-dimensional unstrutured grid.The link-list-based storage model desribed in setion 4.2 is ideal for unstruturedgrids beause of the shared absene of a requirement for sequential ordering. Theelements in a link-list for this 2-D example will require a link to eah of the possibleneighbors, and any missing neighbor may be indiated by a link pointing to speial,\null", address in memory. Other data strutures are possible but only if they admitthe harateristi irregularity of ordering.The denition adopted for unstrutured grids groups together all grids whose\regularity" falls short of that of strutured grids. The example given above of anunstrutured grid shows an extreme ase where no regularity at all appears present,but levels of regularity intermediate between the two extremes desribed so far,although rarely enountered in pratie, are also possible.Consider, for example, the grid represented in gure 4.5. If the ells are stored in
































Figure 4.5: A two-dimensional regularly-strutured grid.The denitions whih distinguish between strutured and unstrutured grids arebased on the atual forms of the neighborhood-onnetivity tuples. One impliation
207of this is that all grids that are apable of taking a strutured form an atuallyexists and be implemented as unstrutured grids.4.4.6 Classiation by Method of Spatial SubdivisionAlthough all but the most speialized and rarely used subdivision methods are atleast listed or mentioned, the fous in this setion is on desribing those propertiesand underlying onepts that are related to the three evaluation riteria mentioned atthe beginning of this setion. Referenes to detailed properties and implementationalgorithms are given abundantly. Reent texts, reviews, and wide-ranging olletionsinlude [360, 118, 365, 165, 322, 363, 366, 14, 198℄. The methods are desribed onlyin a 3-D ontext, unless the speialization to 2-D is not obvious. Speialization to1-D is almost always trivial and is therefore ignored throughout.4.4.6.1 Partial Dierential Equation MethodsThese methods determine the spatial disretization by solving for the loationsof the verties of subregions (usually quadrilaterals in 2-D or hexahedra in 3-D) asthe unknowns in a set of ellipti [364, 365℄, paraboli [260, 113℄, hyperboli [344℄, or,muh less ommonly, biharmoni [330℄ or \equidistributional" [116℄ partial dieren-tial equations. Although appliable to unstrutured grids, PDE methods are mostfrequently used for strutured ones.For ellipti systems, the solution proeeds most ommonly by iteration on theloal linearization of the governing equations (say, using entral dierening or re-laxation) starting with an initial distribution of verties, often provided by a simpler,more eonomi disretization algorithm. Boundary onditions speifying the distri-butions of verties on all boundaries are required. Conditions on vertex mobilityalong a boundary depend on the boundary onditions: with Dirihlet ones, the ver-
208ties are xed; with Neumann ones, the verties may be movable. Introdution ofPoisson terms in the Laplae operator is neessary for ontrol of the density distribu-tion (espeially in the viinity of onvex geometries) and orthogonality, but is eetiveto the extent of suÆing as a basis for adaptivity [195℄. General methods based onthe omputational region geometry for deriving appropriate Poisson funtions andfor speifying their parameters in terms of vertex distributions on boundaries havebeen developed [357, 339, 365℄ but signiant skill is still required for proper hoieof these funtions for adaptive or speialized appliations.Ellipti methods are haraterized by exat onformality with all boundaries, byhighly smooth and orthogonal disretizations [58℄, and by amenability to r-adaptation[58℄. Despite the additional omputational expense, ellipti methods are the mostfrequently used of the PDE methods, and also frequently used for smoothing dis-retizations generated by other methods, possibly in the simplied form of Laplaianlters.Paraboli systems an be onstruted by parabolizing an ellipti system, andPoisson terms an still be used for adaptation and ontrol of orthogonality [264℄,although less eetively than for ellipti equations. The solution proeeds by marh-ing, usually outward from solid boundaries, typially using impliit nite-diereningon the loally-linearized version of the governing equations. Boundary onditions arerequired on all boundaries. Sine there is no iteration, omputational osts are lowerthan for ellipti systems.Hyperboli methods simultaneously solve two equations in 2-D or three ones in3-D: typially, one equation speies the desired subregion density distribution whileany remaining ones (depending on the spatial dimension) speify orthogonality on-straints [344℄. The disrete solution methods used are similar to those for paraboli
209systems, above. Boundary onditions are required only on the surfae from whihthe marhing is to our, and admissible nowhere else. Thus the outer boundary isdetermined as part of the solution: a limitation, exept for exterior ows with \inn-ity" outer-boundary-onditions and for himera grids (see below). Although eÆient,and somewhat adaptable (by the introdution of seond-order foring funtions in thehomogeneous equations [197℄), these methods are inherently unable to ope (withoutollision of fronts) with anything other than simple, smooth geometries.4.4.6.2 Algebrai MethodsIn this lass of methods, the loations of verties in the omputational regionare speied expliitly in terms of mappings from regions with \simpler" geometry.Expliit speiation leads to the biggest advantage of these methods: their highspeed, ompared, say, to ellipti methods. The mappings most ommonly used areeither based on a onformal mapping [179, 252, 365℄ or on unidiretional [334, 365℄or transnite [137, 365℄ interpolation. Algebrai methods are most appliable tostrutured grids sine they presume a homeomorphism between the domain and itsimage under the mapping. Obviously, onformal mapping methods may also belassied as PDE methods.In onformal mappings it is only possible to partially speify the boundary vertexloations a-priori; in unidiretional interpolation a-priori loations may be fully spe-ied on only some of the boundaries; in transnite interpolation, a-priori loations,and possibly fae slopes, may be fully speied on all boundaries, as well as on arti-ial internal boundaries used for ontrol of disretization density, but all boundariesmust have mathing verties.Algebrai methods have several limitations. Conformal mappings are not suitable
210for omplex geometries and do not admit loal ontrol over disretization density, al-though muh progress has been made by use and extension of the Shwarz-Christoeltransformation [141℄ instead of a standard onformal mapping, or by use of multipleonformal mappings, eah simpler than the overall omposite one [180℄. Preise on-trol over grid quality by interpolation methods is diÆult, to the extent that thereis a tendeny for rossing of grid-lines, although that an be somewhat ountered bybasing the interpolation on normalized edge ar-length.Conformal and interpolation methods are often used in ombination, for example,with other PDE methods, as in [341℄. In partiular, transnite interpolation is oftenused to streth a disretization generated by a onformal mapping (whih is onlyappliable in 2-D), either into 3-D or into axisymmetri disretizations.4.4.6.3 Variational MethodsVariational methods, also alled optimization and energy methods, are basedon minimization of integrals over the entire omputational region of eld funtionsproviding whatever measure is required of the loal \lak of quality", typially aweighted ombination of non-orthogonality and non-smoothness.One method of performing the minimization is to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equa-tions of the variational problem and to solve these iteratively [58℄. Another methodis to disretize the variational integrals diretly and perform numerial optimizationon the resulting summations using a numerial optimization algorithm [63℄, suh asa onjugate-gradient method.Variational methods produe high-quality disretizations (although features likeorthogonality and smoothness are not always suÆient to ensure suitability for thesolution) and are well-suited for adaptation, but a major overall detration is their
211high ost and omplexity, espeially in 3-D. These methods are appliable to stru-tured and unstrutured grids.4.4.6.4 Voronoi-Based MethodsFor any set of distint points in a omputational region, eah point denes aunique onvex ell that enloses it and ontains every point in the omputationalregion loser to it than to any other point in the set. Suh a ell, alled a Voronoiell, has a surfae onsisting of planar polygonal faets, exept possibly at bound-aries of the omputational region. For any set of points, the set of (by denition,non-overlapping, onvex, bounded) Voronoi ells is unique, overs the entire ompu-tational region, and is alled a Dirihlet tessellation.A Delaunay triangulation for a omputational region is the spatial dual of theDirihlet tessellation. It is obtained by onneting the foal points of every twoVoronoi ells sharing a fae by a straight line segment to dene the edge of a tetrahe-dron. In 2-D, suh a triangulation is unique if no four Voronoi points are o-irular.Delaunay triangulations have several geometri features [126, 25, 26, 282℄ that aregenerally heuristially, and in some ases provably [304℄, assoiated with high gridquality, but more so in 2-D than in 3-D; for example, in 2-D the Delaunay trian-gulation maximizes the minimum angles in the subregion set, and is the losest onaverage to an equilateral triangulation. These properties have strongly ontributedto the appeal of Delaunay triangulations.In order to avoid the omputational expense of algorithms that obtain the trian-gulation by following the denition, alternative ones, based on Steiner triangulations,that is, inremental insertion of (Steiner) points, are used in pratie. A reliable andsimple one [403℄ uses the \irumsribing hypersphere property": starting from an
212easily generated, initial, oarse triangulation, points are inserted into the omputa-tional region and any triangles that onsequently fail to satisfy the above propertyare deleted, leaving an \insertion polyhedron" whose faes are then onneted to theinserted point to form new tetrahedra. Other algorithms [57℄ and variations of them[174℄ have also been developed.Voronoi-based methods are appliable almost exlusively to unstrutured gridsand are in widespread use due to their automatability, ability to disretize arbitrarygeometries, and the geometri properties of the resulting disretizations. One de-tration of these methods is that the point loud must be generated prior to thetriangulation. Points have been extrated from strutured (possibly overlapping)grids [184, 408℄, by tri-tree branhing subdivision [122℄, by methods involving om-bination with an advaning-front method [258, 29, 296, 238℄, and by other methods[23, 404℄. Another detration, and a fundamental one, is that Delaunay triangu-lations are most suited for isotropi problems, although strething has been usedto extend them to mildly non-isotropi problems with suess [237℄. Violation ofboundary onformality is another shortoming whih is, espeially in 3-D, diÆultbut possible [404℄ to overome.4.4.6.5 Advaning-Front MethodsThese methods are appliable with full generality to unstrutured grids, and, withrestritions, to strutured ones. Reent appliations are desribed in [277, 188℄ but[128, 359℄ appear to be the original publiations.Starting from a losed surfae of subregion faes (alled a \front"), single subre-gions are inrementally introdued by seleting a fae from the front and onstrutinga subregion sharing only that fae into an undisretized part of the omputational
213region. The front is \advaned" by \replaing" the shared fae with the other faesof the new subregion. The seletion of faes is usually guided to advane the frontmostly in one-element layers. The initial front is usually the surfae of a solid bound-ary, and the geometry of the subregions that are introdued is determined in aor-dane with length sales speifying size and diretional strething, often hosen toprodue the required subregion \quality", and often obtained by interpolation ofvalues speied on (the verties of) a bakground, oarser grid.Contemporaneous advane from multiple fronts is also possible, but requires ad-ditional ontrol [368, 238℄ to ensure adequate grid quality or to avoid failure of thealgorithm, espeially if initial fronts have greatly diering length-sales. As dier-ent fronts or dierent parts of the same front advane toward eah other or towardboundaries, they may be joined together by the addition of shared subregions. Theadvane may also be halted at an early stage leaving the remainder of the ompu-tational region to be disretized by an alternate method. Yet a third possibility,but with poorer ontrol over grid quality, is to allow the fronts to initially overlapand then to eliminate any overlap by multiple ontration mappings, as done withprismati grids in, for example, [187, 188℄.As for the Voronoi-based methods, the onnetivity map is built up as subre-gions are reated, but, in ontrast, speiation of a point loud is not required,although speiation of length sales and diretional strethings still is, and at aslight detriment to full automation. Though the optimality of the disretization inisotropi regions may be inferior to that of, say, a Delaunay triangulation, general-ity, automatability, and suitability for omplex geometries has been demonstrated[231, 232, 275℄, while amenability to diret and aurate ontrol of the diretionalsaling, alignment, inluded angles, and density distribution of subregions [17, 280℄
214has demonstrated exellent suitability for visous and turbulent ows.4.4.6.6 Cartesian MethodsThese methods aomplish the disretization by splitting the smallest hexahedronenlosing the omputational region with three sets of planes. The planes in eah setare parallel to the same pair of faes of the hexahedron, and eah of the three sets isassoiated with a dierent one of the three fae pairs. The resulting disretizationonsists of a ubi assembly of hexahedral subregions (ells), eah geometriallysimilar to the bounding hexahedron. Generalization to parallelepipeds is obvious.The disretization proess is unaltered by the presene or geometry of any internalboundaries. Therefore, unless perfetly aligned with ell boundaries, any internalboundary of the omputational region will ut through ells, resulting in a non-onformal grid.The use of \Cartesian grids" in Computational Fluid Dynamis appliations wasrst demonstrated satisfatorily for potential ows (in the transoni regime) [290℄then for Euler ows [79℄ and [46, 54℄. Adaptation was soon introdued for thepotential equations [424℄ and for the Euler equations [46, 101, 85, 246, 4℄. Sinethen, these methods have been suessfully extended to a wide range of ow regimesand ow problems, inluding invisid and low Reynolds number ows [48, 50, 102, 38,85, 291, 292, 245, 247℄, and have also been applied to a wide variety of problems withomplex physial proesses suh as ombustion [274℄, interfae phenomena [348℄, andothers [284℄.Cartesian methods are ideally suited for generation of strutured grids. They areapable of fully automated disretization of arbitrary geometries, are omputationallyeÆient, suitable for adaptivity, and obviate the need for independent generation of
215surfae grids. Their biggest disadvantage is the non-boundary-onformality whihleads to poor grid quality near boundaries, resulting in diÆulty of applying boundaryonditions aurately and in loss of auray, stability, and monotoniity, as well as inadditional ompliations in the ow-solver, espeially for unsteady ows (see setion4.4.8). These problems an sometimes [102, 103℄, but not always [85℄ be easilyoverome. The only other major disadvantage is that the surfae disretizations areditated mostly by the intersetion pattern with the ells instead of by the geometriproperties of the surfae.Adaptation in \Cartesian grids" has been introdued, ineÆiently for the general,multi-dimensional ase, by line-by-line renement in 2-D and plane-by-plane rene-ment in 3-D, and eÆiently and onviningly by \nesting" more rened Cartesian\pathes" onto parts of the original grid, possibly reursively [46, 291℄, in a mannersimilar to the use of overlapping grids (see below).4.4.6.7 Tree-Based MethodsTree-based methods [423℄ start with the smallest hexahedron, denoted the rootof the tree, that fully bounds the omputational region. The root is subdivided intoeight (hene the name otree) geometrially similar hexahedra (also alled ells), eahof whih may subsequently be divided in the same way, giving an overall reursiveproedure. Eah time a ell is subdivided, links are established from it to eah ofthe eight resulting subregions, giving the harateristi \tree" data-struture.Arbitrary resolution may be obtained at any loation in the omputational re-gion by appropriately hoosing the ells on whih to perform the subdivision. Thesubdivision proess is unaltered by the presene of boundaries so unless an interiorboundary aligns exatly with ell boundaries it will be \ut" by ells resulting in
216a \non-boundary-onformal" disretization. The subdivision may be ontinued ifdesired until the intersetion pattern for any ell is suÆiently \simple". Often thisis onsidered to our when the boundary is adequately represented by warped orurved faets formed by joining the intersetion points in individual ells. The 2-Danalog of the above uses retangles instead of hexahedra and the subdivision is intofour (hene the name quadtree) similar quadrilaterals.The basi proedure desribed above leads to the Cartesian sub-family of tree-based methods. While the non-tree-based Cartesian methods desribed above arewell suited to strutured grids, the tree-based variant is well-suited for unstruturedgrids. This is the most important dierene between the two variants; other dier-enes and similarities between them are obvious.The tetrahedral sub-family of the tree-based methods goes further than the Carte-sian one by subdividing eah terminal (that is, undivided or leaf) ell in the treeinto tetrahedra or triangles, either using heuristi algorithms [21℄, or systematially,for example, by using a Delaunay triangulation [65℄. Tri-trees have also been usedto generate triangular disretizations diretly [193℄. In all types of the tetrahedralsub-family, boundary onformality is almost always ultimately reovered, usually byrepositioning the bases of tetrahedra to math with the boundary surfaes, and byapplying a smoothing proedure, typially a Laplaian lter, to improve grid qualitynear boundaries.Tree-based methods have very similar advantages and disadvantages to the Carte-sian methods (see above). The major dierene is that tree-based methods are moreeÆiently adaptable. In the tetrahedral sub-family, the non-boundary onformalityis somewhat alleviated but at the expense of reourse to repositioning and smoothingalgorithms or other well-founded disretization algorithms, suh as a Delaunay-based
217one, to ensure adequate grid quality.4.4.6.8 Manual and Semi-Automati MethodsAll the methods presented so far are automati, that is, the disretization is de-termined by a mahine-exeuted algorithm. Manual speiation, possibly withinan interative program, is also possible. Suh programs also often establish theneighborhood and solution onnetivity maps automatially, but this is not nees-sary. Manual and semi-automati methods are appliable to strutured as well asunstrutured grids.4.4.6.9 Methods for Surfae GridsSurfae grids are not only subjet to the same onditions of grid quality imposedby the ow-solver on the eld grid, but are also subjet to additional geometrionditions, suh as the requirement for verties to lie on surfae-intersetion urves.The typial approah is to parameterize loal pathes of the surfae, performthe disretization on the resulting planar pathes in the parametri spae, and thentransform the disretization bak to the surfae path. Either ellipti methods orone of the three main unstrutured methods desribed above are usually used. Yetanother advantage of a Delaunay triangulation is that the path retains a least-energy\optimality" after inversion regardless of the mapping [304℄!Sine speial attention must be paid to geometri features that are diÆult toquantify, there is still strong reliane in surfae grid generation on interative andsemi-automated methods [232℄.
2184.4.7 Classiation by a Misellany of BasesIn addition to the two main lassiation bases desribed above, there are other,but less frequently used ones, often referring to the way in whih an \overall" gridis omposed from onstitutive, standard grids and generation methods.Boundary-Conformal vs. Non-Boundary-Conformal: The terms are syn-onymous with \body-tted" and \non-body-tted", respetively. This lassiationidenties whether subregions align with (or \onform" to) the boundaries whih theyare losest to. The prime example of a non-boundary-onforming disretization isthat generated by Cartesian methods whih are disussed above together with theimpliations of boundary-non-onformality.Multi-Blok vs. Single-Blok: Multi-blok methods, rst introdued in [216℄,employ multiple grid \bloks", eah overing a dierent \zone" of the omputationalregion. The bloks may either be non-overlapping [405℄, or, with the advantageof additional exibility, partially-overlapping [43℄. The bloks may be generatedindependently, but oupling to varying extents is often introdued to obtain smoothtransitions (in terms of volumes and fae-angles) aross zonal interfaes to avoidinreases in the trunation error. If there is no overlap of the bloks, speial treatmentto redue onservation violation [294℄ is required only if the subregion edges or faesnormal to the interfae do not align; in the partial-overlapping ase suh treatment(for the solution interpolation) aross the abutment [47℄ is always required.Sine eah blok is required to onform only to the geometry of its zone and sineit may be disretized using the most appropriate algorithm for its zonal geometry,the multi-blok approah has a strong divide-and-onquer advantage over the single-blok one. The proess is failitated by judiious zoning of the omputational region,whih has remained the most user-time-onsuming part of the proess, although
219progress in automating or semi-automating it and automating speiation of theblok-to-blok onnetivity and boundary onditions is being made [95, 10, 321, 96℄.Multi-blok methods introdue omplex-geometry apabilities and straightforwardparallelizability while, by using mostly strutured-grid bloks, largely preserving theadvantages of strutured grids.Hybrid vs. \Pure": In hybrid methods, dierent types of grid are used in dif-ferent parts of the omputational region. The dierene may refer to the generationmethod [191℄, to the onnetivity type [406, 409℄, or to both. These methods holdgreat promise sine the overall grid an exploit the strengths of dierent types andmethods to best suit loal requirements. A prime example where this is useful wouldbe in high Reynolds number ows. The hybrid lassiation is a generalization of themulti-blok lassiation and both methods share the same major ompliations anddisadvantages: the need to onnet dierent grids and the need for speial treatmentaross omponent interfaes.Prismati vs. Non-Prismati: A prismati disretization [191, 397℄ is a vol-ume disretization obtained by extruding the edges of the subregion set of a dis-retized losed surfae away from that surfae to another, possibly imaginary, outerlosed surfae. The enlosed regions dened by the extrusion are alled \prisms",and eah subregion of the inner surfae therefore beomes assoiated with a singleprism. The olletion of prisms may subsequently be ut by one or more losednon-interseting surfaes lying stritly between the innermost and outermost onesto reate layers of volume subregions. Suh a set of (one or more) layers is alled aprismati disretization. The onnetivity sets for any two layers are isomorphi. Ifh-renement (see 4.5) is performed in any subregion, it must also be applied to allthe subregions that lie the same prism otherwise, the \prismati harater" will be
220destroyed. Prismati grids are usually unstrutured sine the surfae disretizationis usually unstrutured, but this is not a dening harateristi.The high degree of ontrol that an be exerised over the strething in the normaldiretion and the amenability to h-adaptation (see 4.5) make this method ideallysuited for visous ows, even more so than boundary-onformal strutured grids.By Grid \Topology": This lassiation is appliable only to strutured gridsor to the bloks of a multi-blok grid: O-, H-, C-, and L-topologies refer to the waythe strutured grid wraps around internal boundaries and whether and how the outerboundaries of the omputational region join eah other. Combination topologies suhas C-H are also possible. The topologies in most ommon use in 3-D are desribedin [121℄.Chimera or Overlapping vs. Non-Overlapping: In the himera approah[43℄, dierent boundaries or dierent parts of the same boundary are individually\tted" by single independently-generated grids whih may overlap eah other toarbitrary extents. Sine omplex geometries an always be split into simpler, moreeasily disretized omponents, this approah simplies the grid generation task, andto the extent that only strutured grids are needed. However, data dupliation andthe neessity for ontinual interpolation of the solution data aross overlap zonesredue omputational eÆieny so the overlap must be restrited and therefore theapproah is only feasible for moderately omplex geometries. Interpolation also in-trodues the major detration of these methods; namely, the ontinual introdutionof onservation-violating errors into the solution. Although suh error soures arearguably tolerable for steady and smooth ows, they make this method unattrativefor unsteady ows with disontinuities.Note that subregion overlap does not violate the denition of a grid sine no over-
221lap is allowed within individual grids and eah grid and the orresponding solutionare treated individually.Semi-Strutured vs. Strutured or Unstrutured: This lassiation isoften used to distinguish between fully unstrutured grids and \more regularly stru-tured" ones. For example, if in an advaning front method, the advane is stritlylayer by layer, the term \advaning layer" may be used and the method lassied as asemi-strutured approah. In this example, the onnetivity is typially implementedas it would be for an unstrutured grid although the grid is atually \struturable".Tree-Based or Hierarhial vs. Non-Hierarhial: These terms have beendened above, and the meaning of this lassiation is self-evident.Multi-Grid vs. Single-Grid: Multi-grid methods use a sequene of over-lapping grids of suessively inreasing resolution to over the same omputationalregion. Eah grid has a representation of the solution assoiated with it and thesesolutions are ylially transferred between suessive members of the sequene withthe goal of aelerating onvergene.Traveling or Moving vs. Stationary: If any part of the omputational regionor its disretization hanges loation in the global referene frame used in the ow-solver during the omputation, the grid is onsidered to be of the moving type. Anygrid in whih there is r-adaptation (see 4.5) is a moving grid.\Gridless" vs. \Grid-Requiring": Pioneered in [32℄, gridless methods per-form omputations on a \loud" of points instead of on subregion sets, and withoutexpliitly establishing neighborhood onnetivity maps between the points. One on-sequene of this is that neighborhood onnetivity must be re-evaluated during everyiteration or solution step, a proedure desribed in setion 4.3 above as omputation-ally inadvisable, with omplexity at best log(n) (that is, worse than the omplexity
222of the solution algorithm for an expliit method). Although sometimes laimed to doso, this approah does not obviate the need to enfore grid quality sine the relativeloations of points will be subjet to the almost the same set of rules that apply tosubregion shapes, alignments, and density distributions.4.4.8 Strutured vs. Unstrutured Grids4.4.8.1 Computational EÆienyStrutured grids have three main eÆieny advantages over unstrutured grids:(I) Lower memory requirements: Sine the neighborhood onnetivity tuplesfor a strutured grid may be ast in a form that makes them idential for all interiorsubregions, storage is neessary of only one neighborhood onnetivity tuple for allthe interior subregions. The onnetivity tuple for eah subregion in an unstruturedgrid must, in the worst (and also the most ommon) ase, be expliitly stored.(II) Lower exeution overhead: Sine the repeated onnetivity tuple for in-terior subregions of a strutured grid an be reonstruted by simple arithmeti, thattuple an be enoded in the program instrutions instead of being expliitly stored,using the onstants 1; :::; m in the denition. This redues the data transfer to andfrom main memory ompared to unstrutured grids and so inreases exeution speed.Sine the resulting \onnetivity instrutions" are very simple, the length of the in-strution set for loops dependent on onnetivity data is not signiantly inreasedand an easily be designed to t in the instrution ahe. By better exploitation ofthe data-ahe, strutured grids also allow better exploitation of devies used to im-prove proessor utilization, espeially instrution pipelining. Improved managementof the data-ahe is possible for strutured grids beause always at least some of thesubregions that are geometrially adjaent are stored adjaently in memory. By on-trast, unstrutured grid implementations are haraterized by frequent ahe-misses.
223(III) Greater Vetorizability: This follows diretly from the sequential stor-age arrangement for strutured grids ompared to the more random arrangement forunstrutured grids. However, the inferior parallelizability of strutured grids om-pared to unstrutured ones is more likely to oset this advantage, espeially as theparallelization sales inrease with time.The relative advantages desribed above are hardware-dependent, and are notsigniantly diminished by the ompliations introdued by the need to exeptionallyhandle the boundary subregions in strutured grids.Exept in the situation desribed in the next paragraph, the omputational ad-vantages of strutured grids arry over with little loss to regularly-strutured grids.In the example represented in gure 4.5, introdution of an operation for omputingmemory addresses of neighbors is neessary, but its simpliity and length result inlittle adverse onsequenes.In addition to the above basi advantages, the ordering properties of struturedgrids oer two main omposite advantages over unstrutured grids: (i) in any sit-uation involving large-sale matrix or vetor operations on the subregion or solu-tion vetor sets (e.g. inversion of the impliit operator for an impliit fatorizationsheme), matries an often be expressed in banded form, leading to signiant gainsin omputational eÆieny; and (ii) although several suessful attempts to devisesweep paths on unstrutured grids [164℄, line-sweep solution algorithms are morediÆult to apply with unstrutured grids generally, and require additional memoryand proessing overhead.Strutured grids enable highly eÆient utilization of proessing apaity, and thebest possible utilization of memory. These grids an therefore play the additionalrole of presenting a benhmark for omputational eÆieny.
2244.4.8.2 Negotiation of Complex GeometriesBy introdution of appropriate branh uts, any omputational region, no matterhow multiply onneted an be made homeomorphi to a square in 2-D or a ubein 3-D. This requires dierent parts of the boundary of the ube or square to be as-signed the boundary onditions orresponding to those of the pre-image boundariesand branh uts. Sine a strutured grid an always be generated for a square or aube, the inverse mapping (whih always exists for a homeomorphism, and is alsoa homeomorphism) is guaranteed to produe a strutured grid for the original ge-ometry. Therefore, a strutured grid exists for any omputational region. However,the major obstale to widespread use of strutured grids for omplex geometries isthat homeomorphisms having the above properties must be expressed in a funtionalform before they an be used. This is diÆult, the more so the more \omplex" thegeometry of the domain. Even more diÆult is to nd and express homeomorphismsthat result in aeptable grid quality in their domain, that is, the omputational re-gion. An easier alternative, but with obvious penalties, to nding a homeomorphismthat satises the above requirements fully, is to nd one that additionally maps partor all of some unwanted regions (suh as interiors of solid bodies) and then to applyappropriate \interior" boundary onditions in the transformed region [88℄.By eliminating the onstraint of isomorphism of the neighborhood tuples for in-terior subregions of strutured grids, unstrutured methods disretize the omputa-tional region diretly rather than a transformed region. By doing so, they introdueadditional exibility in the spatial disretization and admit more preise and diretontrol over grid quality. This makes unstrutured grids more suitable for omplexgeometries. Sine \unstrutured methods" require no mapping to be found, theyare also more readily automated, and as desribed in setion 4.5 more amenable to
225h-adaptation. These advantages turn out to be deisive for 3-D omplex geometries,and they were the main motivation for the development of unstrutured grids. Themulti-blok approah greatly failitates the appliation of strutured grid approahesfor omplex geometries, and therefore remains a viable alternative to unstruturedgrids for general, semi-automated disretization of omplex geometries.4.4.8.3 Inuenes on the Solution QualityThe solution quality, espeially the auray, reliability, and extent of onver-gene, obtainable by use of strutured grids is often laimed to be superior to thatobtainable with unstrutured grids of similar resolution. The ve (geometri) fea-tures allegedly onferring this superiority and their eets on the solution quality areas follows: Alignment: Greater alignment of subregion edges or faes with the loal ow di-retion redues numerial diusion, and is therefore an important onsiderationfor visous and turbulent ow omputations. Alignment beomes inreasinglyimportant with inreasing speed or energy of the ow. Although alignment animprove auray, dependene on it (that is, on diretional biasing) to do soan redue the reliability of the solution. Orthogonality: Greater orthogonality between subregion edges and faes de-reases the trunation error in general, and some omputations, for example,those involving algebrai turbulene models, appear highly sensitive to it. Atsolid surfaes, orthogonality allows more aurate appliation of boundary on-ditions. Diretional saling: Greater ompatibility between the diretional length sales
226of subregions and the diretional length sales of the loal ow improves au-ray and utilization of omputational resoures. Smoothness (in variation of subregion volumes): Greater smoothness improvesauray by dereasing the trunation error. Boundary onformality: Loss of auray, stability, or reliability are often at-tributed to non-onformality. However, the ausality is onneted more ana-lytially with the deterioration that aompanies non-onformality in one ormore of the above four measures [85℄.Strutured grids are laimed to ahieve higher quality beause they inherentlylead to greater satisfation of the above features. Closer examination of these laims,however, reveals onfusion between geometri hoies and intrinsi properties: gen-eration methods for unstrutured grids most ommonly produe triangles in 2-Dand tetrahedra in 3-D. These shapes are preferable (mostly beause they more read-ily allow ontrol over subregion volumes) but not mandatory; quadrilaterals andhexahedra are also possible. The lak of alignment, orthogonality, and diretionalsaling \presumed" for unstrutured grids should more orretly be assoiated withthe geometri shapes of triangles and tetrahedra than with intrinsi properties ofunstrutured grids.The greater alignment ahievable with strutured grids is atually alignment withboundaries and not ows; it is only advantageous when ows are strongly alignedwith surfaes. Although this usually holds whenever alignment is important, e.g.for high-speed visous ows, the following should be reognized regarding this ad-vantage: (i) its oinidental origin; (ii) its failure for non-boundary-aligned features;and (iii) that arbitrary alignment an better be aomplished by r-adaptation based
227on the solution, not the geometry, and that r-adaptation is equally appliable toboth lasses of neighborhood-onnetivity grid type. The best ombination of gridquality, inluding alignment, orthogonality, and diretional saling, an be ahievedby ombined r- and h-adaptation and this is more appliable to unstrutured thanto strutured grids. An argument similar to the above applies to the diretionalsaling feature, and, to a lesser extent (sine some types of strutured grid automat-ially maximize it as part of the generation proess), to the orthogonality feature.Therefore, unstrutured grids have the greater potential to ontrollably and preiselysatisfy the above features to arbitrary extents.Any advantages of strutured grids related to solution-quality only hold whenthe omparison is made with inompletely-developed or inappropriate unstruturedtehniques. These apparent advantages an only derease as unstrutured tehniquesdevelop and improve.4.4.8.4 The VerditThe above omparison desribes the relative strengths and weaknesses of the twoonnetivity-lassied grid types. Although this omparison alone leads to a deisivehoie for ertain types of problems, the most general priniple is that the seletionfor eah problem must be independently evaluated as desribed in setions 4.4.2 and4.4.3.4.5 Grid AdaptationExtensive reviews of this subjet appear in [361, 328, 366, 235℄.
2284.5.1 DenitionsAdaptation of a grid is dened as its modiation to make it more \suitable" forthe solution or for hanges in (the geometry of) the Computational Region. In man-ual adaptation, all the required modiations are externally speied by hangingthe data or the algorithm during interruptions of the omputation. In automatiadaptation, all modiations are internally determined by a xed mahine-exeutedalgorithm that performs the entire omputation. Adaptations in pratie sometimesfall between these two extremes.Denition: Grid G = hE ;NC;SCi is solution adaptive i E (and hene G)may hange during a omputation in at least partial dependene on the solution.By denition, E is hanged by the introdution, deletion, deformation, or trans-lation of any subregion in it. Introdution or deletion of subregions requires modi-ation of NC and SC, but this is not mandatory for deformations or translations.Denition: Grid G = hE ;NC;SCi for Computational Region CR is geometryadaptive i CR may hange during a omputation.A hange in CR by denition requires a hange in its grid.In the rst denition above, the required dependene is on the values of the solu-tion; dependene on hanges in the values of the solution, due to either onvergeneor evolution in time, follows impliitly. In the seond denition, the required depen-dene is on hange in (the geometry of) the Computational Region; modiation ofa grid in response to stationary geometri features is more appropriately onsideredas part of grid generation, even if atually implemented within an adaptive frame-work. Any problem in whih the Computational Region varies with time (that is, anyproblem in whih the boundaries of the Computational Region vary with time, in-luding the boundaries of any solid objets immersed in the ow-eld), inluding any
229problem with oupling between interfaes and ows, requires geometri adaptation.4.5.2 The Role and Benets of AdaptationThe role and benets of geometri adaptation are evident from the relevant de-nitions in the preeding setion. Therefore, exept towards its end, this sub-setionmostly fouses on the role and benets of solution adaptation.The main roles and benets of suessful solution adaptation are the redution ofthe storage-spae requirements, and the redution of the overall omputational-eortrequirements for a omputational solution whih is required to meet ertain loal orglobal targets related to auray, resolution, delity, or some other desideratum. Atypial suh target is the satisfation of a minimum loal solution auray every-where in the Computational Region. As may be expeted from the above desription,solution adaptation is often alternatively desribed in terms of an optimization orminimization proedure.The redutions desribed in the preeding paragraph an be ahieved beause theminimum intensities of spatial or temporal resolutions required to meet the targetsor objetives of a omputation often vary over a Computational Region. Eonomionsiderations in suh ases imply that the density distribution of subregions in theComputational Region, and hene the distribution of omputational-resoure alloa-tion, should be optimized for the targets or objetives of the omputation, whateverthese may be. Solution adaptation provides a means for eetively aomplishingthis optimization.A onrete example of the need for the optimization desribed in the preedingparagraph is a situation where the purpose of a hydrodynami omputation is tostudy a spei loalized ow-feature with high auray, with little interest in the
230remainder of the oweld. In this ase, it would be desirable to resolve the far-eldregion only to the extent that the solution error in it aets the solution error inthe region of main interest beyond an aeptable level. Another onrete example,and one that applies to all omputations, is related to bounding the loal solutionerror, and ultimately, the global error. For example, suppose that a omputation isto satisfy a ertain loal trunation error requirement throughout the ComputationalRegion. Sine the trunation error in a omputation depends on the loal solutionand on the loal subregion or element dimension, it would be best to have loalontrol over the element size in order to ahieve the objetives of the omputation.Without suh loal ontrol, the subregion set will, for example, have to be uniformlyrened throughout the Computational Region in order to meet the desired aurayobjetive, ausing unneessary onsumption of omputational resoures.The redutions in omputational eort that are ahievable by solution adaptationfor large-sale gasdynami omputations are typially estimated at one [38℄ or oneto two [228℄ orders of magnitude ompared to the ase where a uniformly-rened ad-equate grid is used. It should be noted that, depending on the manner in whih theadaptation is aomplished, suh redutions are often ahieved with omputationsthat are even an order of magnitude slower on an element-by-element basis than theirfastest non-adaptive variants. The atual redution ahieved with a spei ompu-tation is strongly dependent on the solution features, on the solution tehnique used,on the number of elements in the subregion set, and on the adaptation tehniquesused. In omputations with large dierenes in length sales, or where the overallauray, onvergene, or reliability of the solution depends strongly on resolutionof the smaller length sales, the proportional savings from the irumvention of aroughly uniform resolution at the nest required length sale an be several orders
231of magnitude. In any situation, suh redutions or savings an expand the envelopeof problems omputable with the available hardware apabilities.The generi benet of solution adaptation desribed above may be viewed fromdierent angles, depending on the spei appliation. The remainder of this sub-setion is mostly devoted to a desription of some of these angles for spei examples,and to a desription of some of speial requirements of solution adaptation for theseexamples.For omputations of steady-state problems, the minimal resolution distributionrequired within the Computational Region to meet the objetives of a omputa-tion annot generally be predited a-priori and, even if it ould, may not easily bespeied within or produed by the grid generation algorithm. Solution adaptationenables the subregion density distribution to be modied to better suit the solutionas it onverges. In this ontext, solution adaptation may be viewed as aiding thetask of generating an appropriate initial grid, or as an extension to the grid genera-tion algorithm. For steady-state problems, manual adaptation, wherein the solutionalgorithm is oasionally restarted with the grid modied in aordane with thelatest solution, and possibly the judgment of the user, is often also feasible.For omputations of transient problems, the minimal resolution distribution re-quired within the Computational Region to meet the objetives of a omputationhanges as the solution proeeds. Solution adaptation allows the subregion densitydistribution to ontinuously vary with the solution. Here, the manual alternative isless feasible, and if hosen, exept for simple problems, usually results in waste ofresoures due to unneessary resolution that must be introdued to ompensate forinability to aurately predit the evolution of the solution.In addition to modiation of subregion density distributions, solution adapta-
232tion an also be used to improve grid quality by loalized modiation of subregionshapes, as mentioned in the preeding sub-setion. For example, the aspet ratio,the alignment, or the preise loation of ell faes may be modied to better suitthe solution. The dierent means of modifying the grid by solution adaptation aredisussed further below in this setion.For problems with moving boundaries, the primary role of adaptation, and in par-tiular, geometri adaptation, is to enable a omputation to be performed. Therefore,for this ategory of problems, geometri adaptation expands the envelope of om-putable problems qualitatively rather than quantitatively.Solution-adaptation and geometri-adaptation may be ombined, allowing theeonomi solution of physially-omplex problems suh as those involving uid-struture interations with multiple disparate ow-related length sales.Whether for steady-state or transient problems, and whether for simple or om-plex problems, the advantages of automati adaptation of the initial grid are lear,but risks are also introdued.4.5.3 The Constituents and Workings of A Solution-Adaptive MethodIn order to better design or analyze a solution-adaptive sheme, or to betterpredit its properties or behavior, or in order to enable more useful omparisonsbetween dierent adaptive shemes, it is neessary to divide suh a sheme intosmaller omponents that an be more readily understood and analyzed. It is nowgenerally reognized [228℄ that a solution-adaptive omputational sheme an beonveniently separated into the following three main omponents:1. The Adaptation Indiators: These are funtions that ompute pre-speiedparameters, suh as the loal solution error, that in turn imply desired param-
233eter values of the loal subregion set, suh as the optimal loal length-sale;2. The Grid Optimization Criteria: These are funtions that determine whatadaptation ation should be performed based on the values of the adaptationindiators; and,3. The Adaptation Operators: These are funtion that eet the desired adap-tation in the grid.Eah of the three omponents listed above is desribed in detail further below inthis sub-setion, with emphasis on its alternative possible forms and funtions.The spei form and funtion of eah of the three omponents desribed aboveannot be hosen in isolation: the three omponents must be ompatible, and mustbe hosen or designed to work well with eah other.In addition to the three omponents identied above, a solution-adaptive method-ology requires a solution algorithm that allows for hanges in the grid during thesolution proess, at least between iterations or time-steps.For manual adaptation, visual evaluation of a solution is sometimes used insteadof automated evaluation of adaptation indiators and grid optimization riteria. Thisapproah has the obvious disadvantages.4.5.3.1 Adaptation IndiatorsThese are funtions that measure the intensity or magnitude of parameters thatare to be used to drive the adaptation proess. These parameters may depend onthe solution values, on the temporal rates of hange of the solution values, on thespatial gradients of the solution values, on measures of grid quality (suh as measuresof skewedness, or orthogonality), or on any other variable, whether loal or global,whih is desired to have an inuene on the adaptation of the grid.
234Ideally, an adaptation indiator should be learly-related to the spei prop-erty against whih the use of omputational resoures is to be optimized. Ideally, anadaptation indiator should also be a salar or eld funtion that an be evaluated indenite, losed form exlusively from readily-available quantities that depend onlyon the disrete solution or other known quantities. An adaptation indiator thatmeets the ideals desribed above ould be used to guide the grid adaptation proessrobustly and aurately, to ahieve the desired optimization of the use of omputa-tional resoures.From the pratial point of view, other desirable features that should be possessedby an adaptation indiator are as follows [229℄:1. Computational eonomy;2. Non-dimensionality;3. Boundedness in value; and,4. Ability to detet not only strong and dominant features, but also importantbut weak features.The most valuable and the most ommonly sought adaptation indiators are onesthat attempt to measure the solution error, espeially ones that do so using only thedisrete solution data. This holds even if these adaptation indiators do not fullysatisfy the remaining ideals desribed in the preeding paragraph. Measures of thesolution error inlude, for example, the loal trunation, loal dispersion, or loalampliation error. Beause estimates of the solution error are the most ommonparameters used in adaptation indiators, the latter are typially also alled errorindiators or error detetors.
235Having an aurate estimate of the error in a disrete solution is valuable beausesuh an estimate is a key omponent in any omputational methodology that providesthe user of the omputational solution with a numerial riterion to assess the utilityof the solution, and to assess the faith that an be plaed in it for its end uses. Thepratial value of an adaptation indiator derived from the solution error is thereforevery high.Unfortunately, the solution error for most omputations in applied pratie is verydiÆult to determine, and therefore very diÆult to inorporate into an adaptationindiator. Aurate measures of the solution error an typially only be developed forsimple, salar, linear problems. For omputational solution of systems of nonlinearequations using a Finite-Volume Sheme, there are no general methods that an beapplied in all irumstanes to aurately obtain a-priori estimates of the solutionerror or even the trunation error. However, there are several methods of limitedvalidity that an give reasonable estimates in a wide variety of ases.Among the most popular methods of estimating the trunation error, even forsystems of Partial Dierential Equations, are those based on the Taylor Series Ex-pansion of the disrete equations solved (as shown in a brief example in the nextsub-sub-setion), inluding methods based on the Rihardson Extrapolation Teh-nique [307℄. Methods based on the Rihardson Extrapolation Tehnique estimatethe error by grid onvergene studies, or by omparing the onvergene rates withdierent stenils [307℄. The family of Rihardson Extrapolation Tehniques, how-ever, is sensitive to loal length-sale variations, and loses its validity, auray, andreliability in regions of high gradient, whih is where auray in estimating the erroris usually needed the most. These tehniques are also more diÆult to use auratelyfor omputations of transient problems, or for omputations with mixed orders of
236auray.Beause of the diÆulty of omputing the error in disrete solutions, many adap-tation indiators revert to the simple assumption that regions of high gradient in thedisrete solution are assoiated with regions of high loal error in the solution. Thispoint is re-iterated and disussed further in the next sub-sub-setion.The System of Euler Equations is an example of a oupled, nonlinear systemwhih presents many of the diÆulties desribed in the preeding three paragraphsfor the development of an ideal adaptation indiator based on the solution error. Themost suitable and the most ommonly-used adaptation indiators for omputationswith The System of Euler Equations are disussed in detail in Setion 6.5.4.5.3.2 Grid Optimization CriteriaThese are funtions whih determine, from the values of the adaptation indiators,the following: (i) whether the grid requires adaptation in a ertain region; and,(ii) the type of adaptation or modiation that should be performed. The type ofadaptation that may be performed depends on the adaptive sheme: it ould be ahange in the loal length sale, suh as in loal renement or loal oarsening, itould be a reloation in the Computational Region of a set of ells or verties, itould be a re-alignment or loalized deformation of one or more ells, or it ouldeven be a hange in the loal solution sheme. These possibilities are disussed inmore detail in the next sub-setion.The grid optimization riteria typially operate by omputing the optimal valuefor some key parameters, say, of the loal subregion geometry, suh as the loallength sale, from the values of the adaptation indiators, and then omparing thisoptimal value with the orresponding atual value. Based on the omparison, the
237grid optimization riteria determine the neessary ation to be performed in therelevant subregion set.Grid optimization riteria are often expressed in terms of interval tests, toleraneheks, or limit heks, and they must inorporate in them the omplete manner inwhih the optimality of the grid is dened in terms of the adaptation indiators.Perhaps the most ommonly used grid optimization riteria are ones motivatedby the Priniple of Equidistribution of Error [365℄, whih requires that thespatial resolution should be distributed over the Computational Region so as to givea uniform distribution of the loal error throughout the Computational Region.As an example of the onstrution of a grid optimization riterion in general,and from the \equidistribution" priniple in partiular, onsider the speial ase ofa smooth salar eld funtion , whih is approximated by the disrete solution ~.In the limit of grid resolution for a sheme that is rst-order-aurate in spae, theloal error, , whih given by  =   ~, is aurately approximated by the trunationerror, and hene from the orresponding Taylor Expansion, via the equation = jrj ' r~ (4.1)where all terms are as dened above. In this ase, an appropriate hoie for theadaptation indiator is learly the loal error  in Equation 4.1. The equidistributionpriniple here an be expressed as a relation between the loal error and the optimumloal length-sale. Sine the numerial sheme onsidered in this example is rst-order-aurate in spae, the relation will be of the spei formdopt = k (4.2)where  is as in Equation 4.1, dopt is the optimum loal length sale, given, for exam-ple, by the optimum length-sale or dimension of the subregion or the omputational
238ell being analyzed, k is a global onstant for the Computational Region, and all theother terms are as dened above. Equation 4.2 again follows from the Taylor Expan-sion for the speial ase being onsidered here. A very appropriate grid optimizationriterion in this ase would be one that is based on the evaluation of the equationdopt = kr~where all terms are as dened above. Thus, dopt is the optimum loal length salewith whih the atual loal length sale would be ompared to determine the ationto be taken for the relevant subregion. The grid optimization riterion in this asemay be speially formulated in the following onditional form, where d is theatual loal length sale: (i) if d  dopt, where  > 1 is some numerial onstant,say, equal to 2.5, then rene the loal omputational ell; otherwise, (ii) if d  dopt,where  < 1 is another numerial onstant, say, equal to 0.4, then oarsen the loalomputational ell.As an be predited from its denition, the \equidistribution" priniple is diÆultto implement for omplex systems of equations, mostly beause of the diÆulty ofapproximating the solution error with suÆient auray for suh systems (that is,mostly beause of the diÆulty of formulating suitable adaptation indiators for suhsystems, as disussed in the preeding sub-sub-setion). For example, error estimatesbased on a Taylor Expansion, suh as that of Equation 4.1 an usually only be derivedif the governing equations and the solution algorithm are simple and well understood,and if the solution is smooth. In non-smooth regions (suh as aross disontinuities,whih in the limit introdue an innite gradient), the basis for using errors derivedfrom a Taylor Expansion is lost, and the values of the approximation to the gradient,for example, r~ in Equation 4.1, beome a highly misleading indiator of the error.
239Similar diÆulties arise with nonlinear and oupled systems of equations. The useof tehniques based on the Rihardson Extrapolation within an adaptation indiatorto estimate the error, and the limitations of suh tehniques, were briey disussedin the preeding sub-sub-setion.In addition to the diÆulty of estimating the error for orret use of the \equidis-tribution" priniple, another obstale to the widespread use of the priniple is thatits basis is not ompletely sound beause the relation between loal and global erroris not straightforward, espeially for nonlinear or hyperboli problems. Furthermore,in many situations, the \equidistribution" priniple is not the most appropriate be-ause the objetive of the omputation is better met by a non-uniform distributionof error. Still, the main aim of the equidistribution priniple, redution of the loalerror in regions where it is believed high, remains the basis underlying most of theadaptation shemes in ommon use for hydrodynami omputations.Beause of the diÆulty of formulating adaptation indiators that auratelymeasure the solution error, most adaptive shemes used in hydrodynami omputa-tions are founded on a widely-aepted, but approximate, general priniple relatingthe trunation omponent of the error to the loal element dimension. This prinipleis that, depending on the order of auray of a sheme, the loal trunation erroris generally proportional to the spatial or temporal rst- or higher-derivatives of thesolution. If aurate expressions for the trunation error an be formulated, thepriniple of equidistribution of error an, if desired, be applied diretly as the gridoptimization riterion, espeially if the solution is smooth. Otherwise, the grid opti-mization riterion may simply be onstruted to require a higher resolution (that is,a smaller element dimension) in regions where the magnitudes of the rst- or higher-gradients of some hosen ombination of solution-dependent variables are greater. In
240other words, a general guiding priniple is to assume an error estimate of the formof Equation 4.1, despite the limitations of this form as disussed above. If the latterapproah is adopted, the hoie of variables whose gradient is being assessed mustreet the physial phenomena and the system of equations involved. This approahis often haraterized by the use of ad ho physial arguments and the adoptionof an ad ho funtional relationship assoiating the optimal element dimension tothe magnitude of the gradient. These ad ho hoies invariably limit the generalityand the eetiveness of the overall adaptive sheme ompared to the ideal, optimaladaptive sheme.For adaptive methods that use loal renement and oarsening (that is, h-adaptation,as dened and desribed in detail in the next sub-setion), four dierent forms of thead ho types of grid optimization riteria desribed above are ommonly used in ur-rent pratie. Beause of the diret relevane of suh methods to the work presentedin this dissertation, and beause of their relative suess in generating aeptably ro-bust and eÆient solution-adaptive tehniques, eah of these four methods is brieyoutlined below.The rst, and possibly most popular, grid optimization riterion for h-adaptation,is a natural and intuitive methodology, apparently rst published in Referene [189℄.The priniple of the methodology is as follows: if any of the adaptation indiatorsfor any given ell exeeds a threshold assoiated with that indiator, then the ell isdetermined to be under-rened, and is targeted for renement. For orret behavior,the threshold should also be partly determined by the dimension of the ell. Similarly,if all of the adaptation indiators fall below their orresponding thresholds for thedimension of that ell, then the ell is determined to be over-rened, and is targetedfor oarsening. The grid renement riterion of this methodology may be expressed
241through the following test on the value of the left-hand sidejj   + kr (4.3)while the grid oarsening riterion may be expressed through the following test onthe value of the left-hand side jj <    k (4.4)where, for both of the above expressions, jj represents the value of the adaptationindiator for the variable , jj represents the value of that adaptation indiator inell ,  is the arithmeti average of the adaptation indiator value for variable aross all the ells in the grid, 0  kr and 0  k are some onstants that respetivelysale the renement and oarsening adaptation riteria for the variable  and for thegiven ell size, and  is the statistial standard deviation of the adaptation indiatorfor the variable  aross all the ells in the grid. The eet of the ell dimensionmay either be aounted for in the values of kr and k by formulating these terms toinlude a divisor by, say, the length sale of the ell raised to some power greater thanone, or, alternatively, by formulating the adaptation indiator to inlude a multiplierof the length sale of the ell raised to some power greater than one.The quantities  and  in Equations 4.3 and 4.4 are omputed using the re-spetive standard disrete denitions; namely: = 1n nX=1 jjand  = vuut 1n nX=1 (jj   )2where n is the total number of ells in the grid, and all other terms are as denedabove. Sine the kr and k may take independent values for dierent variables ,
242the adaptive methodology allows for seletive emphasis on the adaptation of dierentfeatures.A speial ase of the grid optimization riterion just desribed is when  isnot omputed and not onsidered, and this ase is equivalent to setting  = 0 inEquations 4.3 and 4.4.The seond grid optimization riterion is based on testing the following onditionfor the left-hand side: jj   minmax   min   (4.5)where min = minfj1j ; :::; jnjg is the minimum value of the adaptation indiatorfor the variable  among all the ells in the grid, max = maxfj1j ; :::; jn jg is themaximum value of the adaptation indiator for the variable  among all the ells inthe grid,  is eetively the adaptation threshold, and n is as dened above.The third grid optimization riterion is based on testing the value of the followingexpression: l2 jr2jjrj+  j ~j (4.6)where l is the ell dimension, ~ is the arithmeti mean of the value of  in ell and all its immediate neighbors,   1 is a onstant used to tune the optimizationriterion, and all other terms are as dened above. Inluding the rst derivative in thedenominator prevents the inreasing of the attration of renement by disontinuitiesas they beome more resolved, while inluding the mean in the denominator preventsmaxima from exessively attrating renement. A typial value for  is 0:1.The fourth grid optimization riterion is based on evaluating the uxes at the ellfaes using a method whose order of auray is higher than that of the method beingused in the omputation, and then omparing the higher-order-aurate and lower-order-aurate ux values: if the dierene exeeds a given threshold, then renement
243is indiated; otherwise, renement is not indiated. Using this tehnique is onlyfeasible if a higher-order-aurate approximation for the uxes is available. In thismethod, the adaptation indiator is the dierene between the lower-order-aurateand the higher-order-aurate ux values, while the grid optimization riterion is theset of rules that ompare the value of the adaptation indiators with the values ofthe appropriate thresholds, and then determine whether to rene or to oarsen a ell.4.5.3.3 Adaptation OperatorsThese are the operators that perform the required modiations to the grid toinrease its optimality in aordane with the requirements of the hosen adaptationindiators and the hosen grid optimization riteria. In addition to performing therequired renement, oarsening, reloation or other adaptation modiation, theseoperators must perform all the required subsidiary operations in the adaptive sheme.Examples of suh subsidiary operations inlude the exeution of any neessary modi-ations in the data-strutures related to the grid, or in the values of global variables.4.5.4 Classiation and Comparison of Adaptation MethodsOne the proess of determining the desired loal length sales in terms of thesolution or geometry variables has been established, in aordane with whateveradaptation indiators and grid optimization riteria have been seleted, the nextstep is to adapt the grid in response to dierenes between the extant and the \re-ommended" or \desired" sales, possibly in aordane with pre-speied thresholds.There are four distint methods, possibly usable in ombination, for doing so:1. r-adaptation;2. h-adaptation;
2443. p-adaptation; and4. adaptation by grid regeneration (or \remeshing").In r-adaptation (reloation- or redistribution-adaptation) variations in subregiondensity are aomplished by drawing subregions away from regions where lowerresolution is required into regions where higher resolution is required [166, 229℄.Only translation and deformation are used, typially guided by an optimization or aweighted Laplaian funtion [58℄, or by a \spring analogy" formulation [31, 259, 117℄.This method is most suited for steady ows. For unsteady ows, appliationof r-adaptation is made more involved by the need to additionally solve grid mo-tion equations, and to expliitly enfore geometri onservation laws, and beausegrid distortion, exept for simple ows, usually destroys grid quality, espeially nearboundaries, even if the funtions ontrolling grid motion are designed to preserve gridquality. Sine the total available resolution remains xed, the method is espeiallydisadvantageous for unsteady ows in whih multiple additional ow-features areintrodued, but has nevertheless been demonstrated for suh appliations [177℄. R-adaptation is partiularly appropriate for strutured grids sine this tehnique doesnot require any modiation in NC or SC of G, but the deformations must be on-trolled to prevent the disappearane of interfaes between subregions. R-adaptationreadily allows alignment, orientation, and diretional saling of subregions to suitloal ow-features, making it espeially appliable to shok-tting.In h-adaptation (where h refers to the loal subregion length sale) variationsin subregion density are aomplished by subdivision or onsolidation of subregions.Therefore, modiation ofNC and SC is mandatory. In some appliations, the subdi-vision is implemented by overlaying subregions with ner disretizations whih ee-
245tively displae the overlayed subregions in the subregion set [48, 291℄ (even through a\solution" may be retained for the original subregions for implementation purposes.A lear advantage of h-adaptation is the possibility of spatial loalization of themodiations within the subregion set. For simple, steady, ows about simple ge-ometries, this is not a deisive advantage over r-adaptation [97℄. For unsteady ows,however, this loalization, and the possibility of using stationary grids (where on-servation and grid quality an easily be maintained) make h-adaptation generallymore suitable. For unsteady ows that develop multiple additional ow-features athird and possibly deisive advantage of h-adaptation is that the total resolution ofthe grid is unrestrited. H-adaptation is readily implemented for unstrutured grids.The introdution of two new subregions by subdivision of subregion number 13 ingure 4.4 is illustrated by the dashed lines. The neighborhood onnetivity tuplesfor subregions 20, 26, 14, 24, 4, 1, and 13 must all be modied to reet the newneighborhood patterns, and additional neighborhood-onnetivity tuples must be in-trodued for the two new subregions. All these hanges are, however, easy to performsine they mostly require reassignment of address elds in the data-strutures.Alignment of subregion edges or faes and diretional saling of subregions ismuh more diÆult to implement with h- than it is with r-adaptation. H-adaptationannot be applied in an eÆient manner to strutured grids. In partiular, the onlyway to implement h-adaptation without destroying the isomorphism of neighborhoodpatterns is by line-renement: the introdution of a omplete grid line (see the dashedline in gure 4.3) and a reordering of all aeted ells in memory. The disadvantagesof this is some loss of loal ontrol and redued gains in eÆieny. Approahesdesribed as h-adaptations of strutured grids without using line-renement [24℄atually disrupt the isomorphism and therefore, despite suessfully retaining most
246of the advantages of strutured grids, annot stritly be lassied as strutured-gridmethods.In p-adaptation, the order of the funtion representing variables in the subre-gion is adjusted without any hange in the geometry or onnetivity sets. This typeof adaptation does not omply with the denitions given above and the appropri-ate hanges an be arried out fully in the ow-solver; it is inluded here only forompleteness. P-adaptation is often ombined with r- and h-adaptation.Combinations of r- and h-adaptation have also been developed [235℄ and shown topreserve the advantages of both methods for unstrutured grids. Partiularly useful isaugmenting all the advantages of h-adaptation with the re-alignment and diretionalsaling apabilities of r-adaptation. Given that the ultimate aim of adaptation is toprovide the optimum ell size, loation, and alignment, these ombined approahesare probably the most promising ones in the long-run.Remeshing [277℄ involves regeneration of part (loal remeshing) or all (globalremeshing) of the grid in aordane with guidane from measures derived fromthe solution on the original grid. Global remeshing is omputationally expensive,and is therefore more appropriate for steady state omputations where only fewremeshings may be required. Loal remeshing an be fully automated and is well-suited to unsteady ows, inluding those with moving boundaries [297℄. Sine thesolution must be interpolated between the old subregion set and its replaement,remeshing (whether loal or global) has the disadvantages of onservation violationsand introdution of dissipation.Instead of the adaptation indiators being xed throughout at least part of theomputation, it is possible to have the indiators themselves adapt to the solution orto other aspets of the omputation. The \intelligene" of the behavior of an algo-
247rithm inorporating a feature so simple in onept and in software implementationis quite astonishing: omputations an be performed that provide the \best" solu-tion, aording to the given indiators, using a pre-speied number of subregions,or a pre-speied exeution time. Adaptive determination of adaptation riteria re-dues the need for manual intervention and ould be another lassiation basis foradaptive shemes.4.5.5 Limitations, Shortomings, and Pitfalls of AdaptationAs desribed above, there are no reliable a-priori or a-posteriori error estimatesfor the typial nonlinear or hyperboli problems enountered in Computational FluidDynamis. Therefore, no good estimates of the optimal resolution distribution in aComputational Region are possible, and so no sound basis for adaptation indiatorsexists at present. The seletion of adaptation indiators therefore still relies heavilyon intuition, insight, and a good understanding of the physial phenomena beingadapted. Errors in judgment often adversely aet a omputation or ause it to fail.For roughly uniform resolution distributions, grid renement studies an on-dently be arried out; for adaptive grids, suh studies may well be misleading [402℄.In the absene of good error estimators, a good guiding priniple to avoid this dangeris to ensure that the adaptation sheme renes all parts of the Computational Regionas the number of subregions inreases and, partiularly, that the loal length saleat any point in the Computational Region, not just in its most highly resolved parts,goes to zero as the number of subregions goes to innity.The additional potential ompliations, dangers, and problem-spei user-speiedparameters (espeially those for the adaptation indiators), that aompany adaptiveomputations demand greater skill from the user. This is viewed negatively sine a
248shift in the opposite diretion is pratially desired.4.6 Retrospetive RemarksThis hapter presented a review of grids, grid generation (whih inludes thedisretization of the omputational region), and grid adaptation, and desribed theirroles in omputational simulation. All the important issues were disussed, andvarious omparisons were made between alternatives. Although, for brevity, thepresentation was in the expliit ontext of only the Finite-Volume and Finite-Elementmethods, extension to the Finite-Dierene method is impliit and equally overed:the required set of points an be seleted from appropriate verties or internal pointsof subregions.The envelope of omputable problems in Computational Fluid Dynamis was de-sribed as having three main types of theoretial \front": (i) geometri omplexity;(ii) omplexity of the physial phenomena and governing equations reliably and au-rately solvable; and (iii) the usefully-employable hardware apabilities. It was shownhow the quest to expand this envelope along fronts of the rst two types introduesthe theme of omputational eÆieny pervasively, and that expansion on any onetype of front often aets performane on another. It was shown how all the familiesof grid forms and generation tehniques, eah most suited to a ertain lass of prob-lem and purpose, atually reet ertain hoies of ompromise within the envelope.It was shown how the strengths and weaknesses of eah of these families follow fromtheir intrinsi properties, and in partiular, it was shown how hoies at the levelof hardware representation, in the form of onnetivity and storage maps, introduepermanent, intrinsi harateristis observable at higher levels of abstration.This hapter desribed the saolding of guiding priniples whih must be ob-
249served in the seletion and development of a grid type, and the orresponding genera-tion and adaptation algorithms for a speialized appliation. In this work, the appli-ation involves the solution of the system of Euler equations with moving boundariesand omplex geometries, and the grid type is the Quadtree-based Adaptive Cartesiantype. The onstrution proeeds in Chapter VI.
CHAPTER VRepresentation and Modeling of the Geometryand Motion of Boundaries
This hapter desribes and disusses the spei methods used in this work todene and represent the geometries of (stationary and moving) boundaries, and toperform topologial transformations in boundaries. The manner in whih the ge-ometries of \ut" omputational ells are dened from the intersetions between theorresponding Cartesian ells and the boundaries that \ut" them is also disussed,with emphasis on the speial simpliations possible with axis-aligned grid-lines,and the speial requirements of and treatments for ut ells traversed by movingboundaries. This hapter also desribes and disusses the three dierent methodsof speifying or eeting the motion or deformation of boundaries in this work: (i)a method for presribed-displaement motion; (ii) a method for presribed-veloitymotion; and, (iii) a method for uid-oupled motion. The formulation and imple-mentation of eah of these three methods for eah of the two types of boundaryallowed in this work; namely, the rigid type, and the deformable type, are desribedin detail, inluding the treatment adopted for the solution of the Equations of Motionfor the uid-oupled motion method.
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2515.1 Categorization of Boundaries and Boundary Represen-tationsEah surfae or edge that is identied as a boundary surfae or edge in thiswork, that is, eah surfae or edge on whih boundary onditions are applied, fallsinto one of two ategories: (i) the ategory of exterior boundaries; and, (ii) theategory of interior boundaries. These two ategories and their orrespondingdata-strutural and geometri representations and treatments are desribed in thenext two paragraphs, and the presentations given and the distintions made theremay be more readily understood by referene to, for example, Figure 8.3, Figure8.21, Figure 8.97, Figure 8.99, or any of the many other relevant gures in ChapterVIII that show a full Computational Region with at least one body or ow obstalein it.The ategory of exterior boundaries is the one to whih only the four edgesor sides of the Cartesian Square, whih always represents the Computational Regionin this work, belong. The formation of the Cartesian Square that represents theComputational Region and the manner in whih the grid is generated within it areoutlined in Chapter I and explained in detail in Chapter VI. The four exteriorboundaries do not have any speial, expliit, separate representation in this work.That is, there are no separate data-strutures that exlusively store or representthe four sides of the Cartesian Square or any of their geometri or other properties.Instead, the individual ell faes or edges that make up eah of these four boundariesare represented as part of the grid, in the same way with whih the interior ell faesand edges of the grid are represented 1. The four exterior boundaries are impliitly1Of ourse, the ell faes or edges whih belong to the exterior boundaries have a speial statusas the ell faes or edges on whih boundary onditions are applied, but this treatment is done inan impliit manner, through the use of ghost ells, as explained in more detail in Chapter III.
252reated at the start of a omputation, during the denition of the ComputationalRegion and during the grid generation proess, and they remain stationary for alltime. No models are therefore needed to represent their motion or transformation.This holds true even if the Computational Region (and hene the Cartesian Square)is expanded by the \re-rooting" proess outlined in Chapter III and explained indetail in Chapter VI.The ategory of interior boundaries is the one to whih belong all boundariesthat are not one of the four exterior boundaries. The interior boundaries must all liewithin the Computational Region (that is, within the Cartesian Square in whih thegrid is onstruted). A typial interior boundary is one that represents the surfaeof a body about whih a ow is to be omputed. Unlike the exterior boundaries, theinterior boundaries in this work may be geometrially omplex, may deform or moveanywhere within the Computational Region, may undergo topologi transformations,and may even interat with eah other. Therefore, a suÆiently omplex system isneeded to represent them and to model their transformations and motions. Theremaining setions of this hapter are mostly onerned with the data-struturaland geometri representation and treatment of interior boundaries, and with themodeling of their motions, deformations, and topologi transformations.The preeding two paragraphs make it lear that the representation and treatmentof interior boundaries is ompletely independent of and distint from the represen-tation and treatment of exterior boundaries.
2535.2 Denition and Representation of the Geometry of Inte-rior BoundariesIn this work, eah boundary in the interior of the Computational Region (thatis, eah interior boundary) is represented in the form of a Composite ParametriCubi Spline Curve (CPCSC) 2, whih onsists of a set of at least two individualubi spline segments, onneted end to end to form a losed loop. In this work, thelosed loop is required to be of genus 0 (that is, the losed loop is required to have noself-intersetions, and thus to separate R2 into exatly two regions, eah of whih istopologially onneted). The single topologially-onneted region enlosed by thelosed loop is alled the interior of the boundary, while the single topologially-onneted region enlosed between the losed loop and the outer boundary of theComputational Region is alled the exterior of the boundary. Eah of the twotopologially-onneted regions separated by an interior boundary may be oupiedby either a solid or a uid body, giving rise to four dierent possible ongurations.The onstrution and parameterization for the individual splines or spline segmentsin the Composite Parametri Cubi Spline Curve is desribed in detail below.The Composite Parametri Cubi Spline Curve representation for eah interiorboundary present in a omputation is determined from an input that onsists of anite ordered sequene of elements in whih eah element onsists of one oordinatepair in R2 and one integer. The oordinate pairs speify the loations of the ontrolpoints of the Composite Parametri Cubi Spline Curve, and these are the points atwhih the suessive individual ubi splines of the omposite spline must terminate.The integers speify the smoothness required at the orresponding ontrol pointsby speifying the indies i of the ontinuity levels Ci that are to be ahieved at2Suh a representation is often abbreviated to \Composite Parametri Cubi Spline" (CPCS).
254those points. The value of i must satisfy the ondition 0  i  2, orresponding toontinuity levels C0, C1, or C2 at eah ontrol point. The ontinuity level withineah individual ubi spline segment is always C2.In priniple, the ontrol points may lie anywhere in R2. In this work, however,eah individual ubi spline urve in eah omposite ubi spline urve is required tolie wholly within the Computational Region (that is, every point in every individualubi spline urve must lie in the Computational Region, implying that the ontrolpoints must also lie in the Computational Region). This onstraint is imposed toenable a more uniform treatment of various topologial and geometri evaluations,suh as point-set-membership and intersetion-point alulations, as desribed, forexample, in Setion 5.3.As implied above, the representation of eah interior boundary present in a om-putation is onstruted from the orresponding ordered sequene of elements de-sribed above by interpolating eah suessive pair of ontrol points of that boundarywith a parameterized ubi spline that satises the required ontinuity level at eahof those ontrol points. The smoothness of the Composite Parametri Cubi SplineCurve at eah of its ontrol points is therefore eetively speied in terms of themathing of the loal slopes and, if the ontinuity level is C2, the loal urvatures aswell, of the two individual spline urves that are joined at that ontrol point.The onstrution proedure desribed above for the Composite Parametri CubiSpline Curve representation of an interior boundary redues to the following require-ments for the individual splines in that representation: eah spline must terminate atthe two ontrol points that it interpolates and must satisfy a tangeny onstraint ateah of its two end points (or its two ontrol points). These four onstraints togetherfully speify the ubi spline between any two suessive ontrol points, in aor-
255dane with the Hermite Interpolation Formula, whih expresses the spline equationin terms of the two end-point position vetors and the two end-point tangent vetors;namely, ~P (u) = f0(u)~P0 + f1(u)~P1 + g0(u)~T0 + g1(u)~T1 (5.1)where f0, f1, g0, and g1 are the (ubi) Hermite Basis Funtions of the interpolant,where the vetor ~P (u) = (x(u); y(u)) refers to the oordinate position of a point inthe spline as a funtion of the parameterization variable u (whih is dened in moredetail below), where the vetors ~P0 and ~P1 refer to the positions of end-points 0 and1, respetively, at whih the spline terminates, and the vetors ~T0 = d~P (u)du j~P0 and~T1 = d~P (u)du j~P1 refer to the tangent vetors at the end-points 0 and 1, respetively.After the appliation of appropriate onstraints on the basis funtions to give theorret end-point onditions [254℄, the formula of Equation 5.1 an be re-written inthe matrix form
~P (u) = (~P0; ~P1; l ~T0; l ~T1)0BBBBBBBBBBB




1CCCCCCCCCCCA ;where l is the hord-length between the end-points 0 and 1, and where all othersymbols denote the meanings given to them above. The most onvenient hoie forthe parameterization variable u is the distane (whether normalized or not) alongthe hord onneting the points ~P0 and ~P1.The matrix form given above leads diretly to expliit equations for the splineinterpolant between any two suessive ontrol points whih, in salar form, may beexpressed through x(u) = Axu3 +Bxu2 + Cxu+Dx (5.2)
256y(u) = Ayu3 +Byu2 + Cyu+Dy (5.3)where here u, the parameterization variable or \parameterization oordinate", is thenormalized displaement along the hord of the spline, where x(u) and y(u) representthe x- and y-oordinates of the generi point in the spline urve, and where Ax, Bx,Cx, Dx, Ay, By, Cy, and Dy are the oeÆients of the ubi polynomials, as indiatedin Equations 5.2 and 5.3.In terms of the position vetors and tangent vetors at the end-points, the oef-ients of the interpolating ubis evaluate toAx = 2x0   2x1 + d0x00 + d0x01Bx =  3x0 + 3x1   2d0x00   d0x01Cx = d0x00Dx = x0Ay = 2y0   2y1 + d0y00 + d0y01By =  3y0 + 3y1   2d0y00   d0y01Cy = d0y00Dy = y0where x0 and y0 denote, respetively, the x- and y-oordinates of end-point 0, x1 andy1 denote, respetively, the x- and y-oordinates of end-point 1, x00 and y00 denote,respetively, dxdu and dydu at end-point 0, x01 and y01 denote, respetively, dxdu and dydu atend-point 1, d0 = l, and all other terms are as dened above.As evident in the expliit forms of Equations 5.2 and 5.3, given the end-pointoordinates, the only remaining unknowns required to establish the values of the
257oeÆients of the individual spline interpolants are the slopes at the end-points.Sine speiation of the smoothness at the end points only imposes onstraintson the mathing of the slopes at the end-points, rather than on their exat values,the spei values of the slopes must be determined by solving a global equationthat inludes all the ontrol points. The slopes are determined by assembling theindividual equations for all the splines in the Composite Parametri Cubi SplineCurve system into a single matrix equation of the form~~S~ = ~C (5.4)where the matrix ~~S is given by
~~S =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAwhere i is the inverse of the hord length joining ontrol points i and i+1 (that is,i = 1li ), where i = 2(i + i+1), where the vetor ~ is given by~ = ~T 1 ; ~T 2 ; :::; ~T n 1T ;where the subsript and super-sript  is either x or y to indiate, respetively, eitherthe x- or the y-omponent of ~Tj (whih, as explained above is the value of ~T at the
258jth ontrol point), where the vetor ~C is given by
~C =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAand where all other terms are as dened above.As implied above, note again that Equation 5.4 represents two dierent systemsof equations, one for the x- and one for the y-values of the slopes.The matrix equation given above is obtained by dierentiation and manipula-tion of the Hermite Interpolation Formula, and is valid for the ase of zero seondderivatives at the rst and last ontrol points (whih must always be oinident inthis work, in order to generate losed loops) of the omposite spline system. How-ever, dierent boundary onditions may also be applied at the rst and last ontrolpoints to give slight variants of the above matrix equation, and more speially,slight variants on the elements of ~~S and ~C as given above. In all ases, however,the inverse of the matrix is guaranteed to exist, and the solution is guaranteed tobe unique. In this work, that matrix equation, Equation 5.4, is solved for the slopesusing a standard tridiagonal solver based on the Thomas Algorithm.If C0 is speied for any two suessive ontrol points in the sequene, thenthe interpolating spline onneting these two ontrol points will degenerate to an\exatly-linear" segment. The spline between any two suessive ontrol points mayalso degenerate to an \exatly-quadrati" segment. Suh degeneraies, however, arenot allowed to our fully in this work. Instead, when they are deteted, the magni-tude of the ubi term is maintained above a negligibly-small number, a number so
259small that it prevents the degeneray from fully ourring but only with a negligibleamplitude of distortion relative to the fully-degenerate shape of the spline urve.This intentional prevention of degeneraies ensures that in all ases, a non-zero o-eÆient is retained for the ubi term, enabling the adoption of a single, uniform,and eÆient treatment throughout the geometri omputations that involve splines,even in ases of formal degeneray to lower-order splines.As explained above, the onseutive individual ubi splines that onnet theontrol points of eah interior boundary are ombined together to form a singlesystem that is alled a Composite Parametri Cubi Spline Curve. The CompositeParametri Cubi Spline Curve representation is omplex enough to allow smoothnessof up to C2 everywhere along an interior boundary, but simple enough to allow fastomputation of the intersetions of suh a boundary with the axis-aligned grid-lines ofa Cartesian grid. This ombination makes the Composite Parametri Cubi SplineCurve representation a highly suitable hoie for the omputational methodologydeveloped in this work.One draw-bak of the hoie of Composite Parametri Cubi Spline Curve repre-sentation of the geometries of interior boundaries is the global dependene (whih isalso alled the global propagation of hange [254℄) of the shape of every bound-ary on the loations of its individual ontrol points. In partiular, the loation (ormotion) of any ontrol point in an interior boundary may inuene the shape (andhene the loation or motion) of spline segments far away in the sequene, and pos-sibly signiantly. However, this eet may be eliminated by the introdution ofauxiliary ontrol points at whih the ontinuity is speied to be C0: a ontinuitylevel of C0 at any ontrol point eetively disonnets the slopes of the two splinesemanating from the ontrol point and prevents any global propagation of hange
260aross it. In this work, this draw-bak is largely inonsequential sine wheneverthere is boundary motion, all ontrol points are hosen to have a C0 ontinuity level.As explained in Chapter III, this is done beause it is highly desirable to disretizemoving boundaries using pieewise linear segments, in order to allow full satisfationof the Geometri Conservation Laws.An important property of the representation implied in Equations 5.2 and 5.3 isthat the shape of any individual spline urve is invariant to translations and rota-tions. This is evident from the parameterization of the individual spline urves interms of the displaements along the hords of these spline urves. An immediateonsequene of this invariane is that the boundaries of rigid objets dened in termsof a omposition of suh spline urves an be arbitrarily rotated and translated with-out any hange in their shape. More fundamentally, this invariane is a neessaryrequirement for ensuring that the geometri representation does not violate the fun-damental physial requirement of invariane of the geometry and the omputationalsolution of the system of equations being solved to translations and rotations of theoordinate axes.General reviews of the theory of interpolation by ubi splines, as well as dis-ussions of various pratial aspets of ubi spline interpolation, inluding the on-strution and use of Composite Parametri Cubi Splines, may be found in [347℄ orin [254℄.The Composite Parametri Cubi Spline Curve representation of eah interiorboundary is stored in this work in a link-list data-struture [199℄, as illustratedin Figure 5.1. Eah node in the link-list stores the internal representation of anindividual spline segment of the omposite system for that boundary, inluding allthe required identiation data and attribute data of the spline segment and its































































Spline Disruption and Reconnection
Link-list Deletion
Figure 5.1: The link-list storage of the representation of an interior boundary interms of a sequene of Parametri Cubi Spline segments. The gure alsodepits the treatment of topologi transformations, suh as merging andbreak-up of boundaries, by disruption and reonnetion of links betweenappropriate nodes in the link-list.New splines are inserted into the link-list representation by alloating and ap-propriately initializing a new node, and then re-onneting the links between thenew node and the assigned predeessor and suessor nodes in the link-list, as illus-trated in Figure 5.1. Existing splines are removed from the link-list representation by
262appropriately re-onneting the links of the predeessor and suessor nodes in thelink-list, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, and then deleting the node. Insertion of newspline segments is neessary, for example, when boundaries elongate and beomemore urved, while removal of existing spline segments is desirable, for example,when boundaries with low urvature undergo large inreases in length.The link-list data-struture and the ability to easily remove and add spline seg-ments also allows the implementation of topologi transformations in interior bound-aries by allowing arbitrary disonnetions and reonnetions between ontrol points,as depited, for example, in Figure 5.1. As shown in Figure 5.1, the reonnetionof splines from dierent parts of the same interior boundary or from dierent inte-rior boundaries represents a boundary-merging operation, while the disonnetion ofsplines within an interior boundary represents a boundary-disintegration operation.The link-list of the ubi spline segments omposing eah interior boundary isonsidered and treated as the omplete representation of the boundary, and is onlyaessible through another link-list, the link-list of interior boundaries. Eah node inthe latter link-list speies the key parameters of the orresponding interior bound-ary, suh as the number of spline segments in it, and the extremal oordinates of thebounding box enlosing the boundary. The link-list of interior boundaries may bedynamially inremented or deremented to allow the number of interior boundaries,b  0, in a omputation to be arbitrarily speied at the start of the omputation,and to allow the number of interior boundaries to be arbitrarily hanged during theomputation.This setion was exlusively devoted to the representation and treatment of in-terior boundaries, with no disussion of the representation or treatment of exteriorboundaries. As explained in more detail in Setion 5.1, the latter boundaries do not
263require a speial or distint representation or treatment in this work.5.3 Intersetion of the Interior Boundaries with the Carte-sian GridThe geometri representation of eah boundary in the interior of the Computa-tional Region (that is, eah interior boundary) and the proess used to onstrut thatrepresentation are both independent of the grid, and are both solely determined bythe oordinate values and the ontinuity-level-index values of the ontrol points of theboundary, as desribed in the preeding setion. One the geometri representationsof the interior boundaries have been onstruted, the representations are intersetedwith the Cartesian grid (that is, with the grid-lines) to determine, for eah Cartesianell in the grid, whether the ell is ut by an interior boundary, whether the ell lieswholly within an interior boundary, or whether the ell is exterior to all the interiorboundaries. For ells that are ut by one or more interior boundaries, the geometriesof the two or more \sub-ells" (whih in general are arbitrary polygons) that resultfrom this \utting" are determined and (if desired) stored.To determine whether a Cartesian ell lies wholly within an interior boundary,whether is it ut by one or more interior boundaries, or whether it lies wholly outsideall the interior boundaries present in a omputation, a standard \point-inlusion",\point-loation", or \point-set-membership" algorithm is used [282℄. The algorithmis based on extending a \semi-innite" ray (whih in this work is always hosen tobe aligned with one of the Cartesian axes, to redue the omputational ost) froma vertex of the Cartesian ell, interseting that ray with all the interior boundariespresent in a omputation, and ounting the number of intersetions with eah ofthose interior boundaries. If the number of intersetions of a ray with a given interior
264boundary is even, then the vertex of the Cartesian ell is outside that boundary; ifthat number is odd, then the vertex is inside that boundary. This algorithm is appliedto eah of the four verties of the Cartesian ell. If all the verties of the Cartesianell are inside a given interior boundary, and if none of the four edges of the ell are(multiply) interseted by that boundary, then the Cartesian ell is taken to be insidethat boundary. Similarly, if all the verties of the Cartesian ell are outside a giveninterior boundary, and if none of the four edges of the ell are (multiply) intersetedby that boundary, then the Cartesian ell is taken to be outside that boundary. If atleast one of the verties of the Cartesian ell is outside the boundary, and at least oneof the verties of the Cartesian ell is inside the boundary, then the ell is taken tobe \ut" by that boundary, regardless of whether any of the edges of the Cartesianell is multiply interseted by that boundary.If any of the edges of a Cartesian ell is multiply-interseted by a single interiorboundary, then, depending on the spei intersetion pattern (of the whole ell withthe whole interior boundary), the multiple intersetion is eliminated either by reningthe Cartesian ell, or by loally trunating the interseted geometry of the boundary(within the Cartesian ell, but not in the geometri representation of the boundary).The algorithm used to evaluate the intersetion pattern to determine how to eliminatemultiple intersetions is quite elaborate. One all the multiple intersetions with asingle boundary that were originally present have been eliminated from all edgesof the Cartesian ell, the ell (or all of its four sub-ells that were obtained byrenement) will satisfy exatly one of the three lassiation onditions dened inthe preeding paragraph.As mentioned above, if a Cartesian ell is ut by an interior boundary, thenthe geometries of the resulting \sub-ell" fragments are determined and (if desired)
265stored. For gasdynami omputations, the most relevant geometri data related toell-utting are the lengths and entroids of the faes (or edges) of the resultingsub-ells and the entroids of these sub-ells, sine these data are the ones used inreonstruting and limiting the slopes of the gasdynami variables and in omputingthe uxes between neighboring ells.Chapter VI desribes the \point-loation" and \ell-utting" proedures outlinedabove from the view-point of grid-generation and geometri-adaptation, and explainsin detail the interdependene between these four proesses.As implied above, interseting the geometri representations of all the interiorboundaries with the Cartesian grid eetively requires evaluating the intersetion ofevery individual ubi spline segment in every interior boundary with every Cartesianell in the grid. The omputational expense of suh a proess is in priniple veryhigh, sine it sales with the produt nm, where n is the number of Cartesian ellsin the grid, and m is the total number of individual ubi spline segments in allthe interior boundaries. In pratie, several tehniques an be individually or jointlyused to lower this ost, often by orders of magnitude. The most important suhtehnique used in this work relies on evaluating the overlap of the bounding boxof a whole interior boundary with suitably-sized quadrants or sub-quadrants of theCartesian Square. If the bounding box and a quadrant or sub-quadrant have nooverlap, then all the Cartesian ells in the quadrant or sub-quadrant an be exludedfrom further intersetion evaluations, and an be lassied as being outside thatinterior boundary. Similarly, any Cartesian ell or straight-line segment that doesnot overlap the bounding box of an individual ubi spline segment need not have itsintersetion with that spline segment evaluated any further. Other suh tehniquesthat are used in this work are desribed in Chapter VI.
266As implied above in this setion and in the preeding setion, the evaluation ofall intersetions between the representations of interior boundaries and the Cartesianells of the grid redue to one spei type: the evaluation of the intersetion of aubi spline segment with an axis-aligned, straight-line segment (whih ould eitherbe a semi-innite ray, or the nite edge of a Cartesian ell), and an therefore besimplied and optimized to a large degree. This is one of the benets of using aCartesian grid (whih always has axis-aligned ell faes or edges).As mentioned above, the intersetion between a straight-line segment and a ubispline segment is evaluated in this work by rst evaluating the overlap of the straight-line segment with the bounding box of the ubi spline segment. This evaluation hasa relatively very low operation ount. If the straight-line segment and the boundingbox are found to have no overlap, then the straight-line and ubi spline segmentsare taken to be non-interseting. If the straight-line segment and the bounding boxoverlap, then the appropriate spline equation must be solved. The spei equationto be solved depends on whether the edge or straight-line segment is parallel to they-axis or parallel to the x-axis. In the former ase, the edge or line is alled an x-edgeor an x-line, while in the latter ase, the edge or line is alled a y-edge or a y-line.The equations to be solved with an x-line and a y-line are, respetively, as follows:Axu3 +Bxu2 + Cxu+Dx  X = 0 (5.5)and Ayu3 +Byu2 + Cyu+Dy   Y = 0 (5.6)where X is the interept of the x-line, and Y is the interept of the y-line, and whereall other symbols are as dened in the preeding setion.One Equation 5.5 or Equation 5.6 has been solved for all real roots, us, satisfying
2670  us  1, the oordinates of the orresponding intersetion point(s) along thestraight-line segment an be determined by substitution of the root(s) us into theorresponding spline equation. The solution to either of Equations 5.5 or 5.6 in thiswork is obtained using a Newton-Raphson solver that is fortied with a bisetiontehnique to ensure robustness. Any possible solutions us in the omplex plane aredisarded a-priori, and any solutions us outside the losed interval [0; 1℄ in the realline are ignored for the purpose of identifying or ounting intersetions between thetwo given segments.Sine the Newton-Raphson solution tehnique requires the derivatives of thespline funtions, the oeÆients and the determinant of the derivative of the splineequation for eah individual ubi spline segment are pre-omputed and stored beforethe intersetion omputations are performed. Beause of the analogous form of theEquations 5.5 and 5.6 for the X and Y interepts, a single algorithm and softwareimplementation (with an appropriate swithing toggle) is used for both ases.Several preautions and heks are needed to ensure that the intersetion-alulationproedure outlined above works reliably and robustly in pratie, espeially with -nite arithmeti alulations. These preautions and heks enable the handling ofdegeneraies suh as tangenies, end-point intersetions, multiple or oinident in-tersetions, and apparent topologial inonsistenies. The most important of thesepreautions and heks ensures that no intersetion ours between a spline urveand the vertex of a ell edge (or equivalently, the vertex of a ell). If an intersetionwould our in a suÆiently lose viinity to a ell vertex, then the positions of thelosest ontrol points in the orresponding Composite Parametri Cubi Spline Curveare repeatedly perturbed by a small displaement in a random diretion until theondition is eliminated. The same perturbation proedure is used when tangenies
268are deteted. This approah is similar to the alternative approah of handling typialdegeneraies by displaing the ontrol points so that the ubi splines interset elledges at only a nite number of pre-determined loations along those edges.In order to derease the omputational eort for the evaluation of the intersetionsof splines with ell edges (or ell faes) and to failitate the proess, and for fastproximity evaluations, eah node in the link-list of splines that is desribed in thepreeding setion stores the representation of the orresponding spline using 34 realnumbers. These 34 real numbers fully dene the geometry of the spline segment anddesribe all the primitive, and several of the derived properties of the segment. Therst 22 of these real numbers are as follows: 1: x0; 2: y0; 3: x1; 4: y1; 5: x00; 6: y00; 7:x01; 8: y01; 9: t0; 10: t1; 11: Ax; 12: Ay; 13: Bx; 14: By; 15: Cx; 16: Cy; 17: Dx; 18:Dy; 19: Det(x0)=4; 20: Det(y0)=4; 21: qDet(x0)=4 (assuming Det(x0) >= 0); and,22: qDet(y0)=4 (assuming Det(y0) >= 0), where the subsripts 0 and 1 denote thetwo end-points of the spline, x and y denote the x  and y oordinates, t denotesthe umulative hord length along the CPCSC, the supersript 0 denotes the spatialderivative with respet to t (whih is idential to the spatial derivative with respetto u), and where A, B, C, and D denote the polynomial oeÆients of the ubispline as indiated in Equations 5.2 and 5.3. The fator of four appears in thelast four quantities beause it eliminates muh multipliation in the \boxing" and\intersetion omputing" operations. The elements 23   26 of the 34 real numbersused to dene the geometry of eah spline segment store the oordinates of the ornersof the bounding retangle for the spline segment, as follows: 23: xmin; 24: ymin; 25:xmax; and, 26: ymax, where these symbols denote the obvious values assoiated with a\bounding retangle". The elements 27 30 of the 34 real numbers used to dene thegeometry of eah spline segment store ommonly-reurring multiples of Ax, Ay, Bx,
269and By for faster omputation of, say, the derivative funtion, as follows: 27: 3Ax;28: 3Ay; 29: 2Bx; and, 30: 2By. The elements 31  34 of the 34 real numbers usedto dene the geometry of eah spline segment store the oordinates of the ornersof the \proximity-spae" retangle for the spline segment, as follows: 31: xMin; 32:yMin; 33: xMax; and, 34: yMax, where these symbols denote the obvious valuesassoiated with a \proximity retangle". The proximity retangle in this work isalways obtained by expanding the bounding-box retangle of the spline segment byan appropriate value based on the size of the smallest Cartesian ell in the grid.This setion mostly desribed the algorithms and proesses used to determine thepoint-set membership of the Cartesian ells of the Quadtree grid, and to evaluatethe intersetions of the ubi spline segments of the interior boundaries with theCartesian ells of the grid, and to determine the geometries of ut ells. The mannerin whih the intersetion omputations are used during the grid generation proessto reate the \geometry-adapted" grid, and the detailed manner in whih \ut"omputational ells are dened from the intersetion omputations are both desribedin Chapter VI generally, and in Setion 6.3 speially.5.4 Modeling of the Motion and Deformation of InteriorBoundariesAs mentioned in Chapter I and as explained in Setion 5.1, in this work, everyboundary in the interior of the Computational Region (that is, every interior bound-ary) may deform or move anywhere within the Computational Region. In addition,every interior boundary may undergo topologial transformations of the type asso-iated with the break-up or the disintegration of an interior boundary, or assoiatedwith the merging or the oalesene of one interior boundary with another or with
270itself. As also explained in Setion 5.1, the exterior boundaries in this work remaintopologially invariant and stationary for all time.The remainder of this setion is devoted mostly to desribing and disussingthe spei formulations and numerial algorithms used in this work to model andompute the trajetories of moving or deforming interior boundaries and their ontrolpoints, and to desribing and disussing how suh motions and deformations interatwith the ow-solution, ell-merging, and grid-adaptation algorithms.5.4.1 Overview of the Modeling of Boundary Motion and DeformationThe motion or deformation of any interior boundary in this work must be speiedor formulated in terms of only one of the three available generi motion models: (i)a presribed-displaement motion model; (ii) a presribed-veloity motionmodel; and, (iii) a uid-oupled motion model. The presribed-displaementmotion model and the presribed-veloity motion model may individually or olle-tively be alled the presribed-motion model. Every moving interior boundarymust also be identied as either a rigid boundary, or a deformable boundary.With either of the two presribed-motion models, eah ontrol point in a boundaryfollows a pre-determined trajetory in time, regardless of the oweld solution (orthe oweld states surrounding the boundary). If the boundary is rigid, then theindividual trajetories of all the ontrol points in the boundary must be impliitlyonstrained in a manner that prevents the introdution of any distortion in thegeometry of the boundary.With the uid-oupled motion model, the trajetory of eah ontrol point in aboundary depends on whether the boundary is rigid or deformable. If the boundaryis rigid, then the trajetory of the boundary as a whole is determined through integra-
271tion of the resultant fore and the resultant moment applied to the entire boundary,and the trajetories of the individual ontrol points of the boundary are determinedfrom the trajetory of the whole boundary. If the boundary is deformable, then thetrajetory of eah ontrol point in the boundary is independently determined throughintegration of the resultant fore applied at or assigned to that ontrol point.With all three motion model, for deformable boundaries, the relative motionof the ontrol points must either expliitly or impliitly be onstrained to preventviolation of the relevant fundamental geometri requirements (whih are desribedin Setion 5.2) that must be met by all interior boundaries at beginning and end ofeah time-step. For example, the ontrol points of a deformable boundary that hasnot expliitly been allowed to undergo topologial transformations may not move ina manner that would ause the boundary to interset with itself.With both of the presribed-motion models, the oupling between the motionor deformation of an interior boundary on the one hand, and the uid-dynamisolution on the other hand is of the \one-way" type: the motion or deformation ofthe boundary aets the uid-dynami solution through the orresponding boundaryonditions that are imposed on the uid-dynami solution (whih reet the geometryand, either impliitly or expliitly, the veloity and aeleration of the boundary),but the uid-dynami solution has no eet on the motion or deformation of theboundary. In ontrast, with the uid-oupled motion model, the oupling betweenthe motion or deformation of an interior boundary and the uid-dynami solution isof the \two-way" type: the motion or deformation of the boundary aets the uid-dynami solution through the orresponding boundary onditions that are imposedon the uid-dynami solution (whih reet the geometry and, either impliitly orexpliitly, the veloity and aeleration of the boundary), and the uid-dynami
272solution aets the motion or deformation of the boundary through the uid-dynamifores that the uid applies on the boundary.The motion model and the \rigidity type" for eah moving interior boundary ina omputation an be speied independently of the motion models and the rigiditytypes for all the other moving interior boundaries in the omputation. Thus, dierentinterior boundaries in the same omputation may have arbitrarily dierent motionmodels and arbitrarily dierent rigidity types.5.4.2 Formulation and Implementation Details of the Motion ModelingIn the presribed-displaement motion model, the motion of eah ontrolpoint, p, in an interior boundary is speied by diretly speifying ~dp(t), its displae-ment vetor as a funtion of time, in the form~dp(t) = ~fp(t) (5.7)where t is the total integration time sine the start of the omputation, and ~fp(t) =(fxp(t); fyp(t)) is a generi vetor funtion of t satisfying ~fp(0) = ~0. More preisely,~dp(t) = (dxp(t); dyp(t)) is the displaement of point p, with dxp(t) and dyp(t) spei-fying, respetively, the omponents of the displaement of point p along the x and yaxes in terms of t, relative to the position of p at t = 0.If the funtions ~dp(t) are idential for all p in a boundary, then rigid translationwill result; otherwise, the boundary will either deform in time or will undergo somerotational motion. Sine any displaement of a rigid body (or boundary) in three-dimensional spae may be fully speied by speifying the translational displaementof a given point in the body and speifying a rotational displaement about someaxis passing through that point, the funtions ~dp(t) for general displaement of a
273rigid body (or boundary) may be expressed in the form~dp(t) = ~d(t) +~~(t)~rp (5.8)where ~d(t) is the displaement of the hosen referene point  in the body as afuntion of time, ~~(t) is the rotation (or angular displaement) matrix of the rigidbody (or boundary) about the referene point  as a funtion of time, and ~rp =~dp(0)   ~d(0) denotes the position vetor of the point p relative to the referenepoint  at time t = 0. In two-dimensional spaes, the axis of rotation is alwaysperpendiular to the plane in whih the translation ours.In the presribed-veloity motion model, the motion of eah ontrol point,p, in an interior boundary is speied by diretly speifying ~vp(t), its veloity vetoras a funtion of time, in the form ~vp(t) = ~gp(t) (5.9)where ~gp(t) = (gxp(t); gyp(t)) is a generi vetor funtion of t providing the instanta-neous veloity of point p in terms of elapsed time sine the start of the omputation,and all other symbols and subsripts denote the meanings assigned to them in rela-tion to Equation 5.7.The displaement of ontrol point p is then omputed from the relation~dp(t) = Z t0 ~vp(t) (5.10)where ~dp(t) is as dened above.In order to be able to handle any funtion ~vp(t) (or ~gp(t)) in a generi manner inthis work, the integration in Equation 5.10 is disretely evaluated in only a seond-order-aurate form, whih is given by~dp(t) = t2 (~vp(t) + ~vp(t+t)) (5.11)
274where ~vp(t) is as dened above, t is the size of the integration time-step (or theurrent inrement in the total integration time, t, sine the start of the omputation),and ~dp(t) is the urrent inrement in displaement over the urrent time inrementt. The total displaement, and hene the present loation of ontrol point p isobtained by aumulating the all the individual displaement inrements ~dp overthe individual time steps sine the start of the omputation.If the funtions ~vp(t) are idential for all p in a boundary, then rigid translationwill result; otherwise, the boundary will either deform in time or will undergo somerotational motion. Again, sine any motion of a rigid body (or boundary) in three-dimensional spae may be fully speied by speifying the translational veloity of agiven point in the body and speifying a rotational veloity about some axis passingthrough that point, the funtions ~vp for general motion of a rigid body (or boundary)may be expressed in the form~vp(t) = ~v(t) + ~!(t) ~rp(t) (5.12)where ~v(t) is the veloity of the hosen referene point  in the body as a funtionof time, ~!(t) is the angular veloity of the rigid body about the referene point (and also about every other point in the body) as a funtion of time, and ~rp(t) =~dp(t)  ~d(t) denotes the instantaneous position vetor of the point p relative to thereferene point  at time t. Again, in two-dimensional spaes, the axis of rotation isalways perpendiular to the plane in whih the translation ours.In general, the exat nal loation or shape of a boundary in the presribed-veloity formulation will depend partly on the time-step sizes taken in the disreteintegration of Equation 5.11, and the exat displaements for the given veloity fun-tions ~vp(t) will only be ahieved in the limit as t ! 0. In addition, for any rigid
275boundary, disrete integration of the general \split" motion formulation given inEquation 5.12 by use of a disrete integration sheme analogous to that implied inEquation 5.11 will introdue a distortion in the shape of the boundary, sine any dis-retization error in approximating the instantaneous value of ~rp(t) (in Equation 5.12)may introdue a distortion in the geometry of the boundary. Therefore, for a rigidboundary undergoing rotation, the translational and rotational veloities should beintegrated separately to yield the translational and angular displaements separately.These two displaements an then be used to update the position of every ontrolpoint, as desribed above for the presribed-displaement ase, without shape dis-tortion. Unfortunately, suh a proedure annot be applied for a deforming bodyundergoing rotation, and the shape-distorting eet of the disretization error in thetime-integration of the veloity funtions annot be avoided in that ase.In the uid-oupled motion model, the aelerations of an interior boundaryor its individual ontrol points are determined from the appliable Equations ofMotion, under the ation of the total fores and, if appliable, the total moments,that are applied to the whole boundary or its individual ontrol points. The veloitiesand displaements of the whole boundary or its ontrol points are then determined bysuessive time-integrations of the relevant aelerations. The uid-dynami portionof the total fores and moments applied to the boundary or its individual ontrolpoints are thus the means through whih the motion of the boundary and the uid-dynami solution are oupled to eah other.For eah ontrol point, p, in an interior boundary with uid-oupled motion, thetotal applied fore as a funtion of time, ~Fp(t), is partitioned in aordane with theonvenient formulation ~Fp(t) = ~Pp(t) + ~Ep(t) (5.13)
276where ~Pp(t) is the ontribution to the total applied fore of the uid-dynami fores(whih for invisid ows are onned to the pressure fores), and ~Ep(t) is the ontri-bution from all non-uid-dynami fores, inluding external fores and fores due tothe elastiity or the stiness of the boundary or the orresponding body.The invisid uid-dynami fore assigned to eah ontrol point p, ~Pp(t), is om-puted in this work by integrating the surfae pressure along the ars of the two splinesemanating from the ontrol point p, up to the point along eah ar that orrespondsto the mid-point of the hord of the orresponding spline, that is,~Pp(t) =   Z s+s  ~p(t)~s (5.14)where the integrand ~p(t) is the instantaneous surfae pressure along the ar, ~s is theoutward-pointing ar-length vetor along the ar urve, s  = s( tp+tp 12 ) (denotingthe point orresponding to the mid-hord position for the spline onneting ontrolpoint p with its predeessor ontrol point p  1), s+ = s( tp+tp+12 ) (denoting the pointorresponding to the mid-hord position for the spline onneting ontrol point pwith its suessor ontrol point p+1), and tp, tp 1, and tp+1 refer respetively to theumulative hord length at the ontrol points p, p  1, and p+ 1.Although partly arbitrary, the hoie just desribed for the assignment of pressurefores is rst-order aurate in spae, and therefore exat in the limit of ar-lengthrenement. The integration of the pressure fore along eah of the half-ars asjust desribed is omputed by summing the pressure fores applied to eah of thesub-segments of the half-ar that ut the individual omputational ells that areinterseted by the half-ar, and not by summing or averaging the pressure foresalong some seleted set of points along the half-ar. The spei formula used for
277this disrete spatial integration is given byZ s+s  ~p(t)~s = nFXf=1 ~pf (t)Af~nf (5.15)where f denotes the generi fae in the list of \utting" ell faes dened from theintersetion of the half-ars with the Cartesian ells, nF is the total number of faesin the disretized geometry of the half-ars (that is, in the list of \utting" ell faesdened from the intersetion of the half-ars with the Cartesian ells), ~pf(t) is theextrapolated instantaneous pressure at the entroid of fae f , Af is the n-area of faef (whih here redues to the length of fae f), and ~nf is the outward-pointing normalof fae f . Using the same \ut-ell" geometries that are used to apply the boundaryonditions in the ow-solver ensures that the interfaial fore is \onservative", thatis, that the individual disrete fores applied by the uid on the interior boundaryare equal in magnitude and opposite in diretion to the individual disrete foresapplied by the interior boundary on the uid, and hene that the total fores andmoments that the uid and the interior boundary apply on eah other are equal inmagnitude and opposite in diretion.As implied above, the non-uid-dynami fores applied to eah ontrol point p,~Ep(t), may inlude arbitrary unmodeled fores that are applied \externally" to thesystem, or may inlude modeled fores that are internal to the body within theinterior boundary (to whih ontrol point p belongs). Fores internal to bodies maydepend on the distane between the ontrol point p and one or more neighboringontrol points in the same interior boundary, on the distane to ontrol points onan opposite side of the same interior boundary, on the loal urvature of the interiorboundary, or on any of a variety of variables, inluding the absolute veloity oraeleration of the ontrol point, or the veloity or aeleration of the ontrol point
278relative to other ontrol points in the same boundary. New models for externalfores and other non-uid-dynami fores may readily be introdued in the urrentframework of the algorithm.One the sum of all the fores ~Fp(t) = ~Pp(t)+ ~Ep(t) applied to eah ontrol point pof an interior boundary is determined, the proedure followed to predit the dynamiresponse of the boundary depends on whether the boundary is identied as rigid ordeformable, as desribed below.For a rigid boundary, the total fores ~Fp(t) that are applied to eah of the on-trol points p in the boundary are summed to give the resultant fore on the wholeboundary. In addition, the moments of the total fores that are applied to eahof the ontrol points in the boundary are summed to give the resultant momenton the whole boundary. The trajetory of the boundary (and that of its orre-sponding body) is then predited by performing a Forward-Euler integration of theappliable Equations of Motion; namely, (i) the Equation of Conservation of LinearMomentum; and, (ii) the Equation of Conservation of Angular Momentum, whihare, respetively, given by ~F (t) = md~vdt (5.16)and ~M(t) = I d~!dt (5.17)where ~F (t) is the instantaneous resultant fore applied to the boundary or body, m isthe total mass assoiated with the boundary or body, ~v is the veloity of the enter ofmass of the boundary or body, ~M(t) is the instantaneous resultant moment appliedto the boundary or body about some point, m, in the plane of the ComputationalRegion, I is the moment of inertia of the boundary or body about the point m, ~! isthe angular veloity vetor of the boundary or body (about the point m, and also
279about every other point in the plane), and t is the time. For uniformity, onveniene,and greater auray in omputing or determining the moment of inertia, the point mis usually hosen to be the enter of mass of the boundary or body being onsidered.The resultant moment ~M(t) is omputed from the individual fores applied tothe boundary or body using the disrete formula~M(t) = nfXn=1~rn  ~fn(t)where ~M(t) is as dened above, nf is the total number of individual fores appliedto the boundary or body, ~fn(t) is the instantaneous fore vetor assoiated with thenth individual fore, and ~rn is the displaement vetor of the point of appliation ofthe fore ~fn(t) relative to the point m about whih the resultant moment, ~M(t), isbeing omputed.The time-integrations of the two Equations of Motion 5.16 and 5.17 are performedrespetively using the following Forward-Euler (that is, expliit, rst-order-aurate)disrete forms: ~v(t+t) = ~v(t) + tm ~F (t) (5.18)and ~!(t+t) = ~!(t) + tI ~M(t) (5.19)where t is the time at the start of the urrent time-step, t is the time-interval ofthe urrent time-step, whih in this work is always idential to the time-interval ofthe ow-solver, and all other symbols are as dened above.One the updated value of the translational veloity of the enter of mass (ofthe boundary or body), ~v(t +t), and the updated value of the rotational veloityabout the enter of mass (of the boundary or body), ~!(t + t), have been om-puted through Equations 5.18 and 5.19 respetively, the inremental translational
280displaement of the enter of mass (of the boundary or body) and the inrementalrotational displaement about the enter of mass (of the boundary or body) anreadily be obtained. This is done by a seond time-integration, using the same pro-edure desribed above for the treatment of presribed-veloity motion, that is, usingEquation 5.11 for the translational displaement, and an analogous equation for therotational displaement. The inremental translational displaement of the enter ofmass is then used to update the loation of all the ontrol points in the boundary,and the inremental angular displaement about the enter of mass is then used toreloate all the ontrol points about the updated enter of the mass of the body,again as desribed above for the presribed-veloity motion treatment. The trans-lational and rotational veloities are thus integrated separately in order to providethe translational and angular displaements separately, as desribed above for thepresribed-veloity motion model.For a deformable boundary with the uid-oupled motion model, eah ontrolpoint in the boundary is assigned a pre-speied mass and is allowed to have anindependent motion as a dimensionless partile. Any stiness, damping, or othermehanial property of a boundary or its orresponding body that onstrains theindependent motions of the individual ontrol points is inorporated in the non-uid-dynami fores, ~E(t), that are applied to eah of the ontrol points, as explainedabove. The motion of eah ontrol point in a deformable boundary is omputed againthrough a Forward-Euler integration of the single appliable Equation of Motion forthe point: the Equation of Conservation of Linear Momentum, Equation 5.16, wherenow m denotes the mass assigned to the ontrol point, not the mass of the wholeboundary or body, where ~F (t) now denotes the net fore applied at or assigned tothe ontrol point, not the net fore on the whole boundary or body, and where ~v
281now denotes the veloity of the ontrol point, not the veloity of the enter of massof the boundary or body. The Equation of Conservation of Angular Momentum isnot solved for a deformable boundary sine it is irrelevant for the motion of theindividual dimensionless partiles that are used in representing the motion of suh aboundary or body. The veloities and displaements of the individual ontrol pointsare obtained from the aelerations of the ontrol points using the same proeduresand formulations desribed above for the enter of mass of a rigid boundary or body.Expliit kinemati or dynami onstraints on the motion or the degrees of freedomfor rigid or deformable boundaries with the uid-oupled motion model may alsoreadily be implemented in the present algorithm and data-struture.As implied in the above explanation, the fores (and if appliable, also themoments) for the uid-oupled motion treatment, whether for rigid or deformableboundaries, are all expliitly omputed at the starting time of the integration step,leading to a rst-order-aurate formulation for the overall dynami behavior of aboundary in that treatment. This an be learly seen through the forms of Equations5.18 and 5.19. The extension to seond-order auray is omputationally expensiveto aomplish in an overall expliit omputational algorithm beause it would requirea determination of the fores at least at one other time within the integration time-step. This would require the use of an iterative proedure to ouple the solution forthe uid-dynami states with the solution for the boundary motion. Alternatively,a \fully-oupled" formulation whih simultaneously omputes the uid-dynami andboundary-motion updates may be used. While more expensive, suh approaheswould have the great advantage of providing a \fully-oupled" solution for the lo-ations or shapes of boundaries at the end of a time-step, instead of the urrent\loosely-oupled" solution.
282As implied above, regardless of the motion model hosen for a moving interiorboundary, and regardless of whether the boundary is rigid or deformable, the expliittotal displaement of the ontrol points of the boundary (relative to their initialpositions, whih are given as input at the start of the omputation) must always beomputed for every time-step.The need to expliitly determine the total displaement of the ontrol points ofevery moving interior boundary at the end of every motion step (or time-step) arisesbeause regardless of type of the interior boundary or the motion model seletedfor it, the treatment of the update to the boundary geometry is the same: one theupdated loation of every ontrol point in a boundary has been expliitly omputed atthe end of a motion step, the ontrol points are re-splined at their updated loationsusing the same CPCSC routines that are used to reate the boundary representationfrom the initial geometri speiation of the boundary, as desribed in detail inSetion 5.2. One the re-splining has been performed, the new intersetion patternof the interior boundary with the grid is then omputed from the updated CPCSCrepresentation of the boundary, as desribed in detail in Setion 5.3 and in ChapterVI. In the atual software implementation in this work, only the initial position (thatis, the position at t = 0) and the umulative displaement of eah ontrol point(relative to its initial position) are stored, and the updated position at any time isdetermined by adding the urrent umulative displaement to the initial position.This arrangement largely eliminates the build-up of round-o errors in the geometrirepresentation and allows the exat preservation of the initial geometries and shapesof rigid boundaries. This exat preservation is useful for operations like restarting aalulation without the introdution of any arithmeti-trunation errors.
283It should be emphasized that no topologi hanges in any boundaries are allowedbetween the beginning and end of any time-step. Any hange in the number of in-terior boundaries in a omputation, or any hange involving the insertion, removal,or re-onnetion of ontrol points along an interior boundary is applied \instanta-neously" between the end of a time-step and the beginning of the next one, andtherefore is purely internal to the boundary representation. In other words, topo-logi transformations are not modeled as physial proesses ourring during nitetime intervals, but rather as non-physial, instantaneous hanges, onned to therepresentations of the boundaries involved.5.4.3 The Interation Between Boundary Motion and Grid Generation,Cell Merging, and Flow SolutionThe motion or deformation of interior boundaries may intrinsially be speiedompletely independently of the grid or the grid generation proess, and any on-venient method for speifying this motion or deformation may be used in priniple,inluding methods other than those implemented in this work (and desribed above).There are, however, extrinsi onstraints in this work on the magnitude of the loaldisplaement of a boundary during a single time-step. The rst of these onstraintsis imposed by the ell-merging proess, whih is desribed in detail in Chapter VII.This proess requires the loal displaement during a single time-step of every pointin every moving boundary to not exeed the orresponding loal ell dimension. Asexplained in more detail in Setion 3.3, this limit is analogous to the CFL-Numberlimit for an expliit sheme. The seond of these onstraints is imposed by thegeometri-adaptation proess, whih is desribed in detail in Chapter VI. This pro-ess requires a similar onstraint to that of ell merging if all the geometri featuresof a moving boundary are to remain adequately resolved as the boundary arbitrarily
284deforms or moves aross the Computational Region. The third of these onstraints isrelated to the auray of the omputational solution: given that an expliit shemeis used to update the gasdynami states in this work, it would not be appropriateto allow a boundary to move aross more than a single whole omputational ellanywhere along the boundary during a single time-step, even if this were otherwisepossible.The inuene of the motion or deformation of interior boundaries on the gridgeneration proess, and on the resulting grids at dierent time steps is ommuni-ated solely by the suessive instantaneous positions or loations assumed by theinterior boundaries at the beginnings and ends of individual time steps, and by theintersetions of the boundaries at these dierent instantaneous loations with theCartesian grid lines. These instantaneous loations aet the grid generation pro-ess through the mehanism of geometri-adaptation, in whih the grid is loallyrened or oarsened, between the end of one time-step and the beginning of the nexttime-step, to fully resolve the geometri features of all interior boundaries at theirorresponding urrent positions. By repeatedly resolving the geometries of moving ordeforming interior boundaries every time the shapes or loations of these boundariesare updated (that is, after every motion step), the geometri-adaptation proess en-sures that suh boundaries remain resolved throughout a omputation, even as theseboundaries move or deform, as explained in more detail in Chapter VI.As far as the grid-generation algorithm and the gasdynami-update algorithmare onerned, loal hanges in the displaement of a moving or deforming interiorboundary aross suessive time-steps, and hene approximations to the loal velo-ities and aelerations of a boundary during any time-step must all be determinedby omputing dierenes in the positions of loal boundary uts at the beginnings
285and ends of suessive time-steps, and not diretly from the nominal loal veloitiesor aelerations of the boundary. Otherwise, the Geometri Conservation Laws maybe violated, as explained in Setion 3.4.As implied in Setion 3.8, the gasdynami update for a time-step is always per-formed after the boundary-motion update has been determined for that time-step.More speially, the gasdynami update for a time-step is performed only after theinitial and nal geometries of all boundaries for that time-step have been determined,and only after the initial and nal intersetion patterns between all boundaries andall Cartesian ells for that time-step have been determined. This ordering of thegeometri and the gasdynami update operations is neessary beause the expliitsheme adopted in this work for the gasdynami update proedure requires the fullgeometry of every omputational ell (inluding all ut ells) to be known at boththe beginning and the end of eah time-step, as explained further in Chapter III andin the preeding paragraph.The presentation given above in this setion of the modeling of boundary mo-tion and deformation makes it lear that the initial and nal geometries aross anytime-step of any moving interior boundaries, and the orresponding initial and nalintersetion patterns of any suh boundaries with the Cartesian ells an readily bedetermined at the start of the time-step for both the presribed-displaement andthe presribed-veloity motion models. This is beause the motion of boundariesin these models is evaluated independently, with no inuene on it from the gas-dynami states or the grid, for example. That presentation also explains that theboundary motion update for the uid-oupled motion model only requires the gas-dynami states at the start of a time-step to ompute the boundary-motion updateaross that time-step, implying that for this motion model too, the boundary geom-
286etry and the orresponding intersetion patterns at the end of the time-step an alsobe determined from the data at the start of the time-step. Thus, all three motionmodels used in this work are seen to be able to satisfy the ordering requirementthat was explained in the preeding paragraph (for sequening the geometri andgasdynami update operations).For eah time-step, the initial (or \old") and the nal (or \new") geometries andintersetion ongurations (that is, the geometry and intersetion onguration atthe starting time t of the time-step, and the geometry and intersetion ongurationat the ending time t+t of the time-step) of every interior boundary remain avail-able in memory. If the time-integration sheme of the oweld solution algorithmrequires more than two boundary positions during a time-step, then the additionalboundary positions and the orresponding intersetion ongurations will also beautomatially pre-omputed and stored. The advantage of storing the required po-sitions and intersetion ongurations at both the beginning and end of a time-stepis that this minimizes the repetition of the expensive geometri alulations thatare required, for example, in the highly-frequent omputations of ell-fae uxes andell-merging evaluations. After all the update operations for a time-step have beenperformed (inluding the gasdynami update), the \new" boundary geometry andintersetion onguration are re-assigned to the \old" data for the next time-step.Then, the updated boundary geometry and intersetion onguration for the nexttime-step are omputed and stored in the \new" data loation for the next time-step.In this way, only a single update to the geometry and the intersetion ongurationis omputed for eah new time-step after the rst. For stationary boundaries, theboundary-position update step and the intersetion-onguration update step mayboth be eliminated, as implied in Setion 3.8.
CHAPTER VIQuadtree-Based Cartesian Grid Generation andAdaptation
This hapter desribes the grid-generation and grid-adaptation tehniques adoptedand developed in this work to reate Quadtree-based, Adaptive Cartesian grids. Thehapter explains how the resulting grids are used for arbitrarily-moving and sta-tionary geometries of arbitrary omplexity, and explains how the grid-generationproess for moving or deforming boundaries is eeted through adapting the gridso that the grid simultaneously resolves the initial, nal, and any intermediate lo-ations of the boundaries aross a motion step. The major individual algorithmsthat are used in the grid-generation and grid-adaptation proesses, suh as those forell renement and oarsening, for traversal of the Quadtree, and for determinationof ell-neighbors, are desribed, and their fundamental properties and their ompu-tational performane are derived and disussed. The manner in whih the motionand deformation of boundaries is treated in the grid-generation proess is disussed,inluding the treatment of topologi transformations in boundaries. The propertiesof the Quadtree data-struture and the assoiated grid that are most relevant toomputational solution proedures by the Finite-Volume Method for the System ofEuler Equations are desribed and disussed, with emphasis on their advantages and287
288disadvantages. The adaptation of the grid to the geometri features of boundariesand to hanges in their position are desribed, and so is the manner in whih thegrid is adapted to the omputational solution. The speial requirements for solution-adaptation for time-aurate simulations and for moving boundaries are desribed.Brief omparisons are made wherever appropriate to alternative tehniques of gen-erating and adapting Cartesian grids. The onsiderations that gure in the mostimportant implementation hoies are also briey disussed.6.1 The Quadtree Data-StrutureThis setion introdues and disusses some fundamental terms and onepts thatare used in desribing the properties of the Quadtree data-struture and its role inthe grid generation approah used in this work. All these terms and onepts arerelated to the omponents or the organization of Abstrat Data Types. Denitions,desriptions, and disussions of data types or data-strutures may be found, forexample, in [208℄, while rigorous denitions and an extensive development of manyof the onepts and terms disussed here may be found, for example, in [199℄. Anextensive review of the properties, appliations, and development history of the manyvariants of the Quadtree and Otree data-strutures may be found in [318℄ and [319℄.As indiated in the referenes mentioned in the above paragraph, sine their in-trodution, apparently rst in [125℄, Quadtrees and Otrees have been used through-out Computer Siene, in disiplines ranging from Image Proessing, to GeographiInformation Systems, to Grid Generation, most ommonly for solution of the Range-Query Problem.6.1.1 Fundamental DenitionsDenition: A Node: is the basi \atomi" omponent in an Abstrat Data
289Type, representing an entity whih is to be stored or manipulated in the omputerrepresentation of the data type. The omputer representation of a node usually re-tains at least some of the relevant intrinsi attributes of the entity that the noderepresents. As a fundamental omponent of Abstrat Data Types, it is not neessary(and indeed, atually not possible) to dene a node more onretely, in the same waythat it is not possible to dene ompletely the terms \element of" and \set" in SetTheory, for example. A node may represent, for example, an individual omponentin a database of mehanial omponents, and in that ase the node may inorporatedetails suh as weight, dimensions, part numbers or other desriptions of the ompo-nent it represents. Sets of nodes may be ombined and assoiated to reate omplexdata types or data-strutures.Denition: A Link: is a expliit assoiation between two nodes, whih not neednot be distint. Two nodes are said to be linked if they are assoiated by a link. If alink has diretionality, then it may be used as the basis for imposing a hierarhialorganization on the nodes it links. In suh a ase, depending on the diretion of thelink, the two nodes assoiated by it may be be termed superior and inferior nodes.The onept of a link may be extended to inlude assoiations between singlenodes and sets of nodes, and even between two sets of nodes, as follows: Let DS1 andDS2 be two non-empty sets of linked nodes (that is, two multi-node data-strutures),with DS1 \DS2 = . If a link is established between a node n1 2 DS1 and a noden2 2 DS2, then the link may be said to link n1 and n2, and also to link n1 andDS2, and n2 and DS1, and also to link DS1 and DS2. The onept of inferiority andsuperiority with respet to diretional links may be invoked even for links betweenindividual nodes and sets of nodes, and even for links between sets of nodes.Denition: A Quadtree: is a hierarhial (hene the sub-term tree) data-
290struture onsisting of a nite number of n  0 nodes suh that eah node is linkedto either exatly 4 or exatly 0 inferior nodes, and either exatly one or exatly zerosuperior nodes. Figure 6.1 illustrates an example of a Quadtree data-struture, indi-ating the hierarhy, the nodes (shown as spheres), and the links (shown as arrowedlines). The tree shown in Figure 6.1 is said to have three levels, or, equivalently, issaid to have a depth of 3.
Figure 6.1: A Quadtree data-struture, showing the nodes, the links, and the hier-arhial arrangement.Although only one spei type of tree (the Quadtree) was dened in this sub-setion, the generalization is evident. A tree may have n branhes instead of 4, andthe number of inferior nodes need not be xed. Also, there are no restritions ondierenes between the nodes or their types. Useful lassiations for trees and thespeial status of binary trees are disussed in [199℄.Depending on its loation within a tree, a node may be given a speial name.
291For example, a root node is the highest ranking node in the tree, a leaf node isa node that has no subordinate nodes, an internal node is any node that is nota leaf node, a penultimate node is the super-node of a leaf node, and a non-penultimate node is any node that is not a penultimate node.6.1.2 General PropertiesThe denition given above for a Quadtree is relatively easy to visualize, butother equivalent denitions, in terms of graphs or lists, are also possible [199℄. How-ever, perhaps the most useful equivalent denition, using the extended onept oflink, is that a Quadtree onsists of a nite number n  0 of nodes suh that eahnode is linked to exatly 4 or exatly 0 unique (inferior) Quadtrees, and eah infe-rior Quadtree is linked to exatly 1 or exatly 0 superior nodes. The overwhelmingadvantage of this seond denition is that it establishes a strong orrespondenebetween tree data-strutures and reursive funtions. The importane of this orre-spondene arises beause reursion dominates the operations on, properties of, andproof tehniques for trees.The organization and hierarhy of a Quadtree also exhibit a strong orrespon-dene to the hierarhy in the reursive spatial subdivision of a square or retangle inR2. This orrespondene is the basis of the use of Quadtrees in many appliationsin Computational Geometry, and representation of spae and spatial distributions[319℄. The orrespondene has also given rise to the use of the term \sub-division"to indiate that a node in a Quadtree has inferior nodes. The analogy betweenQuadtrees and spatial subdivision of spaes in R2 an be extended to Eulideanspaes of arbitrary dimension, giving, for example, a binary tree in 1-D, an Otreein 3-D, and, more generally, a 2n-ary tree in Rn.
292Starting from a Quadtree with 1 node (that is, a root node), every subdivisionadds one interior node, and three leaf nodes. Therefore, after n subdivisions, thetotal number of leaf nodes will be (3n+ 1), while the total number of interior nodeswill be n. Thus, the ratio of the number of leaf nodes to the number of interiornodes will be (3n + 1)=n, while the ratio of the number of leaf nodes to the totalnumber of nodes will be (3n + 1)=(4n+ 1). The orresponding ratios for an Otreeare (7n+ 1)=n and (7n + 1)=(8n+ 1), respetively. Similarly, the onstrution timeof the Quadtree is proportional to the total number of nodes in the tree. A tree thathas n nodes will have (n  1) links from superior to inferior nodes. The signianeof these ratios and properties when using tree-type data-strutures for representingand storing grids will be disussed below.6.2 Fundamental Operations in the Quadtree, I6.2.1 TraversalFor a data-struture omprised of a non-empty set of inter-onneted nodes, anatural requirement exists for an operation that marhes along the links in the data-struture in suh a way that every node in the struture is \visited". Visiting a nodemeans \passing" through a node, and gaining immediate aess to the node and itsattribute data. Visiting a node an also mean performing an operation on that node,and suh an operation may modify the data attributes, or even the onnetivity of thenode. The Traversal of a data-struture is most ommonly dened as the proessof visiting every node in the data-struture exatly one. However, beause of themultipliity of meanings for the term \visit", a more preise denition, speializedfor tree data-strutures, is given below.
293Denition: The Traversal of a tree is the traing of a deterministi path alongthe links in the tree suh that every node in the tree is enountered and everynode in the tree has an operation performed on it exatly one during the traing.The operation performed on the nodes ould be the null operation. It should benoted that while every node must be operated on exatly one, the trajetory ofthe traversal path may still pass through a node more than one. The proedurefollowed in traing the path through the tree and seleting the nodes for exeutionof the operation is alled a Traversal Algorithm. The traversal path must start atthe root node of the tree and must advane from one node to the next using only thelinks that onnet the nodes in the tree. However, the nodes need not be operatedon in the order they are enountered in the path, as desribed in more detail below.Although onning the start to our at the root node of a tree is not neessaryin priniple, the imposition of this requirement enables the denition of traversalalgorithms in onvenient, reursive form, as desribed below.The denition of traversal allows for the possibility that dierent traversal algo-rithms will operate on the nodes in a tree in dierent orders. The speiation ofa traversal algorithm may therefore be regarded as the equivalent of the formationof a Linear Ordering on the set of nodes in a tree. For a ountable set of nodes,the speiation of a traversal algorithm is also equivalent to the seletion of anenumeration on the set. In more detail for a tree with a nite number of nodes, letN = fn1; : : : ; nmg be the set of m nodes in the tree, where n1, : : :, nm represent theseindividual nodes. Let I = f1; : : : ; mg be the set of the rst m non-zero integers. LetT be the set of all funtions t : I 7! N , whih are one-to-one and onto suh thatN = ft(1); : : : ; t(m)g. Then the speiation of a traversal algorithm is equivalentto the seletion of some t 2 T .
294For a tree that hanges its omposition or form during the traversal proedure,the above denitions and equivalenes must be formulated in terms of the nodes inthe nal omposition and form of the tree.The traversal algorithm for a reursive struture like the Quadtree is most on-veniently expressed also in reursive form, as in the following example:1. Set the urrent target node of the traversal algorithm to be the root node ofthe urrent Quadtree.2. Perform the (possibly null) nodal operation speied in the traversal algorithmat the urrent target node.3. Determine if the urrent target node has any sub-trees. If it does not, terminatethe traversal algorithm for the urrent node. Otherwise, desend to the rootnode of eah sub-tree of the urrent node, in aordane with a pre-speiedorder for hoosing the sub-trees, and re-apply the traversal algorithm to theurrent sub-tree (by setting the urrent Quadtree in Step 1 above to the urrentsub-tree).The only remaining parameter to be speied in the traversal algorithm in theabove example is the ordering of the sub-trees mentioned in Step 3 of the algorithm.In some situations, the order does not aet the nal result, and in this work, stepsare taken to ensure that for most operations it does not do so. The spei ordering ofthe sub-nodes hosen in this work follows the lokwise onvention, starting from theSE sub-node; that is, the ordering is given by the (ordered) sequene: SE, SW, NW,and NE, looking down from \above" the tree. The denition of these \diretions" isgiven in detail in the rst sub-setion of Setion 6.6.
295As would be expeted from the denition of a traversal algorithm, the hara-teristi of the spei Quadtree traversal algorithm given above that distinguishes itmost strongly from other Quadtree traversal algorithms is the implied order in whihthe nodes are targeted for exeution of the nodal operation. This an be seen in moredetail by onsidering the following variant of the traversal algorithm desribed above:1. Set the urrent target node of the traversal algorithm to be the root node ofthe urrent Quadtree.2. Determine if the urrent target node has any sub-trees. If it does, desend tothe root node of eah sub-tree of the urrent node, in aordane with a pre-speied order for hoosing the sub-trees, and re-apply the traversal algorithmto the urrent sub-tree (by setting the urrent Quadtree in Step 1 above to theurrent sub-tree).3. Perform the (possibly null) nodal operation speied in the traversal algorithmat the urrent target node, and terminate the traversal algorithm for the urrentnode.In the rst example algorithm, the root node is the rst node in the tree onwhih the nodal operation is performed; in the seond example, the root node is thelast node in the tree on whih the nodal operation is performed. Other variants arealso possible. The spei variant hosen in this work is that desribed in the rstexample. For binary trees, three dierent variants are in most ommon use; namely,the preorder, the inorder, and the postorder variants, where the name desribesthe order in whih the nodal operation is exeuted on the root node from the three-element set onsisting of (i) the root node; (ii) the left sub-tree of the root node; and,(iii) the right sub-tree of the root node, as desribed further in, for example, [199℄.
296Traversal algorithms are important for trees and other multi-linked data-struturesbeause the individual nodes in suh strutures are not aessible, or even identi-able, exept through the links in the struture, and traversal algorithms provide oneof the few systemati, eÆient, and elegant means for performing global operationson the elements of the data-struture.There are very few restritions on the type and sope of the nodal operationthat is exeuted during a traversal proedure. The nodal operation may depend onthe position of the node in the tree, on the positions of other related nodes, or onthe attribute data of the node or other related nodes. The nodal operation neednot modify the node on whih it operates, nor the attribute data of that node, butmay instead operate on other data objets. The nodal operation an also resultin the addition or removal of sub-nodes, thereby modifying the struture of thetree as the tree is being traversed. The ase where sub-trees are added during thetraversal proedure allows the Quadtree to be onstruted into its nal form duringthe traversal proess, and as desribed below and in the next setion, this enables thegrid represented by the Quadtree to be generated with a very ompat algorithm.6.2.2 Counting, Classiation, Partitioning, and SearhingAt the end of the preeding sub-setion, it was noted that the nodal operatorexeuted during a traversal need not modify the node on whih it operates, nor theattribute data of that node. The global operations of ounting, lassiation,partitioning, and searhing an all be arried out with nodal operators that havethis non-node-modifying harateristi.In one of the simplest examples of non-node-modifying operations, the nodaloperator aumulates a global ounter (whih is independent of the data-struture
297to whih the operator is applied) by the integer 1 every time it operates on a node.This operator an be used to ount the number of nodes in a tree. Variants of thisoperator aumulate a global ounter only for ertain types of nodes; for example,only for leaf nodes, or only for nodes having spei values for some of their attributedata. The test for the required onditions (on node type, or attribute properties,for example) has to be invoked as part of the nodal operation. These variants anprovide a ount of the number of nodes in the tree that meet the onditions evaluatedin the test.The nodal operator may determine the lass to whih a node belongs under aertain lassiation system. The operator may also \mark" the nodes depending ontheir lass. Marking a node is dened as initializing a speial identiation symbolwithin the data attributes of the node. For example, nodes representing oloredobjets ould be lassied by their olor, and a symbol hosen to represent olormay be stored within the attribute data of eah node. Again, the testing requiredto determine olor, for example, from the other attributes of the node, or from theposition of the node in the tree or in the traversal path, must be invoked as part ofthe nodal operation.If instead of marking lassied nodes, new links to these nodes are stored inexternal data-strutures, then the nodal operator would be performing a partition-ing operation. The result of the partitioning is that the nodes beome aessiblewholly aording to their lass, and from data-strutures that are independent ofthe data-struture in whih the original traversal was performed. Returning to theolored-objet example given above, the nodal operator ould partition the nodes,for example, by reating and lling link-lists suh that eah link-list omprises linksto all the nodes representing objets with a ertain olor. The link-lists ould also
298store some or all of the attribute data of the partitioned nodes.An important nodal operator is one that identies (and possibly returns) eitherthe rst node enountered in the traversal path that meets a ertain riterion (whihould be a omposite, and arbitrarily omplex riterion), or all the nodes in thetree that meet the riterion. The traversal operation with suh a nodal operator isalled searhing. Unlike operators that are required to perform global updates onall the nodes, one of the most important onsideration in searh algorithms is theireÆieny, and the key tehnique for inreasing eÆieny in a tree data-struture iselimination of the need for exhaustively testing every node for the required ondition.This is best aomplished by the seletive elimination of entire sub-trees from thesearh based on the examination of the data in the root nodes of these sub-trees. Thisnot only requires the development of appropriate tests for attribute data, but alsousually requires the nodes to be organized in an optimal manner in the tree. Underoptimal onditions, the operation ount to nd a node meeting a ertain riterionan be made proportional to #(logn), where n is the number of nodes in the tree,whereas the operation ount for an exhaustive searh is proportional to #(n).Extensive use is made throughout the Quadtree-based grid generation proedureused in this work, and the ow-solution proedure used in this work, of the operationsof ounting, lassiation, partitioning, and searhing, as desribed more speiallybelow.6.2.3 Renement and CoarseningTwo fundamental nodal operations that modify the nodes on whih they operate,and also modify the omposition and interonnetivity of any tree data-struture thatontains those nodes, are the operations of renement and oarsening.
299Denition: Renement of a Node in a Tree: This is the basi or \elemental"operation that results in the introdution of one or more new nodes in a tree, as sub-nodes of the target node (and hene as sub-trees of the target tree). Beause of theway in whih a tree data-struture is dened, this addition of new nodes must beaompanied by establishment of all the neessary links between the newly-addednode(s) and the pre-existing target node. In a Quadtree, nodes must always beadded in sets of four in order to preserve the dening strutural harateristi of theQuadtree. The operation of renement of a node in a Quadtree is implemented inthis work as follows: (i) four new nodes are reated (or alloated); (ii) eah of thesefour nodes is ongured as the root node of a new Quadtree data-struture; (iii)eah of these four nodes is ongured as a sub-node of their ommon super-node (byassignment of a diretional link from eah new sub-node to the ommon super-node,and assignment of a diretional link from the super-node to eah sub-node); and, (iv)all the neessary alloations for the attribute data of the sub-nodes are performed,and the attribute data for eah sub-node is initialized to the appropriate values,possibly using the attribute data of the super-node. An immediate onsequene ofthe ation of the renement operation is that it should only be applied to leaf nodes,and a renement nodal operator must therefore always inlude a test to determinewhether a node is a leaf node.Denition: Coarsening of a Node in a Tree: This is the basi or \elemen-tal" operation that results in removal or deletion of the pre-existing sub-nodes of thepre-existing target node (and hene of the pre-existing sub-trees of the target tree),and onsolidation of the attribute data of the sub-nodes into that of their super-node.The oarsening operation an therefore be viewed as the inverse of the renementoperation. Beause of the way in whih a tree data-struture is dened, this deletion
300of pre-existing nodes must be aompanied by appropriate elimination and redeni-tion of the links between the deleted nodes and the remaining nodes. In a Quadtree,nodes must always be removed in sets of four in order to preserve the dening stru-tural harateristi of the Quadtree. The oarsening operation is implemented inthis work as follows: (i) any attribute data in the four sub-nodes nodes of the targetnode is onsolidated into that of the target node; (ii) the attribute data objets of allthe sub-nodes are disarded (that is, de-alloated); (iii) the sub-nodes are disarded(that is, de-alloated from memory); and, (iv) the links from the super-node node tothe sub-nodes are reset to point to the null node, and the super-node is re-onguredas a leaf node, and as the root node of a new Quadtree. Any other external links tothe deleted sub-nodes must be reongured to reet the deletion of these nodes, andany external links to the super-node must be reongured or updated if neessaryto reet the hange of status of the node. A oarsening operation should only beapplied to a penultimate node, and, orrespondingly, the nodes that are disardedmay only be leaf nodes. Therefore, a oarsening nodal operator must always inludea test that determines whether the target node is a penultimate node.The operations of renement and oarsening have been desribed as the basi op-erations for addition or removal of nodes, and are as suh the fundamental operatorsthat are used to \build-up", or \prune-down" tree data-strutures. As with all othernodal operators, when invoked globally within a traversal algorithm, renement andoarsening operations are also onsidered as tree operators, instead of as operatorson individual nodes. The preise manner in whih these operators are used in theQuadtree data-struture in this work as the fundamental grid generation and gridadaptation operators is desribed in detail in Setion 6.3. That setion also makesevident the reasons for the hoie of the terms \renement" and \oarsening" to de-
301sribe, respetively, the node addition and deletion proesses, by showing the loseassoiation between tree data-strutures and the sub-division of spatial regions.6.3 The Quadtree Algorithm for Grid-Generation and Adap-tationIn this setion, the proedure adopted in this work to generate Cartesian Adap-tive Grids and to adapt them, using the Quadtree data-struture and the QuadtreeSpatial Subdivision Algorithm, is desribed. The implementation tehniques used,and the onstitution and organization of the data that enodes the grid representa-tion are also explained. The parallelism between the data-strutural operations andthe geometri operations they represent is emphasized. The most important ompu-tational and algorithmi properties of the Quadtree Spatial Subdivision Algorithmare also desribed in this setion, as well as in the next setion.6.3.1 The Basi Grid-Generation AlgorithmThe skeleton of the Quadtree Spatial Subdivision Algorithm followed in this workto generate a grid for boundaries with arbitrary geometries is as follows:1. Alloate and initialize the root node of the Quadtree. This Quadtree is the treedata-struture that is to be \grown" into a representation of the grid. The or-responding geometri operation is the formation or denition of a square thatompletely enloses the entire Computational Region. This orrespondene iseeted by storing the geometri and topologi properties of this all-enlosingsquare into the attribute data of the root node. In partiular, the four realnumbers representing the minimum and maximum x-oordinates and the min-imum and maximum y-oordinates of the (axis-aligned) square are stored asattribute data of the root node, and this expliitly assoiates the root node of
302the Quadtree data-struture with the square. This all-enlosing square maytherefore be alled the root square, or the root ell. The denitions andfuntions of all the individual elements of the attribute data are desribed indetail below.2. Reursively rene the (single-node) Quadtree generated in Step 1 above untila pre-speied termination ondition for the renement operator is attainedat every leaf node in the nal Quadtree. The orresponding geometri oper-ation to renement of a node in the Quadtree data-struture is the splittingof a square into four squares by the two bisetors onneting the mid-point ofeah edge of the original square with the mid-point of its opposite edge. Theorrespondene between the nodes in the Quadtree and the square Cartesianells they represent is automatially maintained during renement by appro-priate alulation of the appropriate elements of the sub-node attribute datafrom the orresponding elements of the super-node attribute data, as desribedbelow. The termination ondition for the renement operator is formulated interms of the resolution of the geometri or solution features within the squareorresponding to the node, as desribed more speially in Sub-Setion 6.3.4below. The node renement proedure is desribed in detail in Setion 6.2.For the spei appliation of grid generation, the reursive renement proe-dure an be summarized as follows: the termination ondition is evaluated forthe root node. If the ondition is satised, then the grid generation proedureterminates, leaving a grid with a single omputational ell. If the termina-tion ondition is not satised, the root node is rened, forming four sub-nodes,whih are also the root nodes of four sub-trees, say, trees A, B, C, and D.Eah of these four sub-trees is then visited in turn and the proedure that was
303applied to the parent Quadtree is now applied to eah of these sub-trees. Thus,starting with the rst sub-tree, sub-tree A, the renement-termination ondi-tion is evaluated at its root node. If the termination ondition is not satised,this leaf node is rened and the four sub-trees that result from the renementof the root node of subtree A are reursively visited in turn and evaluatedfor renement, and so on, until sub-tree A satises the renement-terminationondition. The reursive renement proedure is then applied to sub-tree B,then sub-tree C, and then sub-tree D.The remainder of this sub-setion is devoted to explanations of the most im-portant sub-steps in the above algorithm, and to desriptions of implementationdetails and the manipulation and use of the attribute data of the nodes. Addi-tional details about the transfer of data between sub-nodes and super-nodes (andvie-versa) during renement or oarsening of nodes is presented in the next se-tion. The renement-termination ondition, whih learly plays a ruial role in thegrid-generation proess, is desribed separately in Sub-Setion 6.3.4.The root square desribed in Step 1 above must enlose the entire region in whiha disrete solution is sought (and this implies that all the boundaries about whihthe oweld is to be omputed must be wholly ontained within this square). In thiswork, the size of this root square is determined as follows: For every i satisfying 1  i  nsj and every j satisfying 0  j  nb, nd xi;jmin,xi;jmax, yi;jmin, and yi;jmax, whih are, respetively, the minimum and maximum x-oordinates and the minimum and maximum y-oordinates of the boundingbox for the ith spline of the jth boundary in the omputational model, wherensj is the number of splines in the jth boundary, and nb is the number of
304boundaries (or bodies) in the omputational model. Compute xgmin = mini;j(xi;jmin), xgmax = maxi;j(xi;jmax), ygmin = mini;j(yi;jmin), andygmax = maxi;j(yi;jmax), where xgmin, xgmax, ygmin, and ygmax may be regarded asspeifying the extreme oordinates for a bounding box that enloses all thesplines in the omputational model, that is, as speifying the extreme oordi-nates for a bounding box that enloses all bodies or boundary geometries inthe omputational model. Compute xmax = max(jxgminj ; jxgmaxj), and ymax = max(jygminj ; jygmaxj). Compute lmax = max(xmax; ymax), and multiply lmax by a saling fator setby the user, and typially ranging from 2 to 20 to obtain the absolute valueof all four extreme oordinate values of the root square, ~lmax. Thus, the rootsquare is dened to be the square that is entered at the origin and that hasside length equal to 2~lmax.The rst step in nding the root square uses the bounding boxes of the splines,and not the oordinates of the spline end-points. This is beause individual pointsin a urved spline may be loated outside the bounding box that enloses the end-points, and only the spline bounding box is guaranteed to enlose every point in thespline, inluding the end-points.Initialization of a node refers to alloation of the memory required to store theattribute data of the node, and alulation and assignment of this attribute datato its orret values. The attribute data plays a ruial role in the denition ofthe grid: although the grid-generation proedure desribed above will reate all thesquare Cartesian ells whih will be used to onstrut the grid, and although italso generates all the required onnetivity data that links these Cartesian ells, the
305omputational ells on whih the gasdynami omputations are performed still haveto be formed from the square Cartesian ells by interseting the square Cartesian ellswith any boundaries that are present in the Computational Region. The intersetionanalysis is used to obtain the exat geometry of the omputational ells, and theattribute data is what stores this geometry. The attribute data is also what storesthe onnetivity between the omputational ells and the properties in those ells,suh as the gasdynami states and other solution data.The geometry of a ell is dened depending on the type of the ell. Two dierenttypes of ell may be identied: (i) ells that are not ut by any boundary (thatis, ells that lie either wholly outside or wholly inside losed boundaries); and, (ii)ells that are ut by boundaries. For the rst type of ell, the omputational ell isgiven exatly the same geometry as the orresponding square Cartesian ell. For theseond type of ell, the geometry of the two or more onneted sub-regions that areformed from the intersetion of the square Cartesian ell with a boundary is usedto dene two or more omputational ells from the original square ell. In general,eah ut ell denes two or more arbitrary polygons, eah with a number of sides,n, satisfying n  3. The omputational ells in the grid therefore form a set of ellsin whih eah member is either a regular (unut) Cartesian ell, or a non-degeneratepolyhedral ell with at least three (distint) faes.The proedure used to determine the intersetion geometries of the axis-alignededges of a square ell with all the splines of all the interseting boundaries wasdesribed in detail in Chapter V. As explained below, the exat geometry of theomputational ells need not be stored. For unut Cartesian ells, the geometry ofthe edges an be determined diretly from the geometry of the orresponding squareCartesian ells. For ut ells, the lengths and entroids of all edges (whether they
306represent interior faes, or boundary faes) an either be determined at the startof eah time-step and stored, or an be omputed whenever they are needed, asexplained further below. For alulations with no moving boundaries, it is usuallyadvantageous to alulate the geometry and store it one, at the beginning of theomputation.An implied funtion of the intersetion analysis is also to identify whih part ofa ut ell falls inside a boundary, and whih part falls outside the boundary, sinethis is what determines whih part of an edge is oluded, and whih part is aninterior edge of the grid. The determination of \in" or \out" for a point is donein this work by ounting the number of times that an innite ray from that pointuts the boundary that is being onsidered. If the number of uts is even, thenthe point is outside the losed boundary. If the number of uts is odd, the pointfalls inside the losed boundary being onsidered. Speial attention must be used inthis algorithm in deiding how to ount the number of intersetions when the raypasses through a vertex of the disretized boundary geometry. If this ours, theloal neighborhood of the vertex and the innite line must be analyzed further todetermine the ounting inrement. If two points on the innite line in the immediateproximity of the intersetion point are both outside the body or are both inside thebody, the the number of intersetions is inremented by two (representing a tangenyevent). If only one of the points is outside the body and the other is inside the body,then the number of intersetions is inremented by one (representing a \piering"event).In addition to storing the geometri denition of the omputational ells, theattribute data stores a variety of other topologi and onnetivity data that enodesthe omplete grid onnetivity as dened in Chapter IV. For some of this data,
307the atual values stored depends on the number of boundary positions np that areinorporated in the solution proedure during eah time-step in the omputation(varying from 1 for omputations with stationary boundaries, up to an arbitrarynumber, typially less than 4, for omputations with moving boundaries). In thiswork, the attribute data stored for eah node in the Quadtree is as follows:1. The minimum and maximum values of the x-oordinate in the ell orrespond-ing to the tree node, and the minimum and maximum values of the y-oordinatein the ell orresponding to the tree node. These four real numbers are storedfor immediate aess even though they an be omputed whenever they areneeded, from the geometry of the root ell and the position of the node in thetree traversal path;2. A pointer to the (possibly non-existent) super-node of the urrent node;3. A pointer to the four (possibly non-existent) sub-nodes of the urrent node;4. The renement level (that is, the depth) of the node in the tree;5. The n-volume (that is, here the area) of the ell orresponding to the node foreah of the boundary positions that are stored during a time-step (stored in anarray of real numbers of dimension np);6. The x- and y-oordinates of the ell entroid for eah of the boundary positionsthat are stored during a time-step (stored in two arrays of real numbers, eahof dimension np);7. A pointer to the (possibly non-existent) ell data-struture. The ell data-struture retains the attribute data of the omputational ell that is assoiated
308with the urrent node. It should be noted that a distintion is made betweena node and a ell in this work. The node is the elemental member of thetree data-struture; in addition to storing all the data required for establishingindividual membership and onnetivity in the tree, it represent a square spatialregion as explained above, and therefore stores the geometri attributes ofthe spatial region that it represents, and the manner in whih this region isinterseted by boundaries. The ell data-struture is used to enapsulate themore speialized representation assoiated with the node, whih depends onthe ultimate appliation of the Quadtree. For example, if the algorithm is usedfor storing images, the ell ould store attributes suh as intensity, olor, et.In this work, the ell enapsulates the uid-dynami and other solution dataassoiated with the omputational ell that is assoiated with the node. Thus,the ell data-struture here stores the state vetor, the gradient tensor, andthe loal time-step in the orresponding omputational ell, as well as otherdata that is assoiated with the spei representation of omputational ells.The ell data-struture is alloated and ativated only for atual omputationalells, that is, only for leaf nodes in the Quadtree, sine interior nodes in thetree do not represent omputational ells;8. A pointer to the (possibly non-existent) omputational group to whih the nodebelongs. This omputational group is only ativated for atual omputationalells, that is, only for leaf nodes in the tree, and is dynamially alloated andde-alloated as the boundary moves, ausing dierent omputational ells tobe grouped into dierent merging groups as part of the solution proedure, asexplained in detail in Chapter VII;
3099. A pointer to the (possibly non-existent) intersetion-onguration data-struture.This is a data-struture that stores a detailed desription of the manner inwhih the Cartesian square orresponding to a node is interseted by the bound-aries in the omputation, for eah of the np boundary positions that are storedduring a time-step. This desription inludes the following data: (i) the inter-setion type of the node (from among the exhaustive and mutually exlusivepossibilities of \interior", \interseted", or \exterior"); (ii) the sub-region num-bers, speifying the identiation numbers of all boundaries whose interiors areat least partially overlapped by the node, and this data is needed and usedeven for non-leaf nodes, suh as the root node (whih by denition intersetsevery boundary in the Computational Region and overlaps every uid and solidsub-region of the Computational Region); and, (iii) the integers speifying (ifappliable) the identiation numbers of the edges of the Cartesian square thatare interseted by boundaries, the identiation numbers of those intersetingboundaries, the identiation numbers of the individual interseting splines inthose interseting boundaries, the real numbers speifying the oordinates ofthe intersetion points, and the real numbers speifying the oordinates of theGauss Points at whih are evaluated the \left" and \right" state vetors thatare supplied to the numerial ux funtion that omputes the gasdynami faeux. The intersetion-onguration data-struture is alloated and used onlywhen it is desired to minimize the omputational eort for the alulation atthe expense of the required memory;10. A pointer to the image of the node in a speial link-list data-struture. Thislink-list data-struture is periodially onstruted from the Quadtree, then usedfor post-proessing and to output the solution and the restart data to data-les,
310and then destroyed;11. Integer parameters speifying the seletions for algorithms and operators to beused for performing standard operations on the nodes. These parameters areentirely optional and are used only to over-ride default seletions.The node data-struture an easily be modied to store additional attribute data,and to store links (or pointers) to other, new or pre-existing data-strutures. Asusual, the hoie of whether to store a ertain datum or to repeatedly re-alulate itreets a ompromise or trade-o between the omputational eort requirements andthe memory requirements, and the modularity and exibility of the various individualdata-strutures used in this work allows this trade-o to be easily hanged withinthe same algorithm.Finally, it should be noted that although reursion is a entral feature of thealgorithm developed in this work for onstrution of the Quadtree, its use in thiswork reets an algorithmi or implementation hoie, and not a mandatory or fun-damental requirement. The absene of a mandatory need for reursion in generatingthe Quadtree an be dedued from the fat that any reursive algorithm whih is ofthe tail-reursion or head-reursion type (as is the ase here) an be transformed intoan equivalent non-reursive algorithm. The motive for hoosing a reursive imple-mentation is that it is simpler, more elegant, and more ompat than the equivalentnon-reursive alternatives.6.3.2 The Basi Adaptation FrameworkAdaptation in a Quadtree-based Cartesian grid is aomplished most readily andeÆiently by loal renement and loal oarsening, that is, using the pure h-type ofadaptation (as dened, for example, in Setion 4.5). This suitability of h-adaptation
311an be onsidered a haraterizing feature of Quadtree-based Cartesian grids, to theextent that a omplete framework for adapting a Quadtree-based, Cartesian gridan be established merely by assembling algorithms for exeuting and ontrollingloal renement and loal oarsening operations that are driven either by geomet-ri or solution features, or by hanges in these features. If these loal renementand oarsening operations are driven by geometri features or by hanges in thesefeatures, the proess is identied as geometri adaptation; if these loal renementand oarsening operations are driven by solution features, the proess is identied assolution adaptation. The manner in whih these two spei proesses are developedand implemented in this work are respetively disussed in Setions 6.4 and 6.5. Asemphasized in several plaes in this hapter and elsewhere, the same renement andoarsening operators are used for geometri adaptation and for solution adaptation(and even for grid generation), and these operators funtion in an idential mannerregardless of the ause for whih they are invoked.The suitability of pure h-adaptation for Quadtree-based Cartesian grids followsfrom the fat that, as explained in Sub-Setion 6.3.1, the Quadtree-based Carte-sian grid is onstruted by repeated renement of ells (possibly using a reursivealgorithm, as done in this work). This implies that the loal renement operationmust already be available, at least as part of the grid-generation proedure. Theremaining major operation required for adaptation, the loal oarsening operation,an be diretly and simply onstruted from the same fundamental data-struturaloperators as the renement operation, as outlined in Setion 6.2.A haraterizing feature of the loal renement and the loal oarsening oper-ations in a Quadtree-based Cartesian grid is their simpliity, from both the data-strutural and geometri aspets, as desribed in detail in Setion 6.2. For example,
312the geometri equivalent of loal renement and loal oarsening amounts respe-tively to the splitting of square ells into four square ells, and to the ombining offour square ells that belong to a single superior ell together into the superior ell,as explained in Setion 6.2. This simpliity makes these operations highly eÆient.The simpliity and the omputational eÆieny of h-adaptation in Quadtree-based Cartesian grids, as disussed above, are two of the main reasons for hoosingto onne the adaptation type used in this work exlusively to the h-type. The othermain reasons for doing so are more related to the deienies of the other alternativetypes of adaptation for the objetives of this work (whih are desribed in Setion1.5), and are as follows: r-adaptation is, as explained in Setions 1.3 and 4.5, highly limiting, and plaesstrit onstraints on the allowed magnitudes of the motion of boundaries, andon topologi transformations. It also does not allow the total number of ellsin the grid to hange, and this alone proves to be too restritive a onstraintfor transient problems with evolving, interating features that may multiply innumber and in total length (or area); p-adaptation is not appropriate for standard Finite-Volume solution-shemes,suh as the one adopted in this work, beause of the extreme diÆulty of raisingthe order of the spatial auray in suh shemes beyond 3; and, Re-meshing adaptation is neither neessary nor appropriate beause of the useof ell-merging, the new tehnique developed in this work and generalized tohandle moving-boundary problems.The main advantages of h-adaptation over other types of adaptation were outlinedin Setion 4.5, and an be re-iterated as follows:
313 Simpliity of implementation, espeially for Cartesian grids in general, and forQuadtree-based Cartesian grids in partiular; Absene of inherent restritions on how the total number of ells in the gridmay hange during a omputation, and allowane for arbitrary resolution atany point in the Computational Region; and, Inherent failitation of the onservation of the Conserved Variables during re-nement and oarsening, without the need for any speial interpolation orprojetion alulations (as desribed in detail in the next sub-setion).As implied above and in preeding setions, an important feature of the Quadtree-based Cartesian grid is that any intensity of resolution may be obtained in any partof the Computational Region, without dereasing the resolution in another part,simply by loally adjusting the renement level in the Quadtree to the desired level,and that this an be aomplished while ensuring the smoothness of the grid.6.3.3 The Transfer of Attribute Data Between Nodes During Renementand CoarseningAs desribed in the preeding sub-setion, some of the attribute data whih mustbe initialized or dened for a node whenever a node is reated by renement anbe omputed de novo from only fundamental global data, without regard to theonnetivity of the node or the values of the attribute data of other nodes. This isthe ase for almost all of the geometry-related attribute data. Some of the attributedata, however, an only be derived from the orresponding attribute data of thenode whih is being rened to obtain the new node. Similarly, if a node is beingoarsened, some of its attribute data an also only be derived (or updated) from theorresponding attribute data of its immediate sub-nodes.
314Beause of the need desribed in the preeding paragraph for data transfer be-tween superior and sub-ordinate nodes, it is onvenient for the renement and oars-ening operators to perform as muh as possible of the attribute data alulation andassignment as an intrinsi sub-funtion of the operator, just as heking whether anode is leaf node or a penultimate node before performing a renement or oarseningis also best inluded as an intrinsi sub-funtion of the operator.An important example of the dependene of the attribute data of sub-nodes onthe attribute data of their super-node is provided by the oordinate values thatspeify the geometry of the Cartesian squares orresponding to the Quadtree nodes.Whenever a node in the Quadtree is rened, the oordinate data of its sub-nodesis omputed (partly by diret assignment, and partly by arithmeti averaging) fromthe oordinate data of the super-node. These alulations are done as part of therenement operation, and making the alulation proedure part of the renementoperation ensures that the renement operation intrinsially preserves the assoiationbetween the nodes in the Quadtree and the Cartesian squares that they represent.An important example of the dependene of the attribute data of sub-nodes onthe attribute data of their super-node, and of the dependene of the attribute dataof a super-node on the attribute data of its sub-nodes is provided by the gasdynamistate vetor. Whenever a node is rened, the gasdynami state vetors of its sub-nodes are alulated from that of the node, and whenever a node is oarsened, itsgasdynami state vetor is alulated from those of its sub-nodes. These alulationsare done as part of the renement and oarsening operations, and making them partof these operations intrinsially ensures that mass, momentum, energy, and any otherproperties of the solution are transferred orretly between nodes.Whatever the type of attribute data involved, its transfer between nodes must be
315performed orretly, onsistently, and aurately. In the ase of geometri data, thereis usually little ambiguity about the manner in whih the data must be transferred,alulated, or apportioned. As explained in Setion 3.4, however, an additional,speial requirement for any moving boundary omposed of multiple straight-linesegment is that its exat, un-trunated geometry must be preserved. Otherwise,disrepanies in the trunations of suh a boundary as it moves aross the ellsof the Computational Region will introdue errors in the volume and swept-areaalulations, ausing violations of The Geometri Conservation Laws, as desribedin more detail in Setion 3.4. In the ase of gasdynami data, an essential requirementis that the data should be transferred in a manner that ensures \onservation" ofthe onserved variables. Conservation during renement and oarsening is ensuredif and only if the following formula is satised~U nsXi=1 Vi = nsXi=1 ~UiVi (6.1)where ~U is the state vetor of the super-node, ~Ui is the state vetor of the ith sub-node, Vi is the n-volume (here, the area) of the ith sub-node, and ns is the number ofsub-nodes (whih here is always equal to 4). The volumes Vi are speied individuallyand expliitly in the formula beause they are not neessarily always equal (due toutting of ells by boundaries). The spei manner in whih gasdynami datais transferred or transribed during renement and oarsening operations is nextdisussed.During oarsening, the following onservation-satisfying formula is used to obtainthe state vetor attribute data of the super-node from the state vetor attribute dataof its sub-nodes ~U = P4i=1 ~UiViP4i=1 Vi (6.2)
316where all terms are as dened for Equation 6.1 above. Sine the dependent variablesin this work are hosen to be the onserved variables, this is the only alulationrequired for the gasdynami attribute data during a oarsening operation. The gra-dients of quantities need not be omputed during the oarsening operation, sine theyare independently omputed just before they are needed, from the state vetors, aspart of the solution proedure, as explained in more detail in Setion 3.2. How-ever, for onsistene, and in order to provide appropriate initial values, the gradientsduring oarsening are initialized using a weighted average of the formr = P4i=1riwiViP4i=1 wiVi (6.3)where r is the gradient of the variable  in the super-node, ri is the gradientof the variable  in the ith sub-node, Vi is the n-volume (here, the area) of the ithsub-node, and wi is the weighting for the ith sub-node. Dierent weightings wi areused in this work, depending on the variable whose gradient is being alulated:when  orresponds to either density or pressure, the weighting wi is set to 1; when orresponds to any of the omponents of the veloity vetor, the weighting wi is setto the density of the orresponding sub-node, that is, using wi = i. As explained inSetion 3.2, the gradients needed in the solution algorithm are only those for the fourprimitive variables listed above. No strong reason exists for using density weightingin the alulation of the gradients of the veloity omponents, and other weightings,inluding wi = 1 are omparably suitable.During renement, the following onservation-satisfying rst-order-aurate for-mula is used to ompute the value of the state vetor for eah of the sub-nodes fromthe value of the state vetor of the super-node~Ui = ~U (6.4)
317where ~Ui is the state vetor of the ith sub-node, and ~U is the state vetor of thesuper-node. The orresponding seond-order-aurate aurate formula used for thispurpose is equivalent to the formula~Ui = ~U +r~U  (~xi   ~x) (6.5)where r~U is the gradient tensor of the vetor of onserved variables in the super-node, ~xi is the entroid loation of the ith sub-node, and ~x is the entroid loationof the super-node. Using the fat that the slope in the super-node is treated asonstant, it an easily be proved that omputing the sub-node state vetors in themanner of Equation 6.5 ensures satisfation of the onservation requirement, that is,that it ensures that Equation 6.1 is satised. During renement, the gradients of allthe gasdynami properties in the sub-nodes are also initialized to their orrespondingvalues in the super-node, that is, using the formulari = r (6.6)where all terms are as dened for Equation 6.3. These gradients are then re-alulatedjust before they are used in the solution algorithm, as desribed in detail in Setion3.2. A alulation of the gradients that is higher-order-aurate than desribed abovewould require seond and higher-order derivatives for the super-node, and is thereforenot attempted here.6.3.4 Spei Formulation of The Renement OperatorThe renement-termination ondition (for the halting of the renement of Quadtreenodes) that was desribed in Step 2 of the basi grid-generation algorithm in the pre-eding sub-setion is the only signiant \free parameter" in that algorithm. Sinethis ondition also largely determines the nal grid that results from the reursive
318renement proedure, its formulation must ensure that it inorporates all the re-quired desiderata that are to be satised by the nal grid. The default onditionadopted in this work is, not surprisingly, a omposite of several sub-onditions: itis evaluated by suessively evaluating an ordered set of tests until the terminationondition, whih is undetermined at the start of testing, is either found to be satisedor unsatised. If the ondition is satised, then the node at whih it was evaluatedwill not be rened; if it is unsatised, then the node at whih it was evaluated willbe rened. The ordered set of tests is as follows: Find all the spline segments (of all boundaries) that interset the Cartesiansquare ell orresponding to the urrent node. A spline is determined to in-terset a ell if there is at least one point in the Computational Region whihbelongs to both the spline and the ell. The searh for these splines is madesigniantly faster than an exhaustive searh by the use of the bounding-boxesof the splines, and by use of a tree-based data-struture in whih these splinesare arranged aording to their loation in the root square of the Quadreedata-struture of the grid. If the number of interseting splines is zero, thetermination ondition is satised, and the subsequent tests below are not eval-uated. If the number of splines is greater than zero, the termination onditionremains undetermined at the end of this rst test. If the the number of interseting splines evaluated in the previous test is one,determine if the resolution of the urrent ell (given by the renement levelin the Quadtree of the orresponding node) mathes a pre-speied resolutionlevel given by the user for that spline of that boundary. This ondition al-lows speiation of a minimum level of resolution along eah spline of eah
319boundary. If the speied level of resolution is mathed or exeeded, then thetermination ondition is satised, and the subsequent tests given below arenot evaluated. If the speied level of resolution is neither mathed nor ex-eeded, then the termination ondition is unsatised, and the subsequent testsgiven below are also not evaluated. As explained above, this failure will ausethe urrent node to be rened. If the number of splines is two or more, thetermination ondition remains undetermined at the end of this seond test. Determine if the (two or more) splines that interset the urrent Cartesiansquare belong to dierent boundaries. If they do, then the Cartesian ell isdetermined to not suÆiently resolve the geometry, and the termination on-dition is unsatised, and the subsequent tests given below are not evaluated.This failure will ause the urrent node to be rened. The purpose of thissub-test is to ensure that dierent boundaries do not ut the same ell. Fornon-oalesing moving boundaries, the geometry update proedure indepen-dently ensures that the nearest distane between any two spline segments ofany two bodies does not fall below a given value. Without this onstraint,innite grid resolution may be pursued in the attempt to resolve a thin gapbetween the boundaries. If the spline segments that interset the urrent elldo not belong to more than one boundary, the termination ondition remainsundetermined at the end of this third test. As implied in the preeding test above, this nal test is applied only if all of the(two or more) spline segments interseting the Cartesian square belong to thesame boundary. Determine if the number of these spline segments exeeds two.If it does, and if these segments are onseutively ordered, and ollinear, and if
320they all individually satisfy the renement level requirement for eah of them,then the Cartesian square is determined to suÆiently resolve the geometry, andthe termination ondition is satised. Otherwise, the termination ondition isunsatised. The purpose of this test is to ensure that opposite spline segmentsof a boundary do not ut the same ell, and that, for example, a boundarydoes not split a ell into disjoint parts (or subregions). However, in order toensure that this test does not result in innite renement of a given ell, it isneessary to ensure that none of the ontrol points of the splines oinides witha potential vertex of a Cartesian ell. This oinidene is always prevented,as desribed in Chapter V above. The ondition on the ollinearity of thesegments may be relaxed to a ondition on a threshold value for the sum ofthe absolute values of the angular displaements along the segments, givenby PN 1n=1 jnj  L, where N is the number of segments interseting the ell,i is the angle between segment i and segment i + 1, and L is a pre-speiedthreshold on the sum of the absolute angular displaements. This modied formis eetively a ondition for renement based on a measure of the urvature ofthe boundary, and it may also be replaed by more preise evaluations for theurvature.Close examination of the omposite termination ondition desribed above showsthat it ensures that all boundary geometries within a Cartesian square ell are re-solved, inluding the individual geometri features of a partiular boundary, andinluding the gaps between dierent boundaries. This is true provided all geometrilength sales an be resolved within the arithmeti preision of the mahine on whihthe alulations are being performed. Indeed, beause of this preision limitation,it is useless (and also dangerous) to attempt to rene nodes beyond a tree depth of
32140-50 for double-preision alulations (sine 1250 < , where  is the preision ofarithmeti operations for double-word oating numbers on most modern 32-bit-wordproessors used in Workstations and Personal Computers). For this reason, an up-per limit on the renement level, here hosen to be 40 is imposed as an additionalonstraint in the renement operator.By onstrution of the renement traversal, the termination ondition desribedabove would have to be satised at eah node in the nal Quadtree. For problemswith moving boundaries, the termination ondition must also be satised at eahnode for every one of the np boundary positions that are retained in the solutionproedure during a time-step. This matter is disussed further in the next sub-setion.The ordering of the tests in the omposite termination riterion given abovereets heuristi hoies that minimize the number of unneessary tests that areevaluated for any given node.The overall omputational eort required for the grid-generation algorithm de-veloped in this work evaluates in the best-ase senario to #(n logm), where n is thenumber of nodes in the tree (whih is proportional to l, the number of leafs in thetree, whih in turn is the same as the number of omputational ells), and where mis the total number of splines (for all the boundaries or bodies) in the ComputationalRegion. This is the ase for the basi grid-generation algorithm desribed above, us-ing the general-purpose renement operator desribed above (whih is mostly basedon geometri resolution riteria).
3226.3.5 Extension and Generalization of the Quadtree Algorithm, Espe-ially for Unsteady Flows, Moving Boundaries, and Adaptive Cal-ulationsThe skeleton algorithm for generation of the initial grid that was outlined inSub-Setion 6.3.1 and elaborated in Sub-Setion 6.3.4 is extended, enhaned, andgeneralized in the atual implementation. The main purpose of these modiationsis to enable the algorithm to be used not only for generation of the initial grid, butalso to be used for ontinuously hanging the grid during the progress of the solution,to enable the handling of moving boundaries, and the handling of adaptation to thesolution and to hanges in the geometry of the boundaries.The need for the extension and generalization desribed in the preeding para-graph arises beause the basi algorithm desribed in Sub-Setion 6.3.1 is invokedonly one at the beginning of the solution proedure, and beause the renement-termination ondition it uses (whih is desribed in detail in Sub-Setion 6.3.4) a-ounts only for the inuene of the initial boundary geometry on the grid-generationproess. These two fators imply that the algorithm outlined in Sub-Setion 6.3.1and elaborated in Sub-Setion 6.3.4 without any enhanements would be suÆientonly for generating a non-adaptive initial grid that remains unhanged throughoutthe ourse of the omputation.The extension and generalization desribed above to enable handling of unsteady-ow problems, moving-boundary problems, and adaptive omputations is aom-plished in this work mainly by invoking the basi grid-generation algorithm desribedin Sub-Setion 6.3.1 not one only at the beginning of the solution proedure, butinstead at regular intervals throughout the solution proedure. Furthermore, in eahinvoation, the basi grid-generation algorithm is atually invoked multiple times
323(instead of only one), eah time with a dierent renement-termination ondition,inluding renement-termination onditions that reet the adaptation to the geom-etry and to the solution values.The re-onstitution and multiple invoation desribed above of the basi grid-generation algorithm not only generalizes the basi algorithm to enable handling ofmoving geometries, unsteady ows, and adaptive omputations, but also unies thetreatment for the various types of problems that may be solved with the methoddeveloped in this work, and also makes the grid-generation proess more exibleand more omputationally-eÆient. In the most general and unifying ase, eahinvoation of the skeleton algorithm desribed in Sub-Setion 6.3.1 results in theappliation of the algorithm four suessive times (orresponding to four suessivestages of grid generation or adaptation), eah with a dierent renement-terminationondition. This is done every set number of solution-update yles. These fourdierent stages and the assoiated renement-termination onditions are as follows: Stage 1: Generation of a Uniformly-Rened Grid: The renement-terminationondition is set to the following evaluation proedure: the ondition is un-satised if the renement level of the target node is less than a pre-speiedvalue (whih orresponds to the uniform renement level desired in the grid);and, the renement-termination ondition is satised if the renement levelof the target node is greater than or equal to the pre-speied value. No re-gard whatsoever is given to the geometries of boundaries in this ondition.The grid-generation algorithm desribed in Sub-Setion 6.3.1 is launhed withthis renement-termination ondition (instead, for example, of the renement-termination ondition desribed in Sub-Setion 6.3.4), resulting in the genera-tion of a Cartesian grid of uniform renement throughout the Computational
324Region without any inuene from the interseting boundaries. Stage 2: Adaptation of the Grid to Boundary Geometries: The renement-termination ondition is set to the general, geometry-related renement ondi-tion desribed in Sub-Setion 6.3.4. The grid-generation proedure is launhedwith this renement-termination ondition, resulting in the adaptation of thegrid generated from Stage 1 above to a grid that fully resolves all the geometrifeatures in the Computational Region (in addition to satisfying the onditionsimposed in Stage 1 above). The grid that results after this stage is harater-ized by a high resolution around all boundaries, whih deays with distanefrom the boundaries, but only down to the uniform renement level generatedthrough the appliation of Stage 1 above. As explained in Sub-Setion 6.3.4above, the resolution around eah boundary ould either be uniform, or ouldinrease in regions of higher urvature. In pratie, for problems with omplexgeometry, this stage inreases the number of ells in the grid signiantly andis the most time- and memory-onsuming step in the grid-generation proess.As explained in Setion 6.2, even if the renement proess is launhed with apre-existing Quadtree, any renement operations will only be applied to leafnodes. Stage 3: Adaptation of the Grid to the Solution Features: The renement-termination ondition is set to a general, solution-based ondition whih isdesribed in detail in Setion 6.5. The grid-generation proedure is launhedwith this ondition, resulting in a grid that is fully adapted to any solutionfeatures being targeted in the urrent grid, in addition to meeting the resolu-tion riteria satised in Stages 1 and 2 above. When invoked with the initial
325onditions of the solution (that is, with the onditions orresponding to timet = 0), this proedure results in a grid that is fully adapted to the initial on-ditions of the solution. This adaptation to the initial onditions is neessaryfor any time-aurate omputation, espeially if the initial onditions ontaindisontinuities. Stage 4: Appliation of Speial-Purpose Renement or Adaptation: The renement-termination ondition is set to a spei, user-dened ondition that typiallyreets a minimum desired level of resolution in ertain sub-regions of the Com-putational Region. The grid-generation proedure is launhed again with thisfourth renement-termination riterion, resulting in a grid that in addition tomeeting all the resolution riteria satised in Stages 1, 2, and 3 above, alsomeets the speial resolution riteria speied by the user. A typial applia-tion for suh a ondition arises if the user desires a ertain level of aurayin a ertain loation and wishes to obtain a spei, high level of resolution inthat region that is independent of any solution adaptation.Although the order of the four grid-generation stages desribed above may beinterhanged, the spei ordering desribed above is the most logial and eÆient.The four-stage grid-generation proedure desribed above is used to generatethe initial grid \from srath". However, examination of the individual stages in-volved and the ations they perform shows that repeated appliation of the four-stageproedure an be used to update the grid ontinuously during the overall solutionproedure to aount for hanges in the geometry and in the solution, as indiatedabove. Suh an examination also shows that some of the stages may be omitted dur-ing repeated invoations, depending on the type of problem being omputed. As also
326indiated above, this repeated invoation of at least some of the stages in the abovefour-stage proedure (together with additional oarsening proedures, as desribedbelow) is indeed the means followed in this work to extend the basi grid-generationproess to speial requirements, suh as to the handling of the motion of boundariesin the Computational Region, or to the handling of adaptation to the evolution ofthe solution. This possibility is partly a onsequene of the fundamental generalityof the node renement proedure. The spei sequene of ations that are followedfor dierent ategories of problems in whih grid adaptation is used are desribedbelow.The only additional requirement for dynami grid adaptation that is not expliitlydesribed in the four-stage proedure desribed above is grid oarsening. Grid oars-ening is neessary whether the problem is a steady-state or a transient one (with orwithout boundary motion). With no oarsening, regions of high renement that arereated during onvergene to a steady-state solution, or regions of high renementthat are vaated by traveling solution features during transient omputations willremain at high resolution, even if they are ultimately not required for the nal solu-tion. Grid oarsening an be onsidered as a fth, additional stage, or as an extensionto Stages 2, 3, and 4 desribed above. Just as it is for renement, oarsening anbe geometry-related or solution-related. The manner in whih the geometry-relatedand the solution-related oarsening is applied is respetively desribed in detail inSetions 6.4 and 6.5.Although the need to perform oarsening may be driven by or rst triggered bygeometry-related fators or by solution-related fators, grid oarsening is atuallyapplied (only to the penultimate nodes in the Quadtree, as explained in the Setion6.2) only if all the leaf nodes of the target node simultaneously over-resolve the
327geometry and over-resolve the solution. Thus, eah leaf node must be examinedto determine whether all geometri features in it (that is, all the splines of all theboundaries in it) will remain adequately resolved if inserted in the super-node, andwhether the solution will remain adequately resolved if projeted to the super-node.If this test passes for all four leaf nodes of the urrent target node, then the targetnode may be oarsened. The spei implementation of the oarsening operation fora node is desribed in Setion 6.2.The spei sequene of global operations followed during an invoation of thegrid-generation and grid-adaptation algorithm for the dierent ategories of problemsthat an be omputed with the overall solution tehnique developed in this work isas follows: Steady-State Problems: The initial grid is generated using the standard four-stage proedure desribed above. During the ourse of the omputation, thegrid is adapted by re-invoking the grid-generation proess with only the renement-termination onditions desribed in Stages 3 and 4 above, that is, with stages 1and 2 omitted. This adaptation an be done every solution-update yle (thatis, every iteration, or every time-step if using a time-marhing solution proe-dure as in this work), or muh more eÆiently, every pre-set number, whih istypially hosen to be between 10 and 100, of the solution-update yles. Aglobal oarsening operation, driven by the solution values, just like the globalrenement of Stage 3, is also applied every pre-set number of solution-updateyles after exeution of Stages 3 and 4, and typial frequenies for the oars-ening sweeps are one every 10 to 50 solution-update yles. Sine oarseningannot derease the resolution below the geometri- and solution-renementriteria, beause it is onned to oarsening only redundantly-rened ells, the
328only harm in attempting to oarsen too frequently is waste of omputationaleort. Transient Problems with Stationary Boundaries: The initial grid is generatedusing the four-stage proedure desribed above. During the ourse of the om-putation, the grid is adapted with only the renement-termination onditionsdesribed in Stages 3 and 4 above, but (in ontrast to the ase with steady-state problems), the grid must be adapted every solution-update yle, or everytime-step. Otherwise, the solution features may move outside their renementzones and beome subjeted to heavy smearing. This need for frequent updateis not present in other Cartesian methods, whih typially [291℄ use thikerswathes of rened ells around solution features. Nevertheless, both strategieswill eventually adapt a similar number of ells in the ourse of the entire om-putation. A oarsening operation an be performed after exeution of Stages3 and 4, every pre-set number of time-steps, whih is typially 2 to 10 forthis ategory of problems. Again, just like it is for the preeding ategory ofproblems, the oarsenings must be driven by the solution values. Transient Problems with Moving Boundaries: The initial grid is generated us-ing the four-stage proedure desribed above. Thereafter, for every motionstep in the omputation (and in this work, the motion steps and the time stepsalways oinide), the grid is adapted with the spei renement-terminationonditions desribed in Stages 2, 3, and 4 above. Compared to the treatmentfor transient problems without moving boundaries, this reets the additionalappliation of the renement-termination ondition of Stage 2. The purposeof this additional appliation is to repeatedly adapt the grid to the updated
329boundary positions and shapes after every motion step. Another major dis-tintion in the treatment of problems with moving boundaries ompared tothe treatment of problems with stationary boundaries is that the renementadaptation is applied to the multiple positions of a boundary guring in thedisrete solution algorithm instead of just one position. As explained in thepreeding sub-setion, the intersetion evaluations performed in the renementoperator are automatially applied to the np disrete positions of every bound-ary during a motion step. However, np = 1 for every stationary boundary,while np > 1 for every moving boundary. As a result of this, the renementadaptation of Stage 2 is applied to every disrete position that a boundary isrequired to assume during a motion step in the disrete solution proedure:the initial, the nal, and all intermediate positions (if any exist). This ensuresthat for every motion step, the disrete motion of every boundary (representedby the np disrete positions of the boundary) is fully retained in an envelopeof appropriately-rened ells.The grid adaptation is performed ahead of a motion step, before any gasdy-nami alulations are performed, and the grid that results from the adap-tation proedures desribed above remains unhanged throughout the motionstep. Instead, the omputational ells of that xed grid are reombined in theviinity of boundaries by ell-merging, as desribed in Chapter VII, to formtopologially invariant omposite ells whose n-volume may hange during themotion step as a boundary moves aross their edges. Thus, the most impor-tant role of the geometri adaptation proess for moving boundaries is to ensurethat around every boundary, an envelope of suitably-rened ells is availablein whih individual ells an be merged together to form an appropriate set
330of topologially-invariant omposite ells. Another additional onsideration formoving boundaries is that the oarsening operation must be performed afterexeution of Stages 2, 3, and 4, every pre-set number of solution updates, whihis typially 1 to 10 for this ategory of problems. For this ategory of prob-lems, orret tuning of the frequeny of oarsening operations for high-veloityboundaries is important in eliminating unneessary ells without unneessarilyinreasing the omputational eort.Unlike the situation for the preeding two ategories of problems, the oars-enings for this ategory of problems must be driven by both geometry-relatedriteria, and solution-related riteria.As mentioned above, deviations from the regular order of invoation of the dif-ferent adaptation or generation stages may also be beneial in some ases. Forexample, for time-aurate omputations, the ratio of maximum to minimum n-volume aross all the ells in the grid must be bounded in order to bound the phaseerror in the solution. If the ultimate depth of the tree is not known in advane, itmay be neessary to inrease the bakground (or uniform) renement level of thetree during the alulation, by re-invoking the Stage 1 operation with a higher bak-ground renement level than was speied with the initial invoation, to fore themaximum dierene in depth between all the leaf nodes in the tree to remain withina ertain limit, for example, 5 or so.No modiations to the algorithms desribed above are required if oaleseneand disintegration of boundaries is ativated. For example, if oalesene is allowed,then the boundary denition would be modied exlusively during the boundary up-date proess. For example, if the losest distane between two boundaries has fallenbelow a pre-speied threshold, then the two boundaries would have been re-splined
331and re-ongured as a single boundary during the geometry update proedure, whihours before and separately from the grid generation or grid adaptation proedure.The grid-generation and adaptation proedures then operate on the new boundaryonguration, without any regard to or inuene from the previous geometri on-guration or the topologial hange that has taken plae. On the other hand, ifthe boundaries are dened as non-oalesing (as is the ase for rigid bodies), thenthe smallest distane between these boundaries must be maintained above a ertainthreshold. This is also done in the geometry update proedure, without any intera-tions with the grid-generation proedure. If this distane were not maintained, therenement in the gap between the boundaries will ause the loal ell dimension toasymptotially shrink to zero, and this will in turn ause the global time-step for thegasdynami update to also asymptotially diminish to zero.An important harateristi of the adaptation proedures adopted and developedin this work is that the geometri-adaptation algorithms and the solution-adaptationalgorithms are implemented and invoked separately and distintly, as implied above.The advantages of this separation are not only reeted in greater modularity of thealgorithms and the software implementation, but also in higher overall omputationaleÆieny. As desribed above, this separation also allows the geometri-adaptationand the solution-adaptation algorithms (whether these algorithms are performingrenement or oarsening) to be invoked with dierent frequenies, to meet the re-quirements of the type of problem being simulated more eÆiently and eetively.The next two setions desribe the geometri-adaptation and the solution-adaptationproedures developed and adopted in this work in more detail.Another important enhanement to the basi algorithm outlined in Sub-Setion6.3.1 and elaborated in Sub-Setion 6.3.4 is spei to the fundamental node-renement
332algorithm. This enhanement therefore aets all operations that involve renement,whether they are being used to generate the initial grid, or to adapt the grid at anystage during the solution proess. This modiation to the fundamental renementalgorithm is motivated by the requirement that the renement levels for any two ellsthat share an edge must dier by no more than one. This requirement ensures thata minimum area-smoothness is maintained throughout the grid. It also simpliessome of the operations that must be routinely performed in the Quadtree data-struture, suh as the operation of nding the neighbors of a ell. This onstraintis most easily and eÆiently imposed within the reursive renement operator as apermanent additional step, in the following manner: before rening any node, allits edge neighbors are determined, and eah edge neighbor is examined to determineits renement level. If the renement level of the neighbor is already one less thanthat of the urrent target ell, then the neighbor is rened before the urrent ell isrened. Sine the hek for renement level dierenes will again also be arried outautomatially before renement of the neighbor, the attempt to rene the neighborould also result in the renement of a neighbor of a neighbor, and in priniple, theattempt to rene a ell in the enter of the Computational Region ould propagatea renement hain that reahes all the way to the boundaries of the ComputationalRegion. Suh far-reahing eets are rarely observed in pratie, however. Sine thelimiting of the renement-level-dierene is built into the renement operator itself,the onstraint on the maximum renement-level-dierene is satised not only inthe nal grid, but also at eah stage during the grid-generation and grid-adaptationproesses.
3336.4 Adaptation to Geometri Features and Boundary Mo-tionSetion 6.3 desribes in detail the algorithms and tehniques adopted and de-veloped in this work for grid-generation. It also outlines the main tehniques andproedures adopted and developed in this work for grid-adaptation, inluding treat-ment of moving boundaries, and adaptation for geometri and solution features,emphasizing how these proedures are integrated into the overall solution proedure.This sub-setion fouses exlusively on adaptation to geometri features, olleting,extending, and desribing in greater detail all the relevant material presented in Se-tion 6.3, and reasting that material together with additional material into the mostappropriate viewpoint for geometri adaptation as a distint proedure or apability.An unusual onsequene of the design of the overall solution algorithm in this workis that a distint algorithm that exlusively performs all the geometri-adaptationfuntions is an artiial, unneessary onstrut. This arises beause, as explainedin detail in Sub-Setion 6.3.5, the renement and oarsening global traversals of theQuadtree that are exeuted in response to the geometri features of boundaries, andin response to the motion and deformation of boundaries are distributed aross amulti-stage, ombined grid-generation and grid-adaptation proedure, and are exe-uted separately from eah other, with possibly diering frequenies. As explainedin the latter sub-setion, this distribution and separation are adopted for greaterexibility, more generality, and greater omputational eÆieny. Despite the sepa-ration of the ations of the geometry-related renement and the geometry-relatedoarsening, a distint geometri-adaptation algorithm an still be readily denedand isolated. In this work, it is formed simply by omposing the geometry-relatedrenement and the geometry-related oarsening operations into a single algorithm.
334However, this distint algorithm is atually rarely used in this work. Instead, thedistributed form of it desribed in Sub-Setion 6.3.5 is the one used on a routinebasis.Another unusual onsequene of the design of the overall solution algorithm in thiswork is that the geometry-related adaptation that ours purely in response to thegeometri features (and not in response to the boundary motion) an be onsidereda part of the grid-generation proedure, and not a part of the geometri-adaptationproedure. As explained in Sub-Setions 6.3.1 and 6.3.4, the geometri-adaptationproedure for a xed boundary an eetively be exeuted as an intrinsi part of thegrid-generation algorithm that reates the initial grid. It is also explained in thosesub-setions that the geometri adaptation in that ase ours by examining everyCartesian ell whih is interseted by a boundary segment to determine whether theell meets the minimum resolution requirement for that boundary segment (that is,whether l  lmin, where l is the ell dimension, and lmin is the speied minimumlevel of resolution on boundaries), and whether it also meets the appliable minimumurvature-renement requirements. If the examination shows that the ell is oarserthan neessary to meet these requirements, the ell is immediately rened duringthe traversal operation whih is performing the grid generation. The distintionbetween adaptation to a xed geometry and adaptation to a hange in geometry isalso mentioned in Setion 4.5, and it is suggested there that ontrary to popularusage, geometri-adaptation should stritly only refer to adaptation in response tohanges in geometry.As implied in the preeding paragraph, the initial, geometry-adapted grid in thiswork is generated purely by suessive ell renements, with no oarsenings beingneeded or applied. For boundaries that move or deform, however, ell renement
335alone is not suÆient to generate an optimal, geometry-adapted grid: it is also ne-essary to oarsen ells, as, and for the reasons desribed in Setion 6.3.5. Globalgeometry-related oarsening is done in a similar manner to global geometry-relatedrenement: by examining every Cartesian ell whih is interseted by a boundarysegment to determine whether it is ner than neessary to meet the resolution re-quirements. However, oarsening requires some additional heks that are not neededin renement: (i) the immediate superior of the target ell is examined to determinewhether it would be too oarse to meet the resolution requirements if oarsening isapplied; and, (ii) the solution-adaptation riteria for the target ell are evaluatedto determine whether oarsening would violate them. Coarsening is then performedonly if both of these tests return a negative result.As explained above, the single, distint, omposite version of the geometri-adaptation algorithm is formed in this work by ombining the individual operations(desribed above and in Sub-Setion 6.3.5) of global and loal renement and oars-ening based on geometri riteria (together with the underlying geometri tests).This algorithm an be invoked independently to perform geometri adaptation onany Quadtree-based grid, regardless of the initial state of the grid. As would be an-tiipated from the manner in whih it is formed, this algorithm operates as follows:it traverses the Quadtree and heks whether any ell that orresponds to a leaf noderequires renement, and whether any ell that orresponds to a penultimate noderequires oarsening, using only geometri riteria (but also heking for violation ofthe relevant solution-related riteria in the ase of oarsening), as desribed above.As also desribed above, the renement or oarsening are immediately applied if theyare deemed neessary and permissible for any node during the traversal. Anothervariation of this algorithm an be reated by arranging for the geometry-related
336renement and the geometry-related oarsening to be performed in two separatesweeps, and in fat this is often the better option, beause it is the neater and themore modular one. Whether the renement and the oarsening are performed in thesame sweep or in separate sweeps, the single, omposite geometri-adaptation algo-rithm just desribed an eetively meet all the required geometri-resolution riteriafor all the problem types that an be simulated using the methodology developedin this work, inluding problems with moving boundaries. As stated in Sub-Setion6.3.5, however, this algorithm is not the one used on a routine basis to perform thegeometri-adaptation: the routinely-used algorithm is one in whih the operationsof renement and oarsening are separated, and performed in a distributed manneraross the four stages of the grid-generation and grid-adaptation proedure.If all boundaries are stationary and the initial grid has already been generated,invoking the geometri-adaptation algorithm will not ause any hanges in the grid.This is the ase whether the distributed, separated algorithm is used, or the sin-gle, omposite algorithm is used. This property an be dedued from the speialgorithm followed to generate the initial grid.As explained in Sub-Setion 6.3.5, if moving boundaries are present, the geometri-adaptation algorithm should be invoked after every motion step, in order to enablethe renement of ells into whih geometri features are moving, and in order toenable the oarsening of ells whih are being vaated by geometri features. Therenement is neessary to ensure that the boundary representation within the gridremains resolved to within the required trunation error throughout the integrationperiod; the oarsening is neessary to ensure that no ells remain unneessarily renedand hene that no omputational resoures are onsequently wasted. This require-ment on the frequeny of invoation of the geometri-adaptation algorithm holds
337whether the distributed, separated version of the geometri-adaptation algorithm isused, or whether the single, omposite version is used.In addition to performing its renement and oarsening ations after every motionstep, the geometri-adaptation algorithm (in either of its two versions) must meetone other additional requirement for any moving boundary: the adaptation mustbe applied for every boundary position used in the time-integration sheme, notjust the initial or the nal positions, as explained in detail in Sub-Setion 6.3.5. Inorder to satisfy this requirement reliably and modularly in this work, the geometri-adaptation algorithm is automatially invoked for eah boundary position inludedin the formulation of the disrete solution algorithm. As explained in Chapter III,the time-integration sheme adopted in this work uses two boundary positions (oneat the start, and the other at the end of the timestep), and therefore geometriadaptation is applied only one for every new timestep.6.5 Adaptation to the SolutionThis setion desribes the manner in whih the Quadtree-based Cartesian grid isadapted in this work in response to the disrete values of the omputational solution,or to hanges in those values. Adaptation that ours in response to the geometrifeatures of boundaries, or in response to the motion or deformation of these bound-aries is disussed in Setions 6.3 and 6.4. The uniformity of the treatments for thesteady and the unsteady ases is emphasized, and the absene of speial additionalrequirements for treatment of moving boundaries are explained in detail towards theend of this setion. This setion also desribes the limitations and shortomings ofthe adaptation strategies adopted and explored in this work.The most important onepts, priniples, benets, shortoming, and denitions
338related to adaptation of grids to omputational solutions are reviewed and dis-ussed in Chapter IV, and espeially in Setion 4.5. The latter setion also de-sribes the main algorithmi tehniques used in geometri-adaptation and in solution-adaptation, desribes the four main types of adaptation, and ompares the advan-tages and limitations of these four types. This setion fouses mostly on the speisolution-adaptation methodology adopted and developed in this work, but presumesmany of the ideas and onepts reviewed in Setion 4.5. However, in order to alsomake this setion as self-ontained as possible in regard to adaptive methods for TheSystem of Euler Equations, the most popular other adaptation tehniques, adapta-tion indiators, and grid-optimization riteria that have been used for that systemof equations are also briey disussed in it as neessary.The organization of this setion aims to present the adaptation methodologyadopted, developed, and explored in this work by desribing its three main ingredi-ents; namely: (i) the Adaptation Indiators; (ii) the Grid-Optimization Criteria; and,(iii) the Adaptation Operators. As explained in Setion 4.5, these three onstitutiveingredients largely dene a solution-adaptive methodology, and largely determine itsapabilities and harateristis.For onveniene, the pratial demonstrations of the eetiveness, and of some ofthe major speial features and harateristis of the solution-adaptation approahesdeveloped and adopted in this work, as well as additional disussions of these issues,are given in Chapter VIII instead of in this setion. In partiular, Chapter VIIIemphasizes the eetiveness of the approah adopted in this work in apturing trav-eling disontinuities as well as smooth features, and demonstrates this eetivenessfor spei problems that ombine features with widely diering length sales, andwith omputations whih demand simultaneous resolution of sharp as well as smooth
339features.6.5.1 Overview of the Solution-Adaptation MethodologyThe solution-adaptation algorithm developed and adopted in this work operatesby performing two suessive traversals of the Quadtree-based grid. In the rsttraversal, ertain solution variables are omputed and stored for every ell in thegrid. These solution variables are here hosen to be the magnitudes of the followingfour quantities: (i) the divergene of the veloity vetor; (ii) the url of the velo-ity vetor; (iii) the gradient of the density; and, (iv) the gradient of the entropyprodution. As explained in more detail below, these four variables may be alledthe adaptation indiators, and were hosen beause together they apture all of thedisontinuities enountered in The System of Euler Equations, as well as the mostrelevant features in smooth regions of that system. In the seond traversal, the valuesof eah of the adaptation indiators in every ell in the grid are examined to deter-mine whether the ell should be loally rened, loally oarsened, or left unhanged.If renement or oarsening are found neessary, they are performed immediately af-ter the determination is made, before the traversal ontinues to the next ell, justas done with geometri-adaptation. Renement is applied if any of the adaptationindiators indiates that a ell is too oarse; oarsening is applied only if all theadaptation indiators indiate that a ell is too ne. As explained in more detailbelow, the seond traversal eetively omputes the grid-optimization riteria, andinvokes the neessary renement or oarsening operators.The reason why the adaptation indiators are omputed in a single traversal be-fore the seond single traversal whih evaluates the grid-optimization riteria and ex-eutes the renement and oarsening operations is that, as explained in Sub-Setion
3406.5.3, evaluation of the grid-optimization riteria hosen in this work requires knowl-edge of the statistial distributions of the values of the adaptation indiators, or atleast knowledge of the minimum and maximum values of these indiators, for allthe ells in the grid. Just as is the ase for the geometri-adaptation algorithm, therenement operations and the oarsening operations performed during the seondtraversal of the solution-adaptation algorithm ould be separated so that they areperformed during two individual traversals instead of during the same traversal.The ations and properties of the solution-adaptation algorithm are very similarfor steady-state omputations and for transient omputations. The major diereneis that the solution-adaptation algorithmmust be applied after every time-step in thelatter ase, but need only be applied one every several update yles in the formerase. Indeed, for steady-state omputations, the adaptation need only be invokedone the solution has suÆiently onverged on the unadapted grid (or on the gridthat was formed from a previous adaptation yle).The loal renement and loal oarsening operations for solution adaptation arearried out in the generi, unied, standard manner, as explained in Setions 6.2and 6.3, just as they are arried out for geometri adaptation, and just as they arearried out during the generation of the initial grid.6.5.2 Adaptation IndiatorsThis sub-setion desribes the adaptation indiators used in this work, and ex-plains the reasons for hoosing them in preferene to the most relevant other al-ternatives. The relevant bakground for adaptation indiators, and the most im-portant issues related to them are reviewed in Setion 4.5. In partiular, Setion4.5 denes adaptation indiators, explains the role of adaptation indiators in the
341solution-adaptation proess, disusses the ideal properties of adaptation indiators,and reviews the various types of adaptation indiators that are in use for omputa-tional solution of hydrodynami problems. The setion also explains how the loserelationship arises between adaptation indiators and the solution error, disussesthe diÆulty of deriving or alulating the solution error for problems whih involvea omplex, oupled system of governing equations, suh as The System of EulerEquations, and outlines why the gradients of the solution variables are frequentlyused as measures of the solution error in omputational solution of hydrodynamiproblems.As explained in Sub-Setion 6.5.3 below, both of the two grid-optimization strate-gies adopted in this work attempt to trak and resolve all the disontinuities thatare present in a solution, and to use variable renement to resolve the smooth re-gions in the solution. Therefore, the adaptation indiators hosen in this work arerequired to reliably detet not only all the possible types of solution disontinuities,but also to detet the variations assoiated with solution errors in smooth regions.The importane of not ignoring the resolution of the smooth regions in ows whihontain disontinuities has been repeatedly pointed out [229, 402℄ in studies of solu-tion adaptation. In one demonstration of the danger of under-resolving the smoothregion [402℄, it was shown that an inaurate solution in the smooth region signif-iantly aeted the overall solution, inluding the loation of a strong shok, andit was onluded that in solution-adaptive renement, it is neessary to ensure thatinreasing the number of ells will result in inreasing the resolution throughout theComputational Region, not just around the disontinuities.In onert with the grid-optimization strategy adopted and developed in thiswork, whih is outlined above and desribed in detail in Sub-Setion 6.5.3, all the
342adaptation indiators adopted in this work are based on measures of the magnitudeof gradients of the omputational-solution variables. Speially, the adaptationindiators used in this work, where, as before,  is the density, ~v is the veloityvetor, and  is the sound-speed, are as follows:1. Indiator 1: jr  ~vj;2. Indiator 2: jr  ~vj;3. Indiator 3: jrj; and,4. Indiator 4: jrp  2rj.These four spei adaptation indiators were hosen in this work beause themodel system of equations studied in this work, The System of Euler Equations,whih is desribed in detail in Chapter II, admits three types of disontinuities:(i) shok waves; (ii) shear waves; and, (iii) ontat waves. The rst adaptationindiator, jr  ~vj, is an exellent detetor of shok waves. The seond adaptationindiator, jr  ~vj, is an exellent detetor of shear waves (and oblique shok waves).The third adaptation indiator, jrj, is an exellent detetor of ontat waves. Themanner in whih eah of the rst three adaptation indiators is ideally-suited for itstarget disontinuity is explained in detail in Chapter II, and espeially in Setion 2.2whih reviews the relevant denitions and the jump relations and properties arossthe three types of disontinuity admitted in The System of Euler Equations.In addition to the three types of fundamental disontinuity that are deteted bythe rst three adaptation indiators, all of the four adaptation indiators listed abovedetet the ourrene of important phenomena in smooth regions. In partiular, therst and third adaptation indiators detet expansions and smooth ompressions,
343while the seond adaptation indiator detets vortial strutures and interations.The rst, seond, and third adaptation indiators therefore have an important roleto play in adapting smooth regions sine adequate resolution of expansions, smoothompressions, and vortial strutures is often neessary to ahieve the desired globalauray in omputational solutions for problems with ompressible ow, espeiallyif aurate preditions of lift and drag fores are required. The fourth adaptationindiator used in this work, jrp  2rj, measures the magnitude of the gradientof the entropy. However, as explained in Chapter II, the entropy in smooth regionsis preserved in The System of Euler Equations. Therefore, this indiator eetivelymeasures the variation (and speially, the generation) of entropy due to numerialdissipation, and therefore provides a measure in smooth regions of the solution \qual-ity" and of the level of renement required to adequately resolve the ow featuresthere [271℄.As implied in the preeding two paragraphs, the rst three of the four adaptationindiators used in this work an individually be hosen from physial reasoning,espeially one founded on an understanding of the general solution properties of TheSystem of Euler Equations, and of the jump relations that haraterize the threetypes of disontinuities in that system of equations. In addition, the rst three ofthese adaptation indiators an be derived from analysis of the strengths and thespeeds of the three dierent possible types of propagating waves in solutions of TheSystem of Euler Equations [271℄. The analysis not only leads to the rst threeindividual adaptation indiators listed above, but also to the spei ombination ofthese three indiators. The importane of this is that it shows that the rst threeadaptation indiators taken in ombination are a basis for a omprehensive set ofindiators for measuring or haraterizing all the possible smooth and disontinuous
344ow features of The System of Euler Equations whih are related to the hyperboliharater of this system of equations.As implied in the preeding paragraph, in addition to hoosing the individualadaptation indiators for a given solution-adaptive methodology, it is also neessaryto hoose the proedure by whih the values of these individual adaptation indiatorsare weighted and ombined into a single value, or into a single riterion, whih isthen used to drive the solution-adaptation proess. The spei formulation andimplementation of the weighting and ombining proedures used in this work isexplained in detail in Sub-Setion 6.5.3 below.The four adaptation indiators adopted in this work, and espeially the rst threeof them, have shown their eetiveness in pratie over a wide range of appliations ofThe System of Euler Equations [102, 103, 74, 297℄. In order to use them to full eet,however, it is still neessary to assign appropriate problem-dependent weightings tothe individual adaptation indiators in order to ombine them appropriately withina given grid-optimization riterion, as mentioned in the preeding paragraph, and asexplained in detail in Sub-Setion 6.5.3 below. It may also be neessary to assignloation-dependent weightings if there are features of dierent strength in dierentparts of the Computational Region.The use of adaptation indiators that are derived from an understanding of thephysial properties of The System of Euler Equations, espeially ones that are aimedat detetion of disontinuities in the solution, is ommon. In addition to the fouradaptation indiators hosen in this work, the following four have also often beenused for The System of Euler Equations: (i) jrpj; (ii) j~v  r~vj; (iii) jrsj; and, (iv)l2 2x2 +  2xy + 2y2  [277℄, where l is the loal length sale of the omputationalell, and all other terms in these four expressions have their usual meanings. The
345rst of these indiators detets shoks, the seond detets shears, the third detetsentropy variations, whih may either be generated numerially in smooth regions orphysially and numerially aross disontinuities, and the fourth detets shoks andontats, as well as smooth features suh as expansions. These adaptation indiatorsmay either be used individually or in ombination.An important limitation of the individual adaptation indiators that an be de-rived from physial reasoning, inluding all the adaptation indiators adopted in thiswork, and the four adaptation indiators desribed in the preeding paragraph, isthat none of them on its own is apable of simultaneously identifying all the dison-tinuities or solution features that are present in a general solution for The Systemof Euler Equations. As explained in Setion 2.2, for example, there are no jumps inpressure or density aross pure shear layers, and there are no jumps in pressure orveloity aross pure ontat disontinuities. The veloity does jumps aross shokwaves and shear waves, but the undivided dierenes in the veloity sale very dif-ferently aross these two types of disontinuity [101℄. Thus, the ommon pratieof using only one or only a few of the single adaptation indiators desribed abovein an adaptive sheme is highly limiting and undesirable, and leads to a very pooradaptive sheme for the generi problem, as demonstrated, for example in [101, 271℄.Beause of the diÆulty of devising a single adaptation indiator that measures allthe relevant solution and disontinuity features for The System of Euler Equations[101, 271℄, the idea of using several indiators in ombination is frequently usedin fully-automated adaptive shemes. Eah of the individual adaptation indiatorsused in suh a ombination is speialized in deteting a ertain disontinuity or owfeature, so that the ombination is apable of apturing all the possible features[101, 271℄ in the system of equations being solved. Combining adaptation indiators
346in this manner is the most appealing and general approah for a fully-automatedadaptive sheme, and is the one adopted in this work.Another ategory of adaptation indiators ommonly used for The System of Eu-ler Equations [101℄ is based on the evaluation of undivided dierenes in the disretesolution. These adaptation indiators inlude the following (where the operator Ærefers to the undivided dierene in a quantity aross a ell fae or between neigh-boring ells): (i) jÆj; (ii) jÆpj; and, (iii) jÆqj [98℄, where q = p~v  ~v. The types ofdisontinuities that are deteted by eah of these indiators an be dedued from theharateristi jumps aross eah of the three types of disontinuities supported byThe System of Euler Equations, as desribed above and in Chapter II, espeially inSetion 2.2.An important limitation of the adaptation indiators that are based on undivideddierenes is that they have a diretional dependene, whih may be easily overometo a large extent by taking the ell-assigned value to be the average or the maximumof the undivided dierenes aross all the ell faes.Another, relatively new, ategory of adaptation indiators is based on the idea ofusing the values of the seond derivatives of the wave strengths in the disrete solution[73℄. These wave strengths are omputed diretly from the Approximate RiemannSolver (dened and desribed in Chapter III) used in the solution algorithm. Thenew approah [73℄ also uses the wave speeds and the propagation diretions to preditthe regions that would require renement ahead of the propagating waves.The major shortoming of the new wave-strength-based approah is that the wavestrengths must be projeted onto ell-fae-aligned diretions, leading to inorretidentiation of the true wave strengths and propagation diretions, and to unne-essary invoation of renement and oarsening operations, as explained in [73℄. This
347shortoming, however, should be signiantly alleviated by use of a grid-independentwave deomposition, as explained further in [73, 271℄. This eet an also be largelyeliminated [73℄ by examining the value of the loal residual in addition to the valueof the wave strengths: if the residual is small, then no renement or oarsening is ap-plied, even if the waves are strong. This pure wave-strength-based approah was notadopted in this work beause of its high sensitivity to noise, espeially behind shokwaves and around shear waves, beause of its requirement for extra storage in orderto implement it in a modular manner, and beause it does not appear to oer anypratial advantages over the adaptation indiators based on the divergene and theurl of the veloity vetors used in this work, whih have already been demonstrated[271℄ to be related to the wave strengths.A omparison of the strengths and weaknesses of several of the adaptation indi-ators desribed in this sub-setion is presented in Referenes [101℄ and [271℄.An important onsideration in hoosing adaptation indiators for The System ofEuler Equations is that the disontinuities and the ow features supported by thissystem are the same for steady-state and transient ows. Therefore, the same set ofadaptation indiators an be expeted to work equally well for omputations of bothtypes of ows, even if there are also moving boundaries. One of the important ndingsof this work is the pratial onrmation of this expeted behavior for the lass ofompressible, invisid, ideal-gas ows. For example, the adaptation indiators anhave the same settings and weightings for a problem in whih a shok ollides witha stationary boundary, as for a problem obtained from the preeding problem by aGalilean Transformation that renders the shok stationary and drives the boundaryinto the shok. More generally, the optimal settings are almost idential for transientows and stationary ows having similar ow-features and similar extreme values of
348the solution.6.5.3 Grid-Optimization CriteriaThis sub-setion desribes the grid-optimization riteria used in this work. Therelevant bakground for grid-optimization riteria, and the most important issuesrelated to them are reviewed in Setion 4.5. In partiular, Setion 4.5 denes grid-optimization riteria, explains the role of grid-optimization riteria in the solution-adaptation proess, and outlines the dierent approahes to devising grid-optimizationriteria, inluding the approah of the \error equidistribution priniple" (whih is alsodened and explained in Setion 4.5). Setion 4.5 also desribes how the diÆultyof formulating aurate estimates of the solution error (and hene of formulatingadaptation indiators based aurately on the solution error), auses a reversion toad ho and approximate grid-optimization riteria, inluding reversion to simpliedforms of the \equidistribution priniple". In partiular, the setion desribes howmany grid-optimization riteria in ommon pratie employ an assumed funtionalrelationship between the desired length-sale of a omputational ell, and the mag-nitude of the loal rst- or higher-gradients of the solution in that omputationalell. Setion 4.5 also presents several of the ad ho grid-optimization riteria thatare ommonly used in h-adaptation.Two grid-optimization riteria were implemented and explored in this work, andboth of them fall within the ategory of ad ho, elementary, approximate approahesdesribed in the preeding paragraph and in Setion 4.5. In partiular, in both ofthe grid-optimization riteria explored in this work, the relation between the valueof the adaptation indiator and the optimal loal length-sale required in the Com-putational Region is assumed to be of the form expressed in Equation 4.2. As
349explained in Setion 4.5, this is equivalent to assuming that the error is proportionalto the solution gradient(s), and that equidistributing the (non-diretionally-aligned)undivided dierenes in the solution values between all the ells (by adjusting thelength-sales of those ells by h-renement or h-oarsening) equidistributes the solu-tion error aross the grid. Sine the numerial sheme used in this work is formallyseond-order-aurate in spae (degenerating to a rst-order-aurate sheme in re-gions of non-uniform renement, whih are typially the regions in whih the solutionadaptation is most intense), this treatment is justied in the smooth regions, but notaross disontinuities. In an attempt to overome this deieny, the seond grid-optimization riterion used in this work attempts to treat disontinuities separately,as desribed in detail below.The rst grid-optimization riterion implemented and explored in this work is avariant of the rst of the \ad ho" optimization riteria for h-adaptation desribed inSetion 4.5. As desribed in Setion 4.5, this method determines whether individualells will be rened, oarsened, or left unmodied depending on where the values oftheir adaptation indiators fall within the statistial distributions of the values ofthe adaptation indiators for all the ells in the grid [189℄. Speially, Equation 4.3expresses the test that must be satised for renement, and Equation 4.4 expressesthe test that must be satised for oarsening, as desribed in more detail in Setion4.5. The latter two equations are respetively repeated here for onveniene, asfollows: jj   + kr (6.7)and jj <    k (6.8)where all terms are as dened in Setion 4.5.
350The values of kr and k are assigned in this work in aordane with the relevantgoverning priniples disussed in Setion 4.5 (and in the original referenes giventhere), using respetively relations of the form kr = l and k = ~l~ , where l is theell dimension, and where typial values for the numerial parameters , ~, , and~ are respetively hosen in this work to be 5:0, 0:2, 1:5, and 1:5. This arrangementprovides two parameters to ontrol eah of kr and k, for a total of four parametersfor eah adaptation indiator . The total number of parameters ontrolling theoverall grid-optimization sheme for a spei omputation may be redued fromthe maximum possible, whih is here 16, by hoosing the four parameters , ~, ,and ~ to have uniform settings for all the adaptation indiators used (that is, byhoosing the parameters independently of ). With this uniation, the entire grid-optimization methodology adopted in this work an be \tuned" with a total of fourparameters.Although it is possible to eetively apture all the important features of highlyomplex ows with the grid-optimization tehnique desribed above, the use of onlyfour parameters for eah of the adaptation indiators was found to present diÆultiesin ontrolling the form of the funtional dependene of the renement distribution onthe values of the adaptation indiators. As a result, it was often neessary (espeiallyfor omputations of transient problems) to restart alulations from the beginningseveral times, after repeatedly adjusting the four parameters to alter the manner inwhih the ell sizes luster around the various features of the solution.Another detration of the grid-optimizationmethod desribed above was the diÆ-ulty it presented in ontrolling the maximum renement level, leading to diÆultiesin ontrolling the total number of ells, and the total alulation time. These eetsand diÆulties were more pronouned in omputations in whih a large number (of
351disontinuous and smooth) ow features of diering strengths were reated duringthe ourse of the omputation, suh as in most of the shok diration examplespresented in Setion 8.5. In order to ensure that none of the relevant ow featureswere lost through insuÆient spatial resolution, it was found neessary to dereasethe value of  (from the default setting of 5 given above to, say, 2), or to dereasethe value of  (from the default setting of 1:5 given above to, say, 1:2), therebyinreasing the number of ells by as muh as a fator of 5 or more ompared to theseond grid-optimization riterion explored in this work, with little improvement inthe solution quality.Exept for problems of the type just desribed, the tehnique expressed in Equa-tions 6.7 and 6.8 was found to be highly eetive, espeially for steady state ows.This onlusion orroborates the ndings reported in various works that have usedthis tehnique [189, 101, 271℄ in similar solution-adaptive settings.The seond grid-optimization riterion implemented and explored in this work anbe onsidered a variant of the seond of the grid-optimization methods desribed inSetion 4.5, as expressed in Equation 4.5 for the ase of renement. The speiimplementation adopted in this work diers from the standard one desribed inSetion 4.5 in two major ways.The rst of the two dierenes desribed in the preeding paragraph is that theriterion implemented in this work reserves the highest level of renement availablein the grid exlusively to the disontinuities present in the solution, regardless of thetype or strength of these disontinuities. The remaining available renement levels,starting from the uniform, bakground renement level, all the way to the highestrenement level but the last, are used to resolve the \smooth" regions of the solution,in aordane with the \error equidistribution priniple" desribed and disussed in
352Setion 4.5. Aomplishing this resolution distribution requires the overall solution-adaptation tehnique to trak all disontinuities in the solution, and to apture themwithin swathes of ells that are at the highest allowed renement level. Examplesof this traking and \exlusive" resolution of the disontinuities in the solution areshown extensively throughout Chapter VIII. In partiular, all the transient andmoving-boundary omputations presented in Chapter VIII are obtained using theseond grid-optimization riterion explored in this work.The rationale for adopting the approah of exlusively resolving the disontinu-ities with the highest renement level is motivated by the shortomings and limita-tions of the \error equidistribution priniple", as disussed, for example, in Setion4.5. In partiular, sine the priniple breaks down in non-smooth regions, the aimof this grid-optimization riterion is to onne the appliation of the priniple to itsregions of validity (that is, to the regions of smooth solution), and to assume thatsolution disontinuities (whih are always of innitesimal thikness in The System ofEuler Equations) should be separately resolved, with the nest length-sale available.Additional disussions of this issue are presented towards the end of this sub-setion.The seond of the two dierenes between the grid-optimization riterion adoptedin this work and the standard variant of it desribed in Setion 4.5 is that theriterion  in Equation 4.5 is formulated to no longer be a onstant, but insteadto be a funtion of the adaptation indiator it is related to. The benets of thisgeneralization are disussed in more detail below.The spei implementation of the seond grid-optimization riterion adoptedand developed in this work an be expressed in the formjj   minmax   min > r() (6.9)
353for the renement riterion, and in the formjj   minmax   min < () (6.10)for the oarsening riterion, where  is the value of the adaptation indiator forvariable  for ell , min and max are respetively the minimum and maximumvalues of the adaptation indiator for variable  over all the ells in the grid, and r()and () are respetively the renement- and the oarsening-optimization \riteriavalues" for variable . As explained below, it is often advantageous to replae theterm min in Equations 6.9 and 6.10 by a (possibly user-speied) threshold value,whih is slightly greater than min.As noted above, the manner in whih the formulation desribed in Equations6.9 and 6.10 above diers from the standard formulation of this grid-optimizationriterion is that the riteria r() and () are funtions of the value of the adap-tation indiator variable  instead of being onstants. The manner in whih thegrid-optimization riteria of Equations 6.9 and 6.10 are used to eet the grid op-timization in this work is explained in more detail in Figure 6.2 and the next fewparagraphs.Figure 6.2 depits a typial omposite grid-optimization riterion, using the om-bination of a single renement-riterion funtion, r(), and a single oarsening-riterion funtion, (), as desribed in the preeding paragraph. The gure showsthe two riteria (whih are hereafter respetively also alled the renement and oars-ening funtions) separately. The spei adaptation indiator I in the gure maybe any one of the four indiators used in this work, for example, the indiator jrj,and the oarsening and renement funtions shown must obviously be for the sameindiator. As implied in the notation hosen for the funtions r() and (),













Figure 6.2: A graph of the renement-level vs. the value of the adaptation indi-ator, showing the renement and oarsening funtions, and indiatingthe ation of the grid-optimization riterion. The terms \min", \max",and \thr" represents respetively the minimum, maximum, and thresholdvalues for the adaptation indiator over all the ells in the grid.As desribed above, the renement riterion will seek to rene any ell whoseadaptation indiator indiates that it is under-rened, that is, any ell for whih theriterion of Equation 6.9 fails. Thus, the renement funtion will seek to ensure thatno ell falls below its graph (that is, that no ell falls below the graph of Renement-Level vs. Adaptation Indiator Value). On the other hand, the oarsening funtionwill seek to oarsen any ell whose adaptation indiator indiates that it is over-rened, that is, any ell for whih the riterion of Equation 6.10 fails. Thus, theoarsening funtion will seek to ensure that no ell falls above its graph (that is, that
355no ell falls above the graph of Renement-Level vs. Adaptation Indiator Value).This holds true even though, as explained in Sub-Setion 6.5.4 and elsewhere, themanner in whih the renement and oarsening riteria ause adaptation of the gridis dierent: renement is eeted if any renement riterion indiates that a ellrequires renement; oarsening is eeted only if all the oarsening riteria indiatethat a ell requires oarsening.Several properties of the renement and oarsening funtions an be inferredfrom the disussion in the preeding paragraph. It an be onluded, for example,the renement and oarsening funtions, r(), and (), respetively, must satisfythe ondition r() < () everywhere. It an also be onluded from the abovethat the ations of the renement and oarsening riteria together seek to plaeall the ells that are subjet to solution adaptation in the region enlosed betweenthe renement and oarsening funtions. This region may therefore be alled the\optimal" region (as established by the hosen grid-optimization riterion). Figure6.2 also illustrates the main onstraints on the forms of, and the relationships betweenthe renement and oarsening funtions, and also shows how these funtions behavenear the smallest and greatest values of the adaptation indiator values.The approah of using renement and oarsening funtions separately provides avery high degree of ontrol over the grid-optimization proess. It not only enablesthe maximum and the minimum renement levels in the grid to be xed a-priori,but also enables diret ontrol over the distribution of renement levels in betweenthe highest and lowest levels, unlike the situation with the rst grid-optimizationriterion explored in this work.The thresholds thrrL and thrI desribed in Figure 6.2 are used to provide addi-tional ontrol over the solution-adaptation proess. The renement-level threshold,
356thrrL, is the renement level below whih no solution-adaptation is applied (or eval-uated). The main role of this threshold is to ensure that the solution-adaptationalgorithm does not attempt to oarsen any ell so that its renement-level dropsbelow thrrL (as the algorithm may attempt to do for ells in regions of uniformow, for example), and this is done by heking the renement level of a ell beforeattempting to oarsen it. The value of thrrL is simply set to that of the uniform-renement-level (whih is the bakground level below whih the renement-level ofno ell may fall, as explained in Setion 6.3, and this value, whih is hosen to suitthe problem and the spei requirements of the omputation, is typially 3-6).The adaptation-indiator threshold, thrI, is the value of the adaptation indiatorbelow whih the oarsening funtion will not attempt to oarsen a ell (and henebelow whih the renement funtion will also not attempt to rene a ell, sine therenement funtion must always fall below the oarsening funtion). The main roleof this threshold is to ounter the ativation of the solution-adaptation algorithm bythe numerial \noise" in a alulation, and this role is found to be espeially usefulfor very smooth ows or ows with regions of uniform-state. The spei value ofthrI is hosen in a manner that is highly dependent on the ow features antiipatedin a omputation. For ows with disontinuities, the value is typially set to theminimum value of the adaptation indiator, say, zero. Figure 6.2 learly shows thesettings for the thresholds thrrL and thrI, and how these settings partly determinethe form of the renement and oarsening funtions.The renement-riterion and oarsening-riterion funtions for eah adaptationindiator are speied in this work in disrete form using one \real-valued" arrayfor eah, giving a total of eight arrays for the entire solution-adaptation algorithm.The index in eah array orresponds to the renement-level (of a ell), and the value
357stored for that index orresponds to the limiting value of the normalized adaptationindiator for that renement level. The limiting value for the renement-funtionarrays is the maximum value of the normalized adaptation indiator for that rene-ment level. That is, the ith entry in the renement-funtion array is the maximumvalue of the quantity  thrmax thr for renement level i. The limiting value for theoarsening-funtion arrays is the minimum value of the normalized adaptation indi-ator for that renement level. That is, the ith entry in the oarsening-funtion arrayis the minimum value of the quantity  thrmax thr for renement level i. The organi-zation of data in these arrays implies that the renement- and oarsening-funtionsare enoded in inverse form, as mappings from the integer-valued renement level tothe real-valued limits of the normalized adaptation-indiator value. The only reasonfor adopting this inverse form is its greater onveniene and the redued operationount it allows.The arrays desribed above are established and initialized at the start of theomputation, entirely from input supplied by the user, who must therefore havesome knowledge of the problem being omputed, of the ow-features that are likelyto develop during the evolution of the solution, and of the relative strengths of thesefeatures.The renement and oarsening solution-adaptation traversals of the seond grid-optimization method adopted in this work again follow the standard proedure. Dur-ing a renement traversal of the solution-adaptation algorithm, the normalized adap-tation indiator values are determined from the four indiator values for eah ellvisited. If for any of the adaptation indiators, the normalized value is found to ex-eed the limiting value stored for that renement level, the ell is rened. Similarly,during a oarsening traversal of the solution-adaptation algorithm, the normalized
358adaptation indiator values are determined from the four indiator values for eahell. If for all of the adaptation indiators, the normalized value is found to fallbelow the limiting value stored for that renement level, the super-node of the ellis oarsened (and only if the geometri-adaptation riteria allow).Although a single renement or oarsening may not bring about the optimalrenement level at a ertain loation, the renement and oarsening funtions willalways hange the renement level in the orret way, so that repeated appliationsof renement or oarsening will ahieve the optimal renement level. As explained inseveral other plaes in this hapter, ompared to renement operations, oarseningoperations must always satisfy an additional set of onstraints or tests before theyare exeuted. In partiular, before any oarsening is applied, a hek is made on thesuper-node of the target node to ensure that the result of the oarsening will notreate a ell that will require renement on the next renement yle, and a hekis also made on the state of the other three sub-nodes of the latter super-node toensure that all four of the sub-nodes are over-rened. This heking is idential tothat arried out before oarsening in the rst grid-optimization riterion explored inthis work. If the onditions given above are not satised, then the oarsening is notexeuted. On the other hand, any ell identied by the adaptation riterion to beunder-rened is individually and immediately rened, without regard to the statusof its resulting sub-nodes.As implied in the preeding paragraph, a slight bias is purposely built into therenement and oarsening proedures in the solution-adaptation algorithm to inhibitoarsening, by resolving onits between renement and oarsening in favor of re-nement. The purpose of this is simply to prevent unneessary yles of suessiveoarsening and renement. These yles not only waste omputational resoures,
359but also unneessarily add dissipation to the solution.In order for the renement and oarsening funtions to give a suitable overallgrid-optimization riterion, the oarsening funtion must learly lie at least one re-nement level above the renement funtion, and the vertial gap between the twofuntions must be appropriate for the number of renement levels in the alula-tion. That is, the vertial thikness of the optimal renement-level distribution zonemust be appropriately hosen. Otherwise, the two funtions will be ountering andreversing the ations of eah other, ausing the two types of loss desribed in thepreeding paragraph (namely, a redution in the omputational eÆieny, and alsothe introdution of additional dissipation in the solution). Typially, the oarseningthreshold (or limiting value) is set to about 70-90% of the orresponding renementthreshold, as indiated in Figure 6.2, but this ratio depends strongly on the num-ber of renement levels in the grid, and the type of features in the oweld beingomputed.The horizontal top asymptote of the renement funtion is what \aptures" thesharpest or strongest features in the oweld; namely, the disontinuities. Typially,for a ow with disontinuities, this asymptote spans at least 50% of the range of thenormalized adaptation indiator values (that is, of the quantity max   thr). Thisrelatively high ratio is hosen to ensure that the grid-optimization riterion will beable to isolate all disontinuities and resolve them with the highest level of resolution,as desribed above. Unfortunately, unless the user an adequately estimate thestrengths of the various features in a omputation, it is possible to make this ratiotoo high (ausing some smooth regions to be resolved with the highest available levelof resolution), or too low (ausing some of the disontinuities to be resolved with arenement level that falls below the highest available one).
360Despite the high degree of arbitrariness and initial involvement of the user in theseond grid-optimization proedure adopted in this work, and despite the shortom-ing desribed in the preeding paragraph, the tehnique was found to be extremelyeetive for transient ows partly beause it enables the user to seletively fous theadaptation and traking on spei desired solution features, suh as shear waves orvortial strutures, for example, and to emphasize or de-emphasize adaptation to thedisontinuous or the smooth features in a solution. The most important advantageof this tehnique, however, is that it allows omplete ontrol over the highest levelof renement, whih is hosen a-priori. This not only allows the user to hoose theoverall resolution level of a omputation, but also provides an extremely eetivemeans of ontrolling the total memory requirements, and the total omputational ef-fort devoted to a omputation. This is beause inreasing the maximum renementlevel by 1 typially inreases the total memory requirement by a fator of 4, andtypially inreases the omputational eort requirement by a fator of 8. An addi-tional benet of having expliit ontrol over the maximum ell size (in addition to theexpliit ontrol over the minimum ell size already provided in the grid-generationalgorithm) is that it enables the user to limit the phase error, whih for omputationsof transient problems depends strongly on the ratio of the smallest to the largest ellsin the grid.For a given maximum renement level, it was found that the nal renementpattern, the nal results, and the total use of omputational resoures is generallyinsensitive to the exat settings of the relevant thresholds and parameters in theseond grid-optimization method adopted in this work, provided the hosen valuesfall within appropriate ranges.It may be noted that the seond grid-optimization riterion adopted in this work
361does not expliitly inorporate a fator of the form l , with  > 1, in the adapta-tion indiator or the grid-optimization riterion to ounter the eet of inreasingtendeny of renement of ells as their dimensions derease [402℄, as desribed inmore detail in the preeding sub-setion. However, it an be seen that the tehniqueof using renement and oarsening funtions enfores the same behavior requiredto prevent the adaptation from fousing ompletely on renement in the neighbor-hood of the disontinuities in the ow by expliitly speifying the maximum andminimum renement levels, by xing the distribution of all the allowed ell sizes,and by enforing renement even in regions where the adaptation indiator is low,as shown in Figure 6.2. Thus, the tehnique of using renement and oarseningfuntions together auses the renement of all the ells in the grid to inrease if themaximum renement level is inreased, not just the renement level of ells arounddisontinuities.In devising the form of the renement and oarsening funtions in the seondgrid-optimization riterion adopted in this work, the priniple of equidistribution ofthe trunation error was used to provide guidane. In partiular, given that the loalell length-sale is speied in terms of the renement level by the relationd = D2r 1where D is the dimension of the Cartesian Root Square, r is the renement level ofthe given ell, and d is the dimension of that loal ell, the equidistribution priniple,given in Equation 4.2, implies that the desired relation between r and the renementindiator is given by r = log2 2Dk  (6.11)where, as explained above,  is the value of the adaptation indiator for variable
362, and all other terms are as dened above and as dened for Equation 4.2. Thefuntional form of Equation 6.11 justies the logarithmi shape of the renementand oarsening funtions appearing in the grid-optimization funtions, as shown, forexample, in Figure 6.2. This guideline is learly not relevant aross disontinuities,whih are identied separately, and whih typially have far higher values for theassoiated adaptation indiator than the smooth regions of the ow.This sub-setion desribed how the deision is made for eah ell in the grid,whether to rene it or not, and for eah group of four ells with a ommon supernode,whether to oarsen them and re-agglomerate them into their supernode or not. Theatual operations of oarsening and renement are exeuted by the renement andoarsening operators, as desribed in the next sub-setion.6.5.4 Exeution of the Renement and Coarsening AdaptationsThe preeding sub-setion desribed how the grid-optimization riteria are ap-plied to determine for any omputational ell in the grid whether renement, oars-ening, or neither ation is desired. The grid-optimization riteria are atually invokedand determined through a tree traversal, in the same way as done for all other generiglobal funtions, as explained in Setion 6.2. The renement and oarsening dei-sions that result from evaluation of the grid-optimization riteria are exeuted eitherduring the same traversal as that for determination of the grid-optimization riteria,or in separate traversals, as indiated in Setion 6.3, and for the reasons given there.During a renement traversal, only those nodes whose ells require renementare identied, and one suh a node is identied, all the neessary renement ationsare immediately performed on that node, before the traversal proeeds to the nextnode in the traversal order. Similarly, during a oarsening traversal, only those
363penultimate nodes whose ells require oarsening are identied, and one suh anode is identied, all the neessary oarsening ations are immediately performed onthat node before the traversal proeeds to the next node in the traversal order. Anode is identied as requiring renement if any of the four adaptation indiators forthe orresponding ell indiate that the ell is under-resolved. On the other hand,a node is identied as requiring oarsening only if all four adaptation indiators forthe orresponding ell indiate that the ell is over-resolved.Whether in renement or in oarsening, the ations of the grid-optimization rite-ria are limited to the identiation of the ells that require renement or oarsening;all the renement and oarsening ations are separately performed respetively by therenement and oarsening operators (whih may therefore be olletively alled theadaptation operators), as desribed in detail in Setions 6.2 and 6.3. This separationbetween the ations of the grid-optimization riteria and the adaptation operatorswas also desribed in Setion 4.5, and is primarily motivated by the desire for mod-ularity of funtion, espeially beause the same adaptation operators are used toapply geometri adaptation, and even to generate the initial grid.The spei ations performed by the renement and oarsening operators onthe Quadtree data-struture that represents the grid (inluding those performed onthe attribute data) to respetively rene and oarsen ells in the grid are desribedin detail in Setions 6.2 and 6.3. As explained in these two setions, the renementand oarsening operations are performed on a node-by-node basis (and hene on aell-by-ell basis). These two setions, espeially the former, also explain how theations of the renement and oarsening operators inlude speial onstraints andsubsidiary operations to automatially and intrinsially ensure the smoothness of thegrid that results from the ell-by-ell ation of these operators, and to ensure that
364the ompatibility of the grid with the boundaries and with the boundary onditionsis maintained.Setion 6.3 also explains how the renement and oarsening traversals for solution-adaptation are ontrolled, and how these traversals are invoked with appropriate fre-quenies during the alulation proedure, depending on the ategory of problem forwhih the omputation is being arried out. For example, Setion 6.3 explains howthe renement and oarsening traversals are arried out with dierent frequenies andat dierent stages in the alulation proedure, depending on whether the problemis a steady-state problem, or, for example, a time-dependent problem with mov-ing boundaries. As that setion desribes, the major dierenes between solution-adaptation for problems with moving boundaries ompared to solution-adaptation forproblems with stationary boundaries are manifested in the sequening and frequenyof alls to the solution-adaptation proedure (whih evaluates the adaptation india-tors, omputes the grid-optimization riteria, and alls the renement and oarsen-ing operators), and not in the spei ations performed during the renement andoarsening operations. That setion and others also emphasize that the proeduresperformed during a renement or a oarsening are the same whether the renementor oarsening is being arried out for grid generation, for geometri-adaptation, orfor solution-adaptation.6.5.5 Requirements of the Flow SolverAll solution algorithms that employ a Finite-Volume, Finite-Element, or Finite-Dierene disretization require the onnetivity between the omputational ells,elements, or nodes in the grid to remain unhanged during an individual solution-
365update yle 1. The distanes between nodes, and the geometries of ells or elementsmay hange (and appropriate averages of any varying geometri properties may thenbe used in the solution algorithm), but the solution-update proedures, whih of-ten involve matrix operations, always require a single, xed inter-dependene orinuene-pattern between the solution values aross an update yle in all the indi-vidual ells or elements in the grid.The requirement for xed onnetivity disussed in the preeding paragraph holdseven for solution-adaptive methods, inluding the method developed in this work.Beause of this requirement, all hanges in the grid other than deformations (whihhere our in merged ells in the immediate viinity of moving boundaries, as ex-plained in detail in Chapter VII, and in Setion 3.4) must be applied exlusively \be-tween" individual solution-update yles, leaving the grid \frozen" during solution-update yles. Suh hanges in the grid inlude all loal oarsenings and renements,inluding all adaptations, whether solution-related or geometry-related, and all ellmergings or ell un-mergings.Beause the grid onnetivity is not allowed to hange during an individualsolution-update yle, even in a solution-adaptive method, there are no fundamentalintrinsi dierenes between the solution algorithms for methods that use adaptivegrids and those that use invariant grids: in both ases, the solution algorithm per-forms the update yle mostly by omputing and summing uxes on a xed grid.The only additional requirement plaed by solution algorithms for methods that useadaptive grids is that provisions must be made for hanges in the grid and its onne-tivity between individual solution-update yles. Assuming that the grid-generation1As also explained elsewhere in this doument, a solution-update yle refers to either theadvaning of the solution by a single timestep (in a omputation of a transient problem), or to theadvaning of the solution by a single \pseudo timestep" or by a single iteration (in a omputationof a steady-state problem).
366and grid-adaptation algorithms are distint from the solution algorithm, as is thease in the method developed in this work, by far the two most important suhprovisions are the following: (i) a proedure to transfer data from the original gridto the modied grid whih is reated by the adaptation so that the solution an bearried to and then advaned on the newly-adapted grid over the next update yleand the following ones; and, (ii) an organization of the data strutures so that theneessary hanges in onnetivity an be arried out with minimal omputationaleort, relative to the omputational eort required by the solution algorithm. As ev-ident from their desription, even though these two provisions are required to enableuseful funtioning of the solution algorithm as part of an adaptive-grid method, andeven though they are ritial elements for suh a method, neither of them is diretlyrelated to the solution algorithm itself. The remainder of this sub-setion is mostlydevoted to further disussion of these two provisions.The initialization of data for a grid reated between solution-update yles byadaptation of an original grid must be performed orretly and aurately. All data,inluding solution-related and geometry-related data, for the adapted grid must ei-ther be determined anew or must be extrated from the original grid during thegrid adaptation proess that ours between solution-update yles. In the ase ofthe geometry-related data, the data for the adapted grid an be alulated diretlyand exatly from the geometries of the ells and of the boundaries they interset,with little need for the orresponding data in the original grid. In the ase of thesolution-related data, the data for the adapted grid must typially either be obtainedby transfers from sets of four subnodes to their orresponding supernodes (duringoarsening), or from supernodes to their sets of four subnodes (during renement).The data transfer proedures used for geometry-related and solution-related data
367are desribed in detail in Sub-Setion 6.3.3. That sub-setion also explains thatmost of these transfers are highly loalized and our exlusively during the rene-ment or oarsening of nodes, as an intrinsi part of the renement or oarseningoperations. The sub-setion also explains the spei speial requirements for thetransfer of geometry-related data, espeially the requirement of ensuring the satis-fation of The Geometri Conservation Laws for moving boundaries, and for transferof solution-related data, espeially the requirement of ensuring the onservation ofthe Conserved Variables. In the ase of solution-related data, all formulae used totransfer the solution data between nodes during renement and oarsening are givenand explained in detail.The formulae used to transfer the geometry-related and the solution-related dataduring ell merging and ell unmerging operations are desribed in detail in ChapterVII. As mentioned above, all merging and unmerging operations and their relateddata transfers are arried out only between solution-update yles, just as done withadaptation operations. In the ase of solution-related data, the formulae used totransfer data during merging and unmerging are respetively analogous to thoseused for transferring solution-related data during oarsening and renement, as theyare given and explained in the Sub-Setion 6.3.3. This similarity is to be expeted,sine merging and unmerging an respetively be viewed as an agglomeration ofone or more individual ells (into a omposite ell), and as a de-agglomeration ofa omposite ell (into one or more individual ells). In other words, merging andunmerging an be respetively viewed as a less restrited, non-hierarhial variant ofthe oarsening and renement proedures arried out in the Quadtree.As explained above, the seond major requirement for a solution algorithm ofa method using adaptive grids is that the grid-related data-strutures must be de-
368signed and implemented in a way that allows the grid onnetivities to be modiedbetween solution-update yles with minimal omputational eort ompared to theomputational eort required by the solution algorithm. This is espeially true formethods that involve dynami adaptation (that is, automati, run-time-exeutedadaptation), as does the method developed in this work, and it is true whether thedynami adaptation involves merging, unmerging, loal renement, or loal oarsen-ing of ells. The overall omputational performane of dierent adaptive methodswill largely depend on how easily and eonomially suh onnetivity modiationsan be arried out.One of the haraterizing features of the Quadtree-based grid data-struture asit is used in this work is that, as emphasized in several setions of Chapter VI, thegrid onnetivity data is largely onned to and inorporated in the hierarhialonnetivity data of the Quadtree. This arrangement implies not only that the gridonnetivity data storage is highly loalized, but also that the volume of this datais kept almost to the minimum possible. No pre-proessed, global data-strutures,suh as index tables, arrays, or link-lists are used to store onnetivities in this work,exept for a seondary link-list whih is temporarily re-reated and used only inthe data-output operation. As explained in Chapter VII, the onnetivity data forell merging is also similarly minimal and highly loalized. The onsequene of thesearrangements is that all onnetivity modiations and all grid adaptations, inludingell renements and oarsenings, and ell mergings and unmergings are performedby purely loal modiations to the data-struture, and therefore onsume minimalomputational eort. Moreover, beause the solution algorithm used in this workis exeuted as part of a tree traversal (in whih the uxes aross eah ell fae inthe grid are omputed and aumulated, ell by ell), it requires no input of global
369onnetivities or global variables (suh as the total number of ells in the grid, forexample), and therefore requires none of the usual input parameters that hangewhenever a grid hanges between two solution-update yles.The data-strutures developed and used in this work ontrast strongly withglobal, xed, array-based or table-based data-strutures storing global onnetivi-ties in pre-set orders. In the latter type of data-strutures, modiations to thegrid, even by the addition or removal of a single ell, for example, may require theonnetivity for the entire grid to be re-onstruted anew. Suh data-strutures aretherefore not suitable for methods using dynami adaptation, espeially for adaptiveomputations of transient problems.One onsequene of having a xed grid onnetivity during eah solution-updateyle is that if ow features move by a suÆiently large distane during the yle,then the grid adaptation at the start of the yle may beome inappropriate, andeven deleterious, by the end of the yle. This may our to the extent, for example,that sharp features may move far out of their renement zones and beome heavilysmeared. This eet is more relevant and ritial for omputations of transientproblems than for omputations of steady-state problems, but in both ases, it anbe ountered by inreasing the thikness of the renement zones, as desribed, forexample, in [73℄. The thikness an either be inreased uniformly, or along preferred,solution-dependent diretions, as demonstrated in [73℄. In this work, however, nospeial treatment is neessary to overome or irumvent this eet. This is beause,as explained in Chapter III, the solution algorithm in this work performs the time-integration using an expliit preditor-orretor formulation, and sine the timestepstaken in suh an expliit solution algorithm are so small that the fastest waves in thesolution barely ross a single ell during a single update yle, there is never enough
370time for the grid adaptation to beome non-optimal for the solution (given thatthe solution-adaptation proedure is invoked after every time-step in alulations oftransient problems, as explained in Sub-Setions 6.3.5 and 6.5.1). The only way inwhih this eet an be introdued (temporarily) in the tehnique developed in thiswork is if too low a setting is hosen for the frequeny of the solution-adaptationyle (whih is explained in Sub-Setion 6.3.5) for a omputation of a steady-stateproblem.6.5.6 Treatment for Moving-Boundary ProblemsNo speial requirements are imposed on the solution-adaptation proedures devel-oped in this work by motion of boundaries, and no speial extensions of or treatmentsin these proedures are applied for omputations with moving boundaries. If movingboundaries are present, then the solution adaptation responds only to the physialphenomena and the ow strutures reated by this motion, without any aountbeing expliitly taken of the boundary motion itself.The built-in algorithmi indierene to the motion of boundaries desribed inthe preeding paragraph reets and is fully justied by the fat that the physialphenomena involved, and the struture of the ow patterns established in a prob-lem do not depend on whether the boundaries that are present in the problem arestationary or moving per se, but only on the relative speeds involved. A solution-adaptation algorithm founded on orret physial priniples should therefore be ableto handle in a uniform manner problems with moving boundaries and problems withstationary boundaries. Moreover, this an be aomplished purely by deteting andtraking the ow features generated in the solution, without regard to the preseneof any boundary motion, as done in this work. The invariane of the solution and
371the solution-adaptation patterns in this work to a Galilean Transformation is demon-strated in Setion 8.5 in the alulation results shown for the interation between aplanar shok wave and a ylinder: nearly idential solutions and solution-adaptationpatterns are obtained whether the shok travels and ollides with the stationaryylinder, or whether the ylinder travels in the opposite diretion and ollides withthe stationary shok.The uniform treatment desribed in the preeding paragraph of problems withmoving and stationary boundaries by the solution-adaptation algorithm developedin this work extends to every omponent of this algorithm, inluding the adapta-tion indiators, the grid-optimization riteria, and the adaptation operators. Theseomponents are therefore valid and uniformly used for all the types of alulationsthat may be performed with the methodology developed in this work, inluding al-ulations with moving boundaries and topologi transformations. The only mannerin whih the type of omputation aets the adaptation proess is through the fre-queny and the ordering of the invoations of the adaptive renement and oarseningoperations, as explained in Sub-Setion 6.3.5 and others.6.6 Fundamental Operations in the Quadtree, II6.6.1 Neighbor-Determination in the QuadtreeThis sub-setion desribes and explains the neighbor-determination methods thatare adopted and developed in this work, and disusses their omputational osts, andtheir main advantages and drawbaks. Although neighbor-determination is requiredeven as part of the Quadtree-based grid-generation proess, this sub-setion wasdeferred till this stage beause understanding it requires knowledge of the Quadtreedata-struture, and of the way in whih a Quadtree represents a grid.
372Two omputational ells A and B are neighbors if and only if there is at leastone point in the Computational Region that belongs to the boundaries of both ofells A and B. Two ells are vertex neighbors if they share a ommon vertex (butnot a ommon edge). Two ells are edge neighbors if they share a ommon edge(and, for non-degenerate Cartesian ells, this implies that they also share exatlytwo verties). The extensions of these two denitions of neighborhood type to faeneighbors for 3-D grids, and to neighborhood types of even higher dimensionality forgrids in higher-dimensional spaes are obvious: in general, for a grid in n-dimensionalspae, neighboring omputational ells may share dierent types of geometri entities,where eah type an be desribed by its i-volume, where 0  i  (n   1). Note,however, that for Quadtrees, the terms \edge-neighbor" and \fae-neighbor" may(misleadingly) be used synonymously.The neighbor-determination operation an be dened as the operation ofidentifying the (one or more) ell(s) that share(s) a given fae, a given edge, or agiven vertex with a given target ell. In this usage, the target ell is the known,given ell for whih a set of (one or more) neighbors of given type is sought.The neighbor-determination operation is used intensively during the ow-solverupdate, for example, in alulating the ux on a fae or edge separating two ells,in determining the stenil to be used for reonstruting the gradient in a ell, andin performing various interpolation and extrapolation alulations. The neighbor-determination operation is also extensively used during the grid-generation proessitself, as well as during the input, output, and plotting operations.The onept of neighborhood used in the preeding two paragraphs was in theontext of spatial or geographi onnetedness or adjaeny, and this is the ontextthat is most relevant during atual use of a grid, as indiated in the above examples.
373However, this ontext is only impliitly present in the Quadtree data-struture, andonly if the Quadtree is taken to represent a spatial-subdivision proess or some othergeometri-modeling proess. In suh ases, the onept of spatial onnetedness mayalso be reeted in the attribute data stored in the Quadtree nodes, but typially stillnot expliitly in the links onneting these nodes. Indeed, as desribed in Setions6.1 and 6.3, the links that onnet the nodes in the Quadtree data-struture thatrepresents the grid are typially purely hierarhial: expliitly, they only assoiatenodes with their super-nodes or their sub-nodes, without regard to geographi prox-imity between the nodes. Beause of this arrangement, the proedure for loatingspatial neighbors in a Quadtree that represents a \spatial grid" is based on dedutionof the spatial neighborhood between ells in the grid from analysis of the hierarhialonnetivity between nodes in the Quadtree. This analysis and dedution are donethrough loal traversal of an appropriate portion of the Quadtree.The neighbor-determination operation is typially performed only for leaf nodes,sine only these nodes are assoiated with omputational ells (between whih knowl-edge of spatial onnetedness is required). In this ase, the interior nodes in the treeare only used to establish the hierarhial onnetivity between the leaf nodes, as willbe desribed below. Nevertheless, the neighbor-determination methods developed inthis work are appliable to nodes of any type, inluding interior nodes.Two generi neighbor-determination proedures are used in this work: one forloating edge-neighbors, and one for loating vertex-neighbors. As desribed above,these are the only two types of neighbors that are relevant in a Quadtree-based grid.Despite sharing the same fundamental priniples, these two proedures are developedand implemented separately in this work, for reasons that are made evident below.For the most part, these two proedures are here also desribed separately.
374Before desribing the neighbor-determination proedures developed and used inthis work, however, it is onvenient to dene several ommonly-used terms that relateto the geographi diretions relative to a ell, and to the \diretions" that an beassigned to the links of a Quadtree.Let C be a given omputational ell. The D-edge-neighbor of ell C is theell that shares the Dth-edge of ell C, where D here may be one of either S, W ,N , or E, where these symbols signify the South, West, North, and East diretions,respetively. The D-vertex-neighbor of ell C is the ell that shares the Dth-vertex of ell C, where D here may be one of either SE, SW , NW , or NE, wherethese symbols signify the South-East, South-West, North-West, and the North-Eastdiretions, respetively. For vertex-neighbors, the diretion may also be signiedby the notation D1D2, where eah of D1 and D2 must be either S, W , N , or E,where D1 6= D2, and where the ordering of the letters in D1D2 is in aord with thestandard onvention for ordering geographial diretions. The diretions S, W , N ,E, SE, SW , NW , and NE all have their usual geographi meanings (when viewingthe grid in its regular alignment with the Cartesian axes, in whih the x-axis is takento point in the E diretion, and the y-axis is taken to point in the N diretion).Although, as mentioned above, the links in a Quadtree do not inherently possessgeographial diretionality, this diretionality an be impliitly and uniquely imposedby the relative loations of the omputational ells to whih the Quadtree sub-nodesorrespond. In partiular, the four desending links of every super-node an beassumed to be a set of one \SE", one \SW", one \NE", and one \NW" links,suh that eah of these desending links onnets the super-node with one of its foursub-nodes, suh that the diretion of the link orresponds to the loation (within thesquare orresponding to the super-node) of the square orresponding to the sub-node.
375Similarly, every sub-node has a single non-NULL link that asends to its super-nodein either the SE, SW , NW , or NE diretion, where this diretion is most easilyarrived at by identifying the vetor onneting the entroid of the sub-node squarewith the entroid of the super-node square, or by reversing the diretion of the linkonneting the super-node to that sub-node.Let D1D2 be the diretion of a link in the Quadtree (that is, D1D2 is one ofthe diretions SE, SW , NW , or NE). The reetion of diretion D1D2 in anaxis-aligned edge (or line), say, a ~D-edge, is alled an edge-reetion or a line-reetion, and an be onstruted as follows: exatly one of D1 or D2 must bealigned along the ~D-edge; leave this parallel omponent unhanged, and reversethe diretion of the other omponent. The other omponent here will always be theomponent ofD1D2 that is normal to ~D. This is analogous to the reetion of a niteline segment in a line that is parallel to either the x- or the y-axis in plane geometry.For example, the reetion of the diretion SW in an S-edge gives the diretionNW , while the reetion of the diretion SW in an N -edge also gives the diretionNW , while the reetion of the diretion NE in an E-edge gives the diretion NW .Similarly, a vertex-reetion may also be dened by onstrution, as follows: thereetion of diretionD1D2 in any vertex results in the diretionD2D1, and the pointof origin of the reeted diretion is determined in aordane with the orrespondinggeometri reetion in plane geometry (of the nite line segment orresponding toD1D2, in a point orresponding to the loation of the hosen vertex). The reversalof a given diretion has the usual meaning, and an also be obtained by rotating thatdiretion though  radians.
3766.6.1.1 Determination of Edge NeighborsIn a Quadtree-based grid (whih is always a 2-D grid), an edge neighbor for agiven omputational ell, ell C, may either be a South neighbor, a West neighbor, aNorth neighbor, or an East neighbor of the given ell. Let the sought neighborhooddiretion be D, where D is either S, W , N , or E. The proedure used to determinethe edge neighbor in diretion D is as follows:1. Starting in the Quadtree at the node orresponding to ell C, asend the treeusing the node-to-super-node links, one by one, storing (in sequene) the indi-vidual asent diretions, until an asent diretion is traversed that has diretionD as one of its two diretion omponents. As explained above, the asent di-retions possible are SE, SW , NW , and NE, and eah of these diretionsontains two omponents, either of whih may be aligned with D. Store thesuper-node, node S, arrived at during this last asent. The traversal of the Ddiretion is alled a ross-over event, and this event is guaranteed to our forany asent, exept in one situation: ell C is a ell that lies on the D-boundaryof the grid and therefore has no neighbors in the D diretion. In this ase,the ross-over ondition annot be ahieved, and the asent ontinues throughthe root node of the Quadtree to the (NULL) super-node of the root node.When this happens, the desired neighbor of ell C is identied and returned asthe NULL (that is, the non-existent) neighbor, and the neighbor-determinationproedure is terminated. Otherwise, the algorithm ontinues through Steps 2and 3 below.2. Reet (as desribed above) the individual segments of the asent path se-quene traed in Step 1 above in a D-line passing through the node S, then
377reverse the diretion of eah reeted segment, and then invert the sequentialorder of eah reeted, reversed segment. The sequene of links that is reatedby these reetions and reversals and by the order-inversion denes a desentpath that is used to loate the sought edge neighbor. All reetion and reversaloperations are eÆiently arried out in modulo-4 integer arithmeti.3. Starting at node S, the node in whih the asent sequene terminated in Step1 above, follow the desent path obtained by the reetions and reversals andthe order inversion of Step 2 above. This desent path will terminate in theQuadtree node that orresponds to the sought neighbor of ell C. The aseswhere ell C and its sought neighbor are not at the same renement level,however, require either trunation or extension of the desent path, and thisis done as follows: If the desent path annot be pursued to its end beausethe path has enountered a leaf node before the path has terminated, thenthat leaf node is the one orresponding to the sought neighbor of ell C. Inthis ase, the sought neighbor is one renement level oarser than ell C, andthe desent path will be trunated by exatly one level, orresponding to thelast segment (or leg) of the path. Both of these outomes are a result of theone-renement-level-dierene restrition imposed in this work. If the desentpath terminates before reahing a leaf node, then the desent path is extendedby adding two unique branhes, eah one level deep. The diretions of the twounique branhes are obtained by seleting the two unique desent diretionsthat ontain omponents that are opposite to D. These two branhes willlead to two unique ells that are the sought neighbors of ell C, and that areone level of renement ner than ell C. Again, both of these outomes areonsequenes of the one-level-renement-dierene restrition imposed in this











: Descent PathFigure 6.4: An example showing the asent and desent paths traversed to loate theE edge-neighbor of a spei target ell.segments, until the E-diretion ross-over is attained by the NE asent in the fourthsegment. In this ase, the asent sequene is given by fNW;NW; SW;NEg, andreahes all the way to the root node of the Quadtree. This happens beause thetarget ell and its sought neighbor are separated by a \1-major" bisetor of the rootsquare. Reetion of the asent path in an E-line passing through the entroid of theroot square and reversal of the segment diretions results in the reeted, reversedsequene fSW; SW;NW; SEg. Inverting the order of this sequene gives the sequenefSE;NW; SW; SWg, whih is the desent sequene. In this ase, however, the lastsegment of the desent path annot be pursued beause the path enounters a leafnode, and the last segment is trunated (or ignored). As shown in the gure, thedesent path leads to the required neighbor, whih is one level of renement oarser




: Descent PathFigure 6.5: An example showing the asent and desent paths traversed to loate thetwo N edge-neighbors of a spei target ell.In Figure 6.5, the neighbor sought for the target ell is the N neighbor. Thisase illustrates an opposite to the previous example in that the sought neighbor(s)are one level of renement ner than the target ell. In this ase the asent sequeneproeeds through three segments, until the N diretion ross-over is attained bythe NE asent in the third segment. In this ase, the asent sequene is given byfSE; SW;NEg, and reahes all the way to the root node of the Quadtree. Again,this happens beause the target ell and its sought neighbors are separated by thea 1-major bisetor of the root square. Reetion of the asent sequene in an N -line passing through the entroid of the root square, followed by reversal of thesegment diretions results in the sequene fSW; SE;NWg. Inverting the order of





: Descent PathFigure 6.6: An example showing the asent path traversed in the attempt to loatethe S neighbor(s) of a spei target ell, and the determination that thetarget ell has no neighbor(s) in the seleted diretion.In Figure 6.6, the neighbor sought for the target ell is the S neighbor. The asentsequene in this ase is given by fNW;NE;NW;NULLg, where the last element inthe sequene indiates that the asent path has surpassed the root node of the treewithout ahieving the ross-over ondition (for the S diretion). In this ase, no
383attempt is made to onstrut a desent path. Instead, the sought neighbor of thetarget node is identied as the NULL (that is, the non-existent) node. As shown inthe gure, the target node has no neighbor in the sought diretion.The orretness of the above algorithm an be proved from the following orol-laries, whih an be individually proved as indiated:1. Let N be any node in a Quadtree, and let S be the Cartesian square in theComputational Region that orresponds to this node. Let ~n = fn1;    ; nmgbe the set of all leaf nodes that are (diretly or indiretly) subordinate to nodeN (allowing for the degenerate ase ~n = fNg), and let ~s = fs1;    ; smg be theset of squares orresponding to the leaf nodes that are subordinate to node N ,suh that square si orresponds to leaf node ni. Let e be any edge separatingany two squares si and sj in ~s (implying that, possibly exept for sets of pointsof measure zero in R2, e lies wholly in the interior of S). Then, there exists apath of links within the sub-tree rooted in N that leads from node ni to nodenj, and vie-versa. This orollary an be proved as follows: sine ni and nj aresubordinate to N , there exist asending paths of links from eah of them to N ,and there also exist desending paths from N to eah of them.2. Let e be an edge of a square that orresponds to a leaf node in a Quadtree suhthat e does not lie wholly in the boundary of the root square of the Quadtree.Then there exists at least one interior node whose orresponding square whollyontains e in its interior, and also wholly ontains the two unique squares thatare joined by the edge e. This orollary an be proved from the onstrutionproedure of the edges and squares during the spatial sub-division proess.3. Let N be any node in a Quadtree, let Pd be any path along desending links
384from N , and let Pa be any path along asending links terminating in N . LetD be any of the two diretions traversed by any link l in Pd or Pa. Then the\extent of travel" along D in link l is greater than the sum of the \extents oftravel" in the diretion D of all the links that are subordinate to link l. Here,extent of travel may be measured, for example, in terms of physial distane,or in terms of the number of ells at the nest renement level in the tree. Thisorollary an be proved from the fat that any term in a nite geometri seriesof ratio 12 is greater than the sum of all the sueeding terms in the series.4. Let n be a leaf node in a Quadtree, let s be the square that orresponds ton, let D be any diretion from the set S;W;N;E, and let eD be the edge of sin the D diretion. Let P be the (unique) asending path from n that passesthrough the root node. The rst asending link l in P that has a omponentin the diretion D leads to a node N whose orresponding square ontainsthe edge eD within its interior. This an be proved from Corollaries 2 and 3above. This orollary orresponds to the ross-over ondition desribed in theneighbor-determination algorithm given above. This orollary also aountsfor the ase of the non-existent neighbor.5. The node N identied in Corollary 4 above is the \least superior" super-nodein the Quadtree that ontains within its interior the edge eD that was desribedin Corollary 4 above. This an be proved from Corollaries 3 and 4 above.Corollaries 5 and 2 above an be ombined to show that the node N identiedin Corollary 5 satises the requirements of the node N identied in Corollary 1,proving the existene of a path leading from the node n identied in Corollary 4 to its\neighbor node" in the D diretion. The asending portion of the path has already
385been identied in Corollary 4. For a uniformly-rened Quadtree, the orretnessof the onstrution of the desending portion of the path an be proved from thesymmetry about the x-axis and the y-axis of the direted links in the Quadtreedata-struture.For a non-uniformly-rened Quadtree, the trunation or extension of the desentpath to arrive at the required neighbor in the manner desribed in the above algo-rithm is intuitively obvious, and its orretness is not proved in this work. For auniformly-rened Quadtree, the proofs given above are appliable not only to the\layer" of leaf nodes, but also to any other layer of interior nodes (where a layer in atree data-struture is the set of all nodes that are at some renement level, or depth,r, suh that 1  r  d).An important onsideration with any neighbor-determination proedure for un-strutured grids is its omputational performane, in terms of both operation ountand storage spae, espeially relative to a standard strutured-grid referene, as de-sribed further in Chapter IV. The operation ount for the above algorithm an beomputed exatly for a uniformly-rened grid, and an be losely estimated for gridswith non-uniform renement, as desribed in more detail below.For a uniformly-rened Quadtree with depth d  1 (where here depth is denedsuh that d = 1 orresponds to the root node), the average number of asents exe-uted during an edge-neighbor-determination operation for a leaf node, na, an beexpressed as the Expeted Value for the number of asents; to wit:Ea = dXi=1 iP (i) (6.12)where Ea is the Expeted Value for the number of asents, i is the dummy integervariable representing the number of asents, and P (i) is the probability that for an
386arbitrarily-seleted leaf node, i asents will be required in the Quadtree.Equation 6.12 an be evaluated in losed form by deriving a general, losed-formexpression for P (i) whih, by denition, is the frational number of leaf nodes thatrequire i asents, that is, P (i) = N(i)Pdi=1N(i) , where N(i) is the number of leaf nodesthat require i asents. The values ofN(i) for 1  i  d an be derived by examinationof the link struture in a Quadtree, and the orrespondene of this link struture tothe spatial loation of the Cartesian squares orresponding to the leaf nodes.Figure 6.7 shows the number of asents required (to ahieve the ross-over ondi-tion desribed in Step 2 of the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm) for loatingthe E edge-neighbor for eah leaf node in a uniformly-rened Quadtree of depth 5.As shown in the gure, the set of nodes orresponding to the right-most olumnof ells will require d asents, sine the asending path must proeed beyond theroot node in order to determine that the ross-over ondition annot be ahieved.There is exatly one 1-major vertial bisetor of the root square, and all the nodesorresponding to the olumn of ells to the immediate left of this bisetor required   1 asents to ahieve the ross-over ondition, sine the ross-over ondition isonly ahieved through the asending link that passes through the root node. Thereare exatly two 2-major vertial bisetors of the root square, and all the nodes or-responding to the two olumns of ells to the immediate left of these two bisetorsrequire d  2 asents to ahieve the ross-over ondition. Similarly, there are exatlyfour 3-major vertial bisetors of the root square, and all the nodes orresponding tothe four olumns of ells to the immediate left of these four bisetors require d   3asents to ahieve the ross-over ondition, and so on.In its most general form, the pattern that emerges from the arrangement shown inFigure 6.7 an now be expressed as follows: for the 2m 1 m-major vertial bisetors
387
: 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 :5Figure 6.7: A Quadtree-based grid of depth 5, showing the patterns for the number ofasents required in eah ell to loate the orresponding E edge-neighbor.of the root square, all the nodes orresponding to the 2m 1 olumns of ells to theimmediate left of these 2m 1 bisetors require d m asents to ahieve the ross-overondition.Although the ross-over ondition speially examined in Figure 6.7 orrespondsto that required to loate the E edge-neighbor, by the symmetry of Quadtree grids,the results obtained and the onlusions drawn above generalize to the loation ofedge-neighbors in any diretion.In terms of the relation for N(i) as a funtion of 1  i  d, the results obtainedabove from examination of the struture of Quadtree an be expressed in the following
388table: N(d) = 2d 1N(d  1) = 2d 1  20N(d  2) = 2d 1  21...N(d  i) = 2d 1  2i 1...N(1) = 2d 1  2d 2For eah 1  i  d, the frational number of nodes, P (i), is obtained by dividingN(i) by the total number of ells in the grid; namely, Pdi=1N(i) = 2d 12d 1. Theaverage number of asents may be omputed by substituting these results in Equation6.12, to give Ea =  d 1Xi=1 2d 12d 12d 1 2i 1 (d  i)!+ d2d 12d 12d 1 (6.13)where the term for P (d) has been treated in isolation to avoid artiially asting itinto the general pattern of the other terms.Equation 6.13 an be re-written in the formEa = 12d 1  d2 d 1Xi=1 2i   12 d 1Xi=1 i2i + d! (6.14)whih an be redued to Ea = 2  22d (6.15)by using the expansions Pd 1i=1 2i = 2(2d 1 1) andPd 1i=1 i2i = 4(d 1)2d 1 2d2d 1+2), where the rst expansion an be derived from the standard formula for a geometri
389series, and the seond expansion an be proved by indution, or by substitution inthe general formula nXi=1 imi = nmn+2   (n+ 1)mn+1 +m(m  1)2In words, Equation 6.15, whih is valid for any d  1, shows that the averagenumber of asents for the leaf nodes of a uniformly-rened Quadtree asymptotiallyapproahes 2 from below. A similar result is obtained in [318℄ for an average thatinludes all the nodes in the tree, and under dierent smoothness onstraints thanapplied in this work. The result obtained above is learly also equally valid for anylayer of nodes in a uniformly-rened Quadtree. Moreover, sine the dependene ond in Equation 6.15 is weak, and sine the number of nodes inreases exponentiallywith inreasing d, the result an be taken as an aurate average for determinationof in-layer edge-neighbors aross the entire tree, not just the layer of the leaf nodes.Sine in all ases in this work, the average number of desents for existing edgeneighbors diers by no more than 1 from the number of asents (being either equalto, greater than by 1, or less than by 1), the average total number of link-traingoperations an be approximated by 4. The eet of the presene of boundary ells(that is, ells with no neighbors) is to redue the average number of link-traingoperations sine for the nodes orresponding to suh ells, no desents are exeuted.In addition to the average operation ount required to loate an edge neighbor,the above disussion also impliitly presented the maximum and minimum possiblenumber of operations for the arbitrary node: the minimum number of asents is 1; themaximum number is d. Operation ounts for the overall grid an also be dedued:no matter what the form of the grid is, exatly one half of the ells will requireexatly one asent and one desent to loate an edge neighbor. This is also evident
390in the expression for N(1) given above. In the worst ase, the maximum number ofasents is obviously equal to the depth of the tree, while the maximum number ofombined asents and desents for d  2 will be 2(d 1). For all d  2, the eets ofrenement-level dierenes are typially negligible, sine they tend to have opposingeets on the lengths of the asent and desent paths. Extensive testing of the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm with grids having depths varying between 5 and20 showed that the average preditions given above are respeted typially to withina few per-ent in the atual implementation.For grids with non-uniform renement, the maximum and minimum number ofasents and desents remains unhanged, and exatly half the leaf nodes will stillrequire exatly one asent and one desent to loate an edge neighbor. However, theaverage number of asents and desents depends on the loation of the nest ells.For example, if the nest ells are lustered near the entroid of the root square, thenthe rossing of oarser bisetors in the edge-neighbor-determination operation willbeome more frequent, and the operation ount will inrease beyond what it wouldbe if the ne ells where onned in a minor quadrant or sub-quadrant of the rootsquare.Compared to the neighbor-determination operation for a strutured grid, the op-eration ount for the algorithm desribed above still requires far more omputationaleort. In the least, the neighbor-determination operation for a strutured grid doesnot even require a funtion all. However, for the entire range of large-sale asesthat were proled in this work, the neighbor-determination operations required nomore than a few per-ent of the omputational eort required for the ux-alulationoperations.
391In regard to storage spae, one of the hief advantages of the algorithm desribedabove is that it does not require any extra permanent storage (beyond the storage forthe Quadtree data-struture itself). Although it is possible to store the neighborhoodonnetivity by links from eah node to its neighbors, this is not done in this work forseveral reasons: (i) it requires more memory; (ii) it ould result in little saving in theomputational eort for an adaptive simulation in whih the ell-to-ell neighborhoodpatterns hange frequently; and (iii) it is messy and inelegant, requiring extensiveheking and updating, espeially for vertex-neighbors.Another major attration of the above algorithm is that is it entirely based onthe \topology" or onnetivity of the tree, with no reourse to geometri alulationsor searhes. This ontributes strongly to its robustness and speed.Additional implementation onsiderations, espeially those regarding the trade-o between storage spae and omputational eort are disussed in Setion 6.8.The above disussion an be generalized to edge-neighbor-determination in O-trees, and more generally, to higher-dimensional 2n-ary trees. This is the ase bothfor the neighbor-determination algorithm and for the operation-ount derivations.6.6.1.2 Determination of Vertex NeighborsIn a Quadtree-based grid (whih is always a 2-D grid), a vertex neighbor for agiven omputational ell, ell C, may either be a South-East neighbor, a South-Westneighbor, a North-West neighbor, or a North-East neighbor of the given ell. Letthe sought neighborhood diretion be D1D2, where D1 and D2 are either S, W , N ,or E (and where, as explained above, D1 6= D2, and the ordering of the symbolsD1 and D2 in the expression D1D2 follows the standard onvention for geographialdiretions). The proedure used to determine the vertex neighbor in diretion D1D2
392is as follows:1. Starting in the Quadtree at the node orresponding to ell C, asend the treeusing the node-to-super-node links, one by one, storing (in sequene) the indi-vidual asent diretions, until eah of the two individual omponents D1 andD2 of the sought neighborhood diretion D1D2 have been traversed by the in-dividual omponents of the asent diretions. As explained above, the asentdiretions possible are SE, SW , NW , and NE, and eah of these diretionsontains two omponents, either of whih may be aligned with D1 or D2. Notethat the traversal of the D1 and D2 diretions may our simultaneously, or se-quentially. For example, suppose D1D2 is SE. The asent-diretion sequeneSW , SW , NW , NE satises the requirement sine the rst element in thesequene satises the S omponent, and the last element in the sequene sat-ises the E omponent. Similarly, the single asent diretion SE satises therequirement sine the two omponents of the asent diretion simultaneouslysatisfy the two omponents S and E. Store the super-node, node S, arrived atduring the last asent in the sequene. The traversal of eah of the diretionsD1 and D2 is, as mentioned above, alled a ross-over event, and this event isguaranteed to our twie for any asent, exept in one situation: ell C is aell that lies on either the D1-boundary or the D2-boundary of the grid, andtherefore has no neighbors in the D1D2 diretion. In both of these ases, atmost only one of the two required ross-over onditions an be ahieved, andthe asent ontinues through the root node of the Quadtree to the (NULL)super-node of the root node. When this happens, the desired neighbor of ellC is identied and returned as the NULL (that is, the non-existent) neigh-bor, and the neighbor-determination proedure is terminated. Otherwise, the
393algorithm ontinues through Steps 2 and 3 below.2. Reet (as desribed above) the individual segments of the asent path se-quene traed in Step 1 above in either a D1-edge passing through the node S,or a D2-edge passing through the node S, or the D1D2 vertex of ell C, as de-sribed further below. This reetion proess is learly more ompliated thanthe orresponding reetion proess for edge-neighbor-determination, partlybeause the reetions for dierent segments may dier and beause they haveto be determined by analysis of the asent path. The spei proedure used todetermine and perform the reetions for the individual segments in the asentpath sequene is as follows:(a) If any segment in the ordered asent path, say, segment sa, satises exatlyone of the required diretion omponents D1 and D2, then all segmentsourring after this segment in the asent sequene are reeted in an edgepassing through node S suh that the orientation of that edge is given bywhihever of D1 and D2 was not satised by segment sa. Segment saand all segments ourring before it in the asent sequene are vertex-reeted in the vertex D1D2 of ell C. This proedure is applied whetheror not the last segment in the asent sequene satises only the remainingunsatised diretion, or whether it satises both of the diretions D1 andD2 simultaneously.(b) If the two required diretion omponents, D1 and D2 are traversed si-multaneously by a single asent, and neither is satised separately in anyasent, then all the segments in the asent path are vertex-reeted in thevertex D1D2 of ell C.
394The two possibilities desribed above are exhaustive. After all the requiredreetions are arried out, the diretions of the links are reversed, onvertingin the proess every asending link into a desending link. All reetion andreversal operations are eÆiently arried out in modulo-4 integer arithmeti,as done for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm. After reeting andreversing the links, the sequential order of eah reeted, reversed segment isinverted to generate a new sequene. The sequene of links that is reated bythese reetions and reversals and by the order-inversion denes a desent paththat is used to loate the sought vertex neighbor.3. Starting at node S, the node in whih the asent sequene terminated in Step1 above, follow the desent path obtained by the reetions and reversals andthe order inversion in Step 2 above. This desent path will terminate in theQuadtree node that orresponds to the sought neighbor of ell C. The aseswhere ell C and its sought neighbor are not at the same renement level,however, require either trunation or extension or the desent path, and this isdone as follows: If the desent path annot be pursued to its end beause thepath has enountered a leaf node before the path has terminated, then that leafnode is the one orresponding to the sought neighbor of ell C. In this ase, thesought neighbor is either one or two renement levels oarser than ell C, andthe desent path will be trunated by, respetively, either exatly one or exatlytwo levels, orresponding, respetively, to either the last one or the last twosegment(s) of the path. These outomes are the result of the one-renement-level-dierene restrition imposed in this work. If the desent path terminatesbefore reahing a leaf node, then the desent path is extended by adding eitherone or two segments, extending the depth of the path, respetively, by either
395one or two levels. The diretions of the extension segment(s) are given byD2D1, that is, by the reverse of the diretion of the sought-neighbor. Theextended desent path will lead to the unique ell that is the sought neighborof ell C, and that is either one or two levels of renement ner than ell C.Again, these outomes are onsequenes of the one-level-renement-dierenerestrition imposed in this work. The two exeptions desribed above are theonly ones that may arise under the one-level-renement-dierene restritionimposed in this work, and, as shown above, both of them are treated in amanner that disloses the unique and omplete identity of the sought vertexneighbor. Unlike the ase for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm, nobranhing is required in extending the desent path for the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm, sine (no matter what dierenes are allowed in therenement level of adjaent ells) no ell in a 2n-ary tree an have more thanone vertex neighbor. The handling desribed in this step of the two ases ofunequal renement levels between neighbors is illustrated further in all threeof the examples given below.Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 illustrate the behavior of the vertex-neighbor-determinationalgorithm desribed above in three dierent ommon situations. In all these gures,asending and desending segments are represented by arrows in the same manneras desribed above for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm. Beause of thesimilarity of the main ideas and proedures in the vertex-neighbor-determinationalgorithm with those of the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm, these exam-ples are desribed more briey than the examples presented for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm.















: Descent PathFigure 6.10: An example showing the asent and desent paths traversed to loatethe NW vertex-neighbor of a spei target ell.The remarks made for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm in regard tothe extension of the proof of orretness of that algorithm to the handling of non-uniformities in renement level also apply to the proof of orretness of the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm. In addition, the remarks made for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm in regard to the appliability of the proof of or-retness of that algorithm to neighbor determination in any homogeneously-renedlayer of nodes in the Quadtree also apply to the orresponding appliability of theproof of orretness of the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm.The omputational performane of the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithmdesribed above an also be evaluated in a similar manner to that used for theedge-neighbor-determination algorithm. As for the edge-neighbor-determination al-
400gorithm, the operation ount for the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm anbe omputed exatly for a uniformly-rened grid, and an be losely estimated forgrids with non-uniform renement, as desribed in more detail below.For a uniformly-rened Quadtree with depth d  1, (where here depth is denedsuh that d = 1 orresponds to the root node), the average number of asents exe-uted during an edge-neighbor-determination operation for a leaf node, na, an beexpressed as the Expeted Value for the number of asents, as given by Equation6.12.As done for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm, Equation 6.12 an beevaluated in losed form by deriving a general, losed-form expression for P (i)whih, by denition, is the frational number of nodes that require i asents, thatis, P (i) = N(i)Pdi=1 N(i) , where N(i) is the number of nodes that require i asents. Thevalues of N(i) for 1  i  d an be derived by examination of the link stru-ture in a Quadtree, and the orrespondene of this link struture to the spatialloation of the Cartesian squares orresponding to the leaf nodes. This proess,however, is more involved for vertex-neighbor-determination than for edge-neighbor-determination, largely beause of the need to avoid double-ounting of nodes.Figure 6.11 shows the number of asents required (to ahieve the ross-over ondi-tions desribed in Step 2 of the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm) for loatingthe NE vertex-neighbor for eah leaf node in a uniformly-rened Quadtree of depth5. As shown in the gure, the set of nodes orresponding to the right-most and top-most olumns of ells will require d asents, sine the asending path must proeedbeyond the root node in order to determine that the required ross-over onditionsannot be ahieved.
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: 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 :5Figure 6.11: A Quadtree-based grid of depth 5, showing the patterns for the numberof asents required in eah ell to loate the orresponding NE vertex-neighbor.As shown in Figure 6.11, there is exatly one 1-major vertial bisetor of the rootsquare, and exatly one 1-major horizontal bisetor of the root square. All the nodesorresponding to the olumn of ells to the immediate left of the 1-major vertialbisetor, exept for the node that falls in the top-most row of nodes, require d   1asents to ahieve the ross-over onditions (sine the E ross-over ondition anonly be ahieved through the asending link that passes through the root node).Similarly, all the nodes orresponding to the row of ells immediately below the 1-major horizontal bisetor, exept for the node that falls in the right-most row of
402nodes, require d  1 asents to ahieve the ross-over onditions (sine the N ross-over ondition an only be ahieved through the asending link that passes throughthe root node). In addition, the node that is shared by the vertial olumn of nodesand the horizontal row of nodes that were just desribed must not be double-ounted.Adding the number of nodes in this ase shows that there are exatly 2 2d 1   1 1nodes that require d  1 asents to ahieve the ross-over onditions.Figure 6.11 also shows that there are exatly two 2-major vertial bisetors ofthe root square. All the nodes orresponding to the two olumns of ells to theimmediate left of these two bisetors, exept for the two nodes that fall in the top-most row of nodes and the two nodes that fall in the 1-major row of nodes required   2 asents to ahieve the ross-over ondition. Similarly, there are exatly two2-major horizontal bisetors of the root square. All the nodes orresponding to thetwo rows of ells immediately below these two bisetors, exept for the two nodesthat fall in the right-most olumn of nodes and the two nodes that fall in the 1-majorolumn of nodes require d  2 asents to ahieve the ross-over ondition. The nodeswhih are subjet to double-ounting, of whih there are 2  2 here, must also betaken into aount.Figure 6.11 also shows that there are exatly four 3-major vertial bisetors ofthe root square. All the nodes orresponding to the four olumns of ells to theimmediate left of these four bisetors, exept for the four nodes that fall in the top-most row of nodes and the four nodes that fall in the 1-major row of nodes andthe eight nodes that fall in the two 2-major rows of nodes require d   3 asents toahieve the ross-over ondition. Similarly, there are exatly four 3-major horizontalbisetors of the root square. All the nodes orresponding to the four rows of ellsimmediately below these four bisetors, exept for the four nodes that fall in the
403right-most olumn of nodes and the four nodes that fall in the 1-major olumn ofnodes and the eight nodes that fall in the two 2-major olumns of nodes required   3 asents to ahieve the ross-over ondition. The nodes that are subjet todouble-ounting here number 4 4.Figure 6.11 also shows that there are exatly eight 4-major vertial bisetors ofthe root square. All the nodes orresponding to the eight olumns of ells to theimmediate left of these eight bisetors, exept for the eight nodes that fall in thetop-most row of nodes and the eight nodes that fall in the 1-major row of nodesand the sixteen nodes that fall in the two 2-major rows of nodes and the thirty-twonodes that fall in the four 3-major rows of nodes require d  4 asents to ahieve theross-over ondition. Similarly, there are exatly eight 4-major horizontal bisetors ofthe root square. All the nodes orresponding to the eight rows of ells immediatelybelow these eight bisetors, exept for the eight nodes that fall in the right-mostolumn of nodes and the eight nodes that fall in the 1-major olumn of nodes andthe sixteen nodes that fall in the two 2-major olumns of nodes and the thirty-twonodes that fall in the four 3-major olumns of nodes require d  4 asents to ahievethe ross-over ondition. The nodes that are subjet to double-ounting here number8 8.The proedure used in the four preeding paragraphs laries the pattern for thenumber of asents required at leaf nodes, and an be applied to a tree of any depth.Furthermore, although the ross-over onditions speially examined in Figure 6.11orresponds to those required to loate the NE vertex-neighbor, by the symmetryof Quadtree grids, the results obtained and the onlusions drawn above generalizeto the loation of vertex-neighbors in any diretion.
404In terms of the relation for N(i) as a funtion of 1  i  d, the results obtainedabove from examination of the struture of Quadtree an be expressed in the followingtable: N(d) = 2 2d 1   1N(d  1) = 2 2d 1   1  1N(d  2) = 4 2d 1   1  1  2 2N(d  3) = 8 2d 1   1  1  2  4 4N(d  4) = 16 2d 1   1  1  2  4  8 8...N(d  i) = 2i02d 1   iXj=2 2j 2   11A  2i 12i 1...N(1) = 2d 102d 1   d 1Xj=2 2j 2   11A  2d 22d 2The general expression for d   i asents an be simplied by reduing the termorresponding to the nite geometri series (using the relation Pij=2 2j 2 = 2i 1 1),to give N(d  i) = 2i 2d 1   2i 1  2i 12i 1For eah 1  i  d, the frational number of nodes, P (i) is obtained by dividingN(i) by the total number of ells in the grid; namely, Pdi=1N(i) = 2d 12d 1. Theaverage number of asents may be omputed by substituting these results in Equation6.12, to giveEa =  d 1Xi=1  2i(2d 1   2i 1)  2i 12i 12d 12d 1 ! (d  i)! + (2 2d 1   1)d2d 12d 1 (6.16)
405where the term for P (d) has been treated in isolation to avoid artiially asting itin the general pattern of the other terms.Equation 6.16 an be re-written in the formEa = 2d2d d 1Xi=1 2i   22d d 1Xi=1 i2i   3d22d d 1Xi=1 22i + 322d d 1Xi=1 i22i + (2d   1)d2d 12d 1 (6.17)whih an be redued toEa = 2d2d (2d 2)  22d ((d 2)2d+2)  3d22d (22d   22)3 + 322d (3d22d   4 22d + 4)9 +4(2d   1)d22d(6.18)whih, by using the relations for geometri series, and for sums of the form Pni=1 imias desribed in the preeding sub-setion, an be redued toEa = 4  43   42d + 43 22d = 83    12 2d   43 22d ! (6.19)In words, Equation 6.19, whih is valid for d  1, shows that the average num-ber of asents for the leaf nodes of a uniformly-rened Quadtree asymptotiallyapproahes 83 from below. A similar result is obtained in [318℄ for an average thatinludes all the nodes in the tree, and under dierent smoothness onstraints thanapplied in this work. The result obtained above is learly also equally valid for anylayer of nodes in a uniformly-rened Quadtree. Moreover, sine the dependene ond in Equation 6.19 is weak, and sine the number of nodes inreases exponentiallywith inreasing d, the result an be taken as an aurate average for determinationof in-layer vertex-neighbors aross the entire tree, not just the layer of the leaf nodes.Sine in all ases in this work, the average number of desents for existing vertexneighbors diers by no more than 2 from the number of asents (being either equalto, greater than by 1, greater than by 2, less than by 1, or less than by 2), the averagetotal number of link-traing operations an be approximated by 163 . The eet of the
406presene of boundary ells (that is, ells with no neighbors) is to redue the averagenumber of link-traing operations sine for the nodes orresponding to suh ells, nodesents are exeuted.In addition to the average operation ount required to loate a vertex neighbor,the above disussion also impliitly presented the maximum and minimum possiblenumber of operations for the arbitrary node: the minimum number of asents is 1;the maximum number is d. Operation ounts for the overall grid an also be dedued:no matter what the form of the grid is, exatly one quarter of the ells will requireexatly one asent and one desent to loate a vertex neighbor. This is also evidentin the expression for N(1) given above. In the worst ase, the maximum number ofasents is obviously equal to the depth of the tree, while the maximum number ofombined asents and desents for d  2 will be 2(d 1). For all d  2, the eets ofrenement-level dierenes are typially negligible, sine they tend to have opposingeets on the lengths of the asent and desent paths. Extensive testing of thevertex-neighbor-determination algorithm with grids having depths varying between5 and 20 showed that the average preditions given above are respeted typially towithin a few per-ent in the atual implementation.For grids with non-uniform renement, the maximum and minimum number ofasents and desents remains unhanged, and exatly one quarter of the leaf nodeswill still require exatly one asent and one desent to loate a vertex neighbor.However, the average number of asents and desents depends on the loation of thenest ells. For example, if the nest ells are lustered near the entroid of the rootsquare, then the rossing of oarser bisetors in the vertex-neighbor-determinationoperation will beome more frequent, and the operation ount will inrease beyondwhat it would be if the ne ells where onned in a minor quadrant or sub-quadrant
407of the root square.The remarks made for the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm in regard to theomparison of its operation ount with that for strutured grids apply equally wellthe vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm. Similarly, the remarks made in regardto the storage spae implementation options for the edge-neighbor-determinationalgorithm apply equally well to the the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm.The remark regarding the basing of the edge-neighbor-determination algorithm en-tirely on the \topology" or onnetivity of the tree, and the ontribution of thisto the speed and robustness of the algorithm also apply equally well to the vertex-neighbor-determination algorithm.Additional implementation onsiderations, espeially those regarding the trade-o between storage spae and omputational eort are disussed in Setion 6.8.The above disussion an be generalized to vertex-neighbor-determination in O-trees, and more generally, to higher-dimensional 2n-ary trees. This is the ase bothfor the neighbor-determination algorithm and for the operation-ount derivations.6.6.2 Transplanting and Re-rootingAny Quadtree an be inserted in its entirety (as a single sub-tree) into any otherQuadtree. This an be aomplished, for example, simply by disarding a leaf nodein one of the trees and replaing it with the root node of the other tree. Clearly, theroot node of the inserted tree has to be appropriately re-linked, and re-onguredas a sub-node of the \host" tree. In addition, all attribute data in the nodes of theinserted tree that relate, for example, to depth in the tree or to spatial loation, mustbe updated to reet the new status of these nodes in the host tree in whih they havebeen transplanted. For example, for Quadtrees that represent spatial sub-division
408proesses, the geometry of the root square of the inserted tree must be re-dened ifneessary so that it is idential to that of the Cartesian square of the replaed leafnode, and the geometri denition of all the sub-nodes of the transplanted Quadtreemust also be re-dened aordingly.A Quadtree an also be transplanted into another Quadtree by replaing seletedleaf nodes in the host tree with individual sub-trees of the transplanted tree. Anexample of this, whih is used in this work, is illustrated in Figure 6.12. The gureshows how the four immediate sub-nodes of the root node of the transplanted treeare used to replae the four \inner" leaf nodes of another Quadtree having a depthof 3. The larger root square is onstruted to have exatly twie the dimension ofthe smaller root square in this ase. One the four sub-trees of root node of theoriginal tree have been re-attahed as desribed, the root node is eliminated. Thegeometri attributes in the transplanted sub-trees need no updating in this ase inpriniple, sine the Cartesian square geometries are perfetly mathed. In pratie,however, suh an updated is arried out to ensure onsistene of the geometri deni-tions throughout the host tree to the available arithmeti preision. The renementlevels in the in the transplanted sub-trees are also updated, and several sweeps ofgrid smoothing are also arried out to ensure that any renement zones from thetransplanted sub-trees extend smoothly into the outer ring of 12 oarse Cartesiansquares.As an be dedued from Figure 6.12, the eet of the transplant desribed above isto double the size of the Computational Region, without disturbing the original grid.This is used to enable a omputation in whih moving bodies or ow features areapproahing or are about to ross the outer boundaries of the original ComputationalRegion to be ontinued automatially without the need to halt the omputation and
409
Original QuadrantsTransplanted Quadrants in New TreeFigure 6.12: The transplanting of the four 1-major sub-trees of a Quadtree into thefour \inner" 2-major sub-trees of another Quadtree.then restart it with a new expanded grid.The inverse of the transplanting proess an be onsidered to be the re-rootingproess, in whih seleted sub-trees are re-attahed diretly to a new root node, al-lowing one or more layers of interior nodes in the original Quadtree to be eliminated,and allowing the Computational Region to be ontrated aordingly. A re-rootingproedure was not implemented in this work, mostly beause ontrating the Com-putational Region is neither essential nor does it enable signiant savings in thetotal omputational eort of a alulation.6.7 Relevant Properties of Quadtree-Based Cartesian GridsSeveral advantageous (and somewhat inter-related) properties and harateristisan be inferred for unstrutured Cartesian grids in general, and for the Quadtree-based sub-ategory of these grids in partiular. These properties an be inferred fromthe fundamental geometri harateristis of unstrutured Cartesian grids (whih aredesribed in several setions in this hapter), from the fundamental properties of theQuadtree data-struture (whih are desribed in Setion 6.1), and from the properties
410of the grid-generation and grid-adaptation algorithms (whih are desribed in Setion6.3 and elsewhere in this hapter). These properties are as follows:1. Diretional isotropy of the spatial resolution: The square shape of unut om-putational ells, and the diretional uniformity of the loal spatial resolutionmake the resulting grids ideal for numerial solution of systems of equationsthat have isotropi length-sales. An example of suh a system is the Euler Sys-tem in smooth regions. Aross disontinuities in the Euler System (whih aregenerally urved lines in 2D, and urved planes in 3D), however, the isotropyof the spatial resolution imposes a penalty on the meshing eÆieny.2. Spatial loalization of the grid generation and adaptation ativity: This loal-ization enables the attainment of arbitrary loal resolution (to the allowablearithmeti preision) in any loation in the Computational Region, to resolvearbitrary loal geometri and solution features. The loalization in this workis only onstrained (slightly) by an externally-imposed requirement for gridsmoothness.3. Reliability and robustness of the grid generation and adaptation proedures:Compared to most other unstrutured-grid generation tehniques, the Quadtree-Based Spatial-Subdivision Algorithm is extremely robust, and an generatevalid grids for highly omplex geometries. If the geometry annot be adequatelyresolved beause, for example, of external onstraints on the renement levelimposed in the grid-generation algorithm, then the geometry may be trunatedor even eliminated in the grid-generation proess, but that proess will usuallystill generate a valid grid. This is an espeially important advantage for 3Domplex geometries. Similarly, beause of the simpliity of the proedures used
411to split or to onsolidate squares or ubes (that is, the node renement andoarsening operations in the Quadtree), the adaptation proess is also veryrobust. The grid generation and adaptation proesses are not only robust, butthey are also omputationally eonomial, sine relatively few arithmeti anddata-strutural operations are required, exept for ut ells (that is, for ells inthe immediate viinity of boundaries).4. Automatability of the grid generation and adaptation operations: This en-ables lose integration of the grid generation and adaptation operations withthe ow-solution algorithm, making for highly-eetive dynami adaptationalgorithms, as demonstrated in this work. A major ontributor to this au-tomatability is the requirement for relatively minimal user input for ontrol ofthe grid generation and adaptation proesses. Another major ontributor tothis automatability is the modularity of the adaptation operators, whih anbe invoked with any adaptation riteria, even ones that depend on the solutiondata, and the loalization of the spatial and data-strutural regions of ationof these operators.5. EÆieny in the use of omputational resoures: This eÆieny is relative tothat obtainable with other types of unstrutured grids, and this eÆieny isin terms of both memory (or storage spae) requirements, and omputationaleort requirements. In regard to memory requirements, the major ontributorsto higher relative eÆieny are the following two: (i) the high value of the rationlnt , where nl is the number of leaf nodes in the tree (whih are the only nodesin the tree that represent ative omputational ells), and where nt is the totalnumber of nodes in the tree. As shown in Setion 6.1, this ratio is approxi-
412mately 34 , and sine leaf nodes require at least 4 times as muh storage spae asinterior nodes, the memory-requirement overhead from maintaining the tree-based form of the grid representation is typially less than 10% of the totalmemory requirement; and, (ii) the elimination of the need to store diret linksto enode the neighborhood onnetivity information (as explained in Setion6.6). This fator is relatively far more advantageous in 3-D, where the numberof neighbors for eah ell ould be very large. In regard to omputational ef-fort, the major ontributors to higher relative eÆieny are the following two:(i) the low value of the operation ount for identifying ell neighbors, amount-ing on average (as derived in Setion 6.6) to about 2 tree asents and 2 treedesents to loate an edge neighbor, and about 3 tree asents and 3 tree de-sents to loate a vertex neighbor; and, (ii) the linearity of the grid-generationtime in the number of tree nodes, and hene its linearity in the number ofomputational ells, as explained in Setions 6.1 and 6.3. This advantage ispartiularly important for grids with a large number of ells, where the form ofthe funtion of the grid-generation time versus the number of ells is often animportant riterion of the overall performane of the grid-generation method.All the properties disussed in this item were explained or derived in detail,mainly in Setions 6.1, 6.3, and 6.6.6. Separability of the representations of the boundary geometry and of the grid:This allows the grid generation proess and the geometri denition proessto be developed or modied largely independently of eah other. This is es-peially valuable for moving-boundary problems, where, for example, in thiswork, boundary motion in the grid generation proess is treated simply as anupdate to the geometry, and handled exlusively by rening in regions into
413whih the boundary moves, and oarsening in regions whih are vaated bythe boundary. In the geometri representation, the motion of boundaries is de-termined by the physis of the problem, and is ompletely independent of thegrid and does not interat diretly with any of the grid-generation operators.Cartesian methods also do not require surfae-grids to be generated, sine theboundary is automatially onstruted by the ell-utting proedure, and thisis, again, espeially advantageous for 3D problems.7. Insensitivity of the overall solution (and the total number of ells in the grid) tothe loation of the far-eld boundaries: This ontributes to greater aurayin applying far-eld boundary onditions, and to greater automation in thegrid-generation proess, espeially for moving-boundary problems where thetrajetories of boundaries may be sought as part of the solution.The detrations of Cartesian grids an also be inferred in the same way as thebenets listed above. The most important of these detrations are the following:1. Non-boundary-onformality of the grid: This is probably the most signiantdisadvantage of Cartesian-grid methods. It results in the reation of arbitrarily-ut ells in the immediate viinity of boundaries, and hene in arbitrary varia-tions in ell geometry and ell n-volumes in the immediate viinity of bound-aries, even inluding features of severe non-orthogonality and non-smoothness.One of the spei problems aused by this non-onformality for the Systemof Euler Equations is the \small-ell problem", whih is desribed in AppendixA.1. Fortunately, for systems of equations that do not ontain diusive terms,this problem and almost all other spei problems that are aused by thenon-onformality an be overome by handling the ells near boundaries in
414one of a number of speial ways, as desribed in Appendix A.2. However, forsystems of equations that ontain diusive terms, suh as the Navier-StokesSystem, it appears impossible to simultaneously satisfy the requirements ofpositivity, onsistene, and auray in the solution [85℄ near boundaries. An-other negative onsequene of the non-boundary-onformality, and a pratialone, is the need for extensive omputational-geometry apabilities (espeiallyin 3D) within the grid-generation proedures, and the attendant additionalomputational expenses for intersetion alulations and other geometri op-erations. However, it should be noted that regular boundaries are always oflower dimensionality than the Computational Region so the additional expensebeomes asymptotially insigniant with inreasing ell-ount.2. Diretional isotropy of the spatial resolution: Although this property was de-sribed above as an advantage for problems with isotropi length-sales, thisisotropy beomes a major detration for systems of equations with stronglyanisotropi length-sales, suh as the Navier-Stokes System. In suh ases,the meshes generated by Cartesian methods are typially unaordably non-optimal.3. Grid-dependene of the boundary geometry and the boundary disretization:This arises beause the boundary faes of the grid are dened through theell-utting proess, typially by onneting the points of intersetion of theboundary with eah ell by a single line segment, trunating urved boundariesand small features. This proess results in the dependene of the disreterepresentation of the geometry of boundary surfaes on the resolution of thegrid through whih the boundaries pass. For moving boundaries, this problem
415does not arise in this work, however, beause the boundaries in this ase arerepresented as piee-wise linear segments, and beause verties and angles inthe boundary are not trunated when they fall inside ells. For boundaries thatare not represented as piee-wise linear segments, the ell-utting proess ouldalso result in large variations in resolution of the boundary features. Both ofthese disadvantages an be overome to a large extent by geometri adaptation,as done in this work, for example. This grid-dependene an be viewed as anegative aspet of the advantage of not requiring a surfae grid in Cartesianmethods. As would be expeted from the explanations in the preeding items,this grid-dependene has a limited eet on the solution quality for the EulerSystem, for example, but a signiant eet on the solution quality for theNavier-Stokes System, for example, espeially if turbulene models are used.4. The added requirement for speial data-strutures and algorithms to reate andmaintain the Quadtree, and to perform operations in it: As desribed through-out this hapter, in order to take full advantage of the benets of the Quadtreedata-struture, most operations on the grid, inluding the gasdynami solutionand update operation, must be formulated and re-ast in terms of operatorson the Quadtree data-struture.Some of the detrations desribed above an be redued, eliminated, or irum-vented, while others are inherent in the Cartesian approah and annot be eliminatedwithout disarding the dening harateristis of this approah. Further disussionof these detrations and how they may be redued or irumvented, as well as severalrelevant ideas are presented in Chapter IX.
416Considering both the advantages and disadvantages disussed above, it an bestated that in most respets, unstrutured, Cartesian-grid approahes, inluding thespei Quadtree-based approah hosen and developed in this work, are partiularlywell-suited for solution of the Euler System of Equations for arbitrary geometriesand for moving-boundaries. It an also be observed that for the lass of invisidompressible ows, the hosen grid-generation methodology satises to a large extentall the relevant requirements and riteria that were identied in Chapter IV for asuessful grid generation proedure.6.8 Some Implementation ConsiderationsThe Quadtree data-struture was desribed and dened in a reursive form, inSetion 6.1. The Quadtree-based grid-generation and grid-adaptation algorithmswere also desribed and formulated in reursive forms, in Setion 6.3. The algorithmsthat perform the main operations in the Quadtree were based on the reursive formof the Quadtree data-struture, as desribed in Setions 6.2 and 6.6. The motives forand the advantages of adopting the reursive form were also desribed and impliedin Setions 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. For similar motives and advantages, a Quadtree-based,Cartesian-grid-generation algorithm is also best implemented in a strit, tree-based,reursive form, as opposed to, for example, a multi-linked-list form that retains thekey elements of the tree-based form, but that only ontains the leaf nodes of theorresponding tree. Suh link-list forms may be simpler and easier to implement fornon-adaptive, unstrutured, Cartesian grids. However, for the adaptive variants ofthese grids, implementing suh link-list forms is more diÆult and more error-pronethan the orresponding tree forms, and their omputational performane is expetedto be worse.
417If, as done in this work, a reursive, tree-based form is adopted for the Quadtree-based grid-generation algorithm, then the algorithm is best implemented in a pro-gramming language that supports reursive funtions and dynami memory alloa-tion. Good options inlude the Fortran 90, the C, and the C++ languages. Choosinga programming language that does not allow reursive funtions will make the pro-gramming far more diÆult than neessary, and hoosing a programming languagethat does not allow dynami memory alloation will make the implementation inef-ient and umbersome.In this work, a multi-linked-list image of the Quadtree is used in addition to theQuadtree form, but only beause the link-list form is the most onvenient form forthe method hosen in this work to output the solution and restart data. This link-listimage is dynamially reated from the Quadtree form immediately before exeutionof the data output operation, and then destroyed immediately after ompletion ofthe output operation.Regardless of whether a tree-based, reursive implementation is hosen, as de-sribed in Setion 6.3 and others, it is good pratie for every main operation toautomatially exeute all its subordinate operations as built-in operations. For ex-ample, the operation of splitting a node in this work automatially exeutes, assubsidiary operations, all the omputations assoiated with the node splitting itself.This inludes omputation of the geometri properties of the subordinate nodes, andomputation of the attribute vetors of these nodes. The splitting operation also au-tomatially exeutes all the operations assoiated with aounting for the side-eetsof the splitting of a node. This inludes exeuting all the neessary neighbor inter-rogations and all the neessary renement operations to enfore the one-renement-level-dierene rule aross the grid. The advantage of suh an approah, whih may
418be said to onform to the so-alled objet-oriented programming methodology, is thatthe higher-level operations, suh as grid renement and oarsening an be designedand implemented without onern for or knowledge of the details of the subsidiaryoperations that must be arried out during the splitting or onsolidation of nodes.Thus, the node and its operators are made to ontain all the information about theoperations required during the splitting or onsolidation, as well as all the funtionsthat require invoking. If the node data-struture should hange, or if the higher-level operations should require re-organization, the separation between the internalproperties and the funtionality assoiated with nodes will be onned (in priniple,wholly) to the nodes and their built-in operations.At several loations in this hapter, it was shown that are opportunities for al-tering the trade-o between the omputational eort requirements and the memoryspae requirements. This exibility is greatest when a tree-based implementationis hosen. For example, it was mentioned in Setion 6.3 that all the relevant geo-metri attributes of a ut ell may be stored in an \intersetion-onguration data-struture" if it is desired to avoid alulating these attributes more than one duringa motion step. Similarly, in nding edge and vertex neighbors, it was hosen toretrieve the neighborhood-onnetivity data by diret, immediate alulation, as de-sribed in Setion 6.6, whenever a neighbor is required. An obvious alternative tothis is to perform all the edge and vertex neighbor determinations one at the be-ginning of the alulation, and again only whenever the grid hanges loally, andto store the neighborhood-onnetivity data (through diret node-to-node links) foreah leaf node. In this work, the re-alulation approah is hosen beause it savesa signiant amount of memory (about eight links per leaf node), at the expense ofinreasing the total omputational eort, but by only a few per-ent.
